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1. The

"experimental method":

the existence of the "method of science".

on

"Experimental method" denotes the method of the empirical sciences.
It does not
the term,

necessarily involve experiments in the strict sense of

that is, in the

sense

of subjecting the object of

experimentation to controlled stimuli;
the

laboratory.

which

and

For example, astronomy is

be

can

applied outside

empirical science

an

applies the experimental method without actually experimenting

with celestial bodies

(for the

time being, at

least).

As

an

introduction to the examination of the methods of science it is
useful

to

cognitive
set

or

enable
in

a

a

an

account of the nature of

not, whether scientific

of statements

such that

or

provide

representing

a

fair

or

a

method, whether

Thus,

a

sequence

of operations

group

proportion of cases,

not.

repeatable

each individual sequence
human individual

or

any

so

method is

a

of operations

described would

to bring about, either infallibly
repeatable event called

1+39the

(MEHEBERG, 1958s P»67).

objective of the method

surprising that

every

characterisation of

science" is
The

a

lb is

attempt to

asssociate the above clear-cut

method with

a

description of the "method of

extremely cumbersome, if not outright impossible.

validity of such

statement

a

the vast literature which exists
of

^

can
on

be shown by simple review of

the

subject of the "method

science", which has been accumulating since the nineteenth century.

The

writings of philosophers and scientists alike reveal a remarkable

situation characterised

by

Their views relate to

broad

a

a

variety of widely diverging opinions.
spectrum of issues concerning

the

existence, objectives, step-by-step accounts and explanations of the
"scientific method".

At

a

very

general level, the term

procedure by which scientists

move

"scientific method"

from hypotheses

or

denotes the
unrelated

observations towards the establishment of scientific laws and theories

that
up

are

held to explain a

(2)
particular set of phenomena.v '

Summing

the state of the arguments concerning the existence of the

"scientific method"

Medawar^^

that (MEDAWAR, 1969:

points out

p.12)s

"Science, broadly speaking, is incomparably the most successful
enterprise human beings
that has

a

ever

engaged

misrepresentation of what they do.

have done

so

The doubt

as

a

yet the methodology

by learned laymen,

by scientists, and when propounded by scientists

have received instruction in scientific

out

upon;

presumably made it so, when propounded

is not attended to
is

have

seem no

Only

a

minority of scientists

methodology and those that

better off".

to whether

practising scientists are

method is reinforced by studies

conscious of acting

of the history of science

14IO.

^

(KOHN, 1962/70); (FEYERA3ENI), 1975);
circumstances
took

in which the most

place.

adhered to

Thus, it becomes

significant discoveries

as

logical and

intuitive

an

jump, though one that was justified

discoveries

personal judgments cannot be

The importance of the fact

ultimately rest

overemphasised

on

great methodologists,

and

others,

were

e.g.

the scientists'

(POLANYI, 197^+s P«57)«

Further, it is important to notice that those who
as

not

were

and their findings have often

mathematical grounds.

that all scientific

and inventions

evident that formal methods

by the greatest scientists;

been described
on

and in particular of the

are

today recognised

Mill, Bacon, Whewell, Jevons, Peirce,

not practising scientists themselves

(MEDAWAR,1969:

pp.9-12).

Nevertheless, to accept that scientists do not practice

consciously

some

version of "scientific method" constitutes

that such " method" does not exist.

evidence

no

formalised

The

ambiguity surrounding the existence of THE "scientific method"

can

be further ascertained

of the
used

existence, and continuing

emergence,

scientists in their pursuit

by

in all

through the unquestionable recognition

"general scientific method", Diesing
when the variety

discussed
been

recognised and appreciated.

basic method of science may

hand, it tends to
at

so

that

high

do could be

placed

on

a

cause

level of
ignored

as

philosophical

On the other

a

variety of methods

of objective, testable knowledge

Without denying

scientific fields.

of

the availability of

a

claims that the latter is best

exists in methods

now

in

use

has

Indeed, premature interest in

result in two types of bias.

attention to be focused

on

one

On the

one

relevant issues

abstraction that much of what scientists
technical detail, with unnecessary emphasis

paradoxes that

hand, the search for

are

not directly relevant.

increased richness of detail at

14+1.
a

could easily

low abstraction level

particular method which is valid in

(DIESING, 1971P«2).

science

association with
scientists

Bridgman's

do, and there

individual scientists"

Following
whether

a

This line of reasoning bears strong
contention that "science is what

are as many

scientific methods

He argues

there are

(BRIDGMAU, 1955s P«83).

convenient

a

specific

entails

more

abbreviation of the sum-total of methods
context of different

scientific disciplines.

that in the absence of a specifiable procedure which could be

deservedly called THE "method of science", the

alternative would be

try and determine separately the ranges of the various methods

and unite all these in

a

single assembly

problems.

He suggests that

the latter

alternative

First, that there is

a

in various branches

of

would constitute
such

of

as

similar direction of thought, Mehlberg seeks to establish

used within the

to

general method of

customary reference to THE "method of science"

simply

a

field of scientific endeavour,

one

the method of nuclear physicists, with the

e.g.

than

result in identifying

a

new

a

description
methods.

can

the

impossibility

near

be shown

of scientifically solvable

by

means

of two observations.

great number of overlapping methods in

use

science, and description of their joint

"logically accidental aggregate".

Consequently, he

argues,it is

more

range

Second, that

would have to allow for the discovery

to subsume all conceivable methods of science under

procedure

of attaining

or

invention

promising

one

which might be termed "the method of science"

comprehensive

(HEHIiBERG,

1958: pp.65-67).

The

question

sense

of

a

set

regarding the existence
of "certain and easy

of

a

method, in the Cartesian

rules", which leads to statements

hb2.
of factual truth of

a

He contends that

"ars inveniendi"

an

wide extension is answered

be

invented;

be

contradictory to the definition

Because
it is

and that

such

if it

developed, its existence would

were

of factual scientific knowledge.

of being partially or totally refuted, there

set of infallible. rules

a

(art of invention ) will never

knowledge is essentially fallible, to the extent that

susceptible

cannot be

even

negatively by Bunge.

leading to final truths.

However, this should not be taken to imply that scientific research
is lawless

and

erratic, based wholly

on

intuition.

Certain

successful

patterns of approaching scientific problems

hypotheses

can

method"

be established and

can assume

(BUNGE, 1959J pp.66-68).

view with

eliminate every

may

could tackle

a

for

and that

a

discipline of

problems

error

which might

application of the

conclusion

put forward

The issue of validation

a

common
are

which

to all sciences.

accepted

as

being

particular sciences, might

school of methodology.

Three main

(MEDAWAR, 1969s p.Ill):
or

establishment of suitable
or mere

THE "scientific method",

scientific methodology

content of the

provide the subject-matter for

falsity,

of

the truth of every

assure

number of real

areas are

similar

(NAGEL, 1961: p.13).

independent of the actual

(i)

or source

problems, to the extent that they

problem

a

"infallible method of science"

not be possible to formulate

the need exists

These

"does not

by inquiries"

Although it

of "scientific

"practice of the scientific method does not

impair the outcome of the inquiry";

reached

an

form of personal bias

scientific method

name

Nagel appears to maintain

respect to the existence of

when he states that

the

and testing

justification, which refers to the

grounds

probability

on

which to

assess

the truth,

of general scientific statements

kb3-

y

purporting to explain real world phenomena.

(ii)

The issue of reducibility and emergence, which involves study
of the

problem of reducing particular sciences to

archetypal field of
in

science) —such

and

(assuming

science

as

'

by the contrasting notions of
between entities

or

known

the latter

as

a

whole.

1961: p.13),
to above,
In the

seems

acknowledges the

and

of

logical to subscribe to
existence of

expound the nature of

policy for obtaining and

to reflect the aims of

following discussion only

even if

THE

an area

of

the task of

"scientific method"

one

assessing evidence"

(NAGEL,

in the strict sense referred
"scientific methodology".

of the three problem

areas

that is, the issue of validation, is considered

respect to certain epistemological and methodological questions
to be in dispute.

excluded from further

The remaining problems have to be

investigation for they

to the context of this dissertation.
a

cause

uses.of the concept

methodology",

rather than as a method

seems

that appear

in

contingent connections

Moreover,Nagel!s characterisation of "scientific method"

mentioned by Medawar,
with

or

(MEDAWAH, 1969s pp.1lj.-21).

"scientific

is not to

"a definite

as

as

questions raised

nature, in terms of

proper

light of these arguments, it

Medawar's thesis which

concerns

necessary

events in

and deals with the

causation in science

discourse

hierarchical order

the efforts to reduce biology to physics

(iii) The problem of causality, which

In the

original,

(5)

chemistry.

effect;

some

an

non-superficial

philosophy of

manner

demands

are

not directly relevant

Moreover, their examination
a

level of competence in the

science which the author cannot hope to attain within

the time available.

"Scientific method"

2.

discovery

:

Medawar's reference to the
as

a

key

area

or

validation;

problem of validation

or

or

justification

of scientific methodology is significant

omission of what

a

number of workers

both?

in its

have claimed to be

an

integral

part of "scientific method", namely, the systematisation and, if
possible, formal expression of the distinctive acts of thought that
enter into the process

of science have
exists

a

of scientific

extensively

logic of scientific

study of how discoveries
which appears

to the historical
a

discovery.^

Although the logical

made by practising scientists is

are

interrelated.

logical path.

a

field

of

Especially with regard

Scientific hypotheses

given reasonable empirical evidence;

subsequently investigated
consequences were more

examples

debated the question whether there

growth of knowledge, it seems that it has not

traceable

advanced and

Philosophers

distinct from the study of the historical growth

knowledge, the two fields

followed

are

(7)

discovery.v '

by other scientists

fully explored.

of this historical path

were

and these were

and their empirical

Eoestler cites useful

(KOESTEER, 1959)•

Strictly logical inquiries into the historical growth of knowledge
assume

that

the form

were

of rational reconstructions

involved in the emergence

main accounts of the process
have been

expounded;

(POPPER, 1959/1972).

of the

cognitive processes

of scientific discoveries.

Two

of growth of scientific knowledge

those by T.S. Kuhn

(KOHN, 1962/70) and Popper

Although they bear several points in common,

hhs.
these

considered

are

fundamentally contrasting views.

paradigm based science is detailed in

1970^)

(KOHN,

>

(MASTEEMAN, 1970)•

and

underlying this approach
antecedent

knowledge

of scientific

or

science.

In

through
of

new

frontiers

on

of scientific

considerations, forms

relative

of

known characteristic

repetitive,

(POPPER, 1959/1972).

unimaginative,

as a process

of reformulation

and the establishment

His hypothetico-deductive

inquiries,

theory

a

'normal'

associated with certain

of scientific method based

falsification and confirmation of scientific theories.

be argued that

the most important

and Kuhn's views of the process

of

of the role

the falsification of existing knowledge

normative

It may

emphasis

central notions

of recognition in the pursuit

contrast, Popper views science

rational account

on

One of the

However, the best

inquiries.

of Kuhn's thesis is its

(KUHN, 1962/1970), (KOHN, 1970a),

is the recognition

patterns

Kuhn's

distinction between Popper's

of scientific inquiry

and the growth

knowledge refers to the role of critical analysis and assessment.

Kuhn believes that

scientists

adopt

critical attitudes towards the

paradigm of knowledge they employ, only in extraordinary

cases.

Popper states

normatively that science ought to be permanently

revolutionary:

that hypothesis forming and continuous critical

testing is the path towards the growth of knowledge.

One

aspect of the debate

discovery
the term

concerns

the existence of "a logic" of scientific

the attempt to clarify the

"logic".

discovery is based

on

The argument that there
on

new

it would not really be new.

there is

no

order

or

can

the definition of "logic"

Accordingly, it is claimed, if
old

meaning attached to

knowledge

be

as

no

of

"deduction".

could be deduced from

This leads to the

method in the process

logic

suggestion that

of discovery

( JAEVTE, 1961|:p.ii9)«

Ijl4-6.
The view which

negates

the existence of

logic of discovery

a

(the hypothetico-deductive account) divides science into two distinct
(i)

parts:

the part which deals with discovery;

which is concerned with validation

(AGHLNSTEIK,

pp.

62-63);

new

scientific

1971:

hypotheses tend to
ways;

a

of still unrelated

sense

(POLANYI,

guided essentially by

are

facts.

Secondly, it is recognised that the

the part

in completely unrestrained

emerge

inexplicable by

(ii)

Firstly, it is assumed that

and that scientists

deemed

processes are

justification

p.137).

and informal

vague

or

and

Consequently, these thought
rational

any

process

account.

of validation is

a

systematically formulated set of operations and involves the
utilisation of
This process

specified rules of evidence, inference, and confirmation.

constitute the "scientific method"

Hesse

criteria of

considerations.

These

are

rationality.

concerns

different groups

and

norms

are

not

but tend to vary both over time as well as among

of practising scientists at the

logically arbitrary.

and consequences

same

They involve the explicit
or

time they
or

are

implicit

normative connections

it is possible to explore systematically.

emphasises, however, that the "logic of science" should not be

identified
a

on

Although such sets of criteria

adoption of certain principles whose rational

She

founded

"good science" which possess elements of internal logical

coherence and

not

(DIESING, 1971: pp.13-11*)•

recognises the existence of a "logic of science" which essentially

involves normative

static

domain of logic and is said to

certainly lies in the

with "scientific method"

because the latter is

descriptive study, whether historical

include normative elements
her view contrasts with

or

only

contemporary, and does not

(EESSE, 197^+: pp.6-7).

Popper's contention that

In this sense,
a

theory

W7.

of scientific method is neither

science, but should involve
which

might derive from

a

matter of logic nor an

normative

empirical

statements of preferences

metaphysical theories

or

beliefs

(POPPER,

1959/1972: p.53 ff).

Although most writers today discount the existence of
discovery, there

are

of discovery as a
as

there is

there is
p.

a

71).

a

especially in the field

of physics

Hanson's view that
are

(HAUSON, 1958/1951:
and demonstrates

(HANSON, 1963)

•

systematic reasoning

discovered and not only

of

when they are

reasoning involved in discovery and in justification

type.

same

He concludes that

discovery and justification,

depends not

on

reasoner

and

:

on

his purpose,

p.12+1).

or

".... the distinction

far

as

the mode of reasoning but

(ACHINSTEIN, 1971
be

(formal deductive logic)

However, he diverges from Hanson's account by stating

of the

between

can

with

concurs

that the modes

of the

Thus, Hanson purports that just

process.

logic of prediction and testing

place when hypotheses

defended.

are

patterned

He calls such logic "patterns of discovery"

Achinstein

logic of

those who speak of "patterns of discovery", or

logic of conceiving scientific hypotheses

its existence

takes

a

on

as

reasoning is concerned,

the state of knowledge

lack of it, in reasoning"

Bunge argues that scientific discoveries

planned in broad outlines, but cannot be regimented;

and concedes that invention is not lawless but follows certain
These tend to be

psychological rather than logical, and

to the various intellectual

types

(BUNGE, 1959: p.68).

patterns.

are

peculiar

He

claims

that the

study of "scientific method" is descriptive

to the extent

that it

discloses

Nonetheless,

patterns in scientific research.

"scientific method" is normative to the extent that it shows which
rules of

procedure

are

likely to increase the chances of fruitful work

14+8.

(BUNGE, 1959s pp.70-71).
of

logic

and clarification of the types

Description

applied by scientists is

a

methodological issue.

manner,

the question whether there exists

becomes

empirical to the extent that it

either

can

be settled empirically:

affirmatively, by reconstructing such logical

operation, or negatively, by refuting
of

logic of discovery

a

.

process

in

proposed description of

a

set

(DIESING, 1971s P«1l+)«

discovery patterns

Consideration of the

a

In this

preceding arguments indicates that scientific

inquiry should be practised in a way which balances its two fundamental
faculties, that is, intuition and testing
are

A

necessary

Both of these faculties

.

at all times but neither is sufficient in itself.

position which accepts the significant role of creativity in

scientific research does not entail
to

formally systematise the thought processes involved in developing

theoretical
lies beyond
must
of

rejection of the possibility

now

That intuitive reasoning

hypotheses for testing.
the

range

(MEDAWAR, 1969:

outgrow"

theory-creating

".... is-

of analysis

and/or

P«57)»^^

a

romantic illusion we
Reliance on

a

psychology

the collection of the empirical facts

of the scientist's mental activities is

not, by itself, capable of

furnishing answers to the question of

logic of scientific discovery.

To cite
is
a

a

Medawar, "... the analysis of creativity in all its forms

beyond the competence of
consortium of the talents:

any one

accepted discipline.

It requires

psychologists, philosophers, computer

scientists, artists and poets will all expect to have their say"

(MEDAWAR, 1969: p.57).

The process

of discovering and formulating scientific hypotheses may

be studied at the

logical, psychological, and sociological level.

Logical analysis will tend
sense

to focus

on

plausible inferences in the

of non-deductive connections between

singular and universal

Psychological investigation would

propositions.

scientific

the

This stage reflects the process of

problem at hand.

synthesis of previously unrelated elements.
stimuli and inhibitions

as

on

conception of the ideas that lead to the solution of the

stage of

such

concentrate

research

team may

However, other factors

influencing work within

be shown relevant and taken

scientific

a

into consideration.

Finally, sociological inquiries might revolve around social structure

kinds

of

hypotheses

kinds appear

It

seems

research to the extent that certain

affects scientific

and how it

are

deemed

to be discouraged

more

acceptable socially while other

(BBNGE, 1959s P»70).

doubtful whether eventual

systematic formulation of the

scientist's intuitive reasoning processes
effectiveness of scientific

would

contribute

anything more than

inquiries

a

to the
certain

encouragement and abetment of the elements of creativity involved.
This has been

recognised by Newell and Simon in their

establish rules for

procedures
of

varying

are

applied flexibly according to circumstances

order and

many

alternatives

open

to the

users.

Further, they do not guarantee to furnish the results that
sought

(NEWELL, and SIMON, 1963); (CYERT and MARCH, 1963)-

of the

preceding remarks, Brodbeck's position

as

she states that:

discovery, but

a

"Scientific

certain

way

seems

method is not

a

are

being

In view

highly tenable

set of rules for

of formulating concepts, confirming

hypotheses, and constructing theories.
of proper

Such

search procedures.

regular and systematic step-by-step series

seen as

are

operations, and

with

(11)

general heuristicv

effort to

We

scientific evidence for the truth of

can
a

state the nature

hypothesis.

i+5o.

But

we

cannot give any

recipes for selecting the concepts and

finding the hypotheses to which the method of science is then applied.
The scientist in any area

needs

established knowledge and

techniques.

The rest is

a

firm and broad

imagination and ingenuity

(BRODBECK, 1968: p.9).
of "scientific method"

This he
—

grasp

be

can

of already
taught.

with these he must be born"

As regards the question whether accounts
should contain both logical rules

of hypothesis

formulation, if it is accepted that these can be formalised, and

systematised testing procedures, the explanation of scientific method
most

prevalent today, that is the

does

envisage

not

a

stage

hypothetico-deductive account,

of hypothesis development.

specify explicit 'rules of invention'.

investigated

However, it does

This approach will be

fully in the ensuing discussion of the principal

more

accounts of "scientific method".

3.

Accounts of "scientific method"

3.1

Introduction

The

search for

scientists

move

towards the

an

explanation of the method by which empirical

from either unrelated observations

nineteenth

a

central and controversial

philosophy of science since about the middle of the

century.

to encourage

hypotheses

justification of general statements and establishment

of scientific laws and theories has been
issue in the

or

Special synposia that

were

recently convened

discussion of questions pertaining to scientific

i+51.
methodology tend to confirm
more

an

increasing interest in obtaining a

profound comprehension of the methods employed in empirical

science

(FRANK, 1951+); (FRE1JDENTHAL, 1961).

The evolution of the

understanding of "scientific method" has been admirably surveyed

On his account, two primary explanations of the method

by Medawar.
of science
and

can

(ii)

be

distinguished:

(i)

the inductive-deductive scheme;

the hypothetico-deductive scheme.

These schemes

of

reasoning are described below, and their principal features stated;
and views

will

their relative merits

on

are

also reviewed.

mainly follow Medawar!s critical assessment

(MEDAWAR, 1967) and (MEDAWAR, 19^9)j

as

The discourse

expounded in

but will diverge from his

exposition to include relevant opinions of other workers eminent
in the field under consideration.

as

a

complete and exhaustive treatment of the subject, but will be

restricted to

3.2.

This discussion is not offered

meeting the limited objectives of this chapter.

The inductive-deductive scheme of scientific reasoning.

The induetive-deductive

scheme has

suggested

explanation of the "scientific method".

This

as a

scheme

complete

historically

emphasises the role of induction

formulation of scientific general statements.

past hundred

years

the opinion prevailed

among

been the first to be

in the

process of

Indeed,

over the

English-speaking

philosophers and scientists that scientific reasoning followed
a

strictly inductive mode.

scheme is the

Evidently, the principal notion

concept of induction.

Often described as

in the

th^^TT^,
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•reverse of

deduction1, induction has been assigned dictionary-

definitions

as

"the process

general".

Medawar characterises

of arguing from the particular to the

of reasoning which somehow

expressing
them"

An

induction

empowers us

particular 'facts*

(13)
reasoningv

attributes

Starting from factual

formulary

to pass from statements

to general statements which comprehend

always
an

employed to support inductive

ampliative role to inductive processes.

(observation) statements, inductive

content of which exceeds that contained in the
their

on

perceptual experiences

unordered facts which

are

facts.

serves

in the form

The inductive

in order to

ensure

become laws when:
relevant

new

—

premises.

start from

Scientists

observation of

(a)

as

ordered, the observed facts

Thus

the foundation of inductive inferences.

of general

statements concerning the particular

generalisations

their

are

verisimilitude.

then subjected to testing
Such general

statements

by applying them to sufficient numbers of

(b)

phenomena, they hold their validity;

they can

f-11 \

accurately predict such

A

new

phenomena.

'

typical view of the inductive-deductive scheme

of the"method of science" is given
he

by Kemeny.

as

the representation

Quoting Einstein,

states that science must start with facts and end with facts.

The most characteristic feature of the "scientific
is its

cyclic nature.

—

they attempt to order through definition,

classification, arid measurement.
become evidence which

reasoning

(laws and theories) the informational

produces general statements

These

or

(MEDAWAR, 1969: p.23).

argument which is almost

based

"a scheme

as

method", he claims

Thus, the scientist observes at first, then

attempts to describe in complete generality the results both from his

1+53observations and from what he
the

scientist makes

predictions on the basis of his generalisations

(theories), which he cheks against facts again.
one

Next,

expects to see in the future.

cycle of the method

are

The facts ending

the beginning of the next cycle.

Kemeny depicts his view of the scientific method in the diagram shown
below

(fig.1) (KEMENY, 1959: p.85-86).

The two most

important elements of the inductive-deductive scheme

(a)

of reasoning are:

scientific

discovery.

must be relied upon
assumed

of

as

This implies

(on condition of

observer),

by the

(b)

the generative

act in

that the evidence of the senses
a

state of 'perfect neutrality*

Unification of the separate acts

reasoning involved in discovery and justification of laws and

(MEDAWAR, 1969: p.2+1).

theories

been advocated

They

does not furnish

premises.
that the
new

Inductive reasoning in science has

mainly by logical positivists

positivists).

to

Observation,

argue

(explicit

or

implicit

that deductive reasoning, by definition,

new

knowledge that is not already conveyed by the

on

this conception of deduction, it is purported

Based

only logically possible type of transition from "perception

knowledge"

(RUSSELL, 191+0/1973:

of inductive inference.

Russell is,

p.

118) is through

a process

in fact, reported to have

suggested that refusal to accept the principle of induction implies
rejection of all empirical knowledge

Medawar

provides

inductive

(i)

a

(LAKATOS, 1970).

detailed critical apraisal of the

process

of

reasoning:

There appears to be some confusion concerning the processes
of

discovery and justification.

scheme holds these to be

one

The inductive-deductive

and the

same

process.

b5k>

Fig.

1:

The inductive-deductive scheme of reasoning.

ktt.

(ii)

It is difficult to sustain the general idea of inductive

reasoning, that is, that scientific knowledge is derived

from

simple, unbiased statements relating to sensual evidence.

(iii)

Inductive theory insists

on

the primacy of facts.

however, provide systematic
observations in

for selecting one set of

reasons

preference to

some

other set.

Instead, it

considers that the limit of observations that may
to

a

of

an

It does not,

be relevant

general statement is the univers of observables.

Absence

adequate theory of special incentive in connection with

the observation field renders inductive methods unsound.

(iv)

The scheme places

great

it does not easily

permit procedures associated with partial

emphasis

modification and improvement
but focuses

(v)

on

on

justification and validations

of existing general statements,

total refutation of laws and theories.

Inductivism does not consider explicitly scientific fallibility,
and does not

provide

prevalence of

error

explain why the

same

a

plausible theory about origin and

in scientific research.
reasoning

either towards the truth or,

(vi)

(15)

Elements of chance
emergence

of

some

processes may

more

It
lead

frequently, into

thus fails to

scientists
error.

that are so often characteristic of the
of the greatest scientific discoveries

are

not allowed for in inductive reasoning.

Medawar concludes his criticism of the inductive-deductive scheme

by suggesting that induction cannot be
because

no

process

a

logically rigorous

of reasoning whatsoever

can,

process

with logical certainty,

enlarge the empirical content of the statements out of which it issues.
Moreover, the scheme is totally inadequate

as

the explanation of

1+56.
"scientific method".
in science

can

of scientific

be

occupied by induction

However, the place to be

correctly identified

not

as

the universal method

reasoning, but rather in certain limited and special

occasions when Baconian induction is carried out.
so-called "Baconian route to scientific

inductivism")

Several

is provided by

explanation" (or "naive

philosophers and scientists have pronounced negative criticisms

method".

the

as

The most adverse criticism

concept of induction altogether.

do not

of the

(HARVEY, 1969: p.3l+)> (cf. fig.2, p.1+57)-

of the inductive-deductive scheme

the

A diagram

explanation of the "scientific

comes

(16}
'

from

Popper who dismisses

In his view, scientists

employ inductive inferences and, in principle, could not

justifiably do

so

The only

since inductive reasoning is fallacious.

kind of inferential

reasoning, proceeding in the inductive mode,

that is

accepted by Popper is what he calls "quasi-induction".

This is

represented by the negative feedback loop in the schematic

presentation of the hypothetico-deductive account
method"

to be discussed below

While other

(POPPER, 1959/1972:

(fig.3) of "scientific

p.276).^^

"hypothetico-deductivists" do not accept Popper's

opinion about

'the fallacy of inductive reasoning, they do share

his

scientists do not arrive at

of

view that

reasoning.

These philosophers hold that there is

to infer laws from
set of

hypotheses via this mode

data;

and that

empirical data alone, since

(ACHINSTEIN, 1971:

Ch.6)/18^

a
no

no

mechanical way

law cannot be inferred from
such set will yield

a

law

a

bSl'

Fig.2:

The Baconian route to explanation

—

or

naive induction.
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3-3

The hypothetico-deductive account of scientific reasoning.

3.3.1

Introduction

The hypothetico-deductive

scheme has been expounded as an alternative

(19)

to the inductive-deductive scheme.v

'

It envisages scientific

reasoning as an exploratory dialogue between the possible and the
actual and,
of

therefore, it

(a)

thought:

this

be separated into two distinct episodes

the investigative stage of hypothesis formulation

(the 'possible'), and
hypothesis

can

(b)

the critical stage of testing the original

against factual evidence

method, scientists

their inquiries

commence

of

some

in

short, with the formulation of

opinion,

or

informed

(the 'actual').

guess,

or

a

According to

with the

unsubstantiated

formation

conjecture:

rational hypothesis which might

explain the phenomena -under investigation.

Having decided

plausible hypotheses, scientists proceed to

critically examine and

test these

against the facts

(CAHNAP, 193&:

PP• 1+20-1+71)

>

on

(POPPER,

1959/1972).

The tests take the form of
consequences
that

eliciting whether

of the hypothesis

correspond to reality

the scheme resolves into
Deduction is regarded

a

or

not the deductive

system of hypotheses are statements

(MEDAWAR, 1967: p.1l+7).
process

by most

In this manner,

of deduction from hypotheses.

writers today

logical mode of scientific reasoning
Its

or

as

the appropriate

(NAGEL, 1961: p.29).

advantage is thought to be that it guarantees that if the original

U59.
/

hypotheses (axioms, assumptions, etc.)

are

necessarily, will be the conclusions drawn

p.l+9).^20^

1969:

true, then
from these

also,

so

(MEDAWAR,

The degree of confidence that is placed

on

the

premises may determine the extent of confidence associated with any

that

consequences

The two

are

logically deduced from the premises.

(21)
'

principal components of the hypothetico-deductive account of

"scientific method"

are:

(a)

the generative act in scientific discovery.

Hypothesis,
This

as

recognises, at least implicitly, that intuition, in addition

to factual

data, plays

although intuitional
in the

(b)

processes are

not explicitly accounted for

as

lying outside of the realm of logic.

Justification

or

critical testing, where the initial hypothesis

exposed to criticism against

concept of

in the

a

a

background of observational data.

hypothesis, and the testing procedures involved both

hypothetico-deductive account.and in

scheme deserve

3.3*2

important role in scientific discovery,

scheme

is

The

an

some

The concept of

the inductive-deductive

analysis and clarification.

a

hypothesis

Contrary to earlier thinking that scientific discourses contain

hypothetical elements but only factual statements, it is
that the

core

of scientific

(22)
hypotheses.v '

theory is

Bunge offers

a

a

set of verifiable

now
or

definition of the concept of

no

recognised
falsifiable

1+60.

a

(1)

(23)
'

is a factual hypothesisv

"A formula

hypothesis:

s

if and only if

it refers, immediately or ultimately, to facts that are

unexperienced

or

in

principle unexperientiable, and

corrigible in view of fresh knowledge"
Recognising

a

(2) it

a

However, hypotheses rather than factual data
activity.

Although
as

The process

are

coin.

same

the centre of scientific

or

data) in that they have greater

possessed by the empirical propositions they cover.

empirical propositions

hypotheses

(problem

Hypotheses differ from other empirical

propositions(factual propositions
content than that

is

hypothesis purporting to account for the

phenomenon of interest constitute opposite sides of the

cognitive

yet

(BTMJE, 1967s p.222).

subject suitable for scientific investigation

sensing) and formulating

as

(data

can

by which

a

be

are,

in principle,

wrong), they

as

corrigible

refer to actual experiences.

hypothesis is formed is not illogical, but

non-logical in that it does not conform to strict rules of logic

(MEDAWAR, 1969: p.l*8), (POPPER, 1959/1972).
are

the terminals of

more

less obscure

or

inference, whether analogical

or

or

Scientific hypotheses
non-demonstrative

inductive.Moreover, they

are

starting points of deductive procedures

the last stages of which

(those closer to the senses)

the test of experience

(BUNGE, 1959s Ch.3).
of the scientist

of the real
scientific

world)

are

to

pass

The accumulated mental and physical experiences

(including his observations
as

and reactions to facets

well as his familiarity with already existing

knowledge constitute the empirical foundation through

which the scientist obtains his

particular phenomenon.

"insight" into the nature of

This "insight" remains initially

(or rational hypothesis) yet

unsubstantiated and becomes

a

to be established

and acceptable inference.

as

some

proper

conjecture

Hypotheses

1+61.

/

are

present in most steps of the process of scientific inquiry, but

are

especially

conspicuous in the following

summarising and generalising the results of

(ii)

(iv)

(iii)

3«3«3«

It is

of observations;

in designing an experiment in order to either collect
or

to test

an

assumption (BUNGE, 1967s

p.28l).

Tbe testing of hypotheses

generally accepted that theoretical hypotheses of empirical

science

should be tested to

knowledge.
a

in

in trying to justify theoretical statements;

further factual evidence

is

a range

(i)

in attempting to interpret generalisations from actual

observations;
and

cases:

assess

the

validity of their claims to

This critical step of justification in

major distinguishing characteristic of science

"scientific method"
as a

whole.

Although testing procedures employed by scientists adhere to strict
logical rules and

are

more or

of the results from such

subjective.

(23)
'

caution in

accepting

are

less formalised, the interpretation

procedures

may

Consequently, scientists tend to exercise considerable
or

rejecting

a

tested through the deduction of

where

past events

ultimately be highly

are

the object

concerning matters of fact.

hypothesis.

predictions

of the

Basically, hypotheses

(or postdictions,

inquiry) of

consequences

If consequences so deduced do conform

with relevant observational data the

hypotheses

are

considered plausible.

If, however, the predictions do not conform with factual evidence,
the

proportion of instances in which the hypothesised relationship

remains invariant may

become important and

may

determine the extent

1+62.
of confidence to be

placed

for further

( 26^
'

testing.

on

the hypothesis and the requirements

Carnap

testing with the remark that the
involves two

(a)

of confirming

the logical correctness of the hypothesis and
acceptability (CAENAP,

a

(b)

1936).^^

hypothesis to predict events in the real world
sustain other

or

process

of hypothesis

essence

hypothesis

important and essentially disjoint aspects:

derivation of its
the

expressed the

the empirical

Capability of

and/or corroborate

hypotheses will render it acceptable as a scientific

law.^28)
According to Harvey, there
the issue of validation

are

three distinct schools of thought on

(HARVEY, 1969s pp.38-1+0).

identifiable nucleus of ideas is concerned with

The first

providing a 'logic'

(29)

of confirmationv

7 of scientific hypotheses and theories,

which

employs probabilistic criteria to evaluate the likelihood of

hypothesis being

true given the relevant factual data.

a

In this

context, two approaches have been suggested, viz. "logical" theories
which construe

probability

and statistical

instances.

that
in

logical relation between

The

second stream of ideas

hypotheses has had Popper

hypotheses

can never

experience.

as

concerning validation

its initiator.

He holds

be conclusively verified, only falsified

This line of reasoning has been offered as a

replacement to the earlier contentions
and the members of the Vienna Circle

In

propositions,(3Q)

approaches regarding the number of confirming

C J31")'

of scientific

as a

his influential

of

philosophers like Russell
132)
(e.g. Schlick).
'

work, Popper criticises the identification of

testability with meaningfulness and the reduction of testability to
verifiability

1959/1972).

as

advocated by the logical positivist school

(POPPER,

He points out that a non-scientific hypothesis can be both

b&3'

y

meaningful and highly confirmed while, at the

empirically irrefutable,
of the outcome of its
as

a

suitable

criterion of
the

so

time, being

same

that it could be upheld irrespective

testing.

Popper regards "empirical refutability"

criterion to be

accepted

as an

alternative to the

(33)
' for

The falsifiahility criterionx

verifiability.

acceptance of scientific hypotheses denotes the

to be falsified

by factual evidence.

statements would be characterised
of inductive

ability of the latter

Consequently, non-scientific

by irrefutability irrespective

Kuhn's adverse criticisms with

support for them.

respect to Popper's refutability criterion have been waged principally
on

the

to

discourage the advancement of

grounds that absolute adherence to such

with instances of failure

this

situation

criterion would tend

plausible hypothesis initially

against certain factual data.

Since

frequently during hypothesis testing, "all

occurs

theories ought to be

any

a

rejected at all times"

(KDHN, 1962: pp.11)5-1^6).

Finally, the third school of thought with respect to the issue of
the

testing of scientific hypotheses has

Kuhn who claims that confirmation and

associated with the dominant

of

some

current

are

to solutions within the

"scientific

During periods of 'normal' scientific
oriented

revolution",

problems

and conventions

towards

problems that

prevailing paradigmatic context.
or

the

signalled by repeated lack of
scientific

Although impossible to logically

rules do tend to exist within the framework

paradigm.

endeavours scientists

testing procedures are essentially

paradigm of scientific activity that is

accepted by the scientific community.
justify, verification

been established by T.S.

emergence

success

of

a new

are

amenable

A so-called

paradigm,

may

be

in attaining solutions to

after using the existing methodological rules

(KUHN,

1962/1970).*35)

b6b.
This view of

justification

orientation.
behavioural

appears

to have

a

strong behavioural

However, it should not be confused with the so-called
approaches to the problems of validation and acceptance

of scientific theories.

Both statistical decision theory

(CHURCHMAN,

1961); (SUPPES, 1967) and information theory (TONDL, 1973) have been
used in serious efforts to

provide

a

formal framework for the

evaluation of scientific theories which would be
alternative to the
statements.

classical

These

to

or

the instrumental

the

as

decision

rejection

of

concept in

a

decisions cannot be

of truth and validity of

makers at the end of their

They claim that decisions taken

of inquiry.

acceptance

acceptable

approaches are essentially behavioural because

they view the scientists
process

concepts

an

a

with respect

theoretical formulation constitute

theory of confirmation.

These

analysed outwith the implicit framework of

scientists® value

systems, research goals, and specific objectives.

By shifting the emphasis from statements towards the taking of actions
the terminal state of scientific

as

tend to

inquiries, behavioural approaches

replace the concept of truth

or

validity by that of risk

expected loss involved in the decision to accept

or

(or

to

reject it as unfounded).

will seek to
his

value

A different view

a

true

(HARVEY, 1969:p-39); (HOLLIS, and NELL, 1975)-

concerning the acceptance of scientific theories

language, including the
of

as

hypothesis with respect to

emphasises the behaviouristic elements involved in the

as

theory

It is presumed that the scientist

optimise his selection of

system

a

use

statement of scientific theories

particular matters of fact.

On this account, all

language should be analysed by concentrating

on

the

of
as

uses

persons

well
of

who are

language users, and explicitly considering the production and reception

U65.

the semantical

analysis of modern

developed

offered,

to- be

notions of modern
set

of tools for

theories

3.3.I+

logic appears to do very inadequately.

that this approach, though promising, is not sufficiently

Suppes comments

A

and this is something that

linguistic stimuli by these users;

of

as

a

substitute

logic and semantics.

for

These latter

analysing the detailed

seem

to provide

a

structure of scientific

(SIJPPES, 1967s pp.66-67).

Critique of the hypothetico-deductive scheme.

typical account of the hypothetico-deductive scheme

explanation
their

the precise

of "scientific method"

inquiries by perceiving

add to the

body of

common

which would appear,

a

as

the principal

would take scientists to start

problem the solution of which would

knowledge.

To formulate general conjectures

'prima faciae', to explain the phenomenon under

study the scientist

may

proceed in various ways,

to gather relevant

data and build

a

( 37)

one

of which is

stock of typical examples.

Consideration of these would then direct the scientist to formulate

plausible hypotheses that fit
Prom the range
selected

(proceeding inductively).

of conjectures thus derived, a subject would

consisting of hypotheses that

investigation.

and enhance their

appear

be

viable prior to detailed

Acceptable hypotheses would be adopted temporarily

and their elaboration would

clarity.

(HAHVEY, 2969: P-3U)
281-285)

the data

or

begin aiming at improving their form
This

process

of "experimental design"

"explicative synthesis" (MTTTRAM, 1972:

pp.

might involve definition, classification, and measurement

1+66.
with

^

respect to concepts contained in the hypotheses.

operations the latter

of elaborating the form of the hypothetical
them into

what is known

as

One of the

the axiomatic account which views

theory is

("axioms") stated

in

no more
a

and

less than

no

a

a

theory

of this set

plus the proofs of these consequences"

expressed by

("theorems")

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968:
as

deductive

(SPECTOR,1965: pp.121-11+2),

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: Ch.l+).

and

soon

as

tentative theory has been propounded,

a

against empirical evidence may commence.
would make
of

On this

(ACKERMANN,1965: pp.312-326);

systems have been reviewed by

and criticisms have been

As

consequences

Objections to the construal of theories

axiomatic

as

(containing primitive

specified vocabulary

terms) together with all the

129).

theory

set of sentences

and defined

p.

a

to conceive of a theory is

ways

hypothetico-deductive system (BUITGE, 1972: p.227).

account "a

way

constructs is to embed

hypothetico-deductive system, that is, into

a

(BUNGE, 1973s Ch.1).

a

A desirable

be impossible to test.

may

Without such

its testing

The postulated theory

possible the deduction of sets of hypotheses

examples and counter-examples of applications of the

(in terms
theory)

which, after having been empirically interpreted, would be subjected
to

testing with respect to

scrutiny of
and

a

consistency.

postulation of the theory

than

not only

an

examination of adequacy

Testing

a

may

In this process, the original

have to be modified and, occasionally,

theory is often

more

difficult to perform

formulating the theory in the first place.

facilitated

The critical

with other theories of its kind, but also severe

establish its

abandoned.

background of factual data.

theory would include

compatibility

tests to

a

by the axiomatisation

The task

may

of the theory, for in this

be

way

1+67.
it is easier to

system which
The

are

/

identify the components of the

(BUNGE, 1973' Ch.l).

at variance with reality

diagram provided below

theoretical/axiomatic

(fig.3) attempts to schematically

represent the steps involved in the application of the hypotheticodeductive scheme of scientific reasoning.

knowledge

emerges as a

( 39)

In this view, scientific

'

kind of controlled speculation.

is exercised in accordance with the consequences

The control

of the

act

performed, through continuous negative and positive feedback processes.

Medawar makes detailed comments
and the

on

what he views

the advantages

as

shortcomings of the hypothetico-deductive scheme.

his most

significant points

In terms of

are as

advantages, the scheme

follows
be

may

Some of

(MEDAWAR, 1969: pp.5*1-56).
acclaimed for clearly

distinguishing between the stage of discovery and that of its testing
or

justification.

or

infirm the

to the
as

Further, the observations required to confirm

hypotheses

are

hypotheses and do not

is the

case

limited to those that are relevant
range over

the universe of obervables,

with the inductive-deductive

allows for the continual refinement

or

scheme.

adjustment of scientific

hypotheses by the process of negative feedback.
as

This scheme

Human fallibility,

might be observed in the outcome of scientific inquiry, is

accounted for in the
the human
the scheme

hypothetico-deductive process as part of

property of erring in

forming

an

Finally,

opinion.

recognises the potential influence of chance in scientific

discoveries.

It

acknowledges experimentation

of discriminating between possibilities,

as a

principal method

rather than

enlarging the pile of factual information.

as

a

method of
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The

scheme is not

limit is

claimed to be free from shortcomings.

analogous with the absence of

a

be correct in principle;

enter into the scientist's

is limited

by

some

appears

processes).

to

This criticism
hypotheses

in practice, only plausible

thought process

to the situation in inductive

(and this

limit to the amount of factual

should be collected in inductive

data that
may

no upper

explicitly set to the number of hypotheses that may be

propounded to account for the observed phenomena
be

Thus,

(and this is also analogous

reasoning, where inductive observation

non-explicit criterion of relevance).

Another

imperfection of the scheme, which is also characteristic of the
inductive

approach,

which, though

a

may

be noted in the process of hypothesis testing

logically conclusive process in itself, is liable

(e.g.

to human

error

or

organisation of testing

wrong

defect of the
of any

use

experiments).

Lastly, the major

hypothetico-deductive approach is claimed to be its lack

explicit

concern

scientific inquiries,

with the generative act of discovery

in

that is, the intuition of the scientist

(MEDAWAR, 1969: p.55).
the

of false observations in falsification tests,

Despite the preceding shortcomings,

hypothetico-deductive account is becoming the recognised

explanation of the "scientific method"

(JEFFREY, 1956:

(MEDAWAR, 1969: p.59), (RDDNER, 1951+: pp.2l+-28).
is also

facing

some

strong opposition.

pp.

237-21+6),

However, the scheme,
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1.

Introduction.

The above discussion concerning
and schemes of

has not been

permit
and

reasoning which purport to

sufficiently

"grand"

any

was

examined

viewed with

persisting

Thus,
and

such

a

"method"

exhaustive, and profound

synthesis of "final conclusions"

and

presented

and its

the results

The diversity of views

suspicion.

held in science

detailed,

account for

to

to be formulated

Indeed, had this been attempted on the basis

put forward.

what

aspects of so-called "scientific method"

of

would justifiably be
which are currently

philosophy have given rise to

a

number

of

controversies in these realms.

there are controversies of observation and theory;

theory;

and "research

of confirmation and falsification;

programmes";

of

a

of method

of "naive falsification"

universally applicable "logic of science"

2+73and

sovereign

locally

rules and conventions, or even anarchy;

mono-theoretic and

poly-theoretic models of science;

and

of induction and deduction;

justification;

understanding;

of realism

value-neutrality and cognitive

interests.

explanation

attempt
that

or

to provide

was

In any case,

debates in

developed

lifetime

with caution

will be restricted
a

of description

It would be

based

on

that would

a way

are

efforts of

bearing

on

and

of

absurd to
the material

chapters of the thesis.

For the

make this possible.

in the forefront of contemporary

philosophy, science, and related fields, and
many

talented

and often at great length.

philosophical objectives

have

in

such controversies

requiring

argue

not

of discovery

and instrumentalism;

to such problems

reviewed in the last two

was

discussion

is

answers

of

their study

individuals

who

Given the limited

of this dissertation, the following comments

to certain

the ensuing

pertinent

observations

which will

development of the arguments in

this thesis.

2.

Some criticisms of the "orthodox"view of "scientific method".

The

preceding discussion

focused
are

most

on

accounts of

prevalent

of aspects of

"scientific method"

scientific reasoning

in the relevant literature,

that have been

was

and/or

viz. the inductive-

hlk.
deductive and
It has

the

attempted to examine these

neutral

viewpoint
into

entering

disputatious

of the

not

fruitful

to

the

as

to

but

accept

truth

content.

thought
one

of

To

of thought

complementary

of scientific

It

reasonable to

rarely

commences

will delimit

are

of

that

was

is referred

of

be paradoxical
possess some

usually

are

competing

accounts of

that

occur

in every

(MEDAWAR, 1967s p.118).

a process

of

induction

very

theoretical hypothesis which

potentially productive

either failure of confirmation,

Moreover

it

accounts of the two successive

prior

some

what

another

modes

reasoning

...

and indeed

understanding"

without

areas

"

of thought

accept

or

of what

might not

of scientific

in fact

episodes

advance

seems

that it

alternative

one

and deductive

without

—

In particular,

Me dawar.,

adduce

of

discussion

inductive

accounts

philosophically

that this is possible

on a

recognised

two

as

process

and

to embark

that both

a

arguments in favour

between

was

of science.

from

"method of science".

antinomy

inference,

accounts

to the extent

—

explanation
thought

"models"

hypothetico-deductive

or

investigation.
falsification of empirical

in¬

consequences
inductive

deduced

thinking

the

hypothesis

may

be

of

which is broad

—

enough

This

sciences, but also

structure.

was

on

the factual

creates
evidence

for fresh

which contradicted

—

in cases where some realm

yet possess a body of substantive

theories

to sustain

(HARVEY,

is not

deductive

uncommon

in the field

employed

scope

Inductive approaches

if not generally accepted

does not

1968: ch.l*).

reasoning

based

hypothesis

some

(HARRIS, 1966: p.262).

fruitful

knowledge

from

to develop

inferences

in many of the social

of urban planning
a

number

where

of models

inductive

of the urban

Hesse's

comments

appropriate
of such

of science

and

judge

Sometimes

sometimes

one

of science

to

means

to its

It is

that

a

different

comparative

methodologies, rather than

a

partisan

a

ends.
may

have different

truth, beauty

naive

of

provide

methodology

or

empirical

instrumentalist predictions,

their different

should

a

of maximum

necessarily in conflict, given
science

aims of

and prediction

sometimes

suppose

dim view

"A normative

which desires

inductive inferences.

a

of the pressing

s

comprehensive theories

appropriate,

are

history

application

requirements from

morality.

its

most

from the rapid advancement

the implicit

disclose

may

emerge

(HESSE, 197U* P»7)

technology

whose aim is

normative

content

which

the appropriateness of

A science

present

of "scientific method"

problems

method

of

regarding the

debates, especially in the light

and multi-faceted

and

ongoing debates

explanation

sterile

critique

the

on

of the

reading

methodologies

The logic

aims.

study

polemic on

axe

of

such

behalf of some

against others".

Both

accounts

to above
draw

a

converge

sharp

in which

hypothesis
emerge

to

—

at least

distinction

whose

deduced

and the
are

accepted

between

in

context

of

rejected.

that

of

takes place,

inductive

are

referred

discovery

i.e.

generalisations

—

either the
or

the

to be tested, somehow

justification,

against

were

Firstly, they both

the context

consequences

assessed
or

of science"

two points.

of the ideas

involved

jump

knowledge

either

on

the genesis

intuitive

"method

of the the

empirical

in which

claims

evidence and

are

1+76.
It is

generally agreed by those who advocate

objectivist, rational

an

and

empiricist view of science that scientific truth and knowledge

are

to be established in the context of

on

intersubjectively accessible observations and

of method.

discovery

In this view,

there

are

as

many

procedural rules

and attempts to do

It will be

dangerous psychologism.

seen

so are

below,

contemporary views purporting to account for the role

psychological, social, historical, and economic elements in

the advancement of scientific

to

on

it is denied that the act of scientific

be accounted for by logic;

can

characterised

of

justification which relies

as

the "newer

view of

come

are

to be known

as

an

referred

alternative

(HAERE,

neo-realism

and opposes the positivist "logic of science", it is

involved in creative scientific
as

views that

Further, in

"to -understand the imaginative

attempted

known

—

philosophy of science".

science, which has

1976: p.17)

knowledge

models

to

thinking"

processes

through exacting

are

by employing contructs

play the role of the deductivists' hypotheses.

Secondly,both accounts of the "method of science" take
issue the need for

that

as a

central

testing the validity of claims to knowledge
scrutiny of the world of experience.

The different

views that have been advanced in connection with the fundamental

epistemological problem of how to make
to

knowledge is valid

discussion.

The abortive

the Vienna Circle to

of

are

certain that some

claim

not examined in detail in the preceding

attempt by the Logical Positivist of

equate meaning with verification in the context

pursuing the so-called unshakeable foundations of knowledge was

succeeded

by the confirmationist view of the Logical Empiricists

and various versions of falsificationism.

The broad philosophical

traditions within which these views

are

emerged

reviewed below.
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Assessing claims to knowledge by testing
evidence is said to be the

scientific

distinguishing characteristic of

knowledge which sets it apart from ordinary commonsense

knowledge.
procedures

them against factual

However, it has
are

to be

come

recognised that testing

not guaranteed to be free from human

Human

error.

fallibility manifests itself in the conception and variety of testing
operations and methods involved

for the tests.

But

of human error,
ever

be

apart from simply being

—as

Popper

that, in

involve decision

Although such

some

may

which does not involve any

of science is
on

the

so

be and has been denied

(JEFFREY", 1956),

activity

type of decisions.

as an

one

Indeed, such

parameter

(which

further inquiry

or process

within

some

of

discovery).

(CHURCHMAN, 1956).

of which

an

view

(which

A science

indefinitely

would remain

bears

on

the

or

bears

on

On the other hand,

acceptable degree of

various experimental designs,

questions to be pursued

would be

a

hand, scientists formulate and select hypotheses

genesis of ideas

choices among

enterprise

impossible to reconcile with actual scientific practice.

plausible and promising for

a

convincingly

(EODNER, 1953).

they choose measurement procedures designed to yield
of

hypothesis

scientific inquiries

way,

making, hence evaluative judgments
claim

a

essential

it is difficult to conceive of scientific

Thus,

has

no

(POPPER, 1959/1972).

It is claimed

the

falsifying

of the possibility

aware

it appears that it can be shown that

conclusively verified

demonstrated

as

or

hypothesis, but also in collecting relevant evidential support

some

can

in confirming, infirming,

an

error,

decide

process

of

estimate
or

make

upon

fruitful

justification)

which does not involve decisions

long series of observations the reliability

ungraded, as would their relevance

or

importance.

U78.
This is neither

an

adequate description of science nor

prescription for 'doing' science.

a

defensible

It suggests that there is

an

important contribution of the human mind in scientific theorising
and

research, and that facts alone cannot provide the indisputable

foundation for

knowledge of the world.

The view of the scientists

as

an

to decision models of scientific

investigator who operates according
procedures

(TOEDL, 1973s P«229),

(PEEEZ and TONDL, 19^5), that is, by placing emphasis
of

alternative

the

search for

the most

decisions and their

on

the weighing

corresponding results, and on

optimal decision rules to

govern

the selection of

approrpiate decision from the set of possible decisions,

tends to stress the behavioural elements involved in the

scientific

testing of

hypotheses and in the interpretation of the results of
If there be

the tests.

a

theory of discovery and assessment of claims

to knowledge which accounts for the existence of such behavioural

elements, it will have to resolve
One group
some

utility function which the scientist attempts to maximise with

another,

a

or

a

particular theoretical proposition rather

to assent to

behavioural

established
to

adopt

certain statement

having been

as

understanding

process

testing of

a

(1+3)

approach appears to have repercussions for the

question the claim of

that its

a

(HEMPEL, 1965: pp.73-79), (CHUECHMAE, 1961: p.3^0).

confirmed

Such

number of difficult problems.

of problems relates to the need to determine the concept of

his decision to
than

a

of scientific knowledge.

some

seems

versions of the "scientific method"

of reasoning, with its insistence

kind that is

Thus, it

on

empirical

relatively unaffected by social, cultural,

and economic

contexts, guarantees the acquisition

knowledge.

Further, it raises sceptical doubts regarding the certainty

of totally objective

1+79.
which science is

Contemporary accounts of "scientific method" tend to give

knowledge.
full

pursuing in structuring and applying scientific

recognition to the claim that all scientific propositions

subject to change, modification,
"quest

for certainty "

elimination; and that the

is inconsistent with the critically rational

"scientific

attitude of the

or

are

approach" (KANTOR,

1953); (DEWEY, 1938);

(POPPER, 1959/1972).

The above comments
context" without
scene

upon

made in what may

being related to

a

be called

a

following

picture of the broader intellectual

It is attempted to do
The view

pages.

so now,

to be connected with

account

commented

that science is intellectually
may

be said

philosophical positivism, is coming to be

by the view of science as

within science,

are

consisely,

very

internally self-determined and autonomous, which

contested

"methodological

they pertain and within which views that

have emerged.

in the

and

to which

were

but also

as

(MENDELSOHN, 1977s

a

vital social process, not only

part of the larger society.
pp. k-5):

"science is

beings acting and interacting, thus

a

an

On this latter

activity of human
Its knowledge,

social activity.

its

statements, its techniques have been created by human beings

and

developed, nurtured and shared among

Scientific
As

a

of human beings.

knowledge is therefore fundamentally social knowledge.

social

of processes
actors.

groups

activity, science is clearly

a

product of

a

history and

which occurred in time and in place and involved human

These actors had lives not only in science, but in

wider societies of which

they

were

members".

the
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The issues that
a

to

"social

are

activity"

society

as a

discussed in this
concern

whole.

both its internal nature and its relation

respect

to the relation of theory

of innovative ideas

discovery)

—

subject

in the object of the inquiry

or

viz. whether such

of scientific

community.
general

—

the scope

of

to

(the act of scientific

origin may be located in the inquiring
—

and to the

—

issues that have attracted the attention

applied reseacrh

commonsense

knowledge

religion, politics,
purpose

and rules

set of complex issues whose investigation lies outside

of this thesis

and

norms

the relation of science to society in

concerns

contemporary commentators include the connections

science

to

procedure accepted by the members of the scientific
As

a

as

Regarding the internal nature of science,

questions are asked with
observation, the origin

conception of science

etc.),

or

or

between pure

technology, the relation of science

other systems of

beliefs

and the socio-political

(such

as

relevance and

of intellectual activity and legitimate basis of its support

(KROHR, 1977).
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3.

Directions in the "newer" philosophy of science.

The views of science

"social

activity"

indirectly
referred

—

a

by the

In his

Continental hermeneutic

(chapter five)

given

views of science

relates

"been influenced

to have

and its

attempt

to study

puzzling to him

man

which account
sense

how to
or

In what follows,

elements of these
inquiry.

-understood.
same

He may

was

This material

that

are

He

set of occurrences,

may

hitherto obscure,

give general interpretations
all of which

one

such

appeal to the coherence

fitting neatly into

may

make

He thus faces the problem of

show both to himself and to others that

in terms of its

Indeed,some of

and understand nature and phenomena

puzzling phenomena.

story is correct.

were

constructs plausible stories purporting to describe,

for the

out of the

that

earlier, in chapter four of the thesis.

explain, and enhance understanding of what
unfamiliar and not

probably

—

been identified.

methods of

as a

philosophies

of certain important

to what was discussed

and

(HESSE, 1976).

elements have already

brief sketch is

recent

appear

to above

their shared

an"interpretation of nature"

as

some

larger story

interpretation

of this story
or

set of such
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stories;

in terms of its language, its logically non-contradictory

structure;

its power to enable understanding of unfamiliar phenomena.

But he has

no

of securing that such understanding as

means

appreciates in his story reaches other individuals who
with the

phenomena, and is accepted by them

same

Problems that

between

elusive task

to

which the

move

same

phenomena by different

in

a

This interpretative process

circle for it involves advancing

appeal

may

interpretations which he might take to corroborate his
However, those whom

understand

or

may

he is trying to convince

show that the
occurrences

ultimate

concerned;

and

so on

appeal is made to the

in stating

the other individuals.

and trite

not

purporting to

previous ones were correct "readings"

to convince other

may

disagree with these other stories, in which case

the story-maker has to resort to yet other stories

trivial

some

and then trying to convince other individuals about its

account.

employed

story with

a

If agreement is not reached the story-maker

validity.

an

of breaking

some means

story-maker claims to have correctly interpreted

occurrences,

to other

to the possibility of different

without possessing

from the interpretative circle.

appears

well.

as

Reconciliation of diverging interpretations

individuals; etc.

away

individuals;

and/or interpretation of those

appears an

concerned

might arise in that respect could relate to inefficient

communication

perception

are

he

'ad infinitum', it
common

But in many cases

occurrence

some
in

seems,

until

undrstanding of the language

these stories and in

people about

of the natural

communicating with
it is proving impossible

interpretation of

even

the most

everyday life, irrespective of the

adequacy of the arguments involved, for the other individuals may
not

share the

same

point of view and

may

not

see

things in the

same way.

J+83.

^

Moreover, after repeated but unsuccessful attempts at demonstrating
to others the correctness of one's

inevitably start questioning

For several centuries

story, the story-maker will

the adequacy

since Descartes

—

—

of his

own

interpretation.

this fundamental

epistemological problem has persisted in discussions of the process
of

acquiring and validating knowledge of the world.

have been

of the

interpretative circle in knowledge

from the circle and reach

immanent characteristic

as an

unshakeable foundation for
reason

(rationalism)

Rationalist approaches usually
a

level of

understanding

in such

referred to

as

epistemological views.

a

manner

a

recent revival of interest
are

currently

Rationalist approaches are

.

"subjective" in the rival, and presently dominant,
ways

intersubjectively agreed

in

(empiricism).

clarity and the articulation of the

it cannot be said that they

empiricist accounts of

knowledge.

experience

seek to attain through reasoning

Although there is

approaches,

fashionable in

on sensory

pure

such that its "certainty" cannot be denied

because of its "absolute"

arguments involved.

or

knowledge which is either attained by

based

or

attempt to "break

level of "certainty"

some

that

answers

the "uncertainty"

traditionally given either tend to accept

of the way man knows anything about the world or

away"

The

of establishing "objective",

upon,

unassailable foundations

Such knowledge is to be founded in
which does not necessitate

sense

for

experience

appeal to judgments that are

impossible to verify intersubjectively.

In

empiricist accounts of knowing, experiential data are not seen

as

judgments and

to

provide information on "things

as

deriving from interpretation:
as

they are said

they are", and thus knowledge

.

m.
built up

by such blocks of information will have "bedrock", "certain"

foundations which go

beyond, subjective interpretations.

A similar

path has been followed in phenomenological philosophy and its "methods"
which is

empirical

seeks the

though not empiricist

—

"unshakeable foundations"

or

in the above

"absolute

certainty"

knowledge in ideations, viz. in ideal categories that
available to the

subject's consciousness,which

experience and, instead, inform it.
sensory

data

are

In

many

sense

are

—

and

of

immediately
distinct from

are seen as

versions of empiricism

taken to entail definite modes of description and

classification of the world which is assumed to exist "out there".
The world of facts is

a

of

point of return for

departure and the

central

respect to its features.

be described

of changeable

or

of these accounts
any

some area

categorised in

assertions made with

a

of sensory experience which

language that is independent

theoretical and evaluative elements

language of observation.

the point

as

The "ultimate foundation" for scientific

knowledge has to be located' in
can

concern

—

i.e.

descriptive

a

Pure description is assumed to be

distinguishable from theoretically biased statements made in

hypothetical explanations of the observations.

Associating empirical data becomes a methodological principle in
the inductive method.

Repeated observations of two

occurrences,

one

succeeding the other, suggest in an intersubjectively verifiable

way

that there is some regular connection between them.

Accurate

observation and

recording of such constant conjunctions of

would result in

generalisations, universal laws, and hence in the

growth of objective

knowledge.

the Baconian model of
it involves have been

occurrences

This view is associated with

"scientific method"

(46)

and the difficulties

convincingly demonstrated in Popper's critique
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of inductive logic where he argues
to

ever

conclusively

verify

scientific laws since, irrespective

of the number of their confirming
the

possibility that

them.

If this

scientific
kind of
that
and

instances, there always remains

observation will prove inconsistent with

seems

scientific

on sensory

also

as

the

experience is the most

secure

to be countered by the impossibility to claim

propositions have been shown to be unshakeable
If the inductive method is

universally true and certain.

abandoned

that

critique is accepted then the conviction

knowledge founded

knowledge

some

some

that it is logically impossible

principal account of the "method of science"

then

support for the view that science is the systematic collection

and accumulation
withdrawn.

On

of

empirical bits of information has to be

Popper's account, such

a

view is to be replaced

by the thesis that knowledge is growing by making bold,

"implausible" hypotheses

or

even

conjectures and then testing these against

empirical evidence trying to falsify them rather than find confirming
instances in their favour.
of deductive
all science.

logic becomes

Palsificationism within the framework

seminal methodological criterion

a

Thus, continuous

for

rational criticism of novel, bold

hypotheses is the main theme of this view which distinguishes science
from other forms of belief

In the

old

inquiry.

empiricist model of science, empirical observation

is to be relied upon

of

or

for it

is taken to disallow the intrusion

interpretations of the data if it is carried out in

value- and
from the

theory-free

way.

Observational

reasoning which is based

on

them.

to be able to withstand rival claims to

data.

It is claimed to be able to do

so

data

systematic,

thus distinct

Such reasoning has

knowledge
by

are

a

based

on

the

being the result

same
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of standardised

reasoning and inference

of the formal rules of

data

are

seen

logic and mathematics.

through adoption

Thus, experiential

beyond dispute and investigation and all knowledge

as

should be founded
between the

processes

on

these.

This view introduces

a

sharp distinction

investigating subject and the object of his inquiry:

the relation between the knower and the known is seen as an

passive
"the

The critics of this account have referred to it as

one.

spectator theoiy of knowledge"

which has

essentially

"the bucket theory

the

inquirer is

the

world;

a

of knowledge"

a

the

a

through the

container, empty at birth, into which
senses,

and in which it accumulates.

of the "method of

true account

one

the so-called deductive model of science

of which is to be found in
of the
a

Logical

modified and

work of

—

(POPPER, 1972: pp.60-63):

Following devastating criticisms of inductive logic and of its
as

term

passive spectator and recorder of happenings in

his mind is

material pours

—

pragmatists such as John Dewey

originated from American

or

(QUINTON, 1977J P«3)

(HAGEL, 1961).

science", there emerged

—

the classical account

The original formulations

Positivists of the Vienna Circle
more

use

were

succeeded by

elaborate version of deductivism thanks to the

Carnap, Hempel and other Logical Empiricists in America.

The deductive model of science takes theories

as

hypothetico-deductive

(1 81

systems^

' and maintains

observation, discovery

(in conjecturing hypotheses) and justification

(in deducing

consequences

explanation

and

inductive

the distinctions between theory and

from hypotheses

description.^"^

justification of hypotheses

and testing

This model does not allow
through

which enables the movement from observation to
versions of this view of

them),

an

inductive logic

hypothesis.

In some

science, the sharp distinction betweeen

'
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observation

theory is said to imply that only observation

(and not theories)

statements
of beir_g

and

true

or

false;

for correlation and

may

be said to have the properties

and that theories

are

only instruments

(50)
/

prediction of observations rather than assertions

purporting to describe the real world.

Though labelled

as

hypothetico-deductivist, Popper's view of science

the Logical Empiricist

opposes

attempting to provide
is also in

an

version of the deductive model by

alternative to Empiricism.

(51)

His work

opposition with the "newer philosophy of science"

as

developed in the writings of Kuhn, Lakatos, Peyerabend, etc.

( cfp)
Sceptical and relativist w ' critiques of the "orthodox" view
of natural science have
and have
to

challenged the "orthodox" view of

science which takes it

provide objectively true descriptions of the

are.

( 53)

The belief that there

neutral facts which
about the
to

proliferated in the last twenty five years,

is

a

realm of

world, and that the notion of truth is simply correspondence

formulation
or

was

advanced

pictures of the

the contribution of the

that

by Kant

—

—

seen

are

not simply

Rather they include

human mind without

Thus, what is called truth is

which in its original

that theories

real world.

is, they do fit the world in

is in the

absolute, theory-

simply dictate the content of scientific theories

reality is being contested by the view

copies

things really

way

some very

being wholly fictitious

basic

—

way.

to develop partly

on

what there

world, i.e. the experiential and experimental facts, and

partly on the contribution of the human intellect, viz. the categories
and ways

of looking at things which originate from the observer.

In this sense,

there

may

be alternative

ways

of describing the

same

488.
set of

emprical facts which yield both true and adequate

descriptions of them.

Moreover, not only is reality viewed

as

partly

mind-dependent, but also the concepts applied on it by the scientist
may prove

process

to be the wrong ones and

have to be altered in the

of interaction between human contribution and experiential

evidence.
the

may

Thus,

sensory

experience alone is not seen

both

a

process

"all science is dialectical and positive.

of argument in counter-concepts and Images, and one

of

purposive experience and observation.

is

a

recipe for persistent

error,

to be

recognised

construction
an

as

and

The dialectic by itself

and empiricism

directionless and atheoretical".

Scientific

the result of

subjective enterprise.

Such views tend to

many

.

"subjective" elements in scientific

characterisation

a

It is recognised

reasoning but there is

no

of science as

or

even

for,

mechanical rule for deciding about it.

follow the approach

In

of rational

contrast, there

are

those who

"logic of science" should not be attributed

rational, external elements, such
and economic.

advancement of knowledge

it is argued, it tends to produce unrealistic

fictitious results.

claim that the

wholly

emphasise the role played by psychological,

critical of those who

reconstruction

a

that there is good and

sociological, and historical elements in the
are

discovery has come

involving logical

a process

approximately dialectical relation

inquiry need not entail

and

by itself is

empirical observation, these components standing

Acceptance of the intrusion of

bad

providing

allegedly unassailable foundations for knowledge of the world

(KROHN, 19775 P«96):

in

as

as

non-

political, sociological,

Aspects of these debates

may

be

seen

Popper controversy regarding the growth of knowledge.

in the

Kuhn/

W9.
As mentioned

above,Popper's view of science emerged

established Logical Positivist accounts.

on

reflected

a

136).

p.

seems

some

subject matter by

an

science is

(GIDDENS, 1976:

Critical assessment of Popper's views in recent literature
adequacy

of the hypothetico-

reasoning in accounting for the whole range of

activities, viz.

the nature of scientific

as

the "method of science", and about

objectivity

and the criteria

by which it is proposed to be assessed.

and

"a collective

institutionalisation of critical reason"

deductive scheme of

associated

scientist

of the "scientific method",

means

to raise serious doubts about the

scientific

However, it also

from the image of the individual

and introduced instead the idea that

enterprise,

attack

conception of science which differed from traditional

views in that it moved away

confronting

as an

or

Such literature

standards
is

particularly with the work of Hanson, Kuhn, Lakatos

Peyerabend who show great dissatisfaction with the

predominant

hypothetico-deductive and objectivist accounts of the scientific
enterprise.

Thus, it has been argued that science should be

understood in terms of various kinds of relativism
and

observation;

(iii)

The

(ii)

:

(i)

of theory

of meaning and theoretical framework;

and

of rationality and historical paradigms.

writings of the philosopher and historian of science T.S.Kuhn

seem

to

question the established image of scientific knowledge

as

objective and value-neutral guided by universal criteria of method

rationality.^^

and
is

closely

His view of the growth of scientific knowledge

linked with what he refers to

as a

( ^9}
"scientific paradigm" v

(KHHN, 1962/1970: p.viii):

"

achievements that for

provide model problems and solutions

to

a

a

time

community of practitioners".

universally recognised scientific

Emergence

of

a

paradigm gives
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rise to
are

scientific tradition

a

informed

theoretical

by the paradigm

as

around it:

a

set of activities which

regards experimental methods, the

interpretation, and other cognitive and experimental
In this sense, "normal" scientific practice appears

apparatus.
to be governed

by

some

paradigm

which "stands for the entire

constellation of

beliefs, values, techniques, and

the members of

given community" of scientists

p.

175).

a

Such

unified

and

The scientific

the

as

rather than

and

practice their

activity

"normal science"

success

any

methodology.

but constrained

"craft"

(ibid.

:

p.10);

which any

science

particular

on

paradigm it relates to

as a

activity much like the process of applying

creative
a

legal

(BL00R, 1976: p.5o); (P0LA1JYI, 1950/1961+:
as a process

pp.

of mechanical

The paradigm is taken to set out the general shape

explanation must follow, but is not claimed to determine

phenomena.

into the explanation of

any

particular

It guides the search for answers to questions such as:
the fundamental entities of which the universe is

How do these interact with each other and with the senses?

questions

a

(ibid..: 109)•

Hence, scientific research proceeds

the elements that go

are

practitioners of

its advancement depends

However, this should not be seen

duplication.

"What

way

universal criteria of objectivity, rationality,

precedent in case-law

1-29).

(EUHN, 1962/1970:

which grows around some paradigm is referred

and value of the
on

shared by

paradigm indicates the existence of a coherent,

viewpoint which determines the

view the world

to

a

so on

may

What

legitimately be asked about such entities and what

techniques employed in seeking solutions? "

(KHHN, 1962/l970:pp.l+-5)•

Thus, it appears that the paradigm that is accepted by
of scientists

composed?

performs the dual role of prescribing

a

some

set

community

of

appropriate rules of method, for pursuing the cognitive tasks of
scientific

a

discipline, and of prescribing

matter of that

discipline

looking at the world

the

relative

are

sciences

conventions

embody

in their

sense

that it suggests
may

a way

of

be

By arguing that scientific standards and
to

a

in the

to which these rules of method

—

legitimately applied.
methods

—

the nature of the subject

paradigms this view denies the claim that

single set of procedural and methodological
pursuit of "true"

(as opposed to "relative")

knowledge of the world.

The

universally accepted theories and experimental techniques

associated with
rather than
be

sought

paradigm generate

a

problems.

It is assumed that solutions exist and should

inquiries within the framework set by the paradigm.

"Normal science" advances

"puzzles",

as

a

sequence

paradigm.

taken

as

of successful solutions

and the accumulated success augments

and efforts of the scientists:
the

steady supply of "puzzles"

in terms similar to those that have proved successful in

other scientific

to

a

it results in

the confidence

the elaboration of

Occasional failures at solving a "puzzle" tend to be

relating to the individual scientist concerned and not to

raise doubts about

the

Scientists

validity of the paradigm itself.

may

lose confidence in the paradigm if there seems to be

why

a

a

solution to

number of

the

a

"puzzle" cannot be reached after concerted efforts of

prominent scientists who would operate within

perspective of the paradigm.

of scientific debates and may

creating

an

Such anomalies become the topic

disrupt the activity of "normal science"

atmosphere of "extraordinary science".

of such

disruption

emerge

which provides

Although it

no reason

may

a

As

a

result

completely new paradigm for doing science may
an answer

to the unsolved "puzzles".

not be possible to directly refute the paradigm

—

for

U92.
there may exist

auxiliary hypotheses between it and the evidence

many

it may be ruled out as
conclude that the

unfruitful.

When the scientific community

paradigm serves the development of scientific

new

knowledge better than the established paradigm,
J.S taking

vision of science

a

progression

as a

paradigms the adoption of which depends on the
Science emerges as a
an

social enterprise.

organised consensus

what is not to be warranted
assessment of the need for

of the
with

certain

is

no

one;

a

point beyond

will be based

on

These

can

be

no

base their

men

their understanding

on

advantages of the

on

new

their expectations

paradigm in

However, justification of the reasons

change of paradigm

can

only proceed up to

which the steps taken towards

new

a

decision

Ultimately there

paradigm will be "truer"

than the old

factual proof of the correctness

the choice of the scientific
which

determining what is and

judgment rather than facts.

pure

guarantee that the

and there

men

knowledge.

answers.

rejecting

or

The scientific community

change of paradigm

regard to the potential

supplying the missing

a

a

as

of

of

community of scientists.

that beset the old paradigm, and

problems

defending

"scientific revolution"

a

place.

Thus, Kuhn advances

represents

community.

of

Formulations of science

sharply differentiate facts from interpretations, and which

view the world

observable

depends

on

(as

it is known to

facts which various

certain events
framework.

—

on

the basis of

What is

man)

collection of individual

as a

sciences try

others,

so as

to predict

questioned in the Kuhnian

are

"fact",

a

"solution", etc.,

presuppositions which constitute part of

a

paradigm.

seen as

a

"problem",

to order

a

Consequently, the life of

a

the scientific

and the status of the natural sciences

community;

paradigm seems to be the ideology

of
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tends to be assimilated

to that of

ideology

( RYAU, 1970

:

-/

pp.

233-231+). ^

Central to Kuhn's work is the

to recognise the

of science
relativist

and

approach to scientific knowledge.^'

important questions concerning the relativism

the influence of
view the

they affect the ways in which scientists

as

world, including their

very

conception of what is or is not

the possibility of comparing and making

judgments about the choice of paradigms.
"independent" facts, features,
there

can

be

no

than another.

of scientific

By stressing the primacy of

viewpoints.

paradigms,

fact, Kuhn denies

a

of the Kuhnian thesis is to bring to the

standards and intellectual

a

existence of the dilemma, between

absolutist

an

One of the consequences

surface

necessity for philosophers and historians

or

Since there

standards to guide such

"good reasons" for selecting
What constitutes

are no

a

one

a

choice,

paradigm rather

"good reason!' is itself established

by the paradigm.

The

arguments that

are

put forward by Kuhn seem to lead to the

abandonment of the traditional idea of
in science.

Summing

up

landscape Bloor states

the Kuhnian account of the scientific
very

lucidly:

suggest that everything about science
Science
an

is

a

set of concrete

explicit methodology.

of behaviour and

objectivity and progress

"Kuhn's approach does not
can

practices rather than

its

are

an

judgment whose

grounds do not lie in

conducted at the level of

and clear.

activity with

In the last analysis science is

verbal statements of universal standards.
which

be made explicit

any

a

pattern

abstract

Those features of science

explicit verbalisation, such as

explicit theorising, utilise concepts which

are

deeply anchored

b9b.
in

paradigmatic practices.

be

accompanied by changes in language and meaning"

Rutin's account may

not to

provide truths about the world but to afford

forward

at

of removing

ways

This view is not in opposition with the one put

by the rival conception of science supported by Popper:

goal of truth is
an

(BLOOR, 1976: p.52).

be taken to suggest that the role of science is

perceived errors.

the

A change of paradigm will therefore

infinite

Connected with

an

distance

(BLOOR, 1976: p.53)*

Popper's falsificationist doctrine, but also with Kuhn's

concept of"paradigm",
research

ideal to be pursued by science, but it lies

(58)
^ ' is Imre Lakatos' notion of "scientific

programmes" and its development within

"sophisticated falsificationism"

as

a

version

of

opposed to the Popperian

(LAKATOS, 1970: pp.91-196).

so-called "naive falsificationism"

Sharing Popper's view regarding the need for and availability of
criteria bv which scientific theories

universal
assessed

—

and

pseudo-science
programme so as

by which science

a

occur

certain

Drawing

compared and

be distinguished from

to avoid the Kuhnian critique of it

programme"

within the "context"

is seen as
of such

a

continuity for them to constitute

on

be

Lakatos attempts to further develop Popper's

—

A "scientific research
which

can

can

a sequence

programme
a

(ibid.: p.179)»
of theories

and must possess

single such programme.

(59'

the history of science, Lakatos advances arguments

purporting to show that the growth of scientific knowledge should
be reconstructed not

as

a

their dramatic overthrows"
research programmes

(ibid.).
theories

"succession of bold theories and

but rather

as

"proliferation of rival

and progressive and degenerative problemshifts"

Rational
"as fast

Popperlan

criticism is not taken to eliminate
as

Popper imagined"

(ibid.).

("kill")

Rather, scientists

1+95.

are

seen

unable to

It is

tending to maintain support for

as

explain

away

a

theory

even

if they are

anomalies in it.

argued that what happens in actual scientific practice is not.

"naive falsificationism"

la

a

Popper, but an appraisal of sequences

of theories and not of individual
to abandon

a

refuted theory will

depend

adjudged

as

Thus,

a

corroborated

p.118)

—

they

the extent of the

theories in the sequence contain

empirical content

are more

not

or

"scientific research programme" is

"progressive" if later

excess

whether

assumptions in the original theory

by modifying auxiliary

in order to save it.

upon

on

slightly different theory which

increased explanatory power of a new,
is derived

Decision

ones.

over

earlier ones

(LAZATOS, 1970s

comprehensive, they predict and explain new

facts, they resolve inconsistences in those theories which they

replace.

Anomalies deriving from false empirical

to be tolerated until
theories that
should if

were

eventually settled and explained.

subject to such anomalies

Popper's falsificationist account

would be rendered sterile

Lakatos'

were

was

since most "research

abandoned before being given
results.

the chance

formulation of

of science

For if

rejected

—

as

they

accepted —then science
programmes" would be

to produce any concrete

"sophisticated falsificationism"

implies theoretical pluralism and proliferation

"polytheoretic model"

consequences are

—

and

so

—

the so-called

contrasts with Popper's

"mono-theoretical model" of falsificationism and critical rationalism.
While

Popper's account also envisages

advocated
a

new

plurality of theories, this is

only for heuristic purposes for it is argued that "we need

theory in order to find out where the old theory

(POPPER, 1963: p.21+6).

was

deficient"
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If Kuhn's work

to

seems

method", the writings
which all
false

reject much of the received view of "scientific
of Feyerabend make much

stronger claims in

methodological doctrines and principles

(FETEEAKEND, 1975).

are

taken to be

Since the real advances in knowledge

contradict all methods available to the scientists "there is only
one

principle that

all stages

goes"

be defended under all circumstances, and in

can

of human development.

(FEYEEABEHD, 1970: p.26), which reflects

towards scientific research.

proceed by relying
but upon

not

on

inappropriate

The main
on

the

(ibid.

but in

cases

a

—

way

a

practice to which

which does not expose

His general conclusion from

of scientific discovery is that all
for the

knowledge which always contradict logical
method;

and that there

good scientific practice.

criticisms of

manner

derive from his drawing

theories of scientific method cannot account

explicit argument

281-282).

—

charge of historicism.

reconstructions of

any

rational and objective

from the history of science

real advances of

describe

a

p.21).

:

study of historical

available

subjective

for the scientist who values human freedom and

one

Kuhn and Lakatos also resort
him to the

own

However,the availability of the option of

arguments in Feyerabend's thesis

examples

(his)

only the selection of that option is claimed to be

denied;

individuality

attitude

anarchistic

universal rules, standards, and methods,

conducting scientific inquiry in

an

an

anything

:

On this account, the scientist should

"esthetic judgments of taste, and

(ibid. :p.90).

wishes"

is not

It is the principle

common

can

rules which

no

Although he does not offer

for the latter claim, he makes

methodological principles

He contends

be

a

number of

(K0ERTGE,1972:

pp.

that these show that all methodological

k97doctrines

or

principles are false, not because existing accounts

scientific method
of method could
in

are

never

discriminating

not
be

satisfactory but because
good enough.

principles

difficulties

that distinction between

good and bad

also impossible to

possible and that it is

distinguish between good and bad substantive theories.
that

good theories. This claim

seems

There follows

result in the emergence of

proliferation of theories ought to

certain

involved

between general methodological principles and

criteria of truth indicate
methods is not

The

any

of

to be contradicted by the

for what advantage would there be in

.immediately preceding one;

proliferation of theories if there is

of distinguishing good

no way

from bad theories?

Theoretical

essential for the

as

oppose

recommended not only because it is

seen

growth of knowledge, but also because it might

psychological dogmatism and institutional rigidity which,

potential
be

pluralism is

consequences

inappropriate for

a

of

a

as

mono-theoretic view of science, would

free individual to accept.

In this sense,

Feyerabend raises questions about the direct human consequences
of

adopting

"the
is
to

a

certain

scientific method.

happiness and the full development of

....

so

the highest

scientific

characterise

Moreover, he

possible value"

argues

that being

He asserts that
an

individual human being

(FEYEEAHEHD, 1970);

practice

as

and seeks

to facilitate this aim.

concerned with truth and the

uniqueness of truth should not be the principal goal of scientific

inquiry.

For in man's intellectual and cultural activities there

aims

important than truth.

are

many

the

single ideal of "truth" is not the only

is

a

more

That

pursuance

of

aim of human activity

plausible contention which other writers have arrived at through
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different chains of reasoning

offers two additional

(GELLHER, 1975s P-335).

Feyerabend

arguments in support of this claim.

Firstly, unlike pretensions of different theories of knowledge,
the vision of
said to be

coherent, clear, and stable intellectual world is

a

only

fa9ade:

a

ideological stands tend to influence

beliefs which take that world to be coherent and
to any
and

other

of looking at it.

way

rationally preferable

Given that the world

difficult, almost anything might contain some truth

Secondly, the multiplicity of existing,
values in the world makes it

For

rival views.

is complex

(ibid.).

incommensurate cultures and

exceedingly difficult to choose between

instance, the claim that

one

such culture, viz.

science, is superior to others is not to be taken for granted.
For each culture

world view
difficult

and

adopting

a

or

norms

and conventions.

impossible to

ways

are

Apparently, Feyerabend

arguments against the rather

suggestion that

founded.

does not

-

absolutely
as

1975: p.189).

worry

position of epistemological anarchism

scepticism) should

....

(which

"opposes positively

universal standards, universal laws, universal

'truth',

'reason',

'justice', 'love',

..

."(FEYERABEHD,

Thus, the scientist ought to lend support to

even

about

be seriously considered as

foundation for scientific inquiry which

put forward

However,

All these considerations lead to Feyerabend's

a

is different from

ideas such

which

extreme relativism that his

W

and

upon

very

liberal attitude toward different cultures entails

position entails.

a

own

Further, it is

justify basic beliefs

of looking at the world

relativism.

cognitive
the usual

cognitive

even

or

world views

comprises, and internally legitimates, its

the most trivial

or

outrageous statements.

or
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one

not subscribe to the brand of methodological and

may

epistemological anarchism advanced in that account,
to

comes

recognise that there

may

inevitably

one

be certain risks involved in

artificially imposing restrictions and premature closure in scientific
inquiry, which might result from dogmatic pursuance of some formal and
rigid account of "scientific method".

Maintaining

a

sceptical outlook

regarding such accounts of method and of theory of knowledge seems
to be the most
even

promising

"anarchism".

set of

However, the view that the sciences embody

accepted by

a

number of prominent writers

great diversity both

among

their activities, such

science.

Hence it

"method of science"
ideal rather than
scientists
are

is

as

refers to

being

those who

are

engaged in

to systematically

philosophers and historians of
of

a

single and universal

conception of

some

substantiated

actually "do science".

Popper.

currently practised

attempt

that the claim

seems

e.g.

—

scientists who

scientific research and among those who

study

As

by the

ways

a

methodological
in which

already mentioned,there

was

seriously question the view "that scientific knowledge

commonly validated by

doubts that it is

a

uniquely rational method and who

possible to give

any

express

general reconstruction of

the "normal" process

of scientific inquiry.

Accepting that

"method of science" is elusive in actual

the

scientific research does not
features that may

something like

single

possible account of scientific practices

one

Various accounts of how science has been and is

indicate

a

rules in their search for

procedural and methodological

knowledge of the world is
and is

extreme relativism or

approach short of

a

necessarily imply that there are no

be said to be

common

"scientific attitude"

to all science and to reflect
—

if such

a vague

notion

5oo.
is allowed

might he

a

for the sake of discussion.

marked antipathy towards any emphasis

in nature:

over

among

feature of
in the

and above his place in nature

Some of the

others.

"scientific

a

approach"

practices of scientists

reasoning;
the clear

in

be

a

some

special

simply one

seen

to manifest itself

distrust of teleological

separation of factual from evaluative questions and

of beliefs;

a

discounting of

importance of "private" feelings, thoughts, dreams, which occur
some

realm of the consciousness of the individual human

in favour of
is

are:

man

in which this general

ways

may

as

the role of man

leaning toward mechanicism rather than organicism;

a

associated ideological elements
the

on

toward views that tend to attribute to

significance
species

One such general characteristic

apparent

intersubjectively accessible data.
even

being,

This characteristic

in the "standard" scientific paper which can be

distinguished by its prose and layout and especially in its avoidance
of

personal statements

(in the first

person,

singular) (BAENES,

197U: Ch.3).

Other characteristics such

mathematical

expression,

of scientific

knowledge

or

may

as

a

stress

on

quantification and

the abstract and theoretical nature
be accepted

as

features that

are

sufficiently general to distinguish such knowledge from ordinary
common

sense,

of the

plumber

on

the

or even

on

the other side.

as

pertaining to

certain

a

a

or

from the practical knowledge

that of the architect and the town planner,

Nevertheless, speaking of such characteristics
"scientific approach", and

methodological

that there is

side,

one

even

admitting that

implications flow from them, does not show

universally accepted "method of science";

for these features do not

concern

the

epistemological problem
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of assessing

claims to knowledge of the world.

issue, it is not certain that

principle,

one

Regarding this latter

that of falsifiability

say,

( POPPER, 1959/1972) is universally accepted and adhered to by all
who engage

of

in .scientific research rather than the rival principle

confirmability,or

a"sophisticated" version of falsificationism.

even

Yet another characteristic
its

of scientific

may

be said to be

rationality; and this is often used to justify the reliability

of scientific beliefs and to claim

that

activity

are

some

Thus, systems of knowledge of the world

rationally held.

which submit their theories to critical
evidence

—

even

these theories

though
or

—

theories and seek to

special status for beliefs

such evidence

rationally

testing
may

compare

improve them

may

be partially defined by

them with alternative

be taken to be more reliable

than those

systems of beliefs which do not do so.

confidence

on

the latter kind of

against experiential

Placing

(unscrutinised) beliefs rather than

on

knowledge that has been rationally assessed could be

an

irrational decision.

of beliefs

(or

the two accounts

knowledge that
and the

concern

of the systems

comparison and

man,

improvement of scientific

discussed above, viz. the inductive-deductive

of acquiring

themselves

scientific

as

to continue

knowledge of the world.

They

a

seem

mostly with justifying kinds of inference

knowledge in terms of the rational processes

production.

is taken

been

one

experience) created by and available to

of rational

were

as

seen as

hypothetico-deductive, provide models of rationality in

the process

in its

Viewing science

ordering

greater

If,

model of

say,

in

involved

Popper's account of "scientific method"

rationality then it might be irrational

maintaining support for

clearly falsified.

to

This

may

a

scientific theory which has

suggest that

a

rational attitude
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is taken for

granted in science

while irrationality would require

lengthy explanations regarding its

causes.

Identifying criteria which effectively discriminate "between rationally
and

irrationally held beliefs is problematic in the

criteria which

seem

correspondence

or

the rules of

prove

promising in such discrimination

difficult to justify

anything

as

These conventions of scientific

universal

are

are

on

a

decision

falsified, by

(ibid.

:

here regarded

to

save

conventions.

as

as

They might

of empirical science".

a

hypothesis

inquiries

are

or

theory that has been

conventions agreed within some community

as

are

"social conventions", tend to

arbitrary and to

argue

accepted by decision it is possible to make

in the

not

the idea that methods and acceptable results from

regard conventions

convention.

a

course,

"conventionalist stratagem"

some

scientists, i.e. that they

as

conventions.

Sect.20).

scientific

it

of

are,

ultimately

the principle of falsifiability is

say,

not to

recourse

Those who oppose

of

mere

—

(POPPER, 1959/1972: Sect. 11):

the rules of the game

Moreover, acceptance of
based

e.g.

accepted by decision and choice rather than

"Methodological rules
as

than

more

procedure

rationality principles

be described

—

agreement with empirical evidence, agreement with

logic, consistency, efficacy, simplicity

arbitrary and

that

sense

that not

sense

limitations

that since they become
any

decision and take

But conventions of this kind

anything

can

be agreed

upon:

are

not

there

arbitrary,
are

certain

imposed by the requirements for social credibility,

practical utility, or predictive ability of that which is to be
accepted

as a

convention,

a

methodological

norm,

a

validation standard,
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predictive instrument,

an

self-evident hut have involved many

formulation.

They

not fixed

are

needs of their users;

they

These "things"

institution.

for they tend to follow the specific

in and derive their

validity from particular contexts

It is

some

they

possible that

may

giving

be valid in

an

conventions

more

than

not

intelligent minds in their

not universal for they

are

are

one

employed

are

or

cultures.

be "trans-cultural", i.e.

may

context, but there is

no way

of

objective justification for them which guarantees their

validity in all conceivable contexts.

To be

endorsed, methods must work to

and within

a

certain range as

some

accepted degree of

accuracy

conventionally expected of them.

Moreover, methods, techniques, procedures associated with cognitive

inquiry

objectives that
Their

or

rejection

that
means

are

"true",

or

to

politics of the social

inquiry

a

that if

a

part

However, to accept methods

in this

way

does not render them

universally applicable for to form the belief

method is

accepted

by

of methods and

the above need not

conduct of

community of scientists

of that group's equipment for coping

with, understanding, and adjusting

the notion of

a

It simply

of the instrumentation and apparatus employed

by that community, and thus part

relativity

policy

context

something is "best" does not make it in fact "best".

it becomes

of

community of scientists.

to be analogous

put forward.

results of scientific
or

some

appears

it involves the

in which the methods

"best",

by

sanctioned

are

acceptance

recommendation:

and

the other conventions and

must not be at variance with

proclaim

norms

itself to the world.
of inquiry which

But the view

emerges

"subjectivism" and the demise

from

of

objectivity from the scientific vocabulary and from the

inquiry.

It merely recognises the important influence

Sob.
of

social, cultural, historical, and economic elements in

the

acquisition and legitimation of scientific

criticises

other views of

of

objectivity itself;

to

some

objectivity in science, not the concept

and takes those other views to refer

unattainable ideal.

Accounts of science such
a

knowledge and

view of science

it in terms of

irreducibly

as

a

social

successive

dependent

those that

as

reviewed above take

were

activity.

They tend to interpret

paradigms and revolutions which are

upon

their

social culture

own

or on

sub-culture of their scientifc

"peers" and "wise men".

these

are

paradigms rational links

few

knowledge accumulation does not take place.
oppose

"orthodox"

empiricist views

Between

wholly absent

or

the

and

Such accounts strongly

of science as

an

objective,

cumulative, success-oriented, and value-free enterprise.
As

seen

(61 )

earlier^

'

the notion of

features with certain other
different
may

(1)

paradigm appears to have shared

concepts that have been developed in

Such

philosophical traditions.

common

characteristics

be said to be:

An emphasis

on

part/whole relationships,

in the sense that

descriptions, explanations, the meaning of particular terms, methods
of

inquiry, must be interpreted within and related to

general context, some "frame of meaning"
rather than assessed

as

part/whole links

similar to those encountered in
elements

or

"parts"

of meaning or

of

are

action.

interpreting

(GIDDEMS, 1976: p.1 i+2),

single "bits" of knowledge

Trying to establish these

seen as

seems

(62)

hermeneuticsv

relative

Such problems

biblical or other

may

some more

to

some

or

technique.

to involve problems
where individual

broader context

be found in the field

esoteric, apocryphal, cryptic
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texts;

customs,

in understanding

mores,

looking at the world in alien cultures
of anthropology or history;
of Western
social

(2)

and

of

the fields

say,

advanced in the context of Marxian

(HESSE, 1976: p.1).

so on

Rejection of the view of scientific change as cumulative growth

and rational evolution of
fuelled
all

in,

or ways

in revolutionary interpretations

society and culture

theory;

as

practices,

by

individual contributions,

keeping within the

such

"scientific

as

empirical generalisations, theories, etc.
more or

less significant,

scientific tradition.

same

Instead, notions

revolutions", "paradigm shifts", "gestalt-switch"

(KUHN, 1967/1970); "probl&natiques" (ALTHUSSER, 1969); "research
"problemshifts" (LAKATOS, 1970); "anarchism"

programmes",

(EEYERABEHD, 1975); etc.,
scientific progress

is

are

discontinuous rather than

(b)

approximation to reality;

(a)

employed to suggest that:

discontinuities

a

are

continuous

linked with

perceptual "gestalt-switches"

—

of looking

with acts of collective behaviour

within

at the world

or

community of scientists;

some

cultural

—

viz. with totally different ways

or

(c)

trans-revolutionary universalis and invariants

objectivity, rationality) is misdirected:
identifying

(d)

any

such invariants these

are

even

(e.g. truth,

if it results in

of little importance;

"scientific revolutions" signal drastic changes in ontological

and

as

the search for trans-

epistemological assumptions underlying all scientific research

well

and

as

in the substantive

(e)

theories;

cognitive
the state of

realm

empirical

the state of scientific knowledge
before

a

knowledge after

in that realm:

content of

the

"revolution"
a new

generalisations
in

some

is incommensurate with

paradigm has been adopted

"paradigm-shift" does not simply mark an improved
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or

(MARTINS, 197I4.; pp.280-281).)

higher level of knowledge

Such relativist views of science and

regard to their radicalism

knowledge tend to

for instance,

—

to endorse the full relativist

.

^ ^
with

vary

Kuhn does not

appear

implications of his thesis while

Feyerabend's perpetual revolution and "anarchism" is a much stronger
statement.

Moreover, there

revolution in
to invariant

science, but
norms

Relativist views
surrender to

are

and

views which endorse a continuous

are

which is associated with a commitment

one

evolutionary progress

(POPPER, 1972).

usually criticised for initiating a dangerous

"subjectivism" and irrationality in the conduct

of

scientific

inquiry

ragarding

the "orthodox" deductive model of science, which fails

but, of

—

course,

the

same

comment might be made

to account

systematically for the genesis of hypotheses.

The critics

of relativism

might accept that such views contain useful

into certain forms

1967);

that there are interrelations between theory and observation

or

resulting in

a

"process of mutual modification" (HESSE, 1976: p.6),

but tend to discount the
as

of subjectivism in science

(SCHEPPLER,

insights

highly implausible.

views, of taking

an

claims of relativist

extreme

more

They point

arguments

out the danger, immanent in such

increasingly dim view

of continuity and

objectivity in scientific knowledge, which will result in the modelling
of the whole of science

on

some

knowledge of the social world
dangers

conception of ideology

may

be

so

—

though

characterised without similar

(ibid.).

Thus, relativist accounts tend to produce reactions alleging
disorientation in science and

However, these reactions

may

indicating epistemological shock.
be quite

unnecessary

if it is accepted
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that relativist

role

views

played by the culturally given in the fields of endeavour

concerned with the
the

only relevant in emphasising the important

are

acquisition of knowledge

putting it to practical

of the world and

Moreover, they suggest that

use.

clearly delimited boundaries separating facts from theories
be identifiable.

of

man

is

and

about the world

,

"To

society.

Popper is surely

and scientific

right

as

conjectural and fallible

norms

and values.

as

Truth other than

or

There

are

of science

(ii)

(iii)

a

pattern of thought and
has its characteristic

ultimate metaphysical sanction

There need be

conjectural,relative truth,

moral relativism

(BL00R, 1976s

p.

we

can

no

such thing

any more

than there

locally

accepted ones.

live with

cognitive

11*3).

three themes in the Kuhnian account that

in terms of their

for urban

It is ultimately

moral standards rather than

live with

relativism"

existence of science is its status as

make it possible.

need be absolute

have knowledge,

nothing but conjecture.

It does not need any

support it

can

-

we can

style of going about things which

a

to

we

to believe that

knowledge, that is

ongoing activity.

behaviour,

is

apparent in systems

of nature, but also of the world of

all knowledge

see

What constitutes the very

If

which is

really the most extreme form of philosophical relativism.

But

an

not

They stress the need to try and develop ways

understanding the wide variation

of beliefs

may

significant

are

implications for the social sciences and, potentially,

planning:

(i)

the relation of the historical evolution

to the social context within

the structurally exclusive

the homogeneity of

any one

said to remain in the centre

which it takes

character of

paradigm.

a

place;

paradigm;

Firstly,

of normal scientific

a

and

paradigm

activity

5o8.
not

its successful performance in fostering

simply because of

explanations

Commitment to

of phenomena.

the theorems which

specify its implications is

"social act" reflecting many

"external"

as

social
in
a

to scientific

influences,

influences that
activity

The importance of
outside

science,

paradigm, in deciding when

its successor, have been pointed

(HABEEMAS, 1968/1971)

normally regarded

are

are

complex

"anomalies", and in searching for and

paradigm fails to settle

too far

a

seen as a

proper.

and interests that

norms,

conditioning what is accepted as

selecting

paradigm and to

a

out by

many

writers

though the argument is sometimes taken

—

by stressing the role of interests in building scientific

theories to such

an

extent that theories

seem

to be

virtually

reduced to those interests.

The

"paradigm

model of science"

that the transition from
act of

one

be interpreted as suggesting

paradigm to another takes place as

faith, and hence involves

judgment.

may

a

"conversion experience" and moral

Even if the view of science

judgment is rejected, the possibility
indicates

that there

are

elements in all science

as

being

governed by moral

of giving such

(WATELNS, 1970: p.33)»

and logically

of the Frankfurt
links
and the
theories

necessary,

as

school who maintain that

between what

an

interpretation

significant mataphysical and social

The connections

between such elements and substantive theories may

impermeable

an

they refer to

as

not be said to be

is claimed

by writers

they have discovered such

the positivist epistemology

specific political and ideological character of the social
—

allegedly conservative

—

that are developed under

the influence of that

epistemology (MARCUSE,

thought, beliefs, and

norms,

prevailing

1955)•

The commonsense

in a society, in terms

509of which the scientist understands his

position

that

scientific community,

society

as

well as

have embedded in them

certain
may

and
be

a

member of

the

way

society is looked at.

in which the world of nature and of
However, this is

implications of the views

a

a

which accept that science

to

suggest conventionalism in scientific theory,

are

taken to have

an

instrumental

of

experience:

effective formulations of
said to be determined
in

attaining

command of

validity

not

models, and methods.

On this account, theories

rather than

they emerge

contemplative orientation

as

workable and

systematic processes and their truth is

both

by their demonstrable

scientific objectives

consensus

may

its social context may be interpreted

and assessing knowledge.

toward the world

may

conclusive argument.

intelligibly separated from

acquiring

man

hypothesis which

be

of

may

social and scientific order and

accepted or rejected, and not

The

member of

categories which both disguise and justify

aspects of the existing

thus affect

a

as a

within

a

effectiveness

(i.e. prediction) and by their

scientific

community regarding their

(STUEDERT-KElffiEDY, 1975: p.211).

Secondly, regarding the views taking paradigms to be structurally
exclusive, logically incompatible and incommensurable with one another,

questions arise as to:
another,
move

from

or

(a)

how to select

one

how one paradigm is to be assessed against

one

to succeed another;

Several

the choice of

some

pragmatic
paradigm

criteria of predictive

paradigm;

(b)

how to

paradigm to another, either in terms of an epistemological

"break", revolution, "Gestalt-switch",
elements.

and

as

or

grounds

in terms of certain mediating

may

be adduced in support of

against another.

Thus,

one

could invoke

performance of theories developed within

parsimony, elegance, aesthetics

some

of the theoretical constructs;

~
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coherence with formal

properties of empirical material that lies

within the scope of the paradigm.

If such criteria

are

not regarded as relevant,

applicable

most

or

important over all others, then it might be argued that selection should
be based
in

on

promoting understanding and fostering

domain of
mutual
and
a

assessment of the heuristic contribution of

phenomena.

of meaning

charges

—

other ways

possess

own

a

—

its

own
own

practices become meaningful and

frame of meaning

—

of its subject matter.

much like facing the

own

way

Each

and excludes

may

be said to

language for

rules and procedures for acquiring and
coherence and consistency.

"whole" within which

connected with other

not be possible to

particular

vocabulary of explanation, its

validating knowledge
or

one

translating between languages.

conceptualisation, and its

the context

may

paradigms

tends to guide thought in

of conceiving

its

that the

question of mediating between the different frames

involved in

paradigm

some

of dogmatism and ideological orientation.

establish rules of mediation between

Each

of

though it would be difficult for such

that constitute the paradigms, it

difficulties

paradigm

paradigms involves total commitment to

rejection of all others

As concerns the

coherent accounts

Alternatively, it could be maintained

exclusiveness of

view to refute

some

are

It provides

methods, concepts, and social
intelligently and intelligibly

methods, rules, procedures, and practices.

involves implicit presuppositions

Each

and seeks to discover

what these

presuppositions are by acquiring knowledge which is inevitably

founded

these.

within

a

on

This renders the

frame of meaning a

the data of

problem of knowledge obtained

question of understanding and interpreting

experience within

a

broader historical and cultural context
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of social

practices, metaphysical presuppositions, systems of beliefs,

and forms of life.

observer in

of

some

essentially hermeneutic problem involves the

act of relating -parts

an

own

"true" meanings

to account for

(particular substantive aspects

matter) to wholes (frames of meaning) with full

subject

consciousness of his
for the

This

some

historicity and relativity and its implications

of the statements and propositions he develops

aspects of the world.

The construction of rules of mediation between

frustrated if the internal

seems

of

a

paradigm

may

not be justified

given that in any period of scientific activity there exist

deep-rooted and persistent controversies within
Moving from
as

closed

systems of thought

or

by others, viz. they

enclosures each excluding all
amenable to

some

solution.

are

12+3—1 i+Lj.)

paradigm as

conceived

self-enveloping universes, is rendered
are

not discrete and self-contained

are

others, the problem of mediation
For

a

may

(GIDDENS,1976s

The rules, conventions, methods and procedures of

.

a

be

paradigm could only be grasped

completely in relation to its predecessor as its critique
pp.

many

paradigm.

If however, it is accepted that all paradigms

impossible.
mediated

any one

frame of meaning to another, if these

one

to be

unity of paradigms is exaggerated.

of the homogeneity

Overemphasis

paradigms

a

set of social practices cannot be learned in isolation

from

other alternatives that

it.

Learning what

a

are

replaced

paradigm is not is

as

or

discarded by adopting

important

as

learning

what it is.

The account of these

problems that vis advanced by Lakatos

(LAKATOS,

1978) could be said to create the possibility of establishing
alternative and
both the

more

an

sophisticated philosophy which takes into consideration

spirit of Kuhn's arguments while overcoming the above problems,
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and the "deficiencies" that have been identified in the
account of "naive falsificationism"

(LAKATOS, 1970).

methodological falsificationism may not ultimately
definitive

answer

to the

Popperian

Sophisticated
emerge as

the

question of the "logic of science".

For

instance, the criteria for distinguishing between "degenerative" and

"progressive problem shifts" do not
founded.

However it could be

appear

seen

as

to have been epistemologically

the most

adequate currently

available account of these issues.

Taking
of

a

general view of the developments in the "newer" philosophy

science, it is impossible to fail to acknowledge the tremendous

improvements that have been effected
and its methods and
of Bacon and the
The

on

the conception of science

procedures in relation to the "naive inductivism"

Logical Positivism of Carnap and the "Vienna Circle".

point of overriding importance which emerges from the above

discussion is that natural and social scientists must agree

the old,

classical

though agreement

or

on

that

orthodox model of Empiricism should be abandoned

its

successor may

not be

as

easily forthcoming.

Thus, it is not possible to revert to the view that self-evident and

independent data in

a

theory-free language of observation can be

expected to determine the content of claims to knowledge of the world
if

they

are

investigated systematically by

standardised"scientific method".

of

means

a

neutral

The claim that facts

can

and

be

aggregated, classified and compared until the interrelationships of
structure become

apparent to the detached, dispassionate observer

cannot be sustained.
critical and
viewed

as

It is

moreover

necessary

to maintain both

sceptical outlook towards scientific

unassailable and

firmly established.

a

results that are
There is much

potential in the formulations of the "newer" philosophy of science

—
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especially its shared points with the hermeneutic approach referred

—

to above

(chapter five, section 6; 7)

relevance and
and

It

importance for

a

that

seems

to be of great

scientific study of the world of

man

society.

is, however, the case that problems of the growth of knowledge in

the social sciences emerge as
and

—

subsidiary

to

more

pressing epistemological

methodological issues of causation, explanation and prediction,

body,

mind/

theory/method interdependence, the possibility of value free

investigation of social phenomena etc.
scientists endeavour
natural science
cannot escape

debates in the

It

seems

that if social

seriously to adopt the "scientific approach"

paradigm

—

in

one

of its formulations

—

or

then they

from the obligation of becoming at least aware

of the

"newer", and the traditional, philosophy of science.
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1.

Introduction.

The debate
or

one

to

as

concerning the extensibility of the "scientific method"

conception of it
the

to the social sciences, often referred

"methodological debate", has been

about the end of
of many

—

—

the nineteenth

an

ongoing and thorny

one

since

century and has attracted the attention

scientists, social scientists, humanists, and philosophers.

The vast literature that exists

opinions that

may

on

the

subject and the widely varying

be encountered in these writings attest to the great

interest that these issues give rise

to, and to the general lack of

agreement both in terms of the whole body of social science and with

regard to specific disciplines attempting to deal with man and society.
Evidently, it is not feasible,

or even

relevant to the

purposes

of this

chapter, to try and review this debate at great length and in detail.

Consequently, the discussion will be restricted to certain general
points that

appear

valid for the majority of social science disciplines,

and

might be related to theorising and research in spatial analysis

and

planning.

have been

It has to be recognised beforehand that these points

already examined

further mention borders

and debated

triviality.

so

extensively that their

However, the discussion cannot
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be advanced

smoothly without brief reference to

some

of the most

important and general issues in the "methodological debate".

The

disadvantages of carrying out this discussion at

level

obvious.

are

of the

a very

general

Firstly, the variety in nature and subject-matter

disciplines constituting the body of social science, and the

specific ways in which this affects applications of "scientific method",
cannot be
any

adequately reflected in such

attempt to explore

Secondly,

investigation.

an

deeply the particular problems of specific

more

disciplines in the framework of this dissertation must be constrained
by requirements of relevance,time available, and extent of knowledge
and

philosophical expertise involved in such

the nature of the
or

reject

the

emerges as
vara ous

arguments that have been
of scientific

use

put forward

Many disputes

be scientific

can

undertaking.

to support

are

as

to whether

often grounded in

disagreements about what "scientific method" consists in.
on

the surface

seems

to be

of scientific methods in
about whether

a

difference

general

Thirdly,

methods in social science inquiries

highly controversial.

social sciences

an

may

of view

as

Thus, what

to the

later prove to be

a

applicability
disagreement

specific technique is properly called scientific.

some

Alternatively, arguments concerning the scientific propriety of

specific techniques

may

method", in general.
participants in these
to

seems

there exists

some

be

a

whole.

arguments about "scientific

The differing frames of reference used by

controversies make it almost impossible, at times,

establish what the main

problems, it

as

be in their root

arguments

are.

possible to identify
consensus

that

The selection of

a

Notwithstanding these

nucleus of issues

on

which

they pertain to the social sciences

points for the ensuing discussion will

biased in favour of issues of

methodological importance
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(to the extent that these

can

be detached from their philosophical

underpinnings), and issues that

appear

the

a

appropriateness of adopting

to be significant in considering

"scientific approach"

to the

problems of urban spatial analysis and planning.

The

"methodological debate"

involve two

in the social sciences

may

be said to

principal camps, viz. the naturalist and the anti-naturalist,

though there
these camps.

often contrasting

are many,

(1)

positions within each of

Naturalists share at least the claim that if

'

anything is to be known at all then it must be investigated by the
methods of the natural sciences.
their
in

of

conception of science and its methods.

common

most

at least the

appropriate

man

argue

and

that

—

and his involvement in history

physical object

and hence

be

can

rejection of that claim, but disagree

Following Kant's dualist view,

society.
man

as

The
or

and

"spiritual"

man

intuited.

Such

—

as

to

many

writers

and society
as a

—

is

"spiritrial being".

in the phenomenal world

of nature

investigated in the context and
However, as

a

is free and not subject to physical laws.

aspects of the human individual
by causal laws, but

"meaning"

are

are

not "phenomena",

unique in their being

which is not an apparent object

grasped, understood, interpreted, sympathetically

the distinctive

disciplines

are

the natural sciences.

time, filled with

but has to be

"physical object" and

approrpiately

objects determined
over

a

properties

through the methods of

"spiritual being"

Anti-naturalists have

of going about obtaining knowledge of the world

way

to be understood both

His

However, they differ widely in

meaningful, "spiritual" aspects

subject-matter
known

as

are

said to constitute

of the historical and cultural

(2)

the "Geisteswissenschaften"^

—

which,

according to such Neo-Kantian views, differ fundamentally from the
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physical sciences

or

—

"Naturwissenschaften"

—

in terms of subject-

matter, methods of acquiring and assessing claims to knowledge, and
kinds of knowledge relevant in each
c

ognitive endeavour.

The

of these two broad

of human

areas

(3)
'

philosophical tradition of

one

"Geisteswissenschaften"

cultural, historical, humanistic studies

—

—

call them

insists that inquiries into

social, human, cultural phenomena should proceed not according to
abstract

principles of "scientific method" based

on

objectivity and

value-neutrality, but rather through subjective, sympathetic intuition
and

understanding of human life in its manifold aspects relating it to

and/or historical context.

its broader cultural
on

which such views rest

"The

to be that

seems

(CASSIBER, 1953s p.2l;6):

category of meaning is not to be reduced to the category of being",

but resides in

ideal.

The

an

entirely different "realm", viz. the realm of the

history of

an age,

its "Geist" or "spirit", is to be

identified with the constellation of meanings
of which all the
are

The basic principle

episodes, artifatcs, and products occurring within it

to be understood.

Spiritual "phenomena" reflected in culture,

history and social life
mental

peculiar to it, in terms

are seen as

constructions of the human mind,

as

products of human consciousness and hence "subjective" and

immersed in emotion and intellect.

2.

Naturalism

For

Dilthey, society is

versus

spiritual actors.
process

It

antinaturalism.

a

product of unique subjective intentions of

can

recourse

to

an

abstract

of creative understanding which is not attainable through the

methods of natural science.

action,

be grasped only by

as a

The observer of human conduct and social

human being studying other human beings, has

access
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to the inner

world of the

experiences of others.

imaginatively recreating the experiences
of his

own

inference

and

able to attain
actors

a

acting

sympathetic

within

some

Each

which individual

artifacts,

by its

totally
own

the study of history

age"
for

unique and unconnected

"frame of meaning" within

said to be

of attaining

some

and society is

physical phenomena

different kind of "science"

are

an

human conduct "from within".

"■understanding" is capable

"objectivity";

a

"spirit of

events, episodes, actions, but also inanimate

"scientific" than that of
to

The empathetic

interpreted and comprehended.

are

This kind of

to be

the meaning that each act has

seen as

other, and charcterised

"age".

or

constitute the

understanding of

"age", culture, society is

to any

of

an

kind of analogical

("verstehen") of particular

culture, society,

(or "Zeitgeist"), which determine
actor, leads to

some

the observer is said

understanding

reconstruction of the forms that

the

of the others in terms

identifying the two through

metaphorical connection,

or

Thus, by

—

no

level
less

though it pertains

in which criteria of

"spiritual" rather than empirical

"objectivity"

(DILTBEY, 1954);

(SALOMON, 1945); (PELZ, 1974: Ch.2); (OUTHWAITE, 1975: Ch.3).
These

so-called "historicist"

thoroughgoing
meaning"
seen

as

characterised

relativism at the level of meaning.

self-contained and ummediated

cannot be

that

knowledge,

as a

properly appraised by

standards and

history.

are

pertaining to each "age", society,

There follows

unique

views

norms

time period

of

or

culture

is to be

by other such "frames".
so

The existence

"age",
of

a

conceived,

of universally applicable

inquiry, but has to be embedded in

or

a

The "frame of

system of meanings

means

by

that "moment"

a

given

of its formulation in

universal set of categories and of overall
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meaning which
found

in

to the

"age"

were

in which it

constituted.

was

and the relativist

discussed earlier

the influence

shouls be

appeal

naturalist views command

with

as

should be

some

humanist

support in most

and the conscientiousness and

which "the methods of the natural sciences"

applied to the study of
philosophers of science

social phenomena
—

though

substantive results of such

logical positivist views

they

seems

are

to suprise

are

even

not equally impressed by

applications.

Earlier

positivist

of the "logic of science"of

operationalism,and of strict

behaviourism,^

have been subjected

damaging criticism and their influence has been greatly diminished

if not

completely lapsed.

empiricist

tradition in

manifested in the

(NAGEL, 1961)
evolved
account

But
some

there still remains

modern

and Carl Hempel

social

Popper's;

engineering

stress

—

as

the

was

seen

which reflect

Another important

as

an

naturalist

his anti-positivist, critical rationalist
sciences with the

principles of

and methodological individualism.

convincing relativist and conventionalist

views

strong

versions of naturalism,

(HEMFEL, 19^5)

logical empiricist position.
is Karl

a

widely read and acclaimed works of Ernest Nagel

method is combined in the social

of

quite obvious,

extensive

thoroughness

to

between

of scientific knowledge

and plausible arguments of

work in social science;

and

relative

tradition of these views.

contemporary

the

as

The similarities

accounts

of the hermeneutic

Despite the intuitive
accounts,

realms of meaning to be

history is rejected;and knowledge is regarded

these views

that

all individual

encompasses

earlier

The existence

critiques of those

in the discussion of works which

important role played by historical, psychological, and

sociological elements in science

—

indicates that it is possible
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to formulate versions

of
of its

account of science:

Other versions of

naturalism founded

on

a

conventionalist

theories, methods, and practices.

naturalism, though less widely accepted,

are:

(1)

The anti-positivist, anti-behaviourist naturalism endorsed by

Noam

Chomsky

in the field of linguistics, which views the

"experimental method" from
and

accepts at least

arguments
For

are

some

rejected

an

"apriorist"

or

rationalist

(7)
"a priori" knowledge.v '

perspective

However, Chomsky's

by other anti-positivist naturalists.

them, the kind of apriorist

or

supra-scientific

approach advanced

by Chomsky is not valid in the social sciences and cannot be prior
and

(2)

superior to the methods of science.

version of "scientific method"

of science such
to social

TJRRY,

as

Rom Harre

psychology

advanced

by neo-realist philosophers

(BHASEAR, 1975)>

and its application

(HARRE and SECORD, 1972), sociology (BEAT

1975), (BENTON, 1977);

social anthropology(HANSON,

In this account models of social

episodes play

indispensable role in "scientific method".
different naturalist programmes

ambiguous.

The anti-positivist

an

a

as

is

any

undertaken in this essay.

of the task has to be restricted

the most

as

representative

views is

so

general and

Hence the enormity
on one

The deductive model of science

of naturalist views for it presents

widely discussed, but not uniform, position in the

"methodological debate".
and its

so many

attempt to discuss

by deciding to concentrate

version of the "method of science".
will be selected

important, often

renders the term "naturalism" highly

It further creates problems for

level

1975).^

The existence of

methodological questions of the social sciences at
abstract

and

adoption

But this is

a

should not be taken to

defended in this dissertation.

conventional criterion of choice;

suggest that that set of
Even

though the task becomes
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manageable by deciding to focus

more

variation in

on one

account of science, the

positions within that account and continuous evolution

and modification of those

positions in the light of criticism,

research, and fresh ways of looking at the same problems, does make
the

ensuing discussion liable to gross oversimplification.

Thus, it is important to acknowledge that those who endorse

both

methodological naturalism in the social sciences and the deductive
model of science may

accept that descriptions of the phenomena of the

social world need not be couched in
terms
which

—

that is,

accepts

facts

and

analytic

in terms of

behaviourist

extreme and rather dated form empiricism

meaningless sentences which are neither

as

(9)
synthetic.Further they might

of human conduct and social
a

or

scientific only statements about directly observable

as

dismisses

nor

an

phenomenalist

that explanations

agree

action need not be couched

mechanistic context without reference to human

values, intentions, available

means

goals, beliefs,

and existing obstacles,

institutional and

/or

contend that many

methodological and heuristic advantages

a

political constraints, etc.

.

These writers
accrue

if

practical technological approach is adopted in the study of relations

between

They

are

means

available

and ends

pursued by social agents.

opposed by anti-naturalists who

methodological naturalism with
failed to recognise
have been modified

3«

in terms of

that
or

many

seem

to have wrongly conflated

(social) behaviourism,

modern naturalist theses

appear

to

abandoned their earlier behaviourist orientation.

Some epistemological issues of the "methodological

Some of the

and who have

debate".

important issues in the "methodological debate" have already

been referred to

above.Attention has been drawn to the

pervasive
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aspiration

among

to follow

scientists

social

"scientific

a

approach" in studying problems of man and society.
may

be founded

the assumption

on

This tendency

that due to their great

success

in

interpreting and explaining phenomena of nature, the "exact" sciences
and their methods must

serve

the

as

hence of the social sciences.
sciences

to

paradigm of all knowledge, and

Moreover, the procedures of the natural

widolj known, longer established, and less subject

are more

dispute in comparison with any methods that may be

social scientific

that

humanistic.

(a)

questions revolve around

are

(GIBSON, 1960: p.1).

to the methods of the natural sciences

of natural science to social
there

Therefore, it is natural to expect

methodological questions in social science will be framed with

reference

Such

or

peculiarly

alternative

the applicability of the methods

enquiries, and

(b)

methods, peculiar to the

the natural scientists cannot

use

whether

social sciences, which

appraisals of the

social sciences and of the extent to which these

can

by adhering to the methods of the natural sciences,

sharper and fiercer than they

of the natural sciences.
the deductive account

physics

of

The

the results of

physics

or

explanation that

applying

sciences

of

were

are

the

However,

sucn a

-

Thus, it is

inappropriately

the standards of the social sciences but

on

in discussions

basically derived from

sciences.

against the latter

to natural science.

is defensible

appear

other experimental sciences, but also to

claimed that the criticisms
on

are

and scientists not only to jusify

criticise the achievements of the social

founded not

become scientific

paradigm of scientific rectitude and

employed by philosophers

are

not

(ibid.).

It is often stated that normative and critical

disproportionately

or

on

standards

critical approach

grounds that almost since their ineption the

society have striven to employ the principles and
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methods of the natural sciences often

conscientiously
differences in
and

rigour that

are

said to be

than, say, physicists themselves.

be perceived between natural and social science

may

unimportant and transitory.

recent

literature indicates rising doubts
as

the

(MARCTJSE, 1961+: Ch.6), (RAVETZ, 1971)*

alone
in the

attempt to restrict the field

partially originates

way,

simply traslating

or

corresponding

knowledge.

Greek

usage

are

'really' sciences

the word 'science'

linguistic

—

has

a

French

or

'science*

as

can

be

into other

In this

group.

it is used in, say,

much less restricted meaning than

in English, and denotes

any

body of organised

Thus, the difference between the science of natural

phenomena and the science of human phenomena
languages

of the word

usage

observe that the word 'science'—

German, Russian,
its

of science to natural phenomena

belonging to the Indo-European

one can

paradigm of all knowledge

Some writers have suggested

from peculiar

dispute whether the social sciences

languages

concerning

It is claimed that the verbal nature of the

English language.

demonstrated by

Finally, adverse

only to the social sciences.

the status of the natural sciences

that the

Moreover, certain

methodological orientation, theoretical reliability,

criticism is not addressed

Review of the

thoroughly and

more

and is much weakened

vanishes in those

in other languages, for exampe

Spanish (MEHU3ERG, 1958: p.62 n);

(ANDRESKI, 1972: p.23);

(RYAN, 1970: p.6).

The issue concerning
sciences

encompasses

the nature of the knowledge obtained in the social
at least

two distinct questions:

(a)

whether

social scientific

knowledge is similar enough to that acquired by the

natural sciences

to be called

"scientific";

(b)

whether it is possible
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to formulate

for the reduction of the social sciences

programme

a

to the natural sciences.
anti-naturalists argue
is very

only bodies and

beings

are

that the subject-matter of the social sciences

different in nature from the phenomena that

by natural science.

stuff"

Regarding the first of these questions,

seen

as

The "forces" that

unlike rocks.

are

internal

investigated

They point out that human beings do not have

rather than bodies
:

are

are

—

unlike,

say,

rove

gravity

ideas, feelings, motives, values.

—

them

as

"meaningful

Human beings

purposeful, goal seeking, meaning-attributing, meaning-

responding creatures, hence the nature of "the social" is quite distinct
to that of "the natural".

The social world

is said to posses an

which there is

equivalent in nature:

no

intrinsic meaning system of
relevance is not inherent

in nature but is the result of selective and

of

man

natural science
"mean"

There follows that

within nature.

facts, data, events

exist within the observational frame and

anything to the molecules, atoms, electrons therein

1963: pp.231-21+9).

If this is the

suggest thet there is
in social

understanding"
meaning aspects
of social

an

In

case,

in

do not

(SCHOTZ,

then it is plausible to

"irreducible something" which is not captured

inquiries following

"method of science".

some

(the positivist account of) the
views, the method known as "interpretative

(or. "verstehen") is capable

of capturing the "irreducible"

of social phenomena, and is peculiar to knowledge

(11 ^
reality.v
'

As

regards the question of reducibility of,

of

psychology to physiology, and

this

interpretative activity

say,

so on, many

early Logical Positivist programme.

It

sociology to psychology,

naturalists have criticised
was

shown that terms
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employed by the science which is being "reduced" belong to
different logical class

from the terms used by the science to which

the former is "reduced".

linking propositions
understood

as

Thus, the reduction process cannot be

it involves the

directly deductive;

a

which enable

phenomena of

a

use

one

of theoretical and empirical

kind of phenomena

to be also

different kind (NAGEL, 1961: pp.358-366).

Further, it is argued that the reducibility issue cannot be settled

by philosophical doctrine, but
further

may

be decided

as a

empirical knowledge which would expand the

result of acquiring
scope

of the

natural sciences.

The difficulties involved in the task of social scientists to formulate

statements

theoretical

following the hypothetico-deductive account

of "scientific method" have not gone

Many arguments against
based
an

on

a

scientific approach to social inquiries

the observation that

immanent

social

phenomena

are

characterised by

simplicity of physical phenomena

(SCRIVEN, 1956: pp.331-336).

It is generally recognised that social

concerned with multivariate

are

Such systems

systems.

(a)

exhibit behaviour which is the outcome of interaction:
a

multipliplicity

of

groups

of related variables

groups

affects the

events,

as

of related

variables;

and

(POOL, 1969: pp.308-309).

well

as

the possibility

instance, what might be called

be

stated

follows:

combined with

ever

within

This clearly
of future

of simple "process" laws;

but the

laws is not necessarily rendered remote.

For

as

between

(b)

possibility of accurate, clear-cut predictions

possibility of "simple"

wages

are

complexity which is further emphasised when it is

contrasted with the relative

sciences

unnoticed by anti-naturalists.

a

"simple law"

" it is not possible

in economics could

to have

ever

increasing

decreasing productivity without producing
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either inflation

It may

balance of

payments deficit".

be possible to identify certain "dominant" variables relevant

to the

social

controls
ends

or

on

phenomena that is being investigated, and impose

these variables with the purpose

(as is the

case

of attaining specific

in spatial planning).

exist "less obvious"

variables that

play

However, there also
important role in the

an

phenomenon under study, but whose behaviour remains largely unknown
during the process of inquiry.
tend to emerge

situation).

unpredictably
on

the

about

(if these

exist at all in the

Because these "weak" variables respond

to external influences, there

prescription of
a

variables

in complex forms of interaction between themselves

and with the dominant variables

particular

These "less obvious"

a course

desired response

Reference to any case

can

be no total reliance

of action that is designed to bring

from the entity under observation.

study of urban spatial planning practice

readily corroborate this.

will

Moreover, attempts to propound hypotheses

regarding the process of, say, urban growth tend to ilustrate the
multivariate character of
several factors

growth:

lines);

growth

or

of the

city

stagnation

the general state of the national

of the economy

of the region

in which

of

population increase

the effects of

internal/external

(physiography,

of neighbouring urban
economy as

as

that

the economic system);

(excess of births
migration

biological, social, and economic factors

well

the urban centre is situated

(and the multiplicity of factors that affect
the rate

Por example,

phenomena.

said to influence the rate and nature of urban

the spatial coordinates

communication

centres;

are

social/spatial

over

deaths) and

(together with all the
that

affect

these);
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governmental policies concerning the levying of taxes,

housing construction, educational programmes;
and values toward urban

life;

and

the people's attitudes

many more.

Drawing attention to the difference between
and

"fact-finding" studies

—

or

so-called "law-finding"

nomothetic and idiographic sciences,

to relate this distinction to its Neo-Kantian

origins

observes that the

or

concerned with

"are
and

discovering and establishing

applicable to
everywhere".

humanistic
or

former, for example physics

any

regularities

are

are

—

—

such

as

a

restricted space-time domain

The implication is that "law-finding" studies
Since the natural

predominantly "law-finding", scientific status
In this sense,

the nature of their
are

emphasis

man

and

society

on

employed in the acquisition of knowledge.

between the two groups

to be
the
Hence

subject-matter seem to govern

to be placed on general laws

and particular facts.

that the criteria

for discriminating

of disciplines have been stated explicitly.

The classification of natural sciences in the group
sciences cannot

be very

this group,

as

such

appears

subject-matter rather than

However, Mehlberg is not convinced

should

the distinction between the

differences in the character of their

the

with local events whose

interconnected within

are

natural sciences and the sciences of

methods which

that

political and economic history,

mainly concerned

be confined to them.

on

are

region and valid always

criteria of the "scientific ideal".

sciences

founded

chemistry,

universal laws

and every space-time

(MEHLBERG, 1958s p.60).
meet the

Mehlberg

In contrast, fact-finding studies in social and

disciplines

psychology

—

accurate because there

are

of law

finding

disciplines in

the historical natural sciences of paleontology
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and

geology,which

classification of

sciences)

social

sharp since

predominantly fact-finding.

are

humanistic disciplines

(including most of the

in the group of fact-finding

there

studies is not very

in this group, such as economics,

disciplines

are

Similarly,

linguistics, and psychology, which are "essentially" law-finding.
there is considerable

Thus,

This is

certain

overlapping

said to be further corroborated

—

though they

culture in general.

normally called
relations among

events

are

in degree

Mehlberg

to

The need

are

phenomena

normally dealt

of abstract models.

with

These models

to enable deductions of consequences

(MA.CHLITP, 1961:

pp.

159-161).

that the requirement for applicability of the

"scientific method'.' to
one:

that natural

For natural

configurations of phenomena

contends

of invariant

historical events, indicates

and variations

means

are

in explanations of social

of variability.

sufficiently homogeneous

from assumed

to human

by absence

than social episodes.

factors

variability;

through idealisation by
appear

marked

cannot obscure the point

phenomena, some of which are unique

also exhibit

of psychology:

be claimed to pertain

may

social sciences

to account for many more

difference

case

Recognition that not all fields which

phenomena are "more invariant"

a

by the

categories.

of its subject-matter are often allocated to

aspects

natural science

between the two

a

field

of

cognitive endeavour is

a

twofold

provide relevant information about its subject-matter, and

to obtain factual evidence

which

adequately supports this information.

Both

"law-finding" and "fact-finding"

which

are

concerned

with

discovering

particular facts and general

laws

)

disciplines

(as well

and establishing

are

as

both

claimed to meet this

those
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In this sense, the distinction between"law-finding"

requirement.

and"fact-finding"

inquiries, and the consideration of differences

in

or a

subject-matter,

discussion of the

combination of both, is not relevant to the

methodological principles employed

and the social sciences

(MEHEBERG, 1958: pp.60-62).

by the natural
It

may

held that these

methodological rules are not applied to the

sciences in the

same

they

way as

to reflect the subtler nature of the

and

man

society:

The relative lack of

material of the

that

the methods

are

in

success

of the

are

be claimed to be

same

kind

are

unique and have

conditioned
of

a

laws

argue

and

in the social sciences

culturally determined and historically

character.

This feature

precludes the possibility
relating to them.

Human

particular times and

it varies with the society and historical period in which

it takes

the

may appear

that individuals and social events

conduct and social action is associated with

that may

sciences of

complexity of social phenomena.

formulating invariant general laws

places;

tends

to those found in natural science may

due to the

However, anti-naturalists

But this

developing general theories

lasting empirical generalisations and
that

employed

social

differences in emphasis and degree.

crude because of

relatively

to, say, physics.

are

be

place.

Any generalisations, accounting for human conduct,

be arrived at would,

particular

(MAHNHEIM,

Further, concepts employed in descriptions

phenomena must be subject to the influence of rules and

conventions which govern
situations

be valid only under

conditions of the culture they relate to

19l|0); (MAMHEIM, 191+9).
of social

as a consequence,

social acts and reflect

(WINCH, 1958/1963).

phenomena is said to direct

specific cultural

This characteristic

social studies

of social

towards individualising
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/than generalising

rather

towards the description

approaches;

of natural environments rather than towards
well-controlled

inquiries founded

on

(POOL, 1969: p.312).

experimental conditions

Naturalists tend to recognise that most social science is culture-

(EASTON, 19675 p.34) but

bound

and hence the caused

phenomena
systems

take human actions to be real

(NAGEL, 1961: p.459)5

physical

outcomes of

"All human actions

Different

necesarily preclude the existence of
Most of what

must be defined

reaped

of behaviour

If

the relation

These

for

theory

accepted, then that culture

a

benefit

may appear

societies

may

to

vary,

but this need

of qualitatively incomparable patterns of

be

are

simply

be due to the explicit manner

individually manifested for their

obscured by particular

arguments
studies

of social

validity in other

possibility of conducting
by most anti-naturalists.

configurations of

indicate the usefulness of developing

of theoretical statements believed
cultures

social

in different

The variations may

cross-cultural

between

The organisation of and modes

pattern

values.

specific to

from such acceptance.

in which universal truths
common

is

This will in fact be

applicability.

consequence

behaviour.

universal variables.

carefully and universal propositions separated from

those of limited

a

patterns do not

social scientists seek to establish

corrtentual situation.

not be

must involve

cultural

common

and its referent cultural situation is

to be

deterministic

and physiological processes whose laws of operation are

invariant in all societies".

some

one or more

phenomena, involving
to be valid in

cultures

inter-cultural

(12)
'

as

the testing

particular

well.

comparisons

However,

the

is discounted
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In the field of urban
social context is

a

difficult

by some trial-and-error
substantive

the problem of relating method to

planning

findings

and is

one

approach.

and methods

of planned action, originally

industrialised countries

America, is often taken for granted

or

environment

of,

say,

developing

a

the method

or

model is said

and social strains

developing

nations

of theoretical and
should be much

more

may

The manifold

many

be taken to suggest that such transposition

methodological elements
cautious and

into

preceded

a

different culture

by thorough tests of the

context.

new

argument that the social sciences cannot intelligibly be

characterised

frequently

as

experimental in the manner of the natural sciences

appears

in the context of the "methodological debate".

If social interaction is viewed

place in

a

as

a

spontaneous process which takes

realm that is not subject to control by the social

observer, then it is not possible to recreate
of controlled
in the process
and laws.

experimentation which
of discovery

Reproducing,
settlement

an

urban

or

alternative

such

are

problems

practices have given rise to in

validity of those elements in the

The

The tests

in the different context,

to be valid.

that such

of Europe

in the different socio-cultural

nation in Africa.

if "it works"

essentially pragmatic:

usually answered empirically

The validity of certain

and tested in advanced

developed

-

say,

may

laboratory conditions

be said to be indispensable

and testing of empirical generalisations

the

processes

in order to test various

courses

scientist/

of action

aimed at

growth cannot be achieved in the

way

underlying growth in
growth hypotheses

fostering

or

inhibiting

the natural sciences

perform their controlled laboratory experiments.

S3hThere

For

are

more

less

or

instance, in urban planning, growth hypotheses or alternative

of the

to that

in the real city

be tested

policies cannot

physicist, but

relevant

aspects of city structure

hypotheses

on

that model.

(13)

validity,

growth

or

may never

may

on

it will always

This situation is not

but is encountered in natural science,

at least for the time being,

are,

yet such sciences

are

making significant contributions

body of scientific knowledge.

Controlled

investigation is said to entail

"a deliberate search of
is either
not in

and testing

embryology where laboratory conditions of

experimentation

inconceivable;
to the

or

model of

have to be accepted as part of the

peculiar to the social sciences

controlled

processes

a

be said to be true to its

epistemological predicament of the field.

in astronomy

laboratory similar

by formulating

and hence the results of the tests

be of doubtful

a

The most apparent shortcoming of this

approach, viz. that the model
originalv

in

or

reasonable approximation to the

some

latter is claimed to have been achieved

say,

this difficulty.

satisfactory ways of overcoming

uniformly

(NAGEL, 1961: p.I|52):

contrasting occasions in which the phenomenon

manifested

others, and the subsequent

...or

manifested in

some

cases

but

examination of certain factors

discriminate in those occasions in order to ascertain whether

variations in these factors

phenomena".
not involve

related to differences in the

However, the logical function of experimentation need
reproduction

The controlled

performed

are

manipulation of variables to be satisfied.

empirical inquiry that science is pursuing

either through

where the scientist

investi,scation

or

controlled

manipulates

some

be

experimentation in the laboratory

variable,

during which the changes

may

or

through controlled

in many variables are
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observed in the

2+57—i+58)«

in

"scientificity" for
deductive

pp.

difficulties may be

not overshadow the essential criterion of

discipline, that is, the rigorous search for

some

explanations and the severity of the testing of hypotheses

against factual evidence.

many

(ibid,:

obtaining evidence to support hypotheses in social

but these should

could be

phenomenon of interest

some

It is conceded that certain practical

involved
science

repetition of

Naturalists maintain that this criterion

successfully met by

social science

—

and has been met in

disciplines concerned with the study of social life.

However, critics of "scientific" social science point out that such
a

scientific ideal of

Although they tend to exaggerate

inquiries.
is

no

hypothesis testing cannot Be" attained by social

denying that

hypotheses which purport to account for human

many

behaviour, social action,

or

a

soeial/spatial system

sub-systems
sense

the

composed
of other

city

may

things

organisation.

to the whole

an

if

series of interacting

falsified.

it

were a

by communications;

the solar system,
However,

a

an

In

a

trivial

system for it is

but so

are a

industrial process,

system is usually taken to be

that it has "real"

sense

by virtue

mere

as

or

a

number

with varying nature of interrelations between their

in the non-trivial

Thus,

be taken

of parts linked

not the

composed of

cannot be confirmed

component parts:

are

social/spatial organisation cannot be
For instance, the claim that the city

justified in principle.
is

this difference, there

a

"whole"

properties which pertain

of the interrelations of the parts, and which

aggregate of the

properties of the components.

urban system in the second

sense

might be said to possess

social/spatial configuration,

elements of "Gestalt"

or

and elements

consciousness, civic pride,

of social

an

structure

in its

a

feeling of
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belonging that its

inhabitants

the

a

on

city is

really

of science

of unobservable entities and

sense

for it

that

cannot be testable

postulates the existence

properties which cannot be related t© observation

though it would be acceptable in a different view of science.

Hypotheses that
of

A hypothesis

experience.

system in this second

the deductive account

data

may

knowledge;

may

not be subject

in those natural sciences which deal with situations

characterised

by non-reproducible

to

perform controlled experiments.

is

one

such

to testing exist in other realms

occurrences

and by impossibility

As mentioned above, astronomy

discipline in which there

are

several hypotheses

regarding the formation of stars and planets that remain untested.
There
in

hypotheses in the social sciences' which though testable

are

principle, are not tested properly.
to account for inadequate

put forward
of controlled

empirical

experimentation;

hypotheses

one

to be relevant

weak links of the hypotheses

to account for the

another;

sciences;

social

phenomena.

It is often

said

in

most

same

set of

others

are

are

occurrences,

nonetheless

descriptions of social phenomena; etc.

simply

testing

are

not unique to the

inherent in the nature of

that the deduction process is not explicit in

explanations of social phenomena.
account

with

the large number of variables that

Some of these obstacles to efficient
social

are

the existence of several different

data;

purporting

contradictory to

that

difficulties

are:

while consistent with the factual evidence

which

seem

testing

reasons

difficulties in gathering contentually and

evidence;

temporally relevant

Some of the

A

reason

which

for such difficulties is that the laws

is claimed to
involved in the
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of social phenomena often originate in

explanation

context than the

supporting

used

are

human location

they explain how

Many

in generalisations regarding, say,

in space are psychological in that

individuals

affected

situations

different

phenomena that they purport to explain.

laws that

phenomena of

a

thereof

or groups

behave in various

by social interaction, prestige, self-interest,

and the like.

Spatial analysis would tend

to use such 'backing'

generalisations

to make

phenomena, but it would

not set these out
chains

hold

laws

explicitly

and it would not

taken for

them

rarely

The assumption that

of direct

concern

to the social

his subsequent efforts to test the validity

situations.

Many of the underlying laws

granted that the problem

are

of attempting to falsify

emerges.

The usefulness of scientific
said

elements of deductive-explanatory

attempt to test them.

tends to govern

of the laws for other
so

as

for the situation

scientist

of locational

sense

investigation

of social phenomena is

to be seriously diminished because of the uniqueness and

impermanence of the latter and the consequent absence of social laws
as

lasting

as

physical laws.

who

in the

light of

ways
or

of looking
law of

some

are seen as

new

information,

new

at familiar things.

aspect of social life

becomes known to the individuals whose

it, such knowledge

may

affect

experiences and meanings,
If

an

is formulated and eventually
conduct

by

the behaviour of those individuals and

This criticism is

version of

generalised

accounted for

is

generalisation is

a

new

empirical generalisation

alter it to the extent that the

has been called

free

modify their conduct, attitudes, orientation in life

agents

can

Human individuals

"self-fulfilling prophecy"

no

a common

longer valid.

phenomenon which

(MERTON, 1957sCh.1l),
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(POPPER, 1957/1981: pp.13-1^).
(prediction of

an

of the situation
may

outcome)

as

Thus, the statement of a law

becomes another

element in the definition

originally depicted, by the law and, in this manner,

guarantee the emergence of the anticipated results.

without

saying that in the
have occurred.

never

exactly

the opposite

The above

absence

of the law

This situation may
way,

as

It

goes

the results

may

also be manifested, in

a"self-defeating

prophecy".

point has been extensively discussed

by several writers

(EASTON, 1967); (KAPLAN, 1961+); (NAGEL, 1961); (POPPER, 1957/1961).
It is contended that this

conception

generalisations about social life
of the nature of social laws

may

The

hold, then predicted

universality of

which may

restrict

conditions

may

from

misunderstanding

like natural laws, logically

"if described antecedent

consequences

social law

a

of scientific

will occur".

holds under specified conditions

Such

the time and place of its applicability.

refer to culture-bound

discussed earlier

original

a

stem

which are,

conditional statements of the kind:
conditions

of the nature

or

hypothesis

elements which have been

to other antecedent

includes

conditions.

Thus, the

its conditions of validity;

and

one

of these conditions may be that the individuals described in the

law

ignore

that there

depend

apply

on

the content of the latter.
are

knowledge

(POOL,

theory

of

kinds
or

It is further counter-argued

hypotheses the validity of which does not

ignorance of the individuals to whom they

p.310).

For example, in the

of spatial

the dissemination of information regarding the effects of

the association of urbanisation and industrial

not alter

realm

significantly the fundamental

industrialisation and urban concentration.

development

does

relationship between
The generalisation
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continues to
with

expanding urban agglomerations.

rather
no

prevail that increasing industrial growth correlates well
to be regarded as a

proposition and it is often taken for

elementary

explicitly identified

Some

It tends

as

an

important

granted and

empirical hypothesis.

empirical generalisations of social science actually depend for

their
Notable

validity

the people knowing them

on

examples

are

in economics and game

the models of rational behaviour

used

theory, which

the actors

are

having

complete information and acting

of

as

man

an

entirely free agent

determination of social
choices open

and moral

dependent
on

it.

must also

The importance of deliberate

consequences.

constrained

and acting accordingly.

events may

to human individuals
by

norms

everyday life

are

The conception
be qualified in its
choice

in the

be exaggerated.

always

more or

elements of social life, such

many

and

easily

upon

widely

as

The

less

habits, cultural

rules, roles in society; these and other factors of

tend to preclude drastic and massive shifts in patterns

of behaviour.

However, the probability of developing
a

self-defeating nature in social science is sufficiently high to affect

the overall character

of such generalisations
as

empirical generalisations of

sciences.

of the social sciences,even if

does not

destroy their cognitive status

Such generalisations must be clearly distinguished

from those which describe invariant

relationships between events,

to the extent that the latter kind of
There often

occur

the law

be

can

the existence

generalisation is possible.

situations in social science where

instrumental in

altering the effects

knowledge of
predicted

5l+o.
In the context of the example

by the law.

(stated

in the preceding

paragraph),

industrial

development

of undirected

avoiding these effects;

e.g.

land

from spatial theorising

knowledge of the adverse effects
suggests various

use

of

controls, housing development

programmes,

and the like.

the effects

predicted by the law do not destroy its initial validity.

It has been remarked
the

Thus, the

ways

conscious attempts to

that, properly formulated, the argument concerning

"self-fulfilling" and "self-denying" nature of laws and

generalisations in social science is merely
general scientific
that is

This

science whose

thermometer in

a

may

observations do not

Nevertheless, it must be admitted
generalisations

behaviour is

of social science

becoming

explained.

in these

in

phenomena.

body

without affecting its

accuracy are

determined.

that the subsequent

validity of

knowledge among the individuals

In view of this admission, the task

would consist in

to discover the way

a

For example, it is

falsify themselves, unless

common

generalisations and distinguish the

phenomena result

of the

in social science will tend to suffer from

the effects of their

whose

case

seriously question the possibility of having

degrees of acceptable observational

some

special

(POOL, 1969s pp.310-311).

being observed

temperature.

a

problem that observation may change the phenomenon

impossible to insert

a

change

trying to identify such
more

enduring theories. It would seek

in which theoretical statements of social
a

change of behaviour of the actors involved

Thus, the most effective

such theoretical formulations is to

way

of controlling

inquire scientifically into their

role, taking into consideration the

possibility that results from

applications of "scientific method"

may

in the

be influenced by whatever is used

inquiry,including the semantical system of the investigator.

5M.
This would hold for both natural and social sciences.
to devise ways

observational

of neutralising undesirable side-effects of experimental or
activity

upon

the social phenomenon concerned.

1+.

Prediction of social phenomena.

The

predictivist account of

(positivist) naturalists

as

1958/1963).

has attracted

a range

is advanced by some

of criticisms both
The latter

the formulation of social scientific

"unscientific"

predictions according

explanation^ ^ ^which

and from antinaturalists.

from other naturalists
denounce

It is also necessary

(WINCH,

to the model of the natural sciences

Naturalists like Popper criticise belief

in

a

particular

type of prediction, so-called unconditional prediction, and claim
that this is not attainable in science

as

a

whole, in

for

any case,

scientific

prediction is always conditional (POPPER, 1957/1961:

Sect.15).

Consider what is

natural
There

science —one of

certain

are

involved in making predictions in

the most

important

logical principles involved in the making

predictions,but: to apply those principles
to be satisfied.
in which
most

(a)

To take

an

example

experimentation in the

social sciences

predicted.

tasks of the scientist.

—

assume

certain conditions have

from astronomy

laboratory
that

Information needed

an

sun

and the

moon

—

a

is impossible,

discipline
as

in

eclipse of the moon is to be

to enable prediction consists of:

the general laws of lunar and solar motion;

movements of the

of

as

well

as

(b)

their

the past
present positions.

Certain

assumptions, differing in degree of generality, have to be

made

as

a

(i)

from the previous positions of the

necessary

condition for the application of the logical schema:

(ii) and the laws of lunar/solar motion;

moon and the

sun;

51+2.

(iii) infer times and
Thus,

assumption that is needed

one

solar/lunar
bodies is

a

good

assumption
are

of these heavenly

guide to their future behaviour, hence that they
move

as

they have always appeared to. move.

(or belief) entails the assumption

that the

assumptions such

of social life will

accurate

or

are

not prepared

on

They tend to argue that

human activity cannot be subject to

prediction since the uniqueness of human individuals and

episodes precludes the possibility of formulating

aspects,

of nature.

are

free agents

and not wholly determined by

Their conduct is motivated

feelings, customs, cultural and historical
In this sense,

by ideas and ideals,

influences, etc.

their behaviour cannot be accounted for by employing

the mechanistic model of

prediction which is used in the natural

Such views appear to exaggerate

sciences.

general

For human beings, though having physical

accounting for them.

natural

laws

and the

reject the possibility of social scientific

phenomena which depend

laws

moon

these regarding human conduct and aspects

as

predictions according to the above model.

social

This

stable material things.

Now,it is apparent that those anti-natuialists who
to make

of

to justify use of the laws

motion is that the past behaviour

will continue to

sun

places of lunar eclipses.

the degree of

accuracy

attainable in scientific predictions and ignore something which is
conceded

by most scientists and

philosophers, viz. that it is never

possible to be absolutely certain

Consider again

predictions
positions

the example from astronomy,

come

can

about the future

now

be

as near

to certainty

determined

a

as can

with great

course

of events.

discipline whose
be

accuracy

attained.

Planetary

and statements

Sh3the past movements of a planet serve as

describing
it is

which

just

are

possible to infer its future positions with logical

Now,

rigour.

based;

one

and that

prediction.

might be tempted to argue

accuracy

(15)
'

that such predictions

observational data

certain as the

as

premises from

which they

upon

of observation guarantees certainty of

However, to accept

that accurate observations

indispensable for accurate prediction is not the

are

that such

prediction will be certain.

data

and deduce

data

in terms of

some

a

prediction it is

general theory

and which cannot be known

To make

use

necessary

same as

to claim

of the observational

interpret

to.

those

which will consist partly of laws,

to be true

but at

best the most

theory that has so far been developed.

satisfactory

are

The ever

present possibility the the theory might be abandoned altogether
it is less certain than the astronomical data to which

suggests that
it relates.
certain

Hence, it

premiss

from data to
sometimes

or

more

that

This is not to deny that

are

a

arrived

at

theory is

since the reliability of

interpreted is said to depend

on

the theory

the theory-ladenness of observation terms

prediction which is

is to be held
to occur.

to follow.

founded

by deduction from them

found to be accurate and

evidence

a

mentioned earlier.

Thus, if

are

in the chain of deduction leading

certain than observational data,

by the inquirer:
was

be suggested that the theory is the least

weakest link

prediction.

data and how these
held

may

on some

observational data and

is not fulfilled, and the data

correctly interpreted, then the theory

responsible for the failure of predicted consequences

Its suitable modification

Collecting

an

increasing

will tend to limit

or

even

amount

rejection will have
of observational

uncertainty about the future and enable

Sbh.
refinement
the

and elaboration of

predictions based
accurate

more

claim

that it is

founded

on

the

never

are

have ever been in the past.

far

The

impossible to know anything about what is to
traditional sceptical argument

a

-

exaggerated importance attached to

reasonable admission that absolute
is

and increase confidence in

Predictions in astronomy

these.

today than they

in the future

come

on

theories;

certainty

now

If all claims to knowledge

possible.

an

—

is usually

otherwise

about future events

are

required to be

absolutely certain then, obviously, there cannot be knowledge of the

future;

but knowledge of anything

Scientific studies do not claim to

else will also be impossible.

produce information which is

absolutely certain, bu this does not render science simply guess-work.
If too
such

stringent conditions

as

its absolute

formal truths of

science

imposed

prediction of future

can never

naturalist claims

on

certainty, then they

logic and mathematics

The admission that
natural

are

be

knowledge of the future,
can

only be met by the

(HABEE, 1972: Ch.1).

occurrences

absolutely certain

only partially.

of events in

answers

anti-

Further qualifications

are

required to account for the relatively limited validity of predictions
in the social sciences and their

Certain kinds of prediction need to be distinguished

predictions.

prior to assessing

or

comparing reliability of predictions in natural

and social science and

of social

answering the sweeping claim that predictions

phenomena must

important
essentially

alleged inferiority to scientific

be inaccurate.

These issues

are

highly

and relevant in the field of urban planning which is
a

realm of theoretical and practical activity involved

with the future and its

by controls and policies

potential manifestations
or

not.

—

either influenced

Thus, it is important to distinguish

$15.

(i)

predictions according to whether:

(ii)

■unconditional;
to events that
distinctions

Firstly,

an

are

are

conditional

(iii)

they specify a time scale;

planned to

are

they

occur or

or

they refer

to unplanned events.

These

discussed below.

(or

important distinction is that between conditional

hypothetical) and unconditional predictions (also called forecasts).
Conditional

conditions,

more

the

prediction refers

occurrence

cases

more or

of

some

to the situation where, if one

less controlled,

outcome

or

event is

in which all stated conditions

all stated conditions

can

confidence before the

event;

can

are

with

of restricted
a

not invalidate the

predicted.

be

or

There

controlled;
or

and cases in which

are

cases

where

established with
some

of the stated

specified with

accuracy

Predictions obtained in the last type of cases

validity.

high degree

assumed to obtain then

be either controlled

conditions cannot be either controlled

prior to the event.

are

or

Only if it is possible to establish,

of probability, that uncontrollable conditions will
predictions

can

the latter be relied

upon.

Secondly, it is possible and useful to distinguish between various
degrees of "numerical definiteness" of predictions.

In

many cases,

prediction of merely the range of variation of some magnitude
sufficient

for the purposes

example, consider
predict

any

of the following occurrences:

it will increase

a

phenomenon.

(ii)

(i)

be

For

the case of predicting urban population.

One can

that the existing

(iii)

that

by at least a certain number of inhabitants;

(iv)

population will change;

that it will increase within
that it will increase
the

of analysis of

may

by

a

that it will increase;

specified

upper

and lower limits;

specific number of people.

disciplines concerned with the formulation

(v)

Many of

of social, economic,

She.
and environmental control

circumstances where

a

policies

cope

with

satisfactorily

low level of numerical definiteness of

predictions is possible.

Another kind of distinction

predicted event or outcome
may
a

be

more or

short-term

to time if
acclaimed

to

a

long-term

are

to be

predictive

alternatively, the prediction
Predictions must make

one.

of

Thus, the time

any

successes

value.

of the natural sciences usually relate
conditions.

much easier to observe than control social

time being

any

at least.

and not

It is

and social

phenomena;

significant scale must be ruled out, for the

Consequently, the assessment of the predictive

potential of the natural
out with

with

up

acceptable degree of reliability in the social sciences.

at

versus

the social

sciences

must be carried

(natural and social)

respect to the real world of experience

by comparing and contrasting predictive performance under

laboratory conditions

(MACHLUP, 1961: p.172)»

.

However, by

restricting

the discussion to predictions of events outside the

laboratory

further

Some events

a

are

difficulty is faced.

planned to

occur,

implementing policies which
these events.

suggests
events
former

be

reference

some

experimental situations are generally impossible to set

experimentation

may

It is argued that the widely

laboratory experiments performed in well-controlled

Such
any

is expected to take place.

less specified;

or

they

relates to the time scale within which the

an
and

Other events

are
are

that is, they

are

the result of

formulated expressly to bring about
not

subject to such designs.

This

additional distinction between predictions of planned

predictions of "natural", unplanned events.

category of predictions, both

natural and

In the

social sciences

5b7>
have had notable failures but also

failure is

relatively higher in the

predictions of this

in, say, engineering applications

to bridge construction.

In the social world,

(especially with

sort often prove reliable

institutions).

regard to the functioning of organised social
But

predictions of the consequences of,say, economic

planning policies still tend to prove unreliable.
recent failures to

predict,

of inflation in many
many

planned events,

are

(i)

say,

—

prior to

by the planner

particular

use;

—

e.g.

occurrence

(ii)
are

and

to be brought about by implementing

cannot be controlled,

those that

conditions

consequences

can

are

e.g.

an

in

precisely what ways

area

will

more or

in fact specified

of land for some

less

subject to

measures are

aimed

if certain policies in

change accordingly, but it may
or

are

an area

the proposed
—

patterns of private

be directly controlled

and employment are adopted, then the

of

or

certain conditions

by planning policy, and

cannot be specified

or

of the expected outcome of the

the designation of

and(iii)

produce expected

housing

are

levels of capital expenditure

e.g.

by policy decisions and

to

the implementation of

changes in use

some

certain conditions

spending in the city;

control

or

independent of urban policy decisions,

with accuracy
measures

the

appropriate policy measures, are usually faced with

situations where:
viz.

Consider

(especially in the 1960's) which did not

development of urban land which
set of

urban

predicted and planned for growth.

Predictions of

a

or

few months in advance, the rate

Western economies;

urban growth policies

result in the

even a

of

Inaccurate

social field.

predictions have often been recorded
from space programmes

although the rate

successes,

population structure
be impossible to predict

by what magnitude it will change.
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Both

predictions of events

which

decisions and of events which

are

independently of urban policy

occur

designed

of planned courses of action,

consequences

to occur, viz. are

in urban

are necessary

planning.

As

former kind of predictions, they

regards the

difficult

to make and the

extremely

prove

reliability of their outcomes

is almost

always doubtful and falls below standards that may be acceptable in
the sciences.
reason

of,

of

say,

Wrong forecasts of this kind have often been the

premature failure of urban policy

a

rise in real incomes

for increased

car

ownership,

in the city will have implications

consumer

employment, housing preferences, and

spending and hence service

a

social/spatial organisation.

of urban

Prediction

programmes.

host of other related aspects

A wrongly predicted rise

in real incomes will therefore affect the roads programme

and urban

transportation policy, the building programme, income to be available
from rates
etc.

to finance other

National trends

cannot be relied
that

upon

are

projects such as recreation

areas,

often indicative of local conditions but

with confidence.

Predictions of

occurrences

outside the control of urban policies may also be exogenously

are

supplied, for instance from calculations at the regional level, and
taken for

granted

not be

accuracy may
as

in the urban situation;
Models

predictive devices in this context.

the connections between

social/spatial
are

affected.

not

various

but their level
are

They attempt

key "factors"

organisation, such

as

frequently

or

disjointed.

employed

to depict

aspects of

population and employment, which

subject to direct control of urban planners,

predictions

of

of levels of these "factors"

are

so

that

integrated rather than

Moreover, by making various assumptions

concerning

5k9.
future
less

magnitudes of such factors, these assumptions being more or

probable, it is possible to derive

these

Should

hypotheses for other aspects of urban planning.

unforeseen
due

of each of

consequences

to

occurrences

take

place,

e.g.

negative population growth

out-migration, lack of employment opportunities, people's

changing attitudes towards family size, and the like, then identification
of

wrongly made assumptions is enhanced

by using the model in

a

monitoring role.

Concerning predictions of planned events, that is, attempting to
predict the
an

easier

consequences

or

of action

are

of certain policy measures, is not necessarily

conditional upon

which

are

planner.

of

testing".

to attain certain

in order

it

"policy

cannot be taken

action

call them

in conditions

with many
that is

for granted that those policies will in fact
a

planning exercise will usually

"action

courses

of

The"testing" takes place

hypotheses".

resembling the laboratory of the natural scientist, but

possible, rather than in real life.
whether

or

It is aimed at

not certain "action hypotheses" will bring

expected outcomes, and assessing the potential impact of such

measures

It is

formulated

imperfections in the level of controlled experimentation

discovering
about

are

as

goals and objectives, and given that

stage of "testing" of various alternative

a

—

to such implementation

Given that policies

bring about the expected results,

comprise

Prediction of

consequential to implementation of some policy

proposals is normally carried out prior
a means

courses

certain specific magnitudes of "factors"

that lie outside the control of the
occurrences

Ifeny of the proposed

less complicated task.

proposed in

one

policy realm

upon

policies in other realms.

anticipated that "testing" of this kind will provide insights

on

55o.

compatibility of different policy measures
results of

combining policy

programmes

in

well

as
a

the probable

as on

number of

As the

ways.

testing of "action hypotheses" cannot be performed in the real city,
models of relevant

social/spatial organisation

aspects of urban

developed purporting to represent the
in time

the way

or

conditions;

The

and the tests

inability to

environments

"action

are

either

carry

is thus

hypotheses"
In such

physical.
that

it will

assessed

as

change

way

over

the city is at

on

these models.

out experiments in controlled laboratory

partly remedied by conducting tests
on a

model those elements of the real situation

a

relevant to the

infrequently, by physical objects;
postulated to obtain

at hand are "simulated"

problem

among

or,

more

and the relations that are

those elements

are

also "simulated"

symbolically by corresponding properties and relations.
from

testing hypotheses

of course,

on

situation which

real world

of

model, usually mathematical rather than

mathematical, logical, graphical symbols

by

point

time subject to certain

carried out

are

some

are

the model
was

are

then transferred to the

depicted in the model

that the model provides

Results

a more or

—

assuming,

less accurate

representation or testing vehicle according to the purposes of the
exercise.

This kind of

testing has been

(EESCHER, 1970s p.203),
experiment" which is
cases

where the

a

called "pseudo-experimentation

and is based
substitute

on

the notion of

a

"hypothetical

for "real" experimentation

subject cannot be experimented

upon

in

because of

inaccessibility, cost of operation, ethical constraints, and the like.
The model

provides an artificial environment for experimentation and
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predictions derived through it are taken to indirectly refer to the
world situation.

real

However, overcoming the problem of

experimentation with subjects involving human beings through such
procedures of "pseudo-experimentation" merely
to

a

different

in

a

model all

level, viz. that of whether it is possible to capture
characteristics of

the essential

involving human agents without
of human conduct
and cultural

relating to

gross

prediction and

as

of models

use

in the

city, indicates consessions

monism

associated with

is

as

find

planning

potentially true copies

no

a

defect in such

argue

as

methods

or

techniques

of the

way

things really

are

to naturalistic methodological

particular view of the natural sciences.

that the

a

use

methodological orientation for

of such instruments for prediction

merely to enhance the understanding of complex interlinkages

between and within groups

of factors

organisation, rather than to

predictions and
that

are

uncertainty

hypotheses"

by

way

characteristic

of such

social/spatial

of policy decisions

that predictions of consequences

models

are

subject

of all predictions of future

to the
events

However, they claim that uncertainty

prediction is characteristic of the

epistemological predicament

planning and, indeed, of the fields

policy-making in general.

urban

automatically and mechanically derive

They concede

in the realm of social life.

of urban

influencing

unambiguously suggest the kinds

to be made.

of "action

in

motives, meanings,historical

for testing of "action hypotheses",

vehicles

than

urban

situation

oversimplification of aspects

purposes,

rather

Those who

some

influences, and relations of power and politics.

Now, such instrumentalist
of

transfers the problems

which deal with social

552.

If this is
as

accepted, then the

vehicles for

testing

unjustified, and
other

may

use

"action hypotheses" is not

Further, it is not

required

predictions

sufficient to

of action:

courses

in

out "one-shot" tests of

constant monitoring

or

"feedback" is

Models

reality.

are

objectives

taken

of

in order to assess the extent

programmes,

to which the latter attain desired

useful in

carry

be derived.

may

which closely follows the usually sequential stages

implementation of policy

urban

seen as

be preferable to both" no testing at all and

techniques through which

planned

of models of the urban "structure"

as

they become the new

as

techniques

which

facilitating such monitoring tasks, though

especially

are

their

success

improving the quality of a planning exercise is said to be

dependent

other factors, too, such

on

policy-making in

terms

of

as

the creative aspects

design and reasoning involved

of

in

evaluation, the availability of information in suitable form, and
continuous

affected

checking
and

on

how well policies

on

the extent to which

However, to take models
render them

as mere

received by those

they meet desired objectives.

instruments for prediction does not

neutral, atheoretical tools.

of instrumentation that

are

they might

Apart from

presuppose

—

such

any

theories

as an

implicit

acceptance of the guiding metaphor of the machine in the realm
social

life,

variables

or
is

a

the assumption that the behaviour of relevant
good

guide to their future behaviour

that such variables refer to stable material things
are

taking

variables

the

ability

matter

of

—

for granted the possibility to acquire true
entering into the

and hence
such models
measures

of

relationships postulated in them, and

to conduct inevitably partial analysis of

some

subject-

(say, interaction between places of residence and employment
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concentrations) in which

the number

of unknown elements

interfere with the behaviour of that
invalidate the inferences that may

itself,

statement

as a

hold between
a

a

subject-matter

does not

and does not

Furthermore the model

be made.

postulating that specified relationships

number of

things, events,

synoptic, abstractive account of

some

or

variables, puts forward

segment

of the reality of

social/spatial

organisation

—

seriously

vehicle for

epxperimentation and testing of "action

as a

it has to do

hypotheses"

in lieu of the real city.

the seeds of

or

range

implies

some more

Hence not

of phenomena.

component of the model;
its instrumental role

the real

in

some

rather, what is
of enhancing

seen

sense,

it contains

may

so

be proposed as a

proposed would perform

prediction and correlation of

also it would describe or reflect

essential way.

Now naturalists tend to argue
be

In this

general theory concerning the same
anything

(observations), but

information

if it is to be taken

so

to characterise

that complexity and impermaneney can

phenomena

in the realm of social life in

not only in. .urban planning

general and,

as a consequence,

but
the

validity of laws, models, and theories is restricted due to the inherent
nature

of their

subject-matter, rather than because of the

inappropriateness of such cognitive constructs in accounting for

aspects of the social world.
phenomena

to be

are

social science.

Hence these chatacteristics of social

held responsible for predictive failures in

In the

case

of

unplanned unmanipulated events,

examples from both natural and social sciences
difficulties

meteorology
in many

are

or

encountered in

economics.

indicate that many

predictions, for instance in

Complexity of the subject-matter results

problems encountered in the course of obtaining information.
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Such data
relevant

are

often than not

more

factual evidence.

generalisations

and laws

sciences
a

X's

percentage of

based

e.g.:

condition

;

C

propertyP".

that

Moreover, empirical

may

be discovered

are

Y's";

"X has acquired property

a%

and

of those who

does not hold.

research aimed

at

one-to-one ideal and

Such

-

are

P

X is in
C

in condition

acquire

in which the postulated

cases

cases

because

or

will, inevitably, initiate

establishing relationships approaching the

formulating

new

naturalists refuse

sense

„

and explanations of social

Thus, there will always be

relationship

in the social

such generalisations become probabilistic

on

statistical,

In this

many

at best statistical relationships of the sort:

express

phenomena

new

complete and

aspects of phenomena of interest remain incompletely

documented with

"

far from

to

(17)
concepts.v J

reject

on

"a priori"

grounds the

possibility of satisfactory explanations and predictions of social
phenomena

on

that to determine
where the

the

contingent

adequacy

refer to historical

complexities

of the

of social interaction

explanation.
of

explanations is

imposing

requirement

the stringent

that all

the form of scientific

view,

Hence it

are

thus

irretrievable

may

criteria such

as

—

appear

—

it is

subsumption

the deductive-nomological

be possible to hold

that the

ideal in the social sciences

an

epistemological and methodological

adequate explanations ought
theories

concede

if empirical data

to employ criteria other than the requisite

latter kind

In this

and

so

explanandum under general laws, as in

model of

without

occurrences

even

of explanations of human action

beyond theoretical analysis, particularly

possible

They might

the model of natural science.

on

to be cast in

the deductive model of science.

clarity, historical and empirical
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plausibility,

accuracy,

satisfactoriness
considerations

explanation

of

of aesthetics

adequate.

as

as

an

their

own

rejected

The relative

uncommon

are

held

lack of

such

conditions
social

as

human

of social

in

explanations of
be adequate in

may

to be inadequate are

upon.

reliability

of predictions of social phenomena

might be attributed to the sensitivity
in the

alternative,

of the contingency

consequence

where historical narratives

improved

an

set of social phenomena may be

same

right, and those that

or

to accept

The possibility of having

This situation is not

historical events

Thus,

affect the decision

may

of the

unavoidable

interaction.

to adjudge the

be employed

explanations of social phenomena.

competing explanations
seen

may

that

trends,

are

or

of such predictions to changes

extrapolated

into the future, conditions

to changes in the assumptions regarding

needs, the level of knowledge, and technological development

affecting
/

9-10).

a

the ways

in which society is structured

(RYAN, 19735

PP«
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Although

the prediction of human action

and events

involving

human agents in society

task

prediction of natural occurrences, a task whose performance

than

results in
there

to be

a

much more difficult

relatively unreliable outcomes, it cannot be denied that

exist

regularities

in human behaviour

as

generalisations of restricted

so

qualified.

social

appears

validity and

seems

to reinforce

Thus, "to the extent that meanings
formulation of restricted

can

derive predictions

this claim
are

a

variety of

(HARDY, 1961+:

shared by social actors

empirical generalisations is

to the extent that social actors

retroactively

can

The identification and recording of

routines

be established

that

on

disagree about meaning

p.

125).
the

the cards;

or

redefine their behaviour and the behaviour of others
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generalisation tends to be

so

positivists' claim of

If the
and

more

the logical symmetry between explanation

road towards making available predictive statements of future
Although predictions may be

occurrences.

strict logical
articulated

manner as

explanations,

a

their

justification, especially

pragmatic

and action

context in

in which

of accuracy

policy.

i.e. supported by clearly

the

which predictions
as

ability

is rather limited

providing reliable
so-called

are

regards those

but the need

guidance is urgent.

a

characteristics of pure

particularly

which

(EESCHER, 1970s P*176) which

are

not supported

said to be

predictions"

by justifying

Rather they would be assessed by pragmatic criteria,

(i)

:

outcome;

their success in deriving

(ii)

their efficiency

in less time than it

from the

are

and established theoretical principles on the model of

explanation.

or

as

science, involving disinterested contemplation.

so-called "unreasoned

as

relevant

in terms of explanation by

are

such

of social

considerations

in such fields

uncommon

in the

case

with the formulation

under general laws, or understanding,

subsumption

of knowledge

high degree

This is the

prediction tend to become

opposed to the pursuit of knowledge

made and find

for predictions

In these fields of endeavour, practical

control and

There is

fields

to predict with

policy sciences dealing

arguments

in the same

structured

arguments, they need not be so constructed.

often

Not

p.117)*^^

is rejected, then pursuing explanations is not the

prediction

only

of

(DIXON, 1973'

insecure"

some

event

in completing their derivations

takes the natural state of affairs to

perceived event to the predicted

calculations may

prediction of

occurrence

take too long for predictions to be

—

of

move

some
any
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usefulness, others

may

(iii)

computers;

(iv)

affairs;

have

their

to "be aided

success

their relative

light of the nature of

such

as

in enabling control of societal

simplicity

the events being

Predictions of this kind

by machines

would not

complexity in the

or

predicted; and

provide

so on..

explanations

or

•understanding and hence

the logical complexity of their theoretical

concepts need not match

the complexity of the occurrences that

being predicted;
mechanical

rather

the

complexity of the predictions

complexity

of the phenomena

Predictions

enabling

very

useful

they

would provide

acceptable
sense

matching

against the physical

control rather than understanding

guides to human conduct

basis for action

—

on

—

could be

pragmatically

in realms where knowledge, in the

science,

is relatively

judgment, computer simulation
inferior accuracy

—

—

expert

e.g.

such predictions would be of

but would certainly be preferable to mere

extrapolations of past trends,
concerning

scarce.

evidence and methodologically less

much weaker

sophisticated grounds than scientific explanations

to be scope

the

(CAWS, 19^3: pp.l58;*l6ij.).

that the term is used in natural

decisions

concern

in the fields dealing with social policy making for

as a

Being based

only

need

are

future

or

reliance

courses

on

guesses,

chance alone to inform

of action.

Thus, there seems

for specifically predictive methods in areas of social

policy, to be explored and developed and pragmatically applied
independently of formal procedures used in scientific explanation.
This instrumentalist view
for

fostering

affairs.

required in

an

If
a

of

predictive methods

obscurantist attitude

may

be criticised

towards knowledge of societal

satisfactory predictive results are all that is
discipline, the need

to pursue objective

knowledge
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of the world
so

to "be

ceases

eloquently

argued

and recedes, as Popper has

pressing

(POPPER, 1963: PP«97-119)*

However, in disciplines

which deal with social policy making and

attempt the balanced fusion of knowledge of and action

their

upon

as

urban planning— there is a

continuous involvement in moving

information from the future

subject-matter

to the

present

fields such

—

present vision of it.

some

In this kind

pressing social problems

often directs efforts

discovering why predicted

accepted

events

should and do

that there is scope for

methods

cannot be

conceived

explanatory theoretical

a

any

The classic example from

Ptolemaic and Copernican systems and

yielding of equally valid

predictions of planetary

the foimer is false and the latter

if

Even if

policy fields, such

abstracted from

vacuum,

foundations.

science, which concerns the

even

in

occur.

peculiarly predictive

a

orientation in the methods employed in these

their

towards attaining

predictive ability at the expense of the explanatory tasks

greater

it is

of cognitive and

need for pragmatic results in solving

practical activity, the urgent

of

to make the future conform to

and in attempting

true, should be

movements,
a

warning

for fields

of

prediction

and neglect explanation and understanding of their

subject-matter.
those fields

social

The relative

might

themselves with

unreliability of predictions in
lack of

inner workings of that which they are attempting

and control.

While in the natural

making

preoccupy

be partly attributed to their

understanding of the
to manage

policy which

sciences

prediction

possible the confirmation

or

may

be valued for its

falsification

of hypotheses
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and

theories, in the fields

tends to "be
the

is

pursued for the scope

requirements for

stringent

in the natural

as

unconditional

aspects

(i)

:

goals and objectives.

to adapt to

compatibility

which is to be made

a range

to

differing

with both

may

reveal

in some

assessment of predicted

with

making

of

some

an

set of shared

educational

accuracy

available

and reliability.

to those

involved

of practicable alteratives within which

policy elements are to be sought, as well as in
familiarisation

and

by predictions in areas of social

apart from considerations

making

as

of policies

intervene

or

Thus, there seems to be

Such contribution consists in
in decision

the making

policy involves

regards their

policy, quite

conditional

predicted results

or

(ii)

policies;

(iii)

predicted situation;

contribution

not be

be predicted — though not all relevant

decision on whether

as

may

policy considerations dictate what aspects of

unrealistic elements in

situations

fields

Hence

.

The formulation of policy

sciences.

be subject to prediction,

may

for action

with predictions, both

reality need to

requires

it gives

prediction in those

inextricably linked

social

dealing with social policy prediction

likely

enabling their

and unlikely options corresponding

assumptions.

Accepting the possibility of prediction following some conception of
science
its

(inthis

sense, a

instruments, such

as

conventionalist
models,

even

in

( 21)

v

a

''one) and application of

severely restricted and

qualified sense, should not obscure two points of reservation which
are

of crucial

importance to the

by accepting some
all the range

particular

way

concerns

of this thesis.

Firstly,

version of methodological naturalism one accepts

of implicit theories and presuppositions regarding some

of looking at society and its arrangements in geographical

56o.
Knowledge that is produced within such

space.
is

a

frame of meaning

quite consistent with such taken for granted elements and

presuppositions and its results

may

be assessed

criteria prevalent in that frame of meaning.

as

satisfactory against

There

however

are

serious

reservations, also shared by the author of this thesis,as to whether all
these

presuppositions

acceptable in the study of social life.

are

Secondly, it is important to esqplore the
acquired and validated

can

identified to hold between

planning theories

reason"
that

—

they

model" of

may

may

5.

some

i.e. the realm of "social practice"

be such in the

case

be said to foster

an

be

or

"practical

of instrumental scientific knowledge

orientation towards

a

"technological

These issues have already been

(22)

' and are discussed, specifically in the context of

Explanation in terms of actors'

serious

(chapter ten).

purposes,

reasons,

(23)
'

motives.

challenge to methodological naturalism

from those who take the
concern

may

epistemological stand and social,political,

planning, in the following chapter,

The most

in which knowledge so

The intelligible links that

planning and policy making.

touched upon
urban

—

ways

be related to action in the fields of

planning and policy making.

and

of

seems

to

come

subject matter of the social sciences to be

with accounting for

purposive human action motivated by "goals",

"values", "ideals" which are conceived

individually and

are

not wholly

561.
determined

knowledge of the social world must
own

be founded

on

only those aspects of action that

observed as overt "behaviour" and

which is

the former model

goal-directed, the
latter
which

source

conceives him

as

affected

man

man

converge on

seems

to

seeing him

necessary

pursuit of

some

the

The guiding metaphors-

individual who responds to his

accept only half of that view.

may

(i)

be explained:
a

either in terms

mechanistic explanatory

of deterministic cause-effect relations, where a cause is

and sufficient for its effect;

context of functional

thought of

necessary

(causes)

goal, each of the above two models of

which such action is intended to

be

the

respectively associated with these

produced it, viz. its "cause", in

framework

response

future-oriented and

by antecedent "forces"

as an

Goal-seeking, purposive action
of what

as

man

If it is recognised that most commonsense conceptions

man.

environment in

man

(effects).

of the organism and mechanism are

of

sees

as

of preferences which lead to action;

produce "resultant action"

models

conception of

a

different from that which takes man's action

environment:

an

be intersubjectively

can

explained scientifically.

Firstly, reference to purposive action suggests

of

the social agents'

on

thoughts, purposes, motives for action, definition of the situation,

rather than

to

On this view,

by antecedent environmental conditions.

as

but not

(ii)

or

in terms of

that

produce, viz. its "function", in

explanation, in which cause-effect relations

non-deterministic

or

sufficient for its

agent's intention, motive,

probabilistic

effect);

purpose,

(a

(iii)

cause
or

a

may

is

in terms of

goals, feelings, etc., and

their relation to his definition of the various alternatives open

to

him, viz. by reference to the actor's mental states and events in his

562.
mi rid,

so-called purposive explanations.

The term teleological

explanation is often employed to refer to both functional and purposive
explanations, though
one

the latter two

explanations
it is

as

from

Hempel and Nagel assert that teleological

the existence of certain general laws which

presuppose

possible to apply deductively to explain the phenomena that

being investigated

explanation

among

—

the basic explanatory models which he accepts

Teleological explanations

(NAGEL, 1961: pp.2+10-1*21)

system they would be

seen as

and the latter is

by generalisations in terms of the purposes of the

explained

involved in it.

Given that individual actors
the exact purposes
in this

Being part of such

factual statements linking the "laws of

behaviour" to the explanandum social phenomenon;

"agents"

^2^

could be taken as "initial conditions" in

explanatory system of theoretical statements.

to be

are

though Hempel does not list teleological

(HEMPEL, 1965: p.308-329);

a

to be distinguished

another.

Naturalists such

an

are

are

not

always

of their actions, problems

conscious
may

or

certain of

be encountered

approach during the testing of the statements against empirical

evidence

(HARVEY, 1969: p.57)-

On this naturalist account, human

(stimuli)

individuals

are

taken to

in the

way

in which natural events do to controlled environmental

same

variables.

This

teleologists"

respond to environmental influences

assumption is contested by the so-called "new

(BERNSTEIN, 1971: P-236) who contend that because human

beings do not react to environmental stimuli like physical objects,
there

are

logical differences between the sciences which study nature

and those which

are

concerned with social life and human

1961+); (LOUCH, 1966); (PETERS, i960)

.

action(TAYLOR,

563.
(26)
^ ' and the

Although it is conceded that methodological individualism

approach of interpreting social action in terms of its subjective
meaning to the agents
science

—

involved

—

so-called interpretative social

"rightly emphasise that social phenomena

out of the interactions between

are

constituted

purposive human agents neither of these

essentially similar approaches to social inquiry possesses the
unqualifiedly

1961: p.51+6).

pre-eminent merits that

some

behaviour of individuals:

(NAGEL,

special class of statements about the
there may

be forms of behaviour which

are

directly related to subjectively meaningful motivational concepts,

but may

of

claimed for it"

For scientific explanation of social behaviour cannot

always be reduced to

not

are

be accounted for in terms of other variables, such

as

the kind

political and economic order, the level of technological development,

the state of the

physical environment

city-living, the presence
some

community,

or

absence of recreational facilities in

etc.).

Thus, interpretative approaches
areas

(e.g. residential density in

of social behaviour and,

are

said to be inapplicable to large

from the methodological point of view,

they fail to produce intersubjectively verifiable general statements
regarding human conduct.
individual's mind

or

For attitudes and beliefs existing in

consciousness cannot be

an

scientifically apprehended

apart from their objective manifestations in overt behaviour in social
life.

Such overt human

responses

expected to provide empirical data

to

a

variety of conditions are

necessary

to support statements

referring to purposes, attitudes, motives, beliefs, etc. and will lead
to the

discovery of regularities in human conduct and hence to scientific

explanation.
to

Thus, although human action

is best

seen

in relation

meaningful categories encompassing actors' motives, human behaviour

561+.
is caused

by antecedent objective

subjectively-experienced
chosen

by actors in

The humanists'

discussed

are

determine

conditions which

desires and the

order to satisfy

both

of action that is

course

those desires.

antinaturalists' arguments regarding these issues

or

(27)
'

fully elsewhere.x

more

There

are,

however, other

naturalistic accounts which differ from the "orthodox"

Hempel/Nagel

Most notable among such views are those which seek to

theses.

account for human action in terms of the

"logic of the situation"

(POPPER, 191+5/1966: pp.95-97); (JARVIE, 1961+); (JAESIE, 1972).
This

approach regards human conduct

as

capable of being understood

in terms of the intentions and ends of individuals as

rationally in view of their situation.
whose

own

social phenomena

agents.

repeatable, unintended consequences are to be explained in their
right

as

distinct from the understanding being attributed to

social actors in terms of
There is

sequential,

a

action

or

direct

causation,

event

situational

intentions, etc.

even

conception of unintended

on

logic.

interpreted
some

action

no

Moreover, taking human action

implication of

as

the result both

interpretation of their situation and their
not

warranting the
or

•

ensuing from some preceding

However, there is

imply that action is directly

by external conditions.
as

p. 1+3)

the scientific model, in this conception of

intentions towards it does
determined

(JAR1ZTE, 1972:

"quasi-causal" connotation in this

consequences

effects.

as

of the individuals1

of

are

is due to unintended rather than intended consequences

occurrence

of the acts of social

Such

But there

they act

Rather,such conditions

reasonableness

or

may

be

appropriateness

belief in the light of the intentions,

expectations,
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needs,

or

beliefs of social agents.

social action

Unintended consequences of

cannot be accounted for in terms of the

motives, etc.

for action of the individuals concerned.

such consequences may

have ramifications

over a

intentions,

Furthermore,

much wider

area

social life than the immediate world of the individual actor.
extent that

of action into account, the results of their inquiries

incomplete.

implications for
is such

To the

interpretative or humanistic sxudies do not take unintended

consequences
are

of

The
many

ways

in which such unintended consequences have

aspects of society

regular connections that it

are

often patterned and it

be possible to investigate

may

scientifically.

However, there is

denying that

no

substantial section of the

a

vocabulary of social science deals with notions referring to action,
that

is,to performance rather than

to*work, purchasing
refer to action
take

place, they

a

occurrence.

house, locating

a

process

industry, etc.

performed rather than merely

are

of interpreting

intentions, purposes, motives, etc. of actors.
be

or

These

reasoning and intentions.

presuppose

to involve the observer in

business firm

a

Since they

concepts.

For instance, driving

are

the plans,

Moreover, action could

interpreted by reference to moral, legal, cultural rules and

to which the actors

What is referred to

consciously comply.

said

norms

as

interpretation is required because such motives, intentions, compliance
to rules and

norms

cannot be accounted for

by direct empirical observation

of overt behaviour of the actors involved but have to be

light of the meaning they have for the agents.
see

how such

seen

in the

It is difficult to

interpretative categories could be accommodated within

scientific framework of social

conception of science.

analysis

—

on

the

Hempel/Nagel

a
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The strictures of antinaturalist writers

the
as

seem

to be directed

against

particular conception of science which is loosely characterised

"positivist" and which

Hempel

who advance

—

a

Empiricist tradition.

may

be said to include the views of Nagel and

conception of science akin to the Logical
Antinaturalists

argue

that scientific

investigation of social phenomena necessarily involves causal

explanations of overt behaviour
those

phenomena.

of the social actors taking part in

They maintain that this is not appropriate for the

study of social life episodes involves non-causal accounts of human
action
as

hence

—

they distinguish behaviour

performance.

same

The argument

item of "behaviour" may

and vice

This

point out that

one

and the

correspond to quite different "actions",

sense

is

positivist one since it is that view

a

accepts only observables

in observables

to

from action

It is obvious that the view of science which is

versa.

criticised in this

which

goes on

as occurrence

—

by

means

of,

or

theoretical terms securely anchored

say,

correspondence rules.

stringent requirement on what is to count as knowledge of social

life leaves

room

behaviour and
neutral

only for descriptions of social phenomena in teims of overt

speech couched in some theory-independent and valueTerms that

language of observation.

antinaturalists'
have

no

they

can

seen

above

accounts

—

e.g.

appear

in the

intentions, desires, feelings,motives

place in the propositions of positivist social science unless

be suitably operationalised in terms of observables.

(chapters five, sect.6; six;

seven;

and

accept

and is now

defunct, in its strong version, in the recent philosophy of

science.

as

There are,

however, other conceptions of science which

legitimate the

use

of terms which do not belong to some

privileged language of observation.

was

eight), this "dual

language" thesis has been subjected to much criticism
almost

As

—
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The

methodological doctrine known

consequence
on

the

behaviourism

as

emerges as one

of positivist naturalism in social science, and insists

rejection of all accounts of human conduct

states" of the actors.

by

of "subjective

way

Non-behaviourist views within the

same

philosophical tradition might attempt to define purposeful action in
terms of

concepts and analogies borrowed from cybernetics and General

System Theory.

Purposes of action

defined in terms of statements

are

about behaviour and then connected with
behaviour

particular patterns

(SCHEBTLER, 19631 sect. 9)«

of

Tb.e antinaturalists' requirement

for accounts of human conduct is that characterisations of

"subjective

states" of social agents are to be couched in terms that are both

intelligible and available to the actors.
and intentions of individuals is that

The view taken of beliefs

they

concepts available and intelligible to them.
related to the
there

are

constituted by the

are

These are essentially

conceptual framework within which they act.

good grounds

on

which to base this argument $ it

suffer from vagueness as to
and available to actors"

what is to count

and from the

as

Although

seems

to

"concepts intelligible

possibility to conceptually

restrict the accounts given of social action.

6.

Questions of objectivity and value-neutrality.

One of the most

debate"
as

the

serious

concerns

issues in the

context of the

the role to be ascribed to elements of value such

moral,cultural and political beliefs,
scientific

"methodological

study of social life.

and evaluative judgments, in

There

are

different views within

568.
the naturalist camp
most
in

accept

a

regarding the relationship between facts and-values:

strict separation while

take values to be testable

some

experience in terms of their empirical

Only the

consequences.

former will be considered in this discussion.

The distrust of

metaphysical elements exhibited by classical nineteenth century
positivism has been maintained and has influenced more recent conceptions
of science fostered

expressing, say, moral
norms

Statements

by that philosophical tradition.
or

political

or

and rules of conduct and the like

religious beliefs, cultural
said to be

are

intersubjectively validate in experience.
terms that cannot be

impossible to

They contain,

operationalised and translated into

evaluative
suitable

some

ethically neutral language of observation.

The so-called"emotive

developed

theory of values"was

non-verifiable in
the

an

as

were

seen as

with all metaphysics,

Although such extreme views

metaphysical statements as"nonsense"

a

according to

were

unacceptable in legitimate scientific discourse

"meaningless".

of

manner

Such evaluative statements

relative to social conditions and,
as

value judgments,

(individual) preference and hence

independent intersubjective

"logic of science".

regarded

on

within Logical Positivism, which took statements of value

expressing matters of personal

as

view

one

are now

on

being

evaluative and

defunct, the principle

ethically neutral inquiry into social life is still advocated

as

methodological rule in the social sciences and widely pursued.

Characterisations of "value" abound in
of

value).

(or theory

In one view, values express preferences, priorities,

desirable states of affairs

—

which is

norms.

a

contemporary axiology

role reserved to

though not specific
As

or

forms of conduct,

specific prescriptions and
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proscriptions of standardised social practice, norms may be cultural
but not

necessarily social and need not be sustained by values.

Other views of'value" take it
has ascribed" to some appearance
consciousness and

reality

the particular meaning

as

of reality,in

that consciousness

virtue of which

connected.By taking values

are

relative to social context and the individual agent one is
a

(29)

view of moral relativism.

In

as

said to adopt

contrast, objectivist interpretations

postulate the existence of universally applicable values and ethical
norms

—

though whether

or

not they relate facts to values is

a

different matter.

The

principle of value neutrality or value freedom in social inquiry

refers to the conscious effort to exclude evaluative

systematic investigations of social life.

judgments and terms frcm

This methodological doctrine

specifically disallows moral and political appraisals regarding the
human individuals and their affairs that
so

doing it becomes itself

stipulating that assertions
only what

can

It rests
social

value-judgment, of
can

count

a

the

—

as

In

methodological nature,

scientific if they contain

as

This methodological tenet cannot be tested

by scientific method
on

subject to inquiry.

be established objectively as true or reasonable

scientific method.
validated

a

are

by
and

itself requires of all assertions.

judgment that by eliminating value judgments from

inquiry it is possible to avoid those disagreements that arise

from controversial

questions of value and political and moral beliefs.

Aspects of value find their

way

into the study of social life both

through the investigator himself and

subject matter

(RYAN,

of value-relevance

1973s

(31)

p.13)•

Q£ -j^g

as

peculiar features of the social

Thus, there is firstly the question

objects

or

problems that are regarded
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worthy

The appropriateness

of investigation.

as

suitable for

or

"interestingness" of social problems for study

urban

or

—

problems such

poverty, crime and delinquency, economic depression, etc.

but also the definition itself of
involves evaluative

employ

him/her.

some

state of affairs

judgments of the social scientist

or

as

as

—

problematic

those who

Naturalists do not accept that the methodological

requirement of ethical neutrality in social inquiry is violated by the
fact that the
selects

some

inquirer decides

on

how urgent social problems are and

topics for study.

Secondly, values enter social investigations
analysis.

seek to satisfy their needs, and how their beliefs

and values influence and

guide their actions and interactions

explicit reference to the prevailing value systems which

inform valuations of moral and
of

political nature guiding the establishment

priorities and the making of choices.

obscure

premises within factual

Preoccupation of much social theory with how individuals

and social groups

necessitates

as

empirical evidence.

Moral preconceptions often

Ethical judgments concerning the

importance of the social phenomena that are to be studied and explained,
over

and above the

some

hypothesis,may give rise to dispute

requisite factual evidence in supporting
over

the usefulness

appropriateness of particular theoretical approaches

PP.U98-1+99)5 (RYAN, 1973:
appear

p.

13).

In this

sense,

or

rejecting

or

(WEEZMEISTER, 1959'

values and valuations

to constitute part of the empirical data to be analysed and

inteipreted by the social scientist.

The naturalists'view

on

this matter is to maintain that there is

great

difference between talking about value characteristics of some state
of affairs and talking in terms of values

(i.e. making value-judgments)

yn.

regarding that situation.

Talking about the valuations of

involves characterisation of

not

part of some situation

a

to

—

characterising value-judgments
discourse.
of values

given value feature
a

are

greater

or

being part

as

extent.

lesser

or

or

"could be"

in terms

are

a

Such evaluative

what "is" but about what

which express views not about

"ought to be"

Such

political beliefs is not accepted as

practice that is compatible with scientific procedure.
judgments

or

taken to be legitimate in scientific

However, making appraisals of some situation
involving moral

men

said to be impossible to validate

(verify, confirm, falsify) by adhering to the

canons

of scientific

inquiry.

There is

a

third way

in which values might enter in the scientific

study of social life:as logical evaluations involved in assesing

empirical evidence and validity
naturalist response
to

of inferences from it.

to this problem is to

argue

The

that it is possible

clearly distinguish factual from evaluative terms and concepts.

In this way,

identification and elimination of value biases from

inquiry is part of the task of the investigator and is attained through
scientific debate and

public criticism of research findings.

writers admit that theories
are

purporting to explain social phenomena

liable to assume, more or less

supports
There

or

implicitly,

some

position which

condemns particular social and political arrangements.

is, however,

no

social theories which

that social science
in the

Many

general agreement
are

can

on

value-charged.

ultimately provide

the undesirability of

Thus Durkheim believed
a

basis for values and that,

future, it would be possible to develop

(GOULDHER, 1962: pp.23-21+).

a

"scientific ethic"
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The

methodological requirement of value-neutrality ascribes to the

social scientist the
natural scientist.
and

orientation

same

towards values

as

Apart from commitment to the values of science

scholarship in his inquiries, the social scientist is asked

carry

out his investigations

of social

human

a

to

detached and disinterested observer

as a

life, unconcerned with the applications of the knowledge he

produces, avoiding to take sides in matters of dispute

of

that of the

among

subjects of his studies, and restricting his role of

particular interests to his activities
Such

social scientist.

as a

the

an

advocate

citizen rather than

requirements set limits to what a social

inquirer is to aim at in his endeavours and outline a particular way
of

his subject matter.

looking at

It

that if the results of social studies
the way

of life of society

—

as

seems

are

plausible to maintain

employed to shape and direct

is usually the case

policies in welfare, rehabilitation

—

through social

of delinquents, education, planning,

etc., the social inquirer must maintain

a measure

of moral responsibility

for his research and be concerned with the ethics of its

It

is,

moreover,

impossible to eliminate every element

ideology from social theorising for the
is looked at entails
"model of man".
social
is

of value and

in which social reality

acceptance of presuppositions regarding

This is

an

essentially normative perspective

theorising and is due to the

way

some
on

in which all human knowledge

developed, presupposing much that is culturally given, rather than

dictated

(32)
by facts alone organised through reasoning into theories.w '

The clear

implication of systems theories of society that the interests

of individuals
or

way

application.

are

community is

life that

are

an

subsidiary to the welfare

of the social whole

example of such normative perspectives

implied by different

ways

on

social

of looking at the world and
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involving ethical judgments that are nonetheless suppressed by the
methodological doctrine of value neutrality.
social inquirer would
activities

as

a

It is possible that the

separate his research activities from his
Thus, being, say, a systems theorist

moral person.

does not restrict him from

being also

strong supporter of pluralistic

a

democracy and liberal individualism.

However, the fact that he has
on

society from his

separated his theoretical perspective

so

moral and political views of it suggests the

implicit admission that the former is not an adequate guide in the
social

reality in which he exists

independent moral agent.

as an

By accepting the presence of value commitments, however
much of social research the

implicit, in

requirement of value freedom may be

interpreted as freedom to hold values in social inquiry and explicitly
acknowledge these in the research results which would be guided by
such values.

But

in itself without
stands.

not

awareness

reflecting

A value-critical

only upon one's own

of value commitment is not sufficient
on

the consequences of particular moral

approach is also needed, involving reflection

values but also

upon

those that originate

from official and established views of those who intend to

apply the

findings of social inquiries in social policy making.

It is often said that commitment to values

of objectivity in social

But this need not be so:commitment,

of the planner to the furtherance

say,

his

inquiry.

impairs the requirements

of social ends need not impair

objectivity in devising appropriate measures in pursuance of those

ends.

Objectivity would be impaired

the process

if the values held obstructed

of inquiry following rules and procedures of logic, use

of evidence and drawing

inferences from evidence

—

such

as may

be
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conventionally agreed
it is
of

upon

community of investigators.

some

There follows

objectivity in social inquiry are not satisfied.

concept of ethical neutrality though related to the concept

of objectivity should be

clearly distinguished from the latter.

question of objectivity in social theorising

discussed

above.Taking objectivity

"Not to have one's beliefs affected

customs, social situations" is not
of

Thus,

only if value commitment leads to bias that the requirements

that the

The

by

has already been

(GIBSON, 1960: p.77):

as

adversely by one's motives,

an

appropriate characterisation

objectivity in social inquiries for by this criterion

not be any
date.

"objective" social scientific

Such

a

view

to ignore

seems

there would

knowledge available to

most of the findings of the "newer"

philosophy of science which

take scientific knowledge to be

production but not subjective

.

it may

scientist

existing independently "out there".

who stands in

study, he deals with
member of

a

a

a

social

With reference to social theorising,

be argued that the social inquirer cannot be

"social facts"

(11)

subject-to-object

a

"spectator" of

Unlike the natural

relation to his field of

relation and, being a

subject-to-subject

society himself, he interacts with the social world he is

studying.

The social

investigator interprets the aspects of that social world

that fall within his
available

as

a

he makes social life

cognitive interests:

"phenomenon" for observation by drawing

upon

his

antecedent knowledge and thus constituting

it

investigation.

social reality which is

Moreover, he deals with

a

as a

topic for

pre-interpreted, i.e. is already constituted within frames of meaning
or

particular social contexts by the social agents themselves.
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He therefore has to engage in a

meaning in terms of his
Such

concepts

which govern

concepts and theoretical categories.

subject to the influence of rules and conventions

are

social acts and reflect specific cultural situations.

Hence criteria of

specific

own

re-interpretation of these frames of

reality and of rationality and objectivity are

to different "forms of life"

of meaning or

—

or

frames

paradigms.

It is obvious that the above

arguments suggest important analogies

with the discussions in the "newer"

the existence of
in science.

(WHICH, 1958)

a

"pure", theory-independent language of observation

These discussions

social nature of

philosophy of science which reject

knowledge;

between rival theories

or

also advance views

the

way

the

regarding:

in which values affect the choice

the absence of universally

paradigms;

applicable standards of objectivity and rationality

in scientific

investigation and the prevalence of only locally valid ones that are

conventionally agreed upon by some community of scientists
within

paradigm;

some

world exists
other

working

the inadequacy of the conception that the real

independently of beliefs and theories about it;

and

sceptical, relativist, and conventionalist views of scientific

knowledge and inquiry.

The Kuhnian account of natural science may

that the transition from

one

paradigm

act of faith and thus involves

judgments
science is

(WATEINS,

1970:

governed

interpretation

seems

some

p.33).

be interpreted as suggesting

to another takes place as an

"conversion

experience" and moral

Even if it is not accepted that

by moral judgments the possibility of such

to suggest the strong

and cultural elements in all

presence

empirical science.

of metaphysical

The condition of
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objectivity, impartiality and value-neutrality of science is its
confrontation with experience
elusive

—

and its adherence to

The latter set out
data and for

are

methodological rules and conventions.

procedures for proper recording of empirical

existing theories

on

within

—

the interpretation of facts
some

generally accepted way

Thus objectivity emerges as a relative

looking at the world.

concern,

though conclusive tests

inter-subjective agreement

in relation to

of

the

even

—

and the explicit statement of conditions of objectivity in

scientific

inquiry

will substantiate claims to objective knowledge

of the world.

If this

conception of science is accepted

reasons

that it is safe

for the scientific

to do

so

—

and there

then certain

study of social life.

accounting for social phenomena in

—

a way

sound

are

implications ensue

The possibility of
which is independent of the

"subjective" interpretations of the observer should be discounted

—

though "subjective" here is essentially dissociated from solipsism
and

arbitrary

preferences.

Rather, the social world would be

investigated and theorised about
at it which would inform

to be

employed

on

the basis of

the kinds of

some way

concepts and the language

The perspective taken

by the inquirer.

of looking

on

social

reality would guide conceptualisation, systematisation of empirical
data, and theorising

of the observer.

The products

of social

inquiry are to that extent "subjective".

However, to the extent that ways
frameworks
are

some

are

not

of looking at the world

arbitrary creations

generally scrutinised, agreed

community of investigators

—

upon,
some

or

conceptual

of single individuals but
and only then accepted by
scientific culture

—

they

577are

not

and

conceptual

subjective in the ordinary
frameworks

are

between members of scientific

However,

if meaning

even

rules and

It is mistaken

to argue

cultural elements
a

claim to

the

Perspectives

social products, resultants of interaction

communities

—

is

as

of propositions is

and social

canons

of this term.

sense

a

knowledge itself.

matter of conventional

agreement, their truth is not

that if knowledge depends

given

dependent.

ideological and

on

possibility of intersubjective validation of

knowledge is lost.

The procedures for assessing claims to

knowledge and for what it means for something to be true
but

so

this decision the truth of

a

proposition

can

may

be decided;

be assessed

objectively.

Thus, the perspective
inquirer

may

be

on

social product.

a

aspect of social reality
true

false

or

social reality

not

may

that

be adopted by the

However, his account of

be adjudged as objective

by social agreement

or

the

methodological conventions

as

logical argument, modes of reasoning

requirements

may

or

some

biased,

convention but by employing

fostered by that

perspective, such

(e.g. the deductive mode),

that inferences from evidence be consistent with it,

the continuous

theories, etc.

attempts to find evidence that would infirm
Hence the objectivity

of social inquiry is ensured

by adhering to rules of method and procedure
socially produced

and

so

accepted

—

even

if these

are

relative to cultural and historical contexts

and ways

of looking at the world.

exposure

of results from studies of social phenomena to the critical

Adherence to rules of method enables

scrutiny of the scientific community and secures the elimination of
bias and error,

social

reality.

and the establishment of

objective knowledge of

'
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Conclusions

7.

f'

The above discussion has revolved around some of the

principal

epistemological and methodological issues in the "methodological
debate"
in the

or

in the

depth

social

necessary

has not

It

sciences.

explored these issues

to justify definitive conclusions supporting

rejecting the adoption of scientific approaches to the study of

social life.

Firstly, this

Rather the main interest

was

was

scientific social science and

not the objective of this chapter.

focused
on

on

some

one

naturalist account of

of the

originating from various research directions.
the issues

that

introduced

in the context of their

(17^

perspectives^-"'
introducing

some

which would be

are

arguments for

a

a

Given that most of

corresponding philosophical

restricted to

scientific social science, but

responsive to the well-aimed criticisms
of

—

chapter have already been

the task of this essay was

"orthodox" forms

Secondly,

discussed in this

criticismsagainst it

one

against

positivistic naturalism.

discussion which would be aimed at providing plausible

arguments to the effect that scientific knowledge of social life is

inadequate

or

chance

success

of

defective in specific terms
than

a

a

much greater

polemic in support of or against the

application of scientific methods
whole.

stands

To postulate

and procedures in social studies

the possibility of such conclusions would

as

a

be

contradictory to the available evidence which suggests that the

579debate is at

undecided

an

state, with

many valid

science and its methods but lack of consensus
and emergence
no

are

on

many

of several partisan positions.jt

grounds for total acceptance

or

rejection

epistemological and methodological perspectives
independent of

are

points for and against
fundamental issues
seems

that there

of particular

on

social life that

of presuppositions and "prior" philosophies.

a range

However, given the latter, the knowledge produced within each of the
frames of meaning
appears

At

a

corresponding to different approaches to social studies

to be quite consistent.

general level, criticisms of scientific

social inquiry seem to

centre around the difference between what has been claimed
and what has been

actually achieved by scientific social science.

Invariably, counter-arguments
cannot

scientific social studies;

criticism in the context

the

in the form of claims that

come

conclusive

of the

manner even

and that the issues that attract

social sciences have not been settled

in the natural sciences which provide

for all scientific inquiries.

exemplar

differences

Many alleged methodological

between natural and social science

are

considerations of certain characteristics of social
are

held to be

Social science
some

disciplines cover

be

speculation.
as

specific

inquiries which
are

taken

as

variety of fields of inquiry

Thus,

some very

in approach ranging

methods of exact science to
and

a

highly theoretical and

variation

a

on

not to be essential features of such investigations.

research is

This involves

based

These characteristics

relatively fixed.

by other critics

which

one

preclude the emergence of much more significant achievements

in future

in any

possible

a

in

empirical.

from consciously used

introspective and intuitive thinking
methodology

that of natural

of social science

science

may

not

be

that would

easy

to identify.

i?ou.

As

a

methodological criticisms

consequence,

different, often contradictory

may

conceptions

well be grounded on

of the methods and canons

of social research.

Notwithstanding
to be

the weakness of

some

of these criticisms, it has

accepted that there exist methodological issues in social

inquiries that require clarification.
fixed inferiorities

However, these

not be

referred to

as

be

problems to be solved rather than intrinsic methodological

seen

as

differences
whether

a

of social

may

between natural and social science.

set of methods and

procedures

based

explanatory rigour which characterise physics
understanding social phenomena is
of

a

The issue of

on

can

fundamental

of

the standards

be used in

one.

It is

an

issue

simplicity and cannot be decided by appealing to an

deceptive

established

listing of criteria

formulated

on

The lack of

agreement

in

investigation.Rather,they

of "scientificity"

the basis of the actual
among

which is carefully

practice of scientists.

both philosophers of science and scientists

describing the subject-matter, methods, and principles of scientific

inquiries eliminates such

a

possibility

(RYAN, 1970s P«9)»

Moreover, this issue cannot be decided without first specifying
a

meaning for"scientific" in the context of "scientific social inquiry".

If it is meant "scientific in the
as

physics

or

sense

of the exact

sciences", such

chemistry, then research into human conduct cannot expect

to conform to the

methodological model which is adopted by these

sciences.

However, if it is agreed that "scientific"means

of rigorous

study which aims at providing careful descriptions,

substantiated

any

form

explanations, and theoretical hypotheses that are tested

against factual data, then it may be possible to view social sciences

may

581.
as

being scientific, within the
The

world view.

of presuppositions of

range

justification for this will partially depend

nature of the criteria

employed, that is,

potential achievements of social science
factor

(iUDBESEC, 1972: pp.22-23).

of "scientific method"

of

knowledge:

seem

to be

a

of

source

whether actual

on

are

regarded

as

of

questions.

new

on

the

or

the decisive

Two important characteristics
applicable to

every

special field

the constant checking of the starting points of

hypothesis, and the viewing
as

scientific

a

every

any

result of scientific inquiry

The admission that all factual

knowledge is fallible but perfectible does not seem to be incompatible
with the context of the social sciences and may

suggest methodological

principles that closely approach those of scientific discourse.

An excellent summary
context of the

"methodological debate" is given in

p.206), where it

Such

"... in the nature of their subject-matter, in the

of their

knowledge about it, and in their

regularities

as

they

system which they study
lack

sources

enriched

have;
as

as

by knowledge of

essential.

and what

are

and

a

observe

are

own

relation to it.

inconstant artifacts of the

affected by their studies.

are

other sciences rely;

They

they

are

kind which other sciences would hate to

deprived

None the

of distance which other sciences regard

less, they gather

a

body of tested knowledge

they gather is significant to other sciences and their

the findings

the basis for

of other sciences

an

their scientific
essential

can

of knowledge on which

and they

("VTCKERS, 1968:

is argued that the social sciences differ from the

physical sciences
sources

of the views that are investigated above in the

can never

epistemology which
colleagues

to the effective

most trusted instrument

—

are

can

be.

For it alone provides

illuminate what they and all

doing and

can

hope to do and

working and the intelligent
science".

own

use

a

critique

of humanity's

582.
Naturalists tend to regard

the strong opposition to the extension of

the "methods of science" into the

"a tedious

study of

man

and society

jurisdictional dispute, "backed more "by malice and irrelevant

sniping at unfulfilled promise than by rational argument"

1968: p.2).

only indispensable in itself but also complementary

to the scientific

approaches to the study of social phenomena.

problems that science alone

solve are not the only type of

can

problems that should be considered in social science:
culture, tradition, and values that

inquiries

(BRODBECK,

It is recognised that the humanist tradition in the social

sciences is not

The

as

are

not be

possible

in the

sense

important

are

excluded

questions of

from scientific

Although it

in the context of man.

to claim that the social sciences

that the exact natural sciences are,

are

may

'scientific'

it is essential to

distinguish between scientific truth and the standards that have to
be met to attain
as

it,

on

the

side, and humanistic endeavours such

one

philosophy and literature,

on

the other side.

The contrast between the choices open

to the social scientists appears

to indicate that the two distinctive

positions, that is, pursuance of

the scientific ideal

on

versus

reliance

intuitive

understanding and

judgment, are not necessarily mutually exclusive
contradictory in terms
presupposes common
more

sensible

search for

the

principle.

can

of action the

are

This line of reasoning

really be

a

controlled by

a

abandoning of the sterile debate

"science of man".

knowledge of social phenomena founded

hypotheses that
science.

or

goals for all academic research,and regards as

course

of whether there

of logic

and are not

means

on

It advocates
insightful

of the rigorous criteria of

Adoption of the complementarity of the two approaches to

problems of society would be instrumental in benefiting the

583.
cautious

exponents of the scientific ideals with insights into social

from the efforts of the humanists

phenomena, which would emerge

(BRODBECK, 1968), (HARVEY, 1969: PP-55-61).

If such

arguments

the conception of science that most adequately satisfies

specifying
the

accepted, then the question becomes one of

are

requirements

of the social sciences.

argued that naturalist views that
of the

Taking science

belief system not necessarily
no

informed by the contributions

are

"newer"philosophy of science stand

in social studies.

are

In this context it was

absolute criteria for

(PHILLIPS, 197U)
scientific

would

—

knowledge

observation

always

circumstances

as a

comparison between these

—

as one

for there

(PEYERABEHD, 1975)*

closer to the conception of social

come

the production of human communities where

as

within the shifting web of the practical

occurs

of social

part in it.

human activity and

superior to other systems

reality.

Science

life" with its rules and procedures
who take

greater chance of success

a

These

are

may

be

seen as

a"form of

consensually specified by those

employed to

assess

claims to knowledge

and connect them with that "form of life".

In this sense,

scientific truths

through the disinterested
involve
on

offering good

the basis of

on

contemplation of independent facts.

reasons

for accepting

procedures

understanding science

They

rejecting propositions

or

Such decisions would

the prevailing state of affairs in the particular-

community at the particular time:

would be constituted
rules and

argued rather than revealed

specific empirical evidence.

always be founded
scientific

are

by available substantive
of inquiry that
as one

are

a

state of affairs which
propositions and the

currently held.

This involves

form of possible knowledge rather than

582*.
identifying

knowledge with science.

allows greater

distinction

flexibility for the introduction of

between

work in nature.
the

a

Its

interpretations of the nature of meaning and of

pervasive role played by paradigms, perspectives

provides
the

procedural

understanding people and understanding how things

frameworks in scientific research

or

(5EYERABEKD, 19^3)> (KOHN, 1962/197^)

for the integration of two other streams of work in

scope

(a)

are:

the Continental hermeneutic philosophies which seek

explore the question

knowledge involved
of social

etc.

context

and

(b)

of whether there is

seen

in their cultural

knowledge which has

distinctive kind of

a

of beliefs, values, intentions,

in the understanding

agents

form of

a

—

sciences;

no

and/or

historical

parallel in the natural

the Anglo-American traditions informed by analytic

philosophy which investigate
actions, i.e. whether they

are

the nature of explanations of human
to be causal or non-causal, whether the

explanation of human action in terms of actor's reasons
as

conceptual

philosophy of social science.

These
to

This conception of science

causal

various

explanation, what logical

at

A much debated

integration of such perspectives

as

an

of science in

advanced by

critical

theory of society

was

and criticised

language analysis,

hermeneutics, and phenomenological method with
a

be taken

commitments are involved in using

concepts in social science, etc.

attempt

may

instrumentalist view

(HAEEHMAS,

1968/1971).

Although there

are

serious reservations regarding the particular

conception of science adopted in that account,
which
are

the

to be

as

well

requirements of the postulated interpetative
satisfied, this

may

be

seen as a

as

the

way

in

categories

genuine attempt at effecting

585.
a

much needed

life.

synthesis of hitherto independent perspectives on social

Since it is not

but rather

as

an

put forward as

a

finally elaborated position

ongoing project, it seems appropriate to constrain

appeals for its rejection until such time as a proper assessment of
these views may
is to

be made.

What is of great importance at present

acknowledge the need for

incommensurable
dialectical
difficult

as

some

integration of allegedly

perspectives and seek to establish

relationship between them.
it

might appear

some

form of

This should not be as

at first sight

for

reasons

stated

( 39)
above,and because each perspective defines itself in part by
attacking and criticising
creates the

the otherand in this

possibility of dialogue.

sense

it
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1.

Introduction.

The transition from

an

scientific

man

study of

of the

examination

and society to investigating analogous

problems in the field of urban planning
a

connection

implied.

between the two realms

as

may

not be based

The question of the disciplinary

of the methods

status of urban planning

subdivisions of human

the conventional disciplinary

knowledge.

For the latter

result of considerations regarding

a

or

even

discussion of

employed in that field is to have any epistemological

require reflection transcending

as

a

To take planning as one of the social science disciplines

import.
would

obvious

on as

to be herein

may appear

(or planning, for short) becomes directly relevant if
some

in the

problems involved

inertia

institutions,
tradition

on

—

(1)
'

in the

or as an

may emerge

either

organisational convenience

—

departmental structure of academic
implication of the influence of cognitive

the evolution of human

knowledge,

or as a

combination

of both.

The issue

of the

and to make any

at

disciplinary status

significant contribution to it

great length and

settled

of planning is

conclusively

move
as a

one

with caution. It is not

an

a

complex

one

would need to argue

issue which has to be

prerequisite to the substantive concerns of this

thesis and therefore it will be

approached rather generally.

One view
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on

this question will be briefly sketched,

though with full recognition

that there may be alternative and equally valid or better

Emphasis will be placed
of

area

of

concern

disciplines.

some

on

formulations.

criteria to be applied in describing the

discipline and demarcating it from other

Certain implications

may

be drawn immediately simply

by posing the question "What is planning and how does it differ from
other

disciplines concerned with problems of social and environmental

policy?"

Thus it could be inferred that the identity of the field is

still in the shaping;
and

practical activity

that being
it has

no

relatively

a

or

necessary,

in short, that it is

a

field in the making.

is characteristic of

time, not

any

new

and

firmly established intellectual tradition evolve

as a

result of some inevitable law of evolution but
are

motivated by injection

knowledge within those realms and in others adjacent

new

Now,

branch of knowledge and activity.

mainly due to changes in interests that
of

and/or

searching for directions, and reorientation if proved

Even realms with
over

that its foundations in

in ideology8 or both, are not adequately euqposed

scrutinised;
continuous

of intellectual

sufficiently crystallised content,

objectives, and methodological apparatus;
knowledge

new area

cultural and social trends.

But

such established

knowledge have their tradition and precedents:
points" which planning is still in the

searching for.

process

to them
areas

of

their "Archimedean

of creating

or
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2.

The

There

disciplinary status of planning.

several

are

field of

more

cognitive

or

less

satisfactory

and practical activity such

Borrowing from the earlier discussion

(2)
goals,v ' it might he argued

and

on

that

a

of characterising a

ways

as

planning.

the sciences

discipline could he defined

hy its subject matter, or hy its subject matter and
employed in its study.

(i)

include:

(ii)

ways

the methods

to approach this problem would

examining the perspectives or schools of thought that

developed

are

Other

and their scope

and operate within the field

(SMELSER, 1968);

and

observing what the researchers and practitioners of the field

"actually do".

These will be examined in

An obvious and

reverse

order.

plausible reply to the question "what is urban planning?"

might be provided pragmatically by observing " what urban planners

actually do".

It cannot be denied that urban planning has

that is manifested

engages as

it is applied to aspects of the

to evade

substantive
that

(3)

specificity

the

solution

are

called -urban

a

in the field

pragmatic

are

or

For to state
concerned with

problems and, in virtue of their activities,

planners is not sufficient

status of the field

a

the theoretical

of the domain of planning.

and researchers

of urban

Such

first approximation, though it

the main issue regarding

practitioners

social/spatial reality of

communities and nations.'

approach may not be unacceptable as
appears

practical

in the diverse activities in which it

existence

most industrialised

a

and/or

to establish the cognitive

its "scientificity".
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Obviously,
the

one

might adopt

negative approach to the whole issue of

a

disciplinary status of planning and

of such

that

argue

discussion

any

questions is largely irrelevant to the advancement of the

field and that

planners would most fruitfully employ their faculties

in

with the job" of solving the numerous, pressing, and

"getting

on

complex problems of the cities.

"abstract and philosophical arguments" about whether or

involving
not

planning

197^+5 P«252)
granted

could be regarded
is not

as a

scientific discipline

and that there

not significant

view that could be

(STEISS,

productive approach for it takes for

a very

quite unjustifiably and mistakenly

—

the field
are

However, eschewing considerations

are

such

no

problems

—

that all is well in

or,

if there

and may be safely disregarded.

are,

This is not

they
a

upheld given the concerns and substantive claims

of this thesis.

Thus, the issue-is taken to be

highly relevant and

faced and

though not necessarily

eventually settled

part of this dissertation
coherent

interlinked.

planning is found

over any
an

"art"

and

For there
currency
a

not be
are

a very

several

"ideology"?

approaches

by urban

source

space

and reach

Could planning merit the
any

other possible

Observing the planners at

for

answers

to such questions.

to urban planning that

to date and several others in the making.

field where many

occupied

space

Are there

of the field?

reliable

indispensable

pertaining to scientific activity,

resulting definitions.
or

as an

the formulation of

to determine the status of that

designations of the status
work may

one

that must be

knowledge and action will be

If the cognitive

to be not

then it is necessary

label of

in order to permit

frameworks within which

consistently

agreement

—

—

one

disciplinary perspectives

are

in

Moreover, being

converge,

-urban planning
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not be possible to characterise uniquely simply by looking into

may

what is

actually done and what passes as planning.

Perhaps, it would be

perspectives
ways

rather than

of looking

thought"
develop

at

some

a

tradition

on

what

subject matter
a

slice of

it.

relevant);

and

likely to yield

that

explicitly,

of the field is located
may

some

behind the appearances

of
the

to be

are

relations);

range

of

taken to be

are

most appropriate;

what

compatible with such frameworks

are

are

Thus, it

perspectives

may

on

a very

ontological and

be assumed, often implicitly

that the "reality" of the subject matter
in the

strictly observable

world.

be plausibly maintained that cognitive and

inquiry in planning should be founded

that there exists

"schools of

successful results in the field.At

epistemological systems.

Alternatively, it

(the

aspects

are

As

characterised by

are

environmental factors that

study

those

realm and

systems of patterned

or

general level of discourse, there

rather than

substantive

They

what theoretical frameworks

the methods of

argued

a

are

aspects of the subject matter

individuals

or

are

practical

perspectives

the "forces"that influence such

economic, social,

on

specific activities in planning.

of studying

(e.g.

investigated
are

on

to focus attention

appropriate

which tend to take

definitive views

what

more

"deeper", underlying,

on

more

the assumption

meaningful "reality"

of the observed phenomena.

that research in planning

Hence it could be

should be directed

towards the goal

describing the underlying structures and mechanisms that generate

phenomena

exhausted

that are observed.

(6)

'

But the possibilities

are

not

by these two sets of views.

Such general

perspectives would have implications for other

epistemological and methodological views

on processes

of inquiry which

593would need to be consistent with them.
the nature of methods

of knowledge

that

are

and in promoting

and the criteria

to be

employed in the acquisition

the practical interests of planning,

by which such knowledge is to be assessed and

legitimated, would have to be
general views of the world.
of

made in connection with the

planning takes this to be independent

accepted

as

and methods

are

of methods employed in its

successful in other realms may

applicable in planning.
taken

If, however, subject matter

to be closely interlinked,

planning methodological approaches developed
may

not be taken for granted and

taken
be

on

the nature of the

study

say,

ought to depend

in natural science
on

the perspective

subject matter of the field.

in nature and

(on

an

develop

as

It might

such is not amenable to scientific

anti-naturalist perspective);

and that it is

peculiarly humanistic method

some

Alternatively, it could be argued that
not

then adopting in

argued, for instance, that the subject matter of planning is

essentially social

to

more

If the view held of the subject matter

study, then methods that have proved
be

Thus, assumptions regarding

necessary

to study it.

social/spatial phenomena

are

different, in principle, from natural phenomena and hence the

methods that

appropriate

are

cognitive inquiry in planning

specify which methods

The way in which
and theorised

of the field.
and its

—

though it would be

necessary

to

the "methods of the sciences".

the subject matter of urban planning is looked at

about is also

Taking

inhabitants

and their actions

reduced

are

in the sciences would be applicable in

an

an

indicator

individualistic

implies accepting

and relations

to statements about

are

of the

cognitive status

perspective

on

the "city"

the truism that only individuals

real

individuals.

—

the latter

Such

a

appropriately

view would have
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implications for "both mode of theorising and methods employed,but also
for the kind
e.g.

of

planning "strategy" that would be compatible with it

piecemeal, disjointed approach focusing

a

concrete individual

on

problems and eschewing "grand alternatives" and revolutionary
reconstructions

people

of the whole

are seen as a

or

radical

Alternatively if the city and its

city.

whole which is characterised by enduring elements

of structure that exist in virtue of their manifestations in the relations
between individuals and between the latter and the
which

are

about

individuals, such

irreducibly holistic

then different modes of
of

i.e. cannot be reduced to statements

various "systemic" properties of cities

as

theorising would be appropriate;

strategy that would be akin to

planning

holistic,

—

environment, and

and

systems planning.

or

planning would have

adopted

a

in the field.

of "order"

implicitly

or

bearing

action

founded

shared moral

spatial context for organised
valued

cities could be

seen

existing state of affairs

changed to conform to

some

(i)

as

tending
a

system of

principles and values maintaining
processes;

struggle

or

(ii)

between

the

as

groups

goods, services, environmental

In their radical formulation

"elimination of

probably

—

their social dimension would be

institutions and socialisation

over

normative view

a

of inderdependent parts, assumed to be

equilibrium, and
on

—

investigated

are

the theoretical perspective to be

(or "control") is taken

rather than explicitly

towards

some

on

Thus, depending on whether

of "conflict"

integrated systems

classes

kind

rational/comprehensive,

Finally, the view taken of the nature of "problems" that
in

a

—

providing the
of social

resources,

etc.

latter, "conflict" views would take

as one

to be controlled and drastically

normative ideal such

deprivation", and the like.

as

"social justice",
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The definition of
is taken

as

problem-centred activity

a

such normative
A

"problems" to be dealt with in planning

perspectives

deviates from

some

is highly dependent

—

as

such if it presents

a case

which

conception of order, equilibrium, etc.

The conditions and factors that may

be taken to lead to such problems

would also be viewed

through the lenses of

the methods that

to be

matter.

on

the subject matter of the field.

on

"problem" would be defined

if planning

—

are.

What this

employed

perspective, as would

in the study of the subject

entails is that such

thought" represent ways of looking

some

perspectives or "schools of

at the world

based

on some

accepted system of beliefs which guide theoretical and practical
contributions to the

study and control of that world.

suggest not only what is taking place but also, and
what to

For
to

see

and

of consciousness

one

way

mentioned.

by

class conflicts;

mediating

and

while proponents

approaches would fail to perceive the production

of inter-personal relationships.

means

of escaping its

(8^

importantly,

systems view of the city would be unable

incommensurability of perspectives has been

and

of

a

systematic and pervasive

of Marxist and radical

of

more

perceive in the world.

instance, advocates of
see

They would

However,

more

even

The issue

(l)

referred to above;v '

unpalatable implications

was

also

if it becomes possible to formulate rules

between self-contained conceptual envelopes their thought

perception guiding characteristics do not lose their determining

properties.

Listing component "schols of thought"
stated above

seems

to be

a

more

identifying and demarcating

or

or

perspectives in the terms

less reliable set

of criteria for

the field of endeavour of

some

discipline
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though it might present a mosaic of substantive views and their

even

underlying

presuppositions rather than an integrated area of concern.

There are at least two

(i)
the

more

of defining disciplinary boundaries:

ways

through clear and concrete description of the subject matter of

(ii)

field;

through definition of the subject matter in connection

methods

with the

employed in its study.

These

explored below.

are

Describing the subject matter of planning is probably the simplest
way

of defining

the field

unreliable in the
substantive
time.

long

concerns

run

of its interests.

It is also the most

for it is impossible for

to remain

and

of any

new

ways

of

new

over

problem

of dealing with them, in short, the dynamic nature

field of knowledge precludes its concrete
Even if this should be so,

definition.

of

concretely and uniquely defined

Changing social conditions, the emergence

areas

a range

it

may

and hence static
be appropriate to

investigate what the subject matter of planning is and relate it to
the methods
more

employed in its study in

enduring characteristics of the

The obvious
control of

reply would be that planning deals with regulation
spatial implications

elements of

requisite knowledge

and inform action.

are

some

problematic.

and

of human arrangements in the city.

(human

those who raise doubts

be related to the
social

of the

(regulation, control) and

spatial

arrangements) to guide

(q)

component of planning
can

some

theory/method relationship.

It therefore comprises elements of action

Now, there

which reveals

a way

—

to whether the knowledge

as

call it the "theoretical object" of planning

city,

can

be "urban".

unit("urban" society)

with

a

For the coincidence of

spatial unit

(city)

is

The blurring of the boundaries demarcating city from

—
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is said to suggest that handling urban problems within

countryside

the confines of
an

artificial

spatial

(administratively defined) imposes

separation of such issues from their broader social
are

to constitute

knowledge of planning but rather "social theories" and

If this view is detached
it

unit

Hence it is not "urban theories" that

context.
the

some

•

particular perspective within which

formulated, it is possible to find much that is of value

was

-4.
init.

from the

ideologies^^

(11)'

Firstly, regarding the social nature of the substantive

concerns

of

planning, it is easily shown that contrary to received views which took
planning

(land

to deal

uses,

solely with arrangements of environmental features

buildings, roads,

only in relation to
impact

on

some

social life.

etc.), planning studies such arrangements

implicit

are

explicit

concern

with their

For the consequences of planned action

essentially social in nature.
precedes

or

are

Secondly, thought and knowledge that

planned action is influenced by the social relations that

intrinsic to that action:

processes.

social context influences human

thought

Moreover, the knowledge which establishes preconditions

of action is itself

a

social

product produced by

some

professionals, experts, and researchers who share
views about the field

of their

concerns

a

and how it

community of

number of common
ought to be

investigated.

Thirdly, the process of thought

(or method of inquiry) linking knowledge

and action is social in nature for it involves

elements of

ideology,

beliefs, and consciousness both of the inquirers and of those who
being planned, standing in a dialectical relation.
process

of implementation

are

In addition, the

of proposed courses of action and policies
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is

essentially political and social.

or

used in

The knowledge that is produced

planning is not the result of disinterested contemplation

of the world "but is guided

by the overriding

interests of its social

applicability in enabling the solution of problems created by
(12^
relationships in the city. N
'

man-environment

The substantive

content of the

subject matter of planning may also be plausibly

characterised

as

social.

physical facilities

are

Apart from the trivial statement that

provided for people, the kinds of "variables"

that enter in formulations of

individuals

are

regularities

essentially social

or

of spatial behaviour

refer to social activities.

Considering, say, various models of urban land
to

identify certain key "variables":

residence

(which

are

use,

it is possible

households and their areas of

usually disaggregated by income, social

family structure, and the

like);

of

and their

workers

class,

work/places

( the latter being disaggregated in terms of accessibility, public
facilities, type of employment,

etc.);

dwelling units, shopping

precincts, other facilities such as recreation, and their location
at

of residence,

areas

between

retail trade, etc.

locations, along channels of movement

of travel to work

residences;

this

like);

new

and many more.

patterned relations

may

be said

social relationships pertaining to human interaction in its

spatial context.
devoid

considerations

currently in the market for

These"variables" and their observed
to express

(involving

patterns, recreation and shopping trips, and the

the housing market and households

in

intensity of communications

;

They

are

of

of any meaning aspects
sense

they

may

course

used

as

reified categories

of the social agents involved in them and

be criticised as incomplete since they depict

599meaningful and purposeful action.

behaviour rather than

mass

result, free willing human individuals
and what differences there

needs and

beliefs,

regarding,

Such

a

say,

are

reduced to moving bodies;

between their thought processes, the

flattened by

of simplifying assumptions

way

totally rational behaviour.

reductionist perspective on social life

to variables and their

in terms

of social life and

of objective indeces.

of interaction between such variables
social action.

converts the latter

relationships which stand

categories

organisational

operationalised

as

a

in which they respond to the conditions of their situation, their

ways

and

are

are

As

Now, such observable

are

for the structural
identified

are

or

Regularised patterns

taken to be the product of

phenomena may be categorised

follows:

(i)

Phenomena which exist independently of men's

e.g.

age

conceptions of them

—

structure, physiographic features of land available for

development, population size, existing pattern of land

and the

uses,

like.

(ii)

Phenomena

which

independently of all
class and

being

a

occur

or some

independently of men's will
conception

men

have of them

but not
—

stratification, rate of urban population increase

conceptual

accessibility, and others.

(i)

and

(■jo]
"institutional"v

(ii)

They
,

resources,

comprising:

("urban"

could be regarded

amenity,
as

questions

However,

"social facts".

above, could be said to give rise to

(HANSON, 1975' p.^4-) which "concern

concepts, forms of organisation, patterns of behaviour
to each other".

social

category), poverty level, environmental deprivation,

socially just allocation of environmental

Categories

e.g.

an

additional category

may

seen

in relation

be identified

600.

(iii)

Phenomena

social acts, that is, conduct which is meaningful

as

to the actors involved and is

selecting

a

house in

seen

from their

residential

some

area;

own

point of view

deciding

on a

travelling to shop or to social and leisure activities;
travel routes in moving
to

move

e.g.

—

job;

deciding

on

from point A to point B in the city, or resolving

permanently in the

sense

of migrating; choosing to appeal against

planning proposals which somehow alter conditions that are seen as
satisfactory;

reaching agreement

promoting interests

on

forming

of individuals that are

or

joining some group

seen as

threatened by

proposed developments of, say, motorways, airports, hypermarkets,
nuclear power

stations,oil refineries, etc.

These could be said to

reflect structured social acts and to give rise to

relating to motives,
for engaging in

handled in models
them under the

of their

Even

intentions that human individuals have

reasons,

such acts.
of

"individual" questions

The

way

social/spatial

in which these social acts
phenomena is

one

are

which subsumes

category of social facts, that is, it deprives them

meaning aspects for individual actors.

though such objectified social relations

and theoretical frameworks

as are

used in models

social/spatial phenomena

depicting

may

be

incapable of capturing the immense variability that exists in
individual human

conduct, it is also

individuals do not behave

necessary

spatially in all the ways in which they might.

To the extent that this is so,

it

may

be possible to arrive at

restricted, context- and time-specific
of conditions that could
These would

given of the

serve

way

to concede that

generalisations regarding ranges

give rise to particular kinds of conduct.

the purpose

of enabling alternative accounts to be

things could unfold in the city given

antecedent conditions and the historical

a range

of

(1

perspective of their emergence:
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This is

not, however, the approach that is adopted in discovering and

formalising regular relationships between "variables".

emphasis is placed
be

on

is

accurate description of phenomena which

expected to lead to explanation and prediction.

between "variables"
some

taken

The main

are

seems

to

Causal connections

occasionally specified and their starting point

statistically significant correlation of "variables" which is
the foundation

as

material which goes
and structured

inquirer.

for

imputing causal connections.

The empirical

into this type of research activity is assembled

following

some

conceptual scheme in the mind of

This approach makes

a

the

much stronger claim in favour of

employing the systematic methods and procedures of the sciences in
acquiring and validating
the

one

use

in planning than

In particular, it

presented in the preceding paragraph.

seeks to discover
upon

knowledge that is of

empirical regularities and laws of social behaviour

which to base models and theories that will enable predictions

of future

occurrences

and their

explanations.

Thus, it appears

to

accept substantial scope for scientific inquiry into the subject
matter of

The

planning.

knowledge and understanding of its subject matter that planning

requires in order to devise intelligent and appropriate
of action and

satisfied in

programmes

regulation imposes demands on planning which have to be
an

epistemologically consistent

way.

The main problems

that- might arise in this context are:

(i)
be

use

How is such knowledge to be acquired?

Would the "method of science"

appropriate in the task of obtaining and validating
in urban

which

planning?

Is there

any

knowledge to be of

other method of acquiring knowledge

ought to be given serious consideration in attempting to meet the

cognitive requirements of planning?
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(ii)

If there is agreement on some way of obtaining and validating

knowledge for planning is that method
the

compatible with the nature of

subject matter to the study of which it is applied?

(iii)

Is such

method compatible with the view of integrally connected

a

knowledge and action?

These
ways

questions are given consideration below.

(16 )
In earlier chapters,v

of acquiring knowledge other than the "scientific", and the nature

of such

knowledge of social life

potential relevance in planning.
approaches
mode

of

were seen as

discussed in terms of their

were

Thus, interpretative and critical

putative alternatives to

problem solving in planning

—

a

purely scientific

though ones that have not been

sufficiently elaborated in terms of their specific linkages with the
planning activity as such.
scientific

To that extent, their comparison with

approaches to the same range of subjects is liable to be

defective for there is

greater familiarity with the latter kind of

analysis in the investigation of urban problems.

It could also be

argued, probably justifiably, that these perspectives of interpretation,
social

criticism, and science

aspects

and attempt to integrate different

of the social subject matter of planning between themselves.

Science eschews
favour of

pursue

aspects of meaning to individual social actors in

intersubjectively established meaning categories.

Interpretative approaches reject regularities and laws of human behaviour
and derive their

knowledge from interpreting accounts of social agents

about their actions.
conceive of

as

a

Critical

approaches set out to combine what they

"scientific" mode of

inquiry with the requisite

interpretative categories which will provide insights into the "meaningfor-the-actors"

aspects of social life.

They subsume these
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considerations under the normative mantle of social criticism:

"what is"

and what distorts

structures and mechanisms

conditions
is to be

agreed

reaching of

In

about

came

upon

it;

historical time;

and how what "ought to be"

the

those affected by the programme.

with other modes of inquiring into essentially social

subject matters, greater experience
results

—

natural

sciences and their

remarkable

how these

on

and hence validated through dialogue and

consensus among

comparison

what "could be" and what underlying

on

prevent it from taking place;

over

on

has been

—

if not the most satisfactory

gained with the methods and procedures of the

successes

canons

of inquiry.

Moreover, the

enjoyed by the natural sciences in acquiring,

legitimating and putting to fruitful

use

reliable and "objective"

knowledge of the world provide the main justification for sustaining
the belief

—

which

scientific mode of
and

was

shown to be

largely ideological

—

that the

inquiry is to be applied to all realms of cognitive

practical endeavour.

If anything is to be regarded

then it has to be obtained arid validated

as

knowledge

through the methods of the

sciences.

The scientific orientation and the

aspiration to be scientific has

characterised much of the search for

phenomena in the field of planning.
are

the various

attempts to develop

spatial phemomena to be of

use

knowledge of

social/spatial

Notable examples of such efforts
models and theories of

social/

in urban planning and policy making.

Although the particular way in which such approaches seem to frustrate
the

relationship between knowledge and action is to be criticised, the

potential contribution of scientific analysis to urban planning is
worth discussing in

its original conceptions.

Regarding the areas

6oU.
of fruitful

world

investigation addressed to obtaining knowledge of the

which is to be of relevance in

contexts

suggested

are

and "laws"

and

indicating the dimensions along which "theories"

as

accounting for

(BOLAU, 1971+).

planning, four interelated

social/spatial

Such knowledge

which

are

to be formulated

would enable understanding the past

present and anticipating the future

conditions upon

phenomena

—

these being regarded as

successful pi arming for social change is

predicated.

(BOLAN, I97I4.), the context of

On this account
with

and/or social system

regard to relations and interactions with the physical environment

is the first of four contexts which
a

man

variety

of relationships:

provide scope for the study of

environmental, economic, social,

demographic, ecological, etc.

There

are many

examples

of theories

developed in the social sciences, geography, engineering, etc. which
are

used in

planning as contributions to the understanding of its

subject matter
urban
and

growth

(e.g. various theories of the urban structure, of

process,

others). v

'

the

location theory, ecological theories of the city,

Further, various survey techniques and the

technological advances in data processing systems enable the accumulation
of

large amount of factual information concerning relationships

people, and between people and physical objects
in the

past and

as

they

are

mathematical and statistical
these

as

among

these occurred

perceived in the present.

Introduction of

techniques helpsto express quantitatively

relationships.

Such information is

employed to guide the formulation of theoretical

hypotheses and enable their testing against
according to the

canons

empirical evidence

of scientific inquiry.

Moreover, it serves
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as

the

empirical foundation

emphasis

is to be placed

for predictions about the future.
on

Major

establishing causal connections

in

phenomena of interest and in developing the capacity to predict the

A wide

of change.

consequences

range

of predictive tools may be

employed,from simple extrapolation of trends to use of models
assessing

of various planning proposals.

consequences

anticipating future
context is not

a

involves "invention" in the
new

and

a

social

exercise in prediction but a complex

straightforward

has to be combined in
traditional

However,

situations and ways to attain these in

It often

process.

in

unique

ways

sense

that knowledge

that do not follow

disciplinary boundaries.

Secondly, the context of

and culture identifies

norms

an area

where

knowledge connected to planned action is still relatively scarce.
Human

thoughts

and relations conducive

values, ethical
ethical

and

norms,

sense

characteristics of

of purpose, in short cultural and

some

social

attracted the attention that has been

inquiry into social life.
these characteristics
the

political

established

as

facts.

planning which does not

situation, have not yet

given them in other fields of

It has been assumed in planning that
shaped by non-rational forces

are

process,

to development of attitudes,

and the

like) and cannot be

empirically

refer to knowledge of prevailing
a

social change.

Realisation of the need to
of

some

investigate

norms

on

and
on

to fail in its

Values permeate

have profound effects

norms

situation is based

incomplete information and, consequently, is bound

planning because they

opinion,

However, it is gradually realised that

values and other cultural characteristics of

attempts to induce

(public

all aspects of

human behaviour.

and values, characteristic

state of affairs which involves social actors,

following
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a

process of

reasoning which

forms

an

intrinsic part of planning has

helped to reveal the weakness of the tools available to perform
task.

This appears

of methods and

norms

techniques employed in

is

further hindered

extremely unstable qualities

objectively"

(sic) at

any one

affairs, the anticipation
would tend to be based
and values that will

been to allow the
of future ideal

by the
over

fact that these tend to be

time and "difficult to perceive

point in time.

Given this state of

on

precarious

very

prevail

a

social context

predictions of the

in that context.

norms

(17)

planning has dealt with this issue has

planners' creative talents to venture into visions

states, closely affined with Utopian thinking, where

planners' values and ideals
/

of

empirical social

of possible futures in

The traditional way in which

the

studying

rate of development

The process of obtaining requisite knowledge of values

phenomena.
and

to contrast with the high

this

^

planned action.

ON

'

were

enbodied in the concrete proposals

The development of future images of value

systems cannot be denuded of its normative aspects, however objective
the

approach of goal

of the

activity

formulation

known

as

may

be.

futurology incorporates attempts to combine

empirical and normative elements in integrated
states of various

The task

of

social

systems.

the values

and priorities of the people

concerned, brings together method and theory
theories of "social

becomes

forecasts of future

establishing goals for the planning activity at hand, which

reflect with any accuracy

constitute

The recent emergence

the

possible

systems" and of

starting

in planning as well as

social behaviour, and is to

point of the planning process.

to perceive and

Even if it

establish social goals and values
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with any

clarity, the ensiling problems involved in integrating these

with concrete
to be
and

proposals of policy and of physical schemes are likely

extremely difficult

to

methodological advances

anticipated

overcome

in planning whose emergence cannot be

at present.

Thirdly, the institutional context
contexts of

empirical reality and values provides another

of the

planning

planning proposals.
from normative
research of

which

Political

and supply the means to implement

its knowledge and understanding of

The emergence of administrative science

concerns.

to

planning

budgeting).

strive for

The processes of public

of political theorists to quantitative

many

management of control

program

instruments for public

institutions

These

appear

proposed

(e.g. cost-benefit analysis,

norms

courses

of action.

established structure than

on

planning is to be viewed as

on

Predictions

planning proposals

by normative considerations of,

organisational efficiency and focus less

that they

by pursuing value-

of future institutional structures in relation to
tend to be influenced

has

decision making

to be weak in the sense

from values and

independence

indifferent assessment of

If

for

and administrative theories, ranging

planning is building

contributed

the

contemporary political sciartists, form the foundations

institutional

and

process

conceptions

area

on

constitute the institutional and political

making and control

framework

upon

with its close dependence

knowledge essential for planning.

acquiring
decision

and will demand both theoretical

say,

significant changes in

adjustments to the prevailing order.

a

social process, then the fourth

context, that of individual and collective responses to environmental

stimuli, has to be investigated and knowledge acquired therein taken

bOO.

into consideration in

The fact that the changes in

planned action.

physical arrangements as well as in values and institutional structure
which

planning introduces have

affected
it is

a

by such changes

bearing on the responses of the people

a

has been well known in planning.

However,

relatively neglected area in contemporary planning theory and
The behavioural sciences

practice.

in this field

advances

can

and the scope

claim

considerable theoretical

of their inquiries

far

goes

(19)
beyond the relatively specific interests of planning;
'

It may seem

trivial to study the responses which a new transportation

scheme will evoke among
say,

a new

town project may have for the behaviour of the residents

constitute

important knowledge

It is very

difficult

Although

there

consideration.

"economic man"

commands

on

error

of people's

exhibits tend to result in naive and ineffective

plans

in theoretical conceptualisations.

knowledge

and understanding that planning

the four contexts mentioned above indicates

present, the discipline
based

of

Assumptions of behaviour of the kind that

of the extent of
over

plan.

planning proposals, these are not given

although they might prove useful

Assessment

a

changes will evoke among those

implicit assumptions

are

of

for the success of

within acceptable margins

that specific

reaction to various sets

explicit

necessary

to predict

the kinds of responses

affected.

but the implications that,

those concerned;

that,

at

its cognitive and social objectives

pursues

substantial, but not sufficient, knowledge of the empirical

aspects of its subject-matter, and on observations regarding the
institutional framework

systematically related

of control and order which

within

a

theoretical whole.

relatively little attention is focused

on

are

not

Moreover,

the problems of social goals
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and

values;

and there is

effort towards recognising and

evoked by sets of planning proposals.

responses
viewed

in

time

a

the deficiencies
of

concerted

accounting for the behavioural characteristics of people's

explicitly

are

no

perspective, it

occurring

past and present

If these remarks

be easily observed that

can

in the description and understanding

social and spatial phenomena

the

prediction of future instances

The

distinguishing

the

thoughtful

are

of these phenomena.

characteristic of the planning activity, that is,

and informed anticipation

and implementation of social

change, implies both direct and indirect intervention
of

network

past and present relations which have emerged

between social groups,

and understanding of the

coordinates of human communities.

planning generates

To ignore

resistances to the

Consideration of these views

of

has implications

planning
problems

of allocation

Finally prediction of

of the social

a

They

within

an

may

placed

these relationships in

implementation of

of planning in that

fundamental to this activity

Moreover, the value systems that have
intricate, conflicting, and unstable over
consequences

of sets of planning proposals

by uncertainty but also by insufficient understanding

perspective

best

are

phenomena and interrelationships

assert that most
are

that

appear more

in characterised

Such

complex

in the theoretical context

for the practice

increasingly complex.

to be satisfied
time.

a

environmental

successful

proposals.

become

in

framework of values, cultural norms, resolutions of conflicts

evolving

the

perpetuated in

on

involved.

the substantive content of urban planning

aspects of the world

would

that are of interest in planning

and discussed in the context of the social sciences.

plausibly

be said to pertain to social organisation in
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geographical

space

and to the world of

power

politics rather than

and

merely to functional, rational design of the physical features of the
space
life.

Adopting such

demotion of the

a

problem-solving

scientific

perspective need not entail negation

the

perspective

in that field.

aspects

of planning

and aesthetics

of the arts

accepting the social

But

renders the field

liable

main issues associated with the

"methodological debate"

sciences.This exposes

naturalist

a

Lest it

views;

be argued

and to the

that the

planning" is interested
view which

that there
of

in the social

to

the

of criticisms that have been advanced by those who expound

anti-naturalist

a

to the

(scientific ) methodological

approach in the study of the subject matter of planning
range

or

of design elements in urban planning.

importance

The latter introduce
in

and is structured into social

where human activity takes place

found

was

are

both

organisms.

implies

as a

conclusions.

physical/natural

in are not affected
unsound earlier

purely physical

Conceived

geographical space.

space appears

same

as

on

to which "the

it is necessary to

—

well

as

—

note

social conceptions

of things

It might be contended that this
a

by social considerations

in purely physical terms, urban

universal container

the acceptance of

elements that "physical

physicalist

physical" and "the social"

are,

of looking at

way

view

and living

of the world

space

according

in principle,

indistinguishable and "the social" does not possess

any

so-called

"meaning" aspects over and above what is given in direct observation

(or if it does, these
of the human
of the

nervous

(21 )

mind).v

'

naturalist programmes

are

said to originate

system rather than from

Such

a

from certain states
some

unobservable realm

view would be associated with methodological

maintaining

that "the natural"and "the social"
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should be studied
the

same

by employing, basically, the same methods guided by

of

aims

inquiry, viz. those of the natural sciences.

Alternative views of space appear to recognise
its

purely

and social characteristics

interaction,

should be

space

conceived of and

everyday lives

interpreted

accordingly.

space

planning

(human-centred).

structured complex

which is

relations and interaction.

that this social

"meaning"

or

should, at least, supplement

the purely

satisfactory by itself, in

attempt

approaches

Nonetheless,

effecting the fusion of the two

are

man-environment

differently by human individuals in their

It is argued

of urban

render urban

flowing from

of spatial features and attributes and to

physical view which is not

are

and above

individuals tend to impute different meanings to

particular configurations

conception

seen as a

and in their social

In this sense,

that

over

physical, directly and intersubj ectively observable

attributes

act

that

more

humanistic

the difficulties

or

an

anthropocentric

involved in

conceptions of space

—

difficulties

to both epistemological and methodological issues

due

underestimated

not to be

(STEWART,

1972:

of

planning

alone.

physical

space

theories

which often impinge on issues

of

scarce

planning

resources

investigating
framework,

a

Planning involves social

among

to be taken

are

rather than with

and political

of just, rational allocation

competing social groups.

seriously, it is imperative

the possibility of formulating

paradigm or

and

should be essentially concerned with aspects

and its social and spatial organisation

society

—

pp.11-13).

Thus, at the substantive level it may be argued that theories
models in urban

to

way

of

a

If theories for
to start

plausible philosophical

looking at the subject matter of urban
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planning, which also posits some "model of man", within which theories,
models, concepts, but also procedures of action compatible with these,
will be

consistently developed.

to be raised and discussed in such

The issues

an

undertaking

are

highly complex and disputatious.

They

and

(e.g. the setting out of rules of

ontology, epistemology

concern

evidence for assessing
the field of

planning),

what is to count
and

number

a

regarding the process of inquiry.
urban

planning

which is

accepted

at worst
to

answer

planning
or

ought to adopt

legitimate knowledge in

of methodological

would be at best premature and

without first setting and attempting

is

a

science

or an

possibly something else), and without taking

which is

compatible

practical activities

theorising in

question of the disciplinary

(that is whether it

coherently

status of

ideology or an art,
some

with that status, within which
can

questions

conception of "scientific method"

in other sciences

the fundamental

as

essentially philosophical

To claim that

some

totally unsubstantiated

are

view of the world

cognitive and

take place.

3.

Areas of potential scientific contribution in -urban planning.

The

conception of planning resulting from the above tentative

delimitation of its subject matter takes it as a process
an

organised, systematic, and rational effort to understand and shape

the rate and direction of
or

which reflects

accelerating desirable

change of

a

human community by supporting

trends and suppressing or inhibiting those
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trends that

of that

into conflict with the

come

community.

is taken

If

regarding the

a

goals, values, and ideology

perspective of methodological naturalism

ways

in which understanding and systematic

knowledge is to be acquired and legitimated in planning, then there
is

obviously ample

procedures

for the application of the methods

scope

of natural science

However, it is necessary

methodological

canons

in such

to identify

cognitive endeavours.

the

of the sciences

and

in which

areas

the

be most logically and

can

fruitfully employed.

An

important

distinction has to be

the nature of the scientific

not to confuse

essential
used in

contribution to

some

for putting the whole of planning

rejecting

if science is

seen

such

—

lend themselves to this

deciding

questions

may

appropriate

The latter denotes
on a

scientific basis and
those parts

adaptation.

For instance,

of goals, values, ethical

norms,

etc.

be used

On the other side, a "scientific

in planning

because it

may

be taken to be

to its subject matter, or because it gives satisfactory

results in the

pursuit

of

some

objective.

For example, if the

objective is reliable prediction of future developments
it could be argued

justified

a

ends for planned action lies outside the scope of

on

"scientific planning" proper.

procedure"

"procedure"

dealing only with factual and not with evaluative

as

as

It is

or

useless or,at least, clearly separating

as

of it which do not

questions

planning.

"scientific method"

planning with "scientific planning".

programme

then

introduced at this stage regarding

that using models

as

in the city

forecasting procedures is

if they satisfy the objective.

However, there is
for its successful

a

great difference between making use of
results in the

pursuit

of

some

a

method

objective and

—

be¬

having the method
for the

identified

objectives

with the pursuit of the objective;

different.

are

method in planning does

not

Thus, making

use

of

some

render the field "scientific" in the

of "scientific

planning".

about science,

it is necessary to look at its objectives:v

(i)

In order to understand

and

subject matter

—

planning comprises
subject
of

some

In addition to

activity

upon a

knowledge through the systematic study of

a process
a

time dimension.

entity

agreed account of rational

a

component

(some subject matter)
acting

that

Now, this characteristic

of

performed by purpose-motivated agents

distinct

—

of thinking about and acting upon

into its deliberations

planning introduces

operate

prediction leading to control.

viz. human arrangements in physical space

matter within

intentional

(iii)

explanation

objectives match those of planning?

obtaining and validating
its

what is distinctive

(ii)

leading to description;

leading to understanding ;
do these

sense

(22)
'

classification

How

scientific

who

following

which is expected

to induce

pre-intended changes.

(This

formulation contains

natural

or

social

policy making.
of

changes
to

an

are

absent from other

removed from the field of

This could be expressed

in terms

of the

presence

essentially social framework upon a subject matter to effect

in it by applying knowledge of its properties and behaviour

how

statements

about what such changes

they are to be brought about.

be maintained
or

sciences that

develop prescriptive

be and

element which is

(planners, administrators) acting purposefully and rationally

agents

within

an

that there is

applied science.

and should be

an

as

to

In this sense, it could

affinity of urban planning to technology

However, this analogy

rejected,

are

is seriously misplaced

will be shown below.

bib.

The

ensuing results from the intended changes

reality which has to he
reconstituted

prior

form.

The congruence

is not

course

regularity approach
and

accounted for by models and

to change and those that

taken their

implemented

invalid

by

earlier

orientation

of models

means

perspective

on

for

repetitive

might also be

that the historical
For there

are

many

the unique

motivational

that

historical

context-dependent

with a scientific

A wholly idiographic

rather than the regular and
planning given the importance

shown

patterns

which

purely positive

detached from

are

nomothetic

a

to have in the field.
that

are

presupposed and

enduring ones in empirical theories and models

as

social/spatial phenomena but

The formulation of

was

render

to enduring

consistent

justified in

perspective

implicitly assumed
of

Time- and

social/spatial phenomena.
on

that

may

planning might be conceptually

the only alternative

that would be

approach, concentrating

decisions reached

This suggests

at variance with the nature of the field.

generalisations and laws

planned effects have

become new facts which

generalisations.

could be

theories in its

and this raises problems in a

guaranteed

social/spatial phenomena:

to

a new

between accounts of the situation

provided after

are

in theories and models

generalisations

form part of

a

development of

concern

are

historically contingent.

models and theories for planning
with social

structure and

particular societies

is founded

on

presuppositions

of common motivational patterns, and shared priorities

and

among

preferences

approach

to theorising

of "ideal

types",

thinking and accepts
theories

social agents.

This is part of

instrumentalist

which conceptualises social action

such as "rational economic man", and

quite

providing they

an

are

unrealistic

in terms

"as if"

assumptions in models and

successful in yielding

accurate predictions.
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However, the sophistication in method and technique

undertakings

introduce is not

sufficient

of failures where the methods

accumulation

to neutralise the
are

A different way

of looking at this problem is to regard

patterns and preferences

(norms and values)

ideologically determined,

thus introducing

"practice".

The logic of theoretical

with

political

not share with.

may

preferences

politically and

as

the dimension of

constructs would then be

which the

planner or theorist

political and moral ends of other groups in

Planners could search

society.

motivational

Instrumental and positive theoretical schemes

tend to conflict with

will

applied to specific

in urban planning.

problems

linked

that such

for analytical instruments which

help them transcend traditional forms of investigation, in order

to account for

interdependencies

structure and make

among

possible informed

in consideration of

some

different factors of the urban

choices and

of action

programmes

time dimension.

However, such selections would reflect preferences and objectives
which

were

of

models

distinguished

social/spatial phenomena.

excluded

some

lack

consensus

and resistance

proposals

for planned

of

towards

possibilities from

around

ideological

than

points of inferential

The

life

on

problems
are

usually

of analytical instruments such

by means

the

case

—

instruments will have

consideration entirely.

The

that may emerge as a response

action would inevitably

revolve

positions and aspects of social philosophy rather

tend to be

subjected to

Such

as

some

reasoning

compounded

and adequacy of techniques.

if different aspects of social

form of regulation

forming partial systems

and control

—

as

which operate on

is
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different

these deliberations

to

What

premises and seek to attain different social ends.

separate

suggest is that it

may

not be

very

meaningful

from ethical

theories and models for planning

and

political implications of prescriptive action.

In its

non-nomothetic endeavours

of power

planning involves considerations

structures and of the politics of public action.

Its statements

are

prescriptive in the sense of moving from the

empirical "is" to the normative "ought"
of

knowledge and political

referred to
that

"practice"

as

and moral

(EABEEMAS,

highly integrated.

and

programmes

what

are

that

inquiries

to

can

of

balanced integration
The latter

In its attempt to formulate policies

to

close to

come very

"practical sciences", addressing itself to

as

As

form of

a

"practical" inquiry planning cannot intelligibly separate

action such

It is not

while
moral

as

possible to understand

implications.

"will

or

There is

foundations

given

what

(goals,

implications of action
taken to

involve

a

"has

values

practice "practical inquiries"
from action and its political and

conceptually

the theories and models

be",

or

making, policy formation, policy implementation.

knowledge is kept separated

between

the

practical,viz. that which relates to praxis

decision

is

"practice" in planning would

be termed "practical reason".

theoretical from the

area

and it becomes obvious

of action planning appears

referred

way

concerns.

relationships between theory and

need to be

by

of

what

been")

and

aspirations,

programmes.

necessary

"is"

the

(and

relationship
of what

practical

needs )

and ethical

and

If the latter elements

are

belong to ideology, then it could be said that planning should
an

integration of knowledge

and

ideology(LADD, 1975>s P*178)s
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"

in

our

deliberations and

immediate
examine

questions of means to ends;

critically

and to evaluate it

In the absence of

procedural
context of

of the
of

morally".

an

integrated relationship between substantive and

or

of well-defined

is taken for granted as one

and what "ought

givens

goals that

of the value-neutral

or

and failure to critically assess the

planned action, what "is"

empirical

must also be prepared to

we

the context in which the action is contemplated

aspects of planning

"preferences"

"is"

planning we cannot limit ourselves to

discovered

are

planning exercise

several, equally valid ways

—

as

—

different

interpretations of the normative

more

systems

a range

outside

with the solution

of being interpreted

in

derives from the "newer" philosophy

of science

with

from

formulated

dealing

planning is capable

each such

or

emerges

If the view is taken that the empirical

problems.

facts of urban

to be"

interpretation would be

compatible with many

"ought" which is linked

of values and beliefs from which goals,objectives, and

specific targets

selection space

are

derived.

The sheer

vastness of the

of alternative programmes for planned action presents

problems that could be overcome by conventionally agreed heuristics
la Britton Harris

of search

a

dialogue

with those concerned

a

scientific

perspectives, deriving

form of social criticism

inquiry.

(25)
'

though it would

to exclude

be consistent with

could be approached by adopting explicitly

implementation, and validating
some

which would be likely

approach to practical problem-solving.

Alternatively, such problems
normative

—

the

consequences

of their

the theoretical constructs through
on

the basis of the

dialogue

model of

Now, this latter approach would not be accepted by those
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who

regard

whose

planning and policy making as reasoned action or choice

analytical structure

agents, action
ascribe

or

plan of action, and

priority to the empirical

component

by relating

—

action

with

some

or

rather than

of action

or

and

—

the normative

In this view the empirical

choice involve establishing options

acceptable degree of reliability

present capacity to act to

Only after alternative

goals, actors

purposes or

consequences

(MEEHAh, 1975).

of action

factors in reasoned

actor's

consists of

—

options

—

the

set of alternative future outcomes.

a

established, preferably rationally

are

through empirical inquiry, is it possible to proceed with their

(judgment)

assessment which introduces the normative

component

reasoned action.

evaluated according to

existing

or

Thus, alternatives

specifically constructed

The assessment of alternatives is
consequences

also

as

are

which

are

some

ordered set of preferences.

performed in consideration of their

taken both

the basis for critical

of

as

the focus of planned action but

appraisal of such action.

On this

account, criticism of planned action either in terms of the actors
involved in it and affected

by it

theories" of planning

—

in terms of the intrinsic

of the action

the particular measures it proposes, or

e.g.

—

or

meaning it might have for others
Hence

drawing

necessary

of
are

—

as

operation

or

course

courses

which precedes the evaluation.
as

changes

anticipated in the environment

of action.

as

affected presently

Moreover, since

characteristics
the

would lead to inconsistency.

planned action could be interpreted
produced

is maintained in "critical

the consequences of proposed

spatial conditions

if

—

or

or

or

of action is

a

The consequences
differences that

existing

social/

in the future by that

action is equivalent to choice,

planned action is possible then accepting the'status quo' and doing
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nothing at all is to be regarded also

The main

problem that would be faced in the process of drawing the

of

consequences
known

some

when all

Since informed

full information

on

on

in

are

as

This is

social/spatial

possible
one

requires
•

as

well

as on

the

are

invoked to accomplish

However, their performance is seriously impaired by

conceptual inadequacies of these instruments themselves, and also

to the scientific

putative

hence the

of

consequences

success

as

cognitive tools applied

study of the subject matter of planning.

doubtful whether any

moreover

of this

It is

instrument would be successful in tracing

some

alternative

course

of action and

operation is prejudiced from its

very

Nevertheless, it is important to criticise planned action;
its

have

of the most important

phenomena

by considerations of their appropriateness

all

ones

the methods employed for drawing these

knowledge available.

planning.

the

evaluation of alternatives

fully and accurately

tasks that models of

the most relevant

putative consequences, its success would largely

how adequate

consequences as
extent of

proposed course of action is that it is never

the consequences or even

been traced.

depend

of the available alternatives.

as one

probable

consequences,

reliable ways

however

Imperfectly, is

of making available the information

evaluation, given that

a

one

and drawing

of the

necessary

scientific perspective is adopted

beginning.

more

for
on

this

activity.

One way

of identifying the points in the planning process where

scientific

approaches could make significant contributions

—

if the

application of scientific procedures is in principle upheld for the
study of the subject matter of planning
The general

structure of

a

—

is shown below (fig.4,p.621).

conception of the planning process is
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reconstructed

a

sequence

to produce

necessary
is

as

a

of stages.

Completion of all stages is

"final" set of planning proposals.

The

process

presented as linear though cyclical in virtue of several feedbacks.

Certain

stages of the

underlain by scientific activity

process are

in terms of observation and classification of

explanation leading to theories and models,

data, description and

which feeds into the

prediction/plan-testing stage of the planning
into the

—

viz. "formulation of alternatives" and "choice",
The operations involved in each stage of this account

respectively.

(i)

planning process are as follows:

Setting the goals of the community:

and

with extensions

immediately preceding and immediately following stages of

the process

of the

process

these represent the values

priorities of the social whole that is being studied and are the

starting point of any planning exercise and its controlling factor
as

they

frequently monitored during the whole

are

and values

(ii)

perceived by the planners, establish the necessity for

as

planning and

set they may have to be revised.

once

Generation of alternative proposals:

stated goals
involve

Goals

process.

by appropriate arrangements of

design

(in the general

sense

these attempt
means

to meet

available.

of the term

as

They

problem-solving)

and

comprise

may

have to be restructured in the light of information obtained at

subsequent

(iii)

policies and, perhaps, legislation.

Alternarive schemes

stages of the process.

Predictions of the

constitute the

consequences

of alternative schemes:

testing stage of plan-making which is

features of this

conception of the planning

process.

one

these

of the, principal

It is at this

point that the need for accurate predictive instruments, such as models,
becomes most obvious.
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(iv)
is

Selection of
decision

a

preferred alternative for implementation; this

making operation which combines elements of rational

(e.g. normative considerations

choice

of values

(v)

some

(the goals of the community), politics,

Development of systematic

monitoring the implementation
proposals:

"design"

of "economic

of

and ethics.

for both implementing and

programmes
process

man") with elements

a

selected set of planning

this could be regarded as an operation peripheral to the

of

proper

a

scheme but is nonetheless

fundamental to the

planning process.

(vi)

The different operations of the planning process are based on

information about the current state of the
devised to change.

a

the

experience and values.

Action

that are eventually implemented inevitably influence this

Direct and indirect experiences obtained through implementation

world.
of

are

Development and testing of alternatives constantly

refers to data from the world of

programmes

system which plans

plan constitute empirical material which is fed back as data into

planning process and is recycled.

(vii)

As planning has moved

away

from

case

problem-solving, knowledge

of the current state of urban affairs and the

to

come

an

integral part of the planning

of

planning

of urban

has been

are

recognised

as a

likely shape of things

prerequisite for planned action and
process.

The cognitive foundations

therefore to be sought in the formulation of theories

spatial structure and of the interaction of social,

environmental, and institutional aspects of human communities.
Without such "theoretical"knowledge it may

not be possible to predict

the consequences

any

accuracy

of alternative plans with

acceptable degree of

and therefore the system concerned cannot be influenced

systematically and predictably.
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This overview of the

planners start from
they

dealing

are

stages of the planning process suggests that
some

structuring of goals and values of the community

with(to the extent that these

try to define

a

problem in

goals and the

means

define the limits to

can

perceived) and then

be

which reconciles the gap between those

a way

available for their realisation.

Thus, they

They then attempt to solve this

possible actions.

problem by developing alternative solutions to it and by testing these
against factual data by predicting their consequences.

They also

study these predictions in order to evaluate the resources involved.
Based

the information assembled thus

on

place;

choice of action takes

a

it is decided to revise the alternative solution that offers

or

the best

far,

possibilities.

links between the

It is not difficult to perceive the strong

hypothetico-deductive scheme of reasoning referred to

(chapter seven,p.1+68) and the part of the

above

with formulation of

a

planning which deals

problem, development of various hypotheses

(solutions), and tests of these against observational
relation

This

of

fragments of knowledge into

conception of the planning

with the

process

an

integrated whole.

bears remarkably close affinities

(27)
pragmatists! "theory of inquiry"v 1'

as

"reflective experience",

especially in terms of its articulation by John Dewey
Pragmatist social thought advances
which

a

comprises the prospect of planned, deliberate changes in societal

themselves in the

modify

action
the

(DEWEY, 1916/1961).

conception of the "sciences of man"

arrangements in response to pressing social problems.

to

data to enable

as

a

changing world

as

an

a

enquirer adapting himself to and helping

(AYER, 1968: p.16).

intimately interwoven

pragmatists

milieux

position of

Pragmatists put

in

a

Taking knowledge and

purposive, goal-oriented context,

assert that knowledge arises in a biological and social

result of experimentation,

of the environment addressed to the

viz. the active transformation

solving of the problems of life.
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The

experimental conception of knowledge

social

as a

guide to action and

change and control involves not individuals but

of

scientists, planners, etc. who attempt to learn

of

planned transformation

methods of

special

of "experience"

educating for

one

society is viewed

learns from
as

assessment of social

from the

consequences

Action guided by thought is

a

it is experimental, i.e. capable of

:

success

and

failure.

A democratic

institutionalising procedures for the critical
ideas, plans and policies in an analogous

to that in which the sciences establish
the critical

"community"

of the environment by applying critical

learning from experience.

sense

a

way

procedures and methods for

scrutiny and testing of concepts and hypotheses of nature.

Hence the intellectual method of

approaching

and solving social

problems acquires particular importance and requires that all "action
hypotheses" be subject to the continuing test of experience.
Consistency with the principles of
the

a

democratic society necessitates

taking of all ideas, plans, policies, schemes of public action

but also

goals and objectives as provisional

to initiate and
remain open

organise relevant efforts.

—

though sufficient

They

are

hypotheses which

to the test of experience and liable to be revised

Planning emerges as a "process of inquiry" s

critically.

a

socially

disciplined activity, a cultural inheritance and a communal institution,
much like

a

language and the habits vital to it.

Moreover, its results assume a social character in that the problems
that gave rise to

the "inquiry"

are

communication between individuals is
reached in the social
is advanced

as

system.

resolved,

consensus

and

restored, and "equilibrium" is

Dewey's "instrumentalism"

(DEWEY, 1938)

a"theory of inquiry" which involves understanding
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the

present

of controlling the future.

as a means

This theory of

knowledge guiding action is partly transcriptive of empirical reality
and

partly prescriptive of how human action informed by knowledge might

effectively attain

of goals.

a range

"experimental method" and

It comprises

"critique of action";

a

of

knowledge is

as

values, imagination, and human wisdom.

Thus, the
hitherto

process

of inquiry

so

scope

and its interpretation

for humanistic categories such

conceived seeks to integrate the

goals and

purposes

of the community

principal characteristics of Dewey's

process

(THAYER, 1968: p.1+56).

of inquiry suggest

between the latter and the view of the

several similarities

process

philosophy of

separate elements of technical skills and scientific knowledge

with the ideal
The

which allows

one

a

shown in fig. i+.

planning

The following steps could be identified

(DEWEY, 1916/1961: pp.11+5 ff.)s
(i)

Inquiry originates in

normal action in ways

a

which

anomalies and confusion.

situation which inhibits

problematic

are

not fully understood, creating

This creates the need for

is the resolution of the problematic

whose goal

investigation

state of affairs.

However, since the problem is not clearly understood prior to systematic
investigation goals

are

to be taken

as

subject to critical revision in the

(ii)

which seeks to explore ways in
This

overcome.

They

course

The posited problem arrests action

thought

ideas

tentative and provisional,

as

are

and transforms it into

which the problem

can

be

intelligent reflection which brings forth

conjectural anticipations or hypotheses

(alternatives).

tentative interpretations of arrangements of available means

combined

so

of

are

means

involves

of the inquiry.

as

to attain the ends of

problem solving.

interpreted in terms of their tendency

The elements
to effect certain
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consequences.

(iii)

The tentative hypotheses of action

clarified

through careful

survey,

attainable considerations.
these alternatives
not for

are

are

elaborated, refined and

exploration and analysis of all

The consequences

that might flow from

anticipated for the community

single individuals.

whole and

as a

This feature of instrumental analysis

experimenting with the kinds of future consequences that ensue from,
or

would be effected

or

actions gives

appellation

to the "process of inquiry" its characteristic

as critical

1968: p.l(lj5).
consequences
in their

of some alternative course of action can never be known

totality.

consequences

reality.

some

action

Employing models and theories to predict

not attain the goal of complete identification

for these cognitive constructs

hypothesis for the community

individuals while

satisfactory at

will

same course

one

a

as a

of action

dissatisfying others.

reliable test of

(iv)

are

always

It is further argued that tracing the

meaningful since the

very

(THAYER,

experimental reflective intelligence

The commonest criticism of this approach is that the

consequences can

of

by, specific institutions, or particular beliefs

whole

may

same

may

not be

very

satisfy only some
may

not be

hypothesis

consequences

a

may prove

of alternative action proposals

help refine and elaborate them and make them
a

of

time and unsatisfactory at other times.

The established

consistent with

partial accounts

consequences

Moreover it

hypothesis for the

of

wider range

more

precise

of implications and facts.

assessment of alternatives and decision

on

a

and

In this way,

plan of action

can

take

place.

(v)

The selected and adopted plan of action is applied

to the

existing state of affairs.

(implemented)

This involves deliberate action
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to induce the

anticipated consequences of the plan.

It is through its

application that the chosen plan of action is tested in practice.

(iii) and (iv)

Steps
of the
error

For

are

said to be the distinguishing characteristics

"process of inquiry"

as

reflective experience from

approach though the latter
the most

even

action will

never

trial and

be avoided in its entirety.

elaborate, rational and well formulated plan for
succeed in

interdependencies, and
consequences

can never

a

cover

of the proposed

accounting for all eventualities and all
with perfect

all probable

accuracy

What it is capable of

measures.

accomplishing is, minimally, to examine systematically existing
conditions and take
In this way,

thought

197^+s p.229).

controlled and educated guess

a

or

ideas

are seen as

at the results.

plans for action

(SCHEFFIER,

The requisite flexibility and fluidity of both plans

of action and goals towards attainment of which action is undertaken
is consistent with the

pragmatists' aversion towards final judgments

and fixed results from

inquiry.

Their principles of diversification,

pluralism and tolerance in matters of the intellect directs them to
take

view of such action programmes

a

final and
to be

uniquely defined.

seen

as

relative

and

goals as relative rather than

Both human problems and solutions are

to, and occurring within, particular social

contexts

as

parts of the surrounding immensity of the environment.

There is

no

need to further

explicate the really close connections

between the above account of the "instrumentalist" process
and the

conception of the "planning process" shown

However, there

are

significant.

The pragmatist account reflects

humanistic

science

on

of inquiry

fig. 1;.

differences between the two accounts which
a

conception of

are

a

capable of assimilating values, cultural elements
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of belief and
process

ideology, and historical contingencies.

of inquiry is "scientific"

The role of science

Hence the whole

this conception of science

on

anticipated in the other account is that of

.

an

objective enterprise making specific contributions to the planning
process

in terms of

rational choice.
and

means

arrangements, predictions and forecasts, and

The ethical and

political

aspects of goal formulation

plan implementation are left outside of the scientific contribution.

If

they

as

opposed to purely instrumental scientific reasoning, then there is

a

case

are

for claiming

"practice"
as

seen as

an

—

detrimental

pertaining to "practice" or practical reasoning,

that there results

separation of theory from

outcome whose implications for planning were seen

(cf. chapter

Reference to fig.

a

five).^^

and its explication reveals the areas of fruitful

scientific contribution which this account of the

planning and science postulates.
component

relationship between

These are basically in the knowledge

of planning and involve the systematisation and classification

of observational data and the formulation of testable

hypotheses,

This direction of research intersects with the

theories, and models.

planning "sequence" at the crucial point of forecasting and prediction
of consequences
of scientific

of alternative

procedures

of alternative "action

objectives

—

can

courses

of action.

be anticipated in the actual development

hypotheses" in

response

to posited goals and

methods of optimisation, such as linear programming, etc.

would be the obvious candidates in this

respect.

rational decision making at various levels of
be

Further contributions

Procedures of

uncertainty could also

applied in the stage of appraisal and selection of alternatives.
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The

development of theories of

"methods and
as

social/spatial phenomena following the

procedures of the sciences" raises the

those that

are

discussed above but also

will be sketched in Part II of the thesis.
the

same

kinds of issues

questions whose answers
The

principal points of

"methodological debate" in the social sciences

appear

to be

eminently applicable in the context of scientific theorising in urban
planning and

many

aspects of the antinaturalist critique would be

difficult to refute.

The crucial

point here is to make clear

what

view is taken of science and its methods for this will determine the

nature of theories and models that

whether

that
or

to be

social/spatial phenomena.

research of
on

are

developed in scientific

Thus, it is important to agree

planning research should seek to construct models and theories

correspond to the real world and afford explanation and understanding;

formulate

which

simple and economical devices or computational engines

systematise

control

empirical facts and enable accurate prediction

and

without necessarily corresponding to some real state of

affairs/30^
If it is the former view

( 31)

that is taken of science,w J then there is a

further decision to be made between what
to include in theories and models.

observable
but
as

(theoretical) terms

aspects of the world legitimately

Thus, it

can

be argued that non-

could be left unrelated to observables

still be said to refer to real

things, events

or processes

underlying structures and mechanisms which causally generate

phenomena of interest.

are

produced.

explanation.(32)

the

Theories and models would, in this view, be

potential copies of the world and give causal accounts of how

phenomena

such

the

They would enable understanding and causal
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Alternatively, it might be agreed that the hypothetico-deductive
account of scientific theories
would be the most

a common

interpretations;-^

devices

in the

of which

they would be discarded.

be

compatible

model

The

The kind of explanation that would

explanandum

under general laws.

explanation would also be acceptable.
a

(35)
'

Inductive-

Unlike the

non-necessity account of causation as

conjunction of events would be adopted.

(and theories) in the conception

planning process shown in fig. k is fulfilled by employing

models of

social/spatial phenomena to derive
of alternative

consequences
conditional

of "action

courses

predictions in the

testing of theories.

same

forecasts of the

of action.
sense as

These would be

those obtained in the

Models would enable the experimental testing

hypotheses" by systematically drawing their consequences and

render these amenable to measurement and
their refinement.

appraisal thus facilitating

The inherent difficulties in

aspects of social life

were

mentioned above

boundaries to the usefulness of social
In

calculus of which

They would be employed as heuristic

predictive role ascribed to models

of the

a

with this view of science is the deductive-nomological

preceding neo-realist view,
constant

structure,

development of laws and theories after the completion

which subsumes the

statistical

science^-^

In this view, models would share with

corresponding theories

they would be

the deductive model of

appropriate perspective for theoretical advances in

social/spatial research.
their

on

predicting future

(chapter nine) and

prediction

were

deli mi ted.

addition, the predictive problem in planning was seen to be compounded

by considerations arising
normative

or

from institutional, political, and

ideological components of the public decision making process.
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Despite such problems, reliable prediction and forecasting of future
levels of
in any

activities, requirements,

undertaking to effect

is inconceivable without
to contribute in

or

resources,

are

indispensable

control changes in the city.

forecasting, hence

any means

that

Planning

are

likely

providing forecasts must be drawn upon, explored and

appropriately refined and adjusted to suit
potential users.

etc.

the needs of specific

The overriding concern of the planner with predictive

performance rather than explanatory content

points towards

a

particular conception of model which takes it to be an instrument of

Models

prediction and systematisation.

are

often referred to

"techniques" in the context of urban planning
this usage

as

(COWAN, 1973' P«5) and

reinforces the contention that it is

pragmatic results

rather than

explanation that is required of models in that field.

This is the

important issue of realism

has

once more

emerged

models

An

are

in the discussion and whose implications for

(or theory) which depicts and renders transparent

unobservable, concealed

mechanisms that
interest may

or

well be

an

phenomena of

unattainable ideal in spatial theorising.

argument that the current state of

modelling complex

severely limit the development of

and

social/spatial

of the city and the processes operating in it

state of the art of

causal

underlying structures and

generative of the

are

This is not because of the usual

knowledge

instrumentalism which

assessed in Part II.

explanatory model

hitherto

versus

accounts of

phenomena.

originates in the

the world advanced

as

well

as

the

social/spatial phenomena

explanatory models which provide
Bather, the argument is philosophical

relativist and sceptical approaches to viewing

by much of the "newer" philosophy of

science.(^6)

633In these

views, anything known is known

from

some

such

as

something and is construed

as

point of view which is guided by specific interests of inquiry,

prediction and control, convenience and

economy,

originality, form and other aesthetic criteria.
that

are

These

agreed upon by some community of scientists.

elegance,
are

conventions

They are not

arbitrary and hence totally subjective or irrational but are arrived at
as

a

product of rational beliefs about the world condoned by the

of

a

scientific

community.

peers

Given these considerations, speaking of

objective and accurate representations of some reality, existing
independently of human perception, by establishing correspondence with
independent facts through the impartial "logic of science" is not
a

tenable account of science.

Rather, science is to be

seen as one among

knowing:

a

No belief

system is regarded

no

social activity and
as

a

several possible modes of

construction of human communities.

superior to another since there

absolute, objective criteria for making comparisons.

theories occupy
facts

are

no

privileged epistemological status:

the result of human

what is the case,

nature but

as

emerges

are

not as

decided

a

direct reflection and revelation of

through discussion and dialogue, logical argument,

Metaphors

are seen as

knowledge extending devices which reflect much

culturally given in scientific knowledge.

retain their "as if"
the

they and the

according to his theoretical point of view.

"practical" activities.

the

Scientific

For nature cannot dictate

activity.

and other

of

be

only the scientist makes claims about nature and

determines what his facts

Thus,knowledge

can

qualities if

they

are

metaphorical element in what is taken

as

Models have to

to provide an awareness of

literal.

As elaborations

£>3kof

metaphors models would be fictional constructs rather than taken

literally either

as

isomorphic to the structure of some theory

potentially true descriptions of the "essence" of reality.
be

devices useful for

specific purposes such

systematisation of experience, discovery,
The above

They would

conceptualisation,

prediction and control.

arguments suggest that developing and employing models of

social/spatial
and

or

as

or as

phenomena in urban planning which do not provide causal

explanatory accounts is

using models which do

no more

deficient than constructing and

Hence models which perform a purely

so.

predictive function without suggesting how
phenomena

occur are

or

why the predicted

not to be rejected as instruments in planning

( 37")

research. w''

This section

has

attempted to sketch

which "scientific methods and

of urban planning.

process

approach

testing

and

systematic arrangement of

of alternative

serious

would have

contribute in those
science

as

the

only

courses

It

means

was

of action, viz. in the rational

designed so as to accomplish

argued that the view taken of science

aspects

way

of urban planning.

in

which it

can

The conception of

and provider of objective and value-free

knowledge of the world would lead to
relation between the

in

employed was seen as the formulation

implications regarding the

source

way

The principal area in which a scientific

and

.

conception of the

procedures" could contribute to the

would be most fruitfully

already defined goals

one

a

technological/instrumental

integrally connected knowledge and action

components of urban planning.

A

positivist account of science would be conducive to such

in which the

a

situation

empirical facts would be clearly separated from normative

(ideological, moral, political)

concerns

and would lead to a view
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of

planning as technology.

of

inquiry"

clearly avoids extreme technologism though

defective in other
of

The pragmatists' account of the "process

(in terms

respects

science/planning relations shown

explicit statements
By interpreting
formulation and

on

stated).

already

implementation

are

irrational).

argue

that goal

placed outside of the field of

"practical" activities which

objective rationality

then

any

the conception of science that it envisages.

application of scientific methods and procedures.

the

The scheme

in fig. 1+ does not make

the diagram itself it is possible to

to be regarded as

it is

of science

Hence they are

are

distinguished from

(rather

for being arational

The following section of this chapter endeavours

to show the weaknesses

of such

a

view

separating the theoretical and

the

"practical"in urban planning.

i|.

Planning conceived

Two

opposing traditions of thought may be said to have influenced urban

as

"technology"

planning in its contemporary forms.
been moulded

"policy science".

On the

one

side, planning has

by the faith and belief that is generally placed

and its methods and
and the

or

successes

in the solution of social problems.

rationality and the "logic of science" consistently

pursued would provide solutions to social problems, taken
technological problems, has resulted in
and

science

procedures regarding its success in solving problems

anticipated similar

The belief that

on

an

almost

as

disguised

universal acclaim

preference for the systematic mode of thought fostered by the

636.
planning and policy articulation this

sciences of nature.

In its

attitude emerges as a

conception of a"policy science" on the model

of
a

This may be said

technology.
set of ends

,

as well as a number

etc.), formulate and
"find

'technique8

the constraints

On the other

(t)

(fiscal, time-scale,

of constraints

the technological question of the form

for achieving ends

(E) within

the limits of

side, planning has been motivated and influenced by
of

improvement and reform of the conditions of

man", by conceptions of change of existing unsatisfactory

institutional

arrangements,

of visions of

an

ideal environment where

people would lead their lives harmoniously, etc.
these two

not

given

(C)y^^8)

humanistic ideals
"urban

answer

to involve the following:

The fusion of

opposing orientations in the context of urban planning has

proved very successful since the role of the planner as an

"applied technologist"

or

"social engineer"

conflict with his role

as

a

comes

humanist who proposes

the felt needs and interests of

into marked conceptual
reforms furthering

individuals, social groups, and the

community at large.

principal reason for this contrast in perspectives is that inherent

The

in the role of the "social
of

engineer"

or

"technologist" is the attitude

value-neutrality, impartiality, and disinterestedness in specifying

and
that

assessing all possible courses of action
are

—

in terms of the means

arranged and calculated as necessary to attain a range of

given goals.
scientific

In opposition to this attitude of value-freedom and

rationality which lets the "facts" have their say, the

planner's humanist perspective presupposes commitment to reform and
change of institutional and political arrangements that may be taken
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to underlie the

frustrating,

production of states of affairs that

or

plainly

Thus commitment to

not

unethical for the social groups

political and ethical viewpoints,

norms,

concerned.
and values,

there", is characteristic of the reformist approach to planning

city.^^

Viewing
it

unsatisfactory,

necessarily derived from systematic empirical observation of facts

"out
the

are

the task of the urban planner from

historical perspective,

a

might be said that the original problems which

to solve

were

such

clearly,

planning was invoked

discretely, and simply conceived and defined.

It

was

of

control, regulation, and direction of change in the urban environment

problems that

and the conditions

to continue to

provide

a

were

a

network of roads

of vehicular

was

for human productive and

taken to need simple
poor

common sense

others,

were

to pinpoint.

housing, both in terms of obsolete

and in terms of very high residential densities;
which could not cope

traffic;

with the rising motorisation

the explosion of the motor-car and the

of large suburban

up

form

required if cities were

resulting enhanced mobility of urban residents which enabled

opening

some

problems could be circumscribed with

Thus, congested urban centres;
buildings

to the recognition that

livable milieu

These

clarity, and

and unfit

rise

of social life in it

cultural activities.
relative

gave

areas

for development;

the kinds of problems that

were

the

these, and many

taken to be solvable

by applying "sensible" standards of environmental design

and by

arriving at proposals for control, innovation and renovation through
the intuitive consideration of the

compromises.

possible, the ideal, and acceptable
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Commitment to the ideal of
and

an

Improved urban environment, systematically

intelligently pursued, was expected to lead almost inevitably to

the removal of the evils of the

city, both physical

Undesirable states of affairs such

areas,

as

the

deprived

areas,

etc.

determines

behaviour

the high crime rate

areas,

dysfunction.

was

improved urban environment

standards of residential

The view that environment

implied in the "physical determinist"

solutions to the environmental and social

—

problems of the cities.

density, of land

use

mix, of transportation

traffic, of housing construction and renewal

the

key to the door of

the

growth and development of human activities.

the

planner did not tamper

environment
societal

was

a

'

ameliorated in terms of certain design

and

Eather, his role

of "environmental

were seen as consequences

deprivation", disorder, and

An

squalor of the poverty

the insanitary conditions of housing, the absence of clean air,

sunlight and playgrounds and recreation
in

and social.

—

was

taken to be

socially harmonious urban life providing for
In these undertakings

directly with relevant societal

processes.

confined to controlling and regulating the physical

(applying "stimuli") to produce appropriate, desirable

responses.

Moreover, his activities

were

addressed to

shielding

the urban community from the consequences of self-interested

actions of

indiciduals, the mechanisms of the market which did not

discriminate between the

intangibles such
of

amenity, and the short-term electoral interests

politicians.

The stress
the

as

deprived and the well-off and disregarded

on

the reform dimension of

planned action

was

reflected in

proliferation of Utopian conceptions of the ideal city, and in

the aversion towards any

form of analytical approach involving

ojy.

quantification, rationalisation of intuitive design processes, and
scientific

The rise of scientific social science and

reasoning.

the concomitant

emphasis

on

quantification, measurement, statistical
science that

methods, and scientific theorising following the view of
dominant at the time

was

Positivist

which

Logical Empiricist

or

the field of urban

from natural

—

planning.

science

was

referred to

account^^—

as

the Logical

filtered through into

Such methods and procedures imported

fundementally influenced the approaches that were

judged as appropriate to the investigation, analysis, and systematic
solution of urban

problems.

However, these methods and procedures did not only contribute directly
to

problem solving but also constituted those problems in the sense

of

imposing,indirectly

use

of

originated from
programme

a

a

techniques, methods and apparatus in planning
social science which was engaging

sciences

(in their positivist version).

series of important changes

planning

in

a

strong

of emulation of the methods, conventions, canons of inquiry

of the natural
in

implicitly, on them particular ways of

The movement towards increased rationalisation and

defining them.
extensive

or

—

of orientation in the field of -urban

changes whose long-term effects

procedural aspects of the field

This resulted

on

the substantive and

have not yet been systematically

assessed.

The

distinguishing characteristics of this rational/scientific attitude

in

planning

be

said to be

"method of

in terms of its methodological implications

—

:

(a)

—

might

the adoption of the programme for modelling the

inquiry" of planning

on some

technological model of applied science;

suitable version of the

(b)

the attempt to acquire

6I4-O.

empirical knowledge of the world in terms of lawful regularities and
generalisations about

social/spatial

phenomena by employing the

(c)

systematic procedures of natural science;
clear

goals

the postulation of

a

separation between issues of value, moral and ethical considerations,
and objectives,

on

the one side, from the problems involved in

specifying sets of means in ways which render highly probable the
attainment of

given community goals

relationship which originates from

—

a

a

view

on

fact/value

the

positivist conception of science.

It is

by

urban

planning received its articulation, in the 1960s,

referring to the model of applied science

science^^4^

The

or

technology that
as a

policy

proliferation of research efforts, techniques,

experimental control and statistical instruments in urban planning
clearly exemplifies the orientation of the field towards the ideal
of scientific

rationality, and in its application in the "practical"

problems of planning by presupposing

a

technological perspective:

value-free, objective knowledge applied to decide the means that are
required to achieve goals that
rational

already set outside of the scientific,

procedures of knowledge acquisition and"legitimation.

Models of the
or

are

city structure and system models depicting synchronic

diachronic interrelations between urban

simulation

subsystems, computer

techniques, statistical methods both bivariate and

multivariate

employed in establishing lawlike regularities and in

theory building

—

e.g.

principal component and factor analysis

techniques of rational evaluation such as
effectiveness

cost/benefit

analyses, threshold analysis, etc.,

prominent instrumentalities and apparatus of

planning.

are

and
some

^^2-

cost/
of the

"technological/instrumental"

These are imported mostly from contexts other than planning
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and

employed in the belief

are

tools of
ways

and hence their

linking of knowledge

theory-neutral

technological/instrumental

may

be associated

necessarily

—

no

implications

relation between knowledge and action

a

view of science

knowledge of the world.
the creation of

involve

has

in some views indirectly, in others directly and

—

with

use

to action, of theory to "practice".

The

the

are

investigation and do not presuppose or promote any particular

of looking at the world;

for the

free

that such instruments

a

A

as

provider of objective, value-

technological view of planning would

body of empirically testable knowledge of

workings of the city in terms of the manifold

interrelations

obtaining within urban settlements and those that exist between cities
and their

Such knowledge would derive from

larger environment.

descriptions and explanations of urban phenomena and the regularities
that

without
viz.

discovered to hold in

are

social/spatial organisation.

saying that such knowledge would have to be obtained scientifically,

by applying "the methods and procedures of the scientists"

(meaning "natural scientists").
are

said

to enable

in

which

phenomena and properties

Positivist

experiences

procedural

city cannot

related regularly.

totally independent of social
as

constituting all knowledge.

human activity, it is seen as unrelated

seen as

wholly distinct,

aspects of planning based

positivist science.

are

of the ways

and the practical interests of individuals.

Theory and'|practice"are thus

the

as

and cultural influences, and
a

knowledge

of systems

accounts of science take it

to social life processes

of

For only scientific investigations

acquisition of objective

Although science is in fact

and

It goes

on

as are

substantive

the technological model

In this view, social and spatial change in

be effectively controlled and directed other than

6i|2.
by means of intelligently applied
must be founded

environment.

from

city:

on

such

conception and design

whose

objective knowledge of urban social life and

This presupposes
a

measures

looking at "things

viewpoint which is free from personal prejudices and

biases, free from interpretation in terms of one's
world view,

they are"in the

as

free from cultural

from the influences of

social

or

norms,

own

needs, values,

and especially free

politics, power relations, and conflicts among

individuals and between social groups.

Thus, neutrality towards the social world enables its study "as it is"
and not "as it could be"

or

"ought to be".

The latter pertain to

the realm

of social action

separated

from scientific knowledge proper.

a

value-neutral

and

or

"practice" and

to be strictly

are

The relationship between

objective scientific approach and the practical

application of scientific knowledge to the task of selecting
"right"

course

between facts
eschew

by

on

a

on

or

scientific

approach would ideally
may

be expressed in

become influential due to the position

interlocutor in the

because of the rhetorical

morally

the view taken of the connection

empirical questions that

personal values,
some

Such

and values.

disagreements

terms of
held

of action must depend

a

power

hierarchy, or appear persuasive

ability of those who advance them.

Thus, intersubjectively verifiable observations, experimental techniques
enabling reproduction of empirical phenomena, the requirements for the

testability of hypotheses about empirical reality, and the systematisation
and

uniformity of application of

all these

processes

of inference and reasoning

being characteristics of scientific inquiry

the kind of

disagreements that

are

—

would enable

encountered in discussions of

regulation of societal affairs to be placed

on a

level similar to

—
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that at which

disputes arising in, say, engineering or medical research
The latter fields define their issues in terms of

settled.

are

tangible, quantifiable and testable hypotheses and
these may

be settled by

recourse

phenomena in question which

accessible, and

are

Given

disputes about

to the objective, publicly known

features of the

in the

any

are

intersubjectively

taken to be the only elements that

are

relevant

settling of such disputes.

a

set of "feasible"

requirements, expressed in terms of specific

goals and objectives, it would be possible to derive the consequences
of various

courses

objectively decide
an

of action that may
on some

meet those requirements and

best alternative

course

applied science, without facing the charge of involving personal

interests, emotions, arbitrary criteria, in making
This is not to claim that there

decision,
say,
a

in the manner of

engineering

or

natural science.

scientific/technological

approach

are no

a

relevant policy

disagreements in,

Rather, it is argued that only
to questions of planning and policy

making would be capable of removing subjective and "ad hoc" criteria
from rational discourse and

replacing these

with the universally

acceptable criteria of "truth" and the rules of scientific procedure
and

reasoning.

Only when

such criteria

are

met would conclusions

regarding problem solutions be recognised and accepted, and
result, the confusing
of much

as a

proliferation of "subjective opinion" characteristic

policy making and the politics of decision and action would

be curtailed.

On such

a

technological view of planning, the relation of scientific

knowledge to social action
formulating

a

or

practice would be partly

effected by

set of objective decision rules which would be applied

6i|b.
by the planner, policy maker,
determination of

some

"

or

decision maker to

secure

objective

"satisfactory"

course

of action

optimal"

or

given certain requirements that such action is expected to accomplish.
However not all

policy decisions

technological terms.

be expressed in strictly

Scientific knowledge

case

and not "what could be"

is in

no

from the

may

concerns

"what ought to

or

"what is"the

be" the

case

and hence

position to objectively and straightforwardly

determine

empirical facts what would be the requirements

or

ends that

an

action would

attempt to attain

—

though

goals

or

on some

(descriptivist and naturalist) accounts of ethics it should be possible
to do

just that, i.e. to derive evaluative statements from statements

of facts.
that

are

Hence the division between the ends

devised to achieve those goals

pursued and the

is made to correspond to the

separation of evaluative

from factual questions.

Thus, ends and values,

the

on

side, and means and facts,

one

means

on

the

other, constitute the elements of this great divide in issues of

planning and policy making.
planner would not decide
hence

on

the

best to attain

Rather, his task would be how

given ends by intelligently arranging the means
are

—

approached and
disinterested

to be taken

as

the latter being

instruments for
a

bringing about

problem which could be scientifically

analysed in terms of questions of fact by the
and value-neutral

planner.

Thus arises the distinction between the

desirability of ends,
the

engineer, the technological

the ends to be pursued by society and

ought to be pursued.

available which

goals

an

particular projects that should be undertaken or policy

directions that

desired

on

Much like

on

the

specification of means

one

area

of investigations regarding

side, and knowledge which deals with

to achieving those ends,

on

the other side.

61+5.The realm of
scientific

specification of

means

is said to set the limits of the

inquiry into questions of social policy.

Within this realm,

there is scientific research in terms of theories and models of

of

social/spatial organisation,

technological

specific

distinction between
the

(on the

and applied scientific research

model) involving the

purposes,

aspects

use

of theories and models for

such as prediction nn.3 control.

The latter

"theory" and "use of theory" is taken to preclude

"(JONAS, 1963 s

development of "theory of the 'use of theory'

pp.

119-11+2).

However, identification of the
value

dichotomy is misplaced.

said to be
means

its

attainment of

distinction with the

some

A

of action,

course

choice

by definition involves alternatives

if there is

even

only

one

the

as

goals, has to be assessed as to

appropriateness by comparison with something else:
or

fact/

Questions regarding means cannot be

strictly factual questions.

towards

action

—

means/ends

reasoned

open

to the agent

other alternative, that of "no action".

Comparison between alternatives requires their expression into some
common

and

language in order to employ

common

criteria of measurement
Criteria such

evaluation, otherwise it would be invalid.

as

efficiency, effectiveness, utility, functionality, economy, convenience,
are

being employed to interpret the expression "best action".

of such criteria that alternatives

by means

But all these criteria

that the most efficient

are

course

of action

efficiency which

derived

costs incurred and hence

of what is the
and costs.

meaning and

to be assessed.

value-charged notions.

the notion of
over

are

may

common

It is

Nor to claim,

say,

ought to be pursued involves

be defined

as a

ratio of benefits

requires further specification

denominator for measurement of benefits

61+6
Deciding

•

to specify the latter notions is not

on ways

a

straightforward

empirical task but involves judgments as to what elements

most

are

important given the particular conditions of the evaluative problem:
whether costs and benefits should be best
in terms of

individuals in

not

as

that

scientific,

on

as

"threshold

of value and meaning to
of "best means"

receive

be answered in the

preferred actions.

that

answers

are

(as in the technique
analysis").

of

Such judgments

Hence, there
course

are

questions

of settling questions

However, if it is accepted

"externally" determined

political/administrative

—

i.e. supplied

context, much like in the

o.r

then the possibility of value-neutral technological

—

solutions to the "best

present,

of

case

goals of the policy exercise, and not decided by the planners

policy makers

be

capita in housing

questions of value and meaning in assessing alternatives

within the
the

or

per

this account of science, for they involve the

planner or policy maker in value decisions.

that such

terms,

affected by planned

are

costs

newly developed urban areas

quantitative assessment known
are

or groups

other considerations such

or

money

time, personal effort and work, social disadvantages and

advantages of the individuals
action,

expressed in

even

course

though the

of action"

area

of

problem

concern

may

still be said to

of the planner is

accordingly restricted.

However, there

are

other inherent limitations in the claim that matters

relating to planned measures designed as appropriate in attaining desired
goals fall

on

the factual side of the

consequently they

can

be settled in

"dispassionate", "objective",
science and

technology.

to hold between

a

maimer

facts/values dichotomy;

and that,

"value-neutral", "detached",
following the model of applied

Firstly, the division that is postulated

questions of

means

and questions of goals is neither

6U7.
clear

nor

stable.

families in

If the

goal of,

reducing the number of homeless

say,

city is taken to be attained by

a

number of housing units

available, then this latter

goal to be attained by other singular

Several such

means

at which

council houses

new

means

combined

or

immediately spring to mind:
are

built;

units in the

existing housing stock;

to

houses for the

private

building societies for making

prospective

may become a

means

inducing

seen

means.

large/obsolescent

private developers to

market, combined with appealing
to

Thus, the separation between

for their achievement is

goal if it is

a

available the necessary funds

house purchasers; etc.

goals and the

becomes

introducing various inducements

the modernisation and subdivision of

new

means

augmenting the rate

to encourage

construct

of increasing the

a

relative

A

one.

in relation to the means that

means

are

needed for its realisation.

There follows that if
are

means

can

become ends

depending

on

the

they

way

being looked at, the claim that they can be specified in a value-

neutral, objective

manner,

by applying instrumental criteria of goal-

attainment, loses its validity.
actions may

not be

of those who propose

Any such proposals

prescriptions
they impose

viewed independently of the values and beliefs

them and those who decide
for the regulation

constraints

upon

constraints

are

controls

their implementation.

case

and, consequently,

the everyday activities and lives of

by them.

or

on

of social affairs entail

regarding what "ought to be" the

the individuals affected

compatible

Hence policy proposals for planned

To the extent that

some

such

morally unacceptable and others

are

with the prevailing system of moral beliefs in the society

concerned, the specification of planning measures presupposes
ethical, cultural,and political choices.

moral,
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Thus, the specification of
achieve communal

cannot be

goals

It involves

exercise.

measures
a

to be implemented in order to
value-neutral and dispassionate

the values and beliefs of the

planner, policy-maker, decision-maker.
and these may

be influenced, to

beliefs about what is
considerations of

a

Judgments have to be made

greater

socially "just"

or

lesser extent, by moral

"good";

or

by pragmatic

"acceptability" of planned controls in terms

meeting least resistance from the public affected;
financial
and

or

"mixed

economy",

Again it
of the

as

may

or

by normative issues of politics

issues of free market

versus

centrally planned

means

of

case

a

the public provision of housing for the homeless

reliance on the free market processes;
be argued

planner.

of

by individual

and of the "right" mix of the two extremes in

poor versus

of

political interests;

ideology, such

economy

designer,

and the like.

that such judgments could be made

If they

were

determined

on

behalf

externally to the questions

specification, the latter would be "purified" from value,

moral and

political choices and would be carried out

as a

wholly

objective, scientific exercise.

Consider the

following elementary

traffic in

city.

a

A

of regulating vehicular

Assume that the main goal of the exercise is to

be the reduction of

routes

case

peak-hour traffic congestion

linking residential

areas

on

certain key

with major employment concentrations.

politically imposed normative constraint might be that

be forced into
area

using any

of search for

goal); for planned

one

route.

appropriate
measures

no

driver

This limitation restricts the

measures

(means to attain

the stated

would only be admissible if they simply

made selected routes easier for drivers

travelling to work without

coercing them into following predetermined routes.

In the light of
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such constraints

imposed by adhering to

moral view of freedom of

some

choice

for the individual

include

supplementing the natural differences

a

set of traffic

city resident, the proposed

"broken wave" to
or

or

measures

would be

rate of flow of
these

distinctly

rendering the
effective

Now,

a

abolition

use

or

traffic lights

as:

traffic,

discontinuous

or

(either higher

speed limits

reduction of usable road width

or

wider pedestrian sidewalks;

permitted"signs;
Such

up

down);

purposely slow it

lower); effective increase

(narrower

in various routes with

management instruments, such

(either continuous "green wave" to speed

might

measures

"no waiting"

or

"parking

introduction of "bus lanes";

etc.).

expected to result either in increasing the

vehicular traffic

on

selected

routes, thus making

preferable for drivers travelling to work,

or

in

of other routes undesirable by slowing down the

speed of traffic movement.

scheme of this nature would be expected to result in the

channeling of traffic in a predictable

way

along chosen routings while

the motorists would be free from coercive control.

apart from

any

technical grounds

on

Nonetheless,

which that scheme of traffic

regulation might be criticised, it is possible to adduce moral
arguments against it.
measures

For instance,

residents of low income

as a

who drive to work may

areas

travel longer distances and this may be
Modifications to the scheme

imposed

consideration could not produce
there will

always be

some

a

noise

use

judged

"socially unjust".

value-neutral set of proposals for

aspect of such

of certain routes

as

have to

by this additional value

exposed to criticism and evaluation from
extensive

result of the proposed

will

proposals which would be
some

moral viewpoint.

generate increased

pollution adversely affecting residents

or

More

air and

workers located in

650.
along those routes:

areas

traffic

on

Reduction of

is this morally acceptable?

certain routes that

are

purposely made

more

difficult to

use

could result in substantial loss of business to any

that

operate along those routes:

neutral?
order to

The usual

retail outlets

would this proposal be ethically

appeal to some notion of the "public interest" in

legitimate such

measures

merely suggests another political

theory which is presupposed and taken for granted in this transportation

planning exercise.

Thus, it cannot be claimed that
neutral

components of

a

means are

merely instrumental, value-

Apart from having values and dis-values,

plan.

they also have consequences which do not

relate solely to the main

goal(s)

are

bearing

for the attainment of which they
on a

some

into
and

planned

Moreover, in assessing the degree of goal-attainment

of action such

course

consideration;

and in so doing

qualifies the nature of the

of ends and

continuity between

be

as

assess

and goals

so as

The concept of "the continuum

means;

Thus, while

seems

on

pragmatism

to bypass the

fact/value

appears

dichotomy.

to be broken by fixing

to make available normative criteria

combinations of

justifying the

specified.

with the

means

goals somehow in advance

seen

goal(s).

enters into

means

and ends in the field of planned action

means

alleged association

by which to

have to be taken

the choice of

(DEWEY, 1939s PP-U0f.),

sharp division between

The

consequences

means", put forward in John Dewey's writings

and "instrumentalism"

and its

a

variety of independent results each of which has its own

elements of value.

of

invoked, but have

means.

In this

way

in the absence of goals

means are

the goals
no means

rationally assessed

as

are
may

to the

degree of their goal-attainment, and so justified, the choice of goals
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appears

to lie outside such rational considerations and becomes

antecedent, mysterious and extra-rational operation.
of this view

on

associated view

continuity of goals and

process

a

course

in planning and of the

means

of the ongoing

debate regarding the

fixed plan to be implemented versus the notion of

for guiding action

"Pacts" may

The implications

stipulating the need for continuous critical thinking

have been drawn in the

concept of

an.

a

(CATAKESE, 197U).

indicate certain combinations of means but the facts are

always interpreted from some point of view which is politically
charged and hence not morally neutral.
a

value-neutral solution to the traffic

found, the fact that such

a

Even if it is accepted that
problem, above, could be

value-neutral attitude is pursued in

questions of choice of means aimed at satisfying
reflects

a

moral

standpoint regarding considerations of social justice,

equality, fairness to all individuals in society
no

social goals itself

—

indicidual should be made better off while others

Thus, planning in the sense of specifying

means

for instance, that
are

made

worse

off.

in order to attain

given social goals cannot be ethically neutral as is argued in the
technological model of planning and societal problem-solving.

Evaluative

judgment and presuppositions

and structural relations of

component of the

suggestions.
normative:
are"

of certain

planning.

Even the knowledge

it does not

cannot

theory-free, and used only to indicate
courses

For knowledge of

but rather

in

knowledge/action continuum that is planning

be said to be value- and
consequences

means

of value permeate the choice

of action rather than make normative

social/spatial phenomena

simply describe

implies acceptance of

or

is already

explain phenomena "as they

some way

of looking at urban
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society and its social

and political organisation

presupposes

given social and political order.

some

Such connections between

spatial phenomena
may

and

an

epistemological

social/

viewpoint towards

and systems of moral, political, social beliefs

be seen to arise

follows.

as

Tiio urban planner, much like other

policy and social scientists, is taught and learns to perceive urban
problems and to seek solutions to these within
way

of looking at the city.

sub-culture and the

society's

His perceptions

thoughts and beliefs.

amenable to further differentiation

related to his

are

training it has offered him,

common sense

generally accepted

some

well

as

.

as

to the

Moreover, he is

within his sub-culture for he is

normally trained in some other discipline prior to becoming involved
in the field of urban
have

a

different view of urban

economist/,

or

characterised
are

An

problems than,

sociologist/planner.
by

architect/planner will tend to

upon

mainly

a

say,

a

geographer/,

Each of these sub-cultures is

certain special traits, emphases, and interests that

exclusively cultivated within it.

training
or

planning.

The influence of disciplinary

perception of urban problems does not seem to be wholly

question of learning verbal categories to impose

empirical information.

Bather there

are

"right" perception within the discipline;
to these affects his way

upon

certain accepted models of
and exposure of the planner

of looking at the city.

He learns to

see

it and its

social/spatial organisation, both synchronic and diachronic,

in the way

that is suggested by his training, and the illustrations,

diagrams, and learned papers appearing
literature.

There follows that whatever he

of his interests is
aware

never

a

of the world much like

front of him.

in the relevant disciplinary

matter of
a

perceives in the world

passively monitoring and becoming

spectator of events unravelling in
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planner

interactions and

may

be

(i)

seen as:

a

perceiver of problems, of

interdependencies, of environmental conditions

expressed in terms of "outstanding natural beauty", "amenity", etc.;

(ii)

member of

a

a

sub-culture with its

orientation towards the

own

city, but also with further differentations within it;
as

one

and

of the members of

commonsense

a

society

finally

social group with its culture,

or

thoughts and beliefs which have filtered through and

moulded the

planner's

culture

actively involved in the process of his becoming

are

of relevant

(iii)

own

culture.

aspects of the world

Thus, the planner and his

even

aware

before his perception of facts

generates belief.

His

sense

impressions and experiences

objective givens and unassailable

may

not be

facts that

are

social,cultural,historical, political values and
empirical material available
his

requirements for

which would

into

city and its

The

to handle narratives

social/spatial

Bather the

about relevant aspects of

organisation.
as

Cultural

norms come

experience and sense
way

in which urban

defined and the nature of the solutions sought.

rigid distinction that is postulated between goals and the means

for their attainment in the
said to form
the

norms.

creation of plausible, well-

impression in the world and thus affect the
are

not affected by

uncluttered and methodical system of beliefs

operation to define what is to count

problems

as

to him is interpreted in the light of

provide the basis for the

structured and easy
the

an

taken

use

may

be

part of the utilitarian heritage and is well matched with

of formal

models of

"technological model" of planning

procedures of the sciences including mathematical

social/spatial phenomena

.

By employing models and lawlike
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generalisations to predict the consequences of planned courses of action, '
the

planner

presupposes

certain social arrangements and implicitly

accepts them "as they are".

His

the continued existence of such
of

whether,

the

say,

their residence,

activities,
in the

arrangements.

engage

ethically acceptable

are

stated in terms of

are

There is

no

critique

in which people select the location

travel to work,

particular society

principles.
of

ways

proposals

or

given

a

of

in recreation and leisure

given the system of moral beliefs

set of universalisable moral

Questions concerning the political and moral presuppositions

planning study are usually dismissed or disregarded or delegated

a

to those whose role is to deal with such "social

practices"

politicians.

no awareness

This happens not because there is

e.g.

—

of such

questions, but rather because they raise controversial issues
settling of which is taken to transcend
office.

There results

of function:

technical

a

division

the confines

of labour and

a

the

of the planning
differentiation

experts would deal with issues of

means

specification while politicians and decision makers will probe and
settle ethical and
for

of

political concerns.Thus, moral responsibilities

planned action become
a

adequate performance

task, viz. they become technical responsibilities.

Since the view of science

planning is

one

informing the "technological model" of

which bases its cognitive endeavours on the ontological

assumption that the
the

responsibilities for

knower, there

structure of the world exists

ensues a

independently of

positive and technological interest in

knowledge which does not allow questioning the"things as they are"
or

reality.

The knowers

advice and the known
advice

—

remain

—

as

the producers

these who

are

inherently unrelated.

—

of knowledge and expert

planned, inquired into, receive
The "planned",

as

receivers
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of

guidance, advice, plans,

emerge as

non-participating agents in moral

and

political issues in the decisions affecting their lives and society.

The

scope

of the

of participation that might he allowed them in the periphery

planning process,

the

name

hut

hy those responsible

of ends that

are

as

well as its nature, would he

defined

a means

ultimately not by those affected

for taking decisions in the light of

overriding technical considerations of efficient production,
effective

in

cost-

rationality, collective utility and interests, societal
and predictability of changes with regard to

stability and order,
what exists.

The

"plan

versus

process" debate in urban planning corresponds, rather

implicitly, to the distinction between
form of

paternalistic, technocratic

political decision making and government and

participation of the public in
views and mutual
the kind of
in this

a

a

adjustments.

"policy science"

one

which involves

continuous process of exchange of

The former would be compatible with

or

"technology" model that is discussed

section, and would aim at the production of end-results, concrete

and fixed

discrete

proposals regarding allocation of resources, technologies and
The latter has ancient roots in the philosophy of

projects.

Aristotle, though it has been espoused and given more modern formulations

by thinkers such
of the

as

Hegel and Marx.

It stresses not the final results

policy or planning exercise but rather the actual process whereby

the results and decisionsare arrived at.

The view taken of the
and the

planned is not

and advice

(or,

relationship between the
one

of

planners/decision

producer/consumer of

in metaphorical terms,

makers

technical expertise

master/slave relationship).

Bather, the planned actively participate

in

the process of erecting
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truth, creating the conditions of their lives, form their identity and
the ends that would he
is

an

compatible and ought to be pursued.

Thus, there

emphasis on the process of self-reflection and enlightened dialogue,

Only when such conditions
individuals

satisfied

can

it be claimed that human

free from the domination of technical

are

advisers, and

are

can

experts

and

independently take part in the formation of their

communities and social lives.

In the absence of
and

public participation from the activities of designing

planning the environment where social life unfolds, the capacity

of the human individual to self-reflect and

forfeited

as

individual's
of his

is his

practise criticism

faculty and right of self-determination.

practical philosophy and beliefs

emerge

becoming pant and aware of his community, its

culture,

those members view him.

society and is

a

process

language,

norms,

projection of the ways in which

There follows that

participation

of active involvement rather than in the

individual

The

His identity emanates from the process of his relating

mores.

to other members of his

sense

in the

is

mere

—

in the

monitoring of

preferences as is practised in much of contemporary planning

in the process

of taking

decisions, in moral and political debates

regarding the goals of planning or the advantages and disadvantages
of

adopting certain courses of action is a necessary part of the process

of

identity formation of the human individual.

Only by continuously engaging in such activities is it possible for

him/her to

realise what his nature and character is

expects in life.
in

It is not only socialisation but also participation

political life that reveals to

than

a

beast.

and what he

This

man

that he is

a

aspect of participation in the

human being rather
process

of life

—
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formation is not possible
that is modelled

technology.

on

elites who determine
to the
be

to accommodate in

For in this

what is to take

conception of planning
case

place.

data, regarded

as

Even if they appeal

relative and arational at best,

as

additional bits of information in the

Participation in this
a

process

sense

maintains

planning exercise.

only

iconic presence and

am

expert intelligentsia

to proceed with detached

and value-indifferent

analyses

problems

solutions to these in the

amd

interest".

propose

By

so

of morally and ethically charged

rationalising

the

process

name

of the "public

of life itself with

planning so extensively interferes, alternative forms of life

conceived

as

a

unavailable.

process
As

rather than as arriving at end-results become

Feyerabend has convincingly

in the formulation of social

morally non-evaluated

policy

may

argued, rationality

simply follow

a

programme

of

and

might be

say,

enhanced

mobility and accessibility

in the city could produce cases of ultimate efficiency

rationality in the urban transportation system,such as Los Angeles,

where

simple and enjoyable things in life such

breathing

some

as

taking

fresh unpolluted air become "intangibles".

could be said of nations
are

or

(FEYERABEUD, 1975).

Similarly, given goals of,
by private car

given,

embarking

say,

development whose consequence

weapons

human extermination

some

view which is legitimated by some authority

government to its "rational" conclusions and suggest,
on

as

of active creation in dialogue and interaction.

It still leaves the

which

it is the expert

public and attempt to register its preferences these are to

employed

is not

a

attractive to tourist

such

as

Greece, with natural

a

walk and

The same

resources

that

activities, whose economists and technical
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experts

see

fit to advise general mobilisation towards unrestricted

growth of the tourist industry in the name of chronic balance of

payments deficits.

The ensuing

mass

environment, drastic alteration of

scale destruction of the natural

ways

of life of the indigenous

population, disturbances in the pattern of employment, and the sheer
discomfort of the sudden
to

but

name

few,

a

way

rationality in matters

of policy and planning

of looking

thought is

has

which lies outside of the context within

things,

at

one

approach, belief, mode of thinking,

different

radically

a

which rational

advanced.

Moreover,if eliciting agreement

community members regarding issues of social policy and planning

among
is

is not

largely ineffective for it is often the case that

may prove

adopt

occurrence

particular nation.

Pursuance of scientific

to

of the population of the country,

well-known effects whose

are

restricted to that

doubling

attempted by

ultimately

way

prove a

are

effective

who

can

of rational procedures and argumentation, it

harmful

only with rational individuals.

"conditioned in certain
has been

For such rational approaches

process.

be said to be rational

However,

is"specially prepared";

individual

an

has been

ways"; his "freedom of action and of

considerably restricted"

may

(FEIEBABEKD,

1970:

p.101).

thought

Thus,

the

ideological system that is science and its rules and conventions

may

be

seen

to promote

individuals into ways
with that

other

As was

more

an

attitude of rationality which itself conditions

of thinking and reasoning that

compatible

are

attitude, without their seeking to discover whether there
appropriate

ways

of pursuing

answers

to the

same

are

questions.

argued by Wittgenstein and Heidegger, the methods and procedures

of knowing

determine the perspectives taken

grounded in practical human activities

or

on

the world.

They

are

"forms of life" (MANUEL, 1978).
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This hears

the arguments that were

oil

introduced earlier

(chapter four)

regarding the interdependence between substance and procedure, theory
and method

in

cognitive endeavours, but also the connections that

be identified between

on

the

one

epistemological and methodological viewpoints,

side, and social, political, and planning perspectives on

the other.

The

prevailing view of the world which the conventional

view of science presupposes,

truth

as

may

an

is

one

which takes the uniqueness of

pursued by science but also accepts the

ideal to be

possibility of being wrong in making claims to knowledge of the world.
Pursuit of truth is reinforced and directed

Hence

by method.

epistemological and methodological conventions

the range

of

statements and propositions which

and rational assessment and

claims to

knowledge

others;

critique being regarded

of the world.

proposals for action

Only

some

for it is both incapable of accommodating

expression in

a way

eligible for testing
as

making serious

world view, and not

those others and

restrictive conditions

which

even

to constrain

things, concepts,

"can go" in this scientific

dogmatically and rigidly imposes
and free

are

seem

on

thought

excludes the possibility of

thinking about alternatives.

5.

Conclusions.

This

chapter has sought

its methods and

that

concern

which made

procedures

urban

use

to explore the conditions ii: which science and
can

planning.

of material

contribute to the solution of problems
The discussion was structured in

developed in earlier chapters of this

a way
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(chs. 2,3>4>5>8 and 9)»

dissertation

arguments that

were

linkages "between
kinds of
to he

a

It took into consideration the

developed in connection with the

putative

particular epistemological viewpoint and certain

social,political,and planning perspectives.

intelligible

(Feyerabend)

or

conceptually

These

necessary

are

claimed

(Critical

Theorists).

The

starting point

was

to

pose

and seek to explore the question of the

disciplinary status of planning and the nature of its subject matter.
It

suggested that planning could not be currently regarded

was

social science

discipline

social sciences

as a

though its place is firmly rooted in the

given the social nature of its subject matter.

Planning cannot be said to pursue knowledge because of intellectual

curiosity and

a

thirst for learning.

taking place

are

involves

an

in the light of prospective action.

integrated

the latter entails
and

political

"social

—

Eather its cognitive endeavours
The field

relation between knowledge and reasoned action;

"practical"

—

considerations.

in the

sense

of ethical, ideological,

It could be characterised as

a

practice" with its constitutive rules, methodological procedures

for

accomplishing its tasks, and its

and

"practical" interests and hence takes its bearings with respect

to

own

It combines cognitive

culture.

pragmatic and instrumental conceptions of knowledge.

To the extent that

planning requires knowledge

upon

which to base

reasoning and deliberation leading to proposals for action, the full
range

of questions

regarding the nature of knowledge of the world, the

methods, rules and procedures employed in acquiring and legitimating

it, and the nature of the subject matter to which these are applied
assume

particular relevance.

Such questions

are

essentially
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philosophical and epistemological.
somehow

the context of urban

alien in

pragmatic interests.
of thought
come

a consequence

they

may appear

planning given its mainly

Philosophy is customarily conceived of as a field

involving disinterested contemplation and hence seems to

into

opposition with planning

oriented towards
of

As

as a

social activity strongly
This

pragmatic results.

philosophy but

it is certainly not

so

may

be true of

some areas

for moral and political

•

philosophy, and for analyses of social action.

Moreover, the role of philosophy as a means for clarifying epistemological

problems, eliminating doubt, mi sunder standings and contradictions, and
providing conceptual frameworks for thought renders it eminently

applicable to
action

which involves both social theories and social

field

a

intimately interlinked.

To

argue

that planning does not

require exploration of its ideological and cognitive foundations is
to

adopt

usual";

an

obscurantist viewpoint

even

and be content to carry

if "pragmatic results"

other fields which

study social life

are
are

on

"as

not encouraging, even if
involved in soul-searching

activities

questioning the appropriateness of their cognitive

approaches

and instruments and the nature of their assumptions and

presuppositions,

even

planning today

passes as

implications of what

if the moral and political
are

associated with deep controversy and

dissatisfaction.

Yet
no

entails

a

pragmatic

attitude is accepted

from the fact that this involves

escape

at and

are

if

even

a

in planning there is

particular

thinking about the subject matter of the field;
certain

taken

for

implicit presuppositions in the

granted

and

are

sense

not inquired into.

way

of looking

a way

which

of things that

For instance what
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would be

a

pragmatic result

successful

of planning? Would it involve only the

implementation and completion of items of the physical

of the city irrespective of objections from the public?

apparatus

Would it reflect the reaching

of

the

planned regarding issues of policy?

the

development of professionally adequate

meet

a

Would it comprise solely

plans

in the best possible way?

given ends

of these and

between the planner and

consensus

host of other issues may prove

development of the field

and designs

Neglecting exploration
detrimental to the

and its professional standing in view of

the controversial nature of its tasks which involve
with the

unexamined

taken and how

implied

the

field;

questions such

as

:

what moral views are

they relate to "facts", what "model of man" is accepted

by the theoretical

constructs employed for prediction in

what political implications may be associated with particular

epistemological and methodological viewpoints;
appropriate for acquiring and validating
in the

field;

one runs

what methods

intellectual tradition

the risk of commiting blunders

way

action,

of looking
one

say,

within

social context.

some

a

and injustices,
a

prevalent

By adopting

pragmatic orientation towards

renders unavailable other potentially more fruitful or

approaches

implicitly

restricts

to the study of the same problems and

so

his options and eventually his freedom of

The acquisition of new knowledge, the fermentation of

concepts and ideas
between

within

at the world,

satisfying

thought.

or

are

knowledge to guide action

and is liable to action that is not coherent either

some

ultimately tampering

everyday lives of human individuals.

By leaving

or

which

within particular

disciplines

boundaries and in

which often

ensues

interdisciplinary

disciplines and the interaction
in the blurring of jurisdictional

perspectives ought to provide
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sufficient

impetus for intellectual activity in planning
conceptual foundation and

prerequisite to sound
and

responsible outlook

Some of these issues

Special attention

"scientific

were

was

and its methods and

on

human affairs.

given consideration in this chapter.

payed

to the potential contribution of science

procedures

a

A strong

in urban planning.

technology with several undesirable implications for

aspects of "practice".
methods and

some

ethically valid

programme" could bring planning uncomfortably close to

the status of

of

an

as a

A weak programme would postulate the use

procedures of the

sciences in systematising

knowledge, developing models and theories

of

social/spatial

phenomena and deriving conditional predictions from these in the
context of

plan-making.

naturalism;

acceptance of methodological

Both presuppose

and given the social nature of the subject matter

of

planning, expose its cognitive perspective to the criticisms of
antinaturalists
thesis

as

these

(especially

a

scientific perspective

phenomena carries within it

a

particular

way

and its people which should be investigated
with the

chapters of this

four, five and nine).

chapters

However, acceptance of

reviewed in other

were

on

social/spatial

of looking at the city
for its compatibility

subject matter of planning and its moral and political

implications, rather than taken for granted.
methods and

Moreover, various

procedures and instruments of science

may

imply

corresponding conceptions of science and of world outlook.
of possible knowledge

form

science

as

one

society

as

well as

a

of the world of

Regarding
man

social activity affords greater scope and

flexibility in its application

to problems in urban planning

and
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(cf. ch. nine).

If such

fact that it cannot

plausible
in urban
or

conception of science acknowledges the
its theories

put forward

as

anything

more

than

arguments interpreting nature, it would be absurd to make
planning

normative

a

—

field

difficult

are

stricter demands
in the

a

on

where the empirical and the ideological
to

disentangle, if

what is to count

at all possible

—

knowledge of the world of

as

man

city and to adopt a conception of objectivity and ethical

neutrality which is proving increasingly untenable in the natural
sciences.

This view of science is not the

model of

planning founded

Eather it is
of

but

sharp

values,

version of

a

unnecessary

on

one

the strong

and harmful

known;

impose a total separation

The

an

actuality.

—

making

contexts

to

away

science is

section
there is

7)

a

number

distinctions between facts and

(cf.

ch. nine, section

7) which

of theoretical from "practical" activities,

knowledge and action components of urban planning.

reality

move

"policy science".

interpretations of ethical neutrality

"technological" model of planning

rather than

a

and results in detaching the planner from the

objectivity that it advances

of the

of

Logical Empiricism which introduces

planned through the particualr

viz.

programme

"technological"

and ends, theories and methods, subject and object, the

means

knower and the

and

which informs the

was

presented as an orientation

However, its inherent possibility of becoming

something that has already taken place in other policy
—

should provide sufficient motive for acting so as

from that direction.

accepted
as

scope

in planning

If the dialectical conception of

(cf.

ch. five, section 6; ch. nine,

is its perspective on the world of the planner, then

for much

more

credible contribution in planning given
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that both
are

ideological and value critique and interpretative categories

compatible with it and not conceptually excluded 'a priori' from

legitimate scientific discourse.
of

disagreement

that

conception of science
orientation.

a

—

But there

are

still several points

romantic humanist would have even with this
especially with regard

to its materialist

PART

Models:

TWO

Epistemological and methodological considerations.

667.

Introduction
further

In the
a

"Scientific

:

method", models, urban planning, and

philosophical disclaimers.

preceding chapters of the thesis attention was focused on what

number of writers call the "method of science".

to be examined concerned the possibility of maintaining a

problems
view of

One of the first

methodology without explicitly specifying

the range of

philosophical presuppositions that underlie particular methodological
viewpoints.
as

to:

(i)

A number of arguments

were

examined which

express

doubts

whether methodological and philosophical aspects of the

process

of scientific inquiry can be unequivocally distinguished

from

another;

one

and

(ii)

whether it is possible to

pursue a

particular

methodological approach, without dne regard to matters arising from the

philosophical implications of particular methods.
stated

that claims that

maintained within

such

praticular

a

clear distinction is

possible

may

be

philosophical outlooks.

Throughout the discussion, the main

concern was

with the social sciences;

was

and this

of this dissertation which may be said
As has been

However, it was

with views associated

prompted by the guiding interest
to lie in that particular

argued above, most aspects of urban planning

are

area.

best

placed and discussed within the context of the social sciences for they
pertain to social organisation in geographical space and to the world
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of

power

and politics rather than merely to functional, rational

design of the physical features of the space where human activity
takes

Such

place.

an

orientation need not involve negation

demotion of the significance of design elements in
which introduce the

perspective of the arts and

solving in that field.
urban

or

urban planning,

aesthetics in problem-

As regards the social scientific aspects of

planning, it was thought

necessary

to distinguish between

purely physical and social conceptions of space.

Conceived in

purely physical terms, urban space appears as a universal
and living organisms.

container of things
this way

looking at space implies the acceptance of

of

view of the world
are,
any

It might be contended that
a

physicalist

according to which "the physical" and "the social"

in principle,indistinguishable and"the social" does not possess

so-called "meaning" aspects over and above what is given in direct

observation

(

states of the
realm of the

or

if it does, these

human

(1)

said to originate from certain

system rather than from

nervous

mind).v

are

Such

a

some

view would be associated

unobservable

with

methodological naturalist programmes maintaining that "the natural"
social" should be studied by employing,

and "the
methods

guided by the

same

basically, the

same

aims of inquiry, viz. those of the natural

sciences.

Alternative views of space appear
its

over

and above

purely physical, directly and intersubjectively observable attributes

and social characteristics
space
and

to recognise that

should be

seen as a

flowing from man-environment interaction,

structured complex which is conceived of

interpreted differently by human individuals in their everyday lives

and in their social relations
individuals tend to

impute

and interaction.

In this sense,

different meanings to particular
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configurations of spatial features and attributes and to act accordingly.
It is

argued that

this social

or

"meaning" conception

of urban space

purely physical view which is not

should, at least, supplement the
satisfactory by itself, in

an

attempt to render urban planning

approaches

or

anthropocentric

more

humanistic

(human-centred).

nonetheless, the difficulties involved in effecting the fusion of the
two

conceptions of space

—

difficulties

epistemological and methodological issues

The

that
—

are

are

due to both

not to be underestimated.

investigation of aspects of the process of scientific inquiry

has entailed consideration of many

highly complex

and technical issues

pertaining to the philosophy of the natural sciences.
there appears

to be

the natural and the

a

of

nature,

social sciences.

It is

offering
one

one

recognised that

so-called

of

the

such

a

man

imply full agreement

of method in the sciences

and society,

as

on

complex of views exists;
were

the other side.

(2}
J

and aspects of the

selectively considered without

detailed critique of particular views

set of views

the social

side, and of

"methodological debate"
any

result,

It must be made clear that the

accepted claims about the unity
on

a

certain superimposition of views originating from

structure of the discussion should not be taken to

with widely

As

against others.

and/or

advocacy

Thus, it is in the context of

sciences, of sociology in particular, that the issue of

interdependence of form and content of scientific inquiry, and of
methods of

inquiry and

and discussed.
issue and the

theories

of its subject-matter, was introduced

Further, connections

were

established between this

questions concerning the interrelations of methods and

theories

in urban

process)

and substantive

planning,

or

relations between procedural

(theoretical)

(planning

aspects of planning; and

questions of interdependence of theory and practice in planning
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The existence of

the"problem of language"

language upon "both methods
social life

and the influence of

and theories employed in the study of

also noted within the framework of

was

phenomenological, and hermeneutic philosophies
pragmatist

demands

on

( 3)
^ '

antecedents) ^^which have given rise

approaches to acquiring

These

(as well

as certain

to a number of fresh

knowledge of the social world and make specific

what is to count

social life.

linguistic,

as

knowledge of the world of everyday

approaches reflect

concern

with interpretative

understanding of "subjectively meaningful" human action, and
of them

attempt to view such action in its social

context.
such

As

a

approaches

social

result of their idealist
come

are

behaviour

and

under

general laws.w/

and

philosophical orientation

based

on

observation of overt human

explanation of such empirical phenomena by subsumption

(6)

"objectivity"

The emphasis placed on

of man"

a

(a"

metaphysical basis
model

which would be

The

of man")

as

upon

which to establish

well as

complementary to

social theory

every

one

a

method of

a

"conception

inquiry

another.

position that is defended in this thesis is

relations of

"subjectivity"

by each of these two main approaches respectively

suggests that it is possible to maintain that
requires

and/or historical

into marked contrast with so-called "objective"

inquiries, which

some

some

one

which recognises

interdependence between philosophical and methodological

approaches to the study of the methods of scientific inquiry.

Methodology is not taken to be philosophically-neutral and theoryfree.

The

spectrum of views advanced by

some

contemporary

philosophers of science, notably Kuhn, Feyerabend, and Hanson has
emerged
is the

any

as a

reaction against received opinion that the aim of science

systematisation of experience that exists independently of

scientific theories

(HEMPEL, 1965: p.178).

Although this
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philosophical movement, reflected in the writings of these philosophers,
is not

as

common

ground

appear

(i)

united

as

can

it might be suggested in the first

be identified and established.

to fall well within such

common

place,

certain

a

The following claims

ground:

that pervasive presuppositions are fundamental to scientific

(ii)

investigation;
rather than true
beliefs and

that theories,

of looking at the world

as ways

representations or"pictures" of it, affect "our general

expectations, and thereby also

experiences and

our

influence observation statements

that theories
that the

discovery"

and the

justification" is problematic and needs to be rethought

if it is to be informative

These

(iv)

(HANSON, 1958);

traditional distinction between the "context of

"context of

(iii)

(EEYEEABEHD, 1965s P«29)>

conception of reality"

our

views, if accepted,

(KOHN, 1962/1970

may

:

pp.8-9).

have profound implications for the

position to be taken with respect to the issue of the interdependence
of

philosophical outlook and methodology, and of theory and methods

of

inquiry.

In particular, these views

of formulating a set of
are

valid and

norms

or canons

question the possibility
of scientific inquiry that

applicable throughout the universe of scientific

discourse, irrespective of the subject matter that is being inquired
indeed, they suggest that it might be

into;
such

a

methodological ideal.

in the context of the
also in urban

social

planning)

as

a

sciences

to

(especially

particular relevance
in sociology, but

subject matter and to take methods

subject for investigation rather than view them

neutral, atheoretical instruments
it cannot be denied

justifies

assumes

to strive towards

where it is acknowledged that it is important

to relate methods of research
themselves

This claim

wrong

(DENZIN, 1970: p.298).

that there is

their being

seen as mere

a

as

Although

pragmatic aspect of methods which
instruments for performing
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specific tasks in scientific inquiries, it is impossible to fail to
recognise

that, in the context of

tend to entail

theory

some

or

themselves be theories about

In this sense,

not be

can

•

social science, particular methods

theories of instrumentation which
society.

methods of inquiry and the theories they presuppose

thought of independently of the subject matter to which

embedded in some paradigm or way of looking

they apply.

They

at the world

which renders their

are

(ontology, that

is, assumptions about the kinds

world, and epistemology, that is, theory

nature and

of things that exist
or

theories of the

validity);

hypotheses advanced to account for aspects of the world;

methodological conventions regarding inquiry and evidence;

concepts

may

and

Although certain theories, methods,

specific research procedures.
and

a

philosophical outlook

of knowledge concerning its limits and

grounds

substantive

Such

application meaningful.

meaning system would comprise views regarding:

in the

may

be consistent with

system, there will inevitably be

a

than

more

one

philosophical

level above which inconsistency

must emerge.

The
no

preceding arguments
general agreement

on

were

introduced

the existence of

to show that there exists
or

the possibility of

formulating "the method of science" which would be based
and rational criteria of
in all

areas

Further it

which

of scientific

was

view that the

logic and method;

on

universal

and which would be employed

inquiry to arrive at objective knowledge.

pointed out that there are

many

arguments against the

paradigm of inquiry in the natural sciences is

an

ideal

ought to be emulated in all fields of cognitive endeavour

including the disciplines studying man and society.

However, this view

673stated in various forms

still commands

relatively wide support and

at least in principle, quite attractive.

appears,

climate of

scepticism with regard to these issues,

The prevailing
seen

in its proper

perspective, must inform those views in the field of urban planning
which

unreservedly endorse the use of the methods of the natural
to acquire

sciences

upon
in

of human organisation in cities,

knowledge

which to base prescriptiveplans for improved

geographical space.

future arrangements

More specifically, arguments that adherence

to the rules of "scientific method" would result in elimitation of

intuitive, often subjective judgments

of the inquirers and would

produce value-neutral, objective knowledge of the
cannot be maintained without having
counter-claims
space,

to

face strong, often conclusive

of knowledge

regarding the social nature

and the theoretical

social/spatial world

debts of observational

as

well

as

of

data.

If these arguments are accepted then theorising and model-building in
urban

planning would have to

move away

science and of "scientific method" and

from positivist conceptions of
give

conceptions of space and their meaning
of social action in the city.

organisation

in urban

space

which is

inevitably founded

inquiry

or

aspects regarding the context

Further, theories and models of human
necessitate

on a

some

metaphysical

"conception of man"
basis, and

a

method of

of acquiring knowledge which is compatible with such

"model of man".
between

due consideration to social

a

Adoption of the view which postulates strong links

theory and method in planning, between substantive and procedural

aspects,

or

between the knowledge and action components of urban

planning entails rejection of the claim that it is possible to obtain

social/spatial phenomena which will suggest

value-free

knowledge of

normative

implications for action and social change.

Even the
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argument that such knowledge will only indicate consequences of
certain

if it is

stand
is

courses

of action rather than make normative suggestions cannot

accepted that knowledge of

social/spatial phenomena

already normative, that is, that it implies acceptance of some

way

at society and its social and political organisation

of looking

and presupposes some

given

social and political order.

An additional reason which seemed to

justify extensive discussion of

aspects of "scientific method" was the need
within which the examination of the
be carried out.

to set the framework

cognitive aspects of models would

This task is undertaken in this Part of the thesis.

It is often taken for

granted by those who advocate the

in the field of urban

planning that attempts to adopt

methods"of inquiry in obtaining

phenomena
must

employ

on

which to base

knowledge

predicting

the constructs known

probable

social/spatial

models

as

are

for they

are

indispensable

essential in scientific

consequences

these results much

view may

of planned courses of action

experiments bestows

upon

such

"honorific" title of "scientific"

and its results the

a

"scientific

Alternatively, it might be argued that using models for

substitute for real-life

Such

of models

solutions to problems of spatial planning

elements of "scientific method" and

theorising.

of

use

more

amenable

to

an

as a

approach

and thus renders

justification and legitimation.

well be due to the fact

that the majority of the

undertakings for scientific problem-solving and systematic development
of

theory in spatial planning have been extensively informed by the

relatively

new

disciplines of Operations Research and Management

Science which pursue
These

disciplines

rational decision making

extend and formalise

on

well-defined problems.

the four basic stages of what
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they accept as scientific method

experimentation, and validation
to

(i)

(ii)
the

development of
model;

(iv)

a

(iii)

model;,

pp.iH?).

It is not difficult to
a

a

solution

from

(v)

(ACKOFF, et al., 1962:p.26); (RIVETT,

frequently claimed to be the distinguishing

disciplines

see

that the

(ACKOFF

and SASIEKI, 1968:

p.9"0-

steps of the method of attacking

problem in the context of these disciplines correspond

almost one-to-one
process

derivation of

to be solved;

Tk® fundamental role played by models in this version

characteristic of these

solving

the problem

testing and control of the solution; and

of the "scientific method" is

and

their approach

This approach consists of the

formulation of

implementation of the results
1972:

in a way which fits

—

applied research situations.

following stages:

viz. observation, generalisation,

—

with the

steps of

of spatial planning.

in science does not appear

a

widely acclaimed scheme of the

However, the

to be

as

importance attached to models in,

clear cut

case
as

for using models

is implied

by the

Operations Research.

say,

A number

of

problems arise from disagreements among scientists and philosophers

as

to the

cognitive

status of

the nature of their role in the
The

models in scientific discourse

development of scientific theories.

ensuing discussion revolves around

often

and

conflicting views regarding the

an

use

examination

of the various,

of models in scientific

research, and the relationship between analogies, models, and theories.

To

discourage

any

accusations of "unnecessary excursions" into the

provinces of philosophy
structure of this

Scientific

Part,

that
an

may

be aimed against the intended

important

point should be raised yet again.

research, whether it is concerned with the natural

social sciences,

or

the

is guided by certain presuppositions of an ontological,

epistemological and philosophical nature:

the locally, rather than

676.
universally, sovereign paradigm within which the particular cognitive

activity is being developed.
influence the way

of appropriate
of facts and

If

this

These presuppositions inevitably

in which theories

are

constructed, the selection

methods and scientific tools, the nature of the language

observation, and the choice of field of research.

conception of scientific activity is accepted, then

intersubjective criticism and assessment of the results of inquiries
can

be carried out

of the

inquirers

The purpose
task of

are

explicitly formulated.

of this Part of the thesis is to undertake precisely this

making explicit the various presuppositions that provide the

foundations for
in

only when the philosophical, etc. presuppositions

particular conceptions of "model"

these

are

employed

cognitive activities in natural and social science, and relate these

to urban

planning.

As will be shown, the predominant conception of

"model" in planning is essentially a
instruments for
are

as

employed

prediction

in what

may

perspective

on

considerations.

was

one.

Models

be loosely referred to

as

part-positivist and

social/spatial phenomena.

already criticised for introducing

planning

as

(conditional prediction) and experimentation

part-instrumentalist studies of
This orientation

pragmatic

a

'

particular

which separates theoretical from practical

CHAPTER

ELEVEN

The role and structure of theories.
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CHAPTER

ELEVEN

The role and structure of theories.

1.

The role of scientific theories.

2.

The

3-

Critique of the "standard sketch".

1+.

The logical status of correspondence rules.

5.

The cognitive function of models.

hypothetico-deductive account of scientific theories.

5.1

"Surplus meaning" in theories:

5.2

Analogical relationships between ideas.

5.3

Can the model for
of the

5-U

theory account for the "surplus meaning"

theory?

Critique of Campbell's "theory of models":
of

Footnotes

a

how can it be accounted for?

the realist view

models, theories, and "scientific method".

to

Chapter

eleven.
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1.

The role of scientific theories.

The discussion of relevant

that there

seems

of the logic
of science is

to be

no

universal agreement on a

of scientific discovery.
a

mixture of

and the contribution made
science to another.
taken to stand in

still the

methodological issues in science has shown

particular account

It is accepted

that the method

logical construction and empirical observation,
by each of these constituents varies from one

These

components of "scientific method"

may

roughly dialectical relation and their details

subject of inquiries ranging

be

are

from the study of experimental

(CAWS, 1967s p.3^-3)

techniques in the laboratory to pure axiomatics

•

Notwithstanding this picture of disagreement and inconclusiveness,
a

number of issues associated with the

scheme of

referred to

deductive account
and still
from the
or

as

the "orthodox" view.

represents

a

position which

dominates the scientific
"newer

hypothetico-deductive

to form part of a general

reasoning appear

consensus,

so-called

scene

Indeed, the hypotheticocommands extensive support

despite

philosophy of science", both as

endorsing comments and as

a

philosophical

the contributions
a

target for adverse

subject of interest to scientists and
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philosophers.

Its

sciences, such

as

presence

very

of this scheme

the deductive nature of scientific

scientific

view that

inquiry is

hypotheses and testing
been

argued

by

many

the

recalled that

emphasis that is placed

explanation and the closely related

of fomulating empirical

these against factual evidence.

writers that the nature
sciences

It has also

of the differences
is not such that

impairs

applicability, at least in principle, of the rules of the

hypothetico-deductive
though

scheme

to explanations of social phenomena

number of strong criticisms

a

have been advanced

The

It will be
are

a process

between the natural and the social
the

strong in the traditional social

economics and sociology.

the main characteristics
on

is

some

of the process

achieving

of scientific inquiry

propositions

of these

nature

quite convincing.

for testing and validation in the context

the end of contrasting

examination of

to such methodological naturalism

of which appear

development of procedures

—

provides the

means

towards

hypotheses with facts by

of

way

referring to empirical phenomena.

The

hypotheses reflects their aim to summarise experience,

not in terms of isolated

descriptive sentences

of

be classified into principles, laws, definitions,

propositions that

etc.;

and which are linked to each other by means of logical connectives

(e.g. "if
theories
in

can

but through systems

—

then", "and", "or")

(BTJNGE, 1959' Ch.IIl).

:

in short, through scientific
Theories familiarly

occur as

premises

explanations, and thus they are assumptions into whose truth

or

(NAGEL, 1961: p.107).

falsity

it is approrpiate to inquire

The role

played by theories in the hypothetico-deductive schema is said

to

give rise to three main sets of issues

Firstly, this schema

conveys a

(RYAN, 1970: pp.68-73).

picture of the

progress

of scientific

inquiries which does not reflect accurately what actually

takes place
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In the

in scientific advances.

(KOHN, 1962/

light of Kuhn's arguments

/ o\

1970

:

pp.

1-1+),

that rival theories

the view

empirical evidence, and that the theory whose

claims

by such evidence is refuted, is purported to be
of the

history of science.

discarded,
of

numbers

change
better

even

on

a new

theory totally meaningless.
of

In this

to the
the

the scientific

Thus,

capacity, they

scene

on

until

a

dramatic

Kuhn's account, theories play

to provide indications

appear

scientists with

(or instructions)

respect to what to consider relevant from among

diminished because the facts to be

Consequently, the importance of the view
theories is greatly

employed in the attempted falsification

theory become less visible.

Secondly scientific theories do not
from observational data

in the

to be simple generalisations

The

of such

presence

many

non-observable

non-observable terms
(9)

theory is not directly justified by the facts.w/

theories
observed
other

seem

they tend to introduce

:

(theoretical) entities.

frequently attempt
system

(or natural

form of behaviour.

developed to deal with
B

not directly

( "Weltanschauungen", according to (WISDOM, 1969) )•

pile of factual information.

a

are

theory is propounded which not only

which.supports falsificationist analyses of

of

rational reconstruction

"paradigms", which contain philosophical presuppositions,

world views

or

not sustained

the old empirical evidence but also renders the old

explains

the role

are

have been unable to account for large

may

facts, but remain
and

a

faced with

It is claimed that theories

though they

takes place

are

some

to explain

one

process,

phenomenon) in terms of

A

or

form of behaviour of

an

some

conceptual apparatus (or paradigm)
concreteness A, is extended to concreteness

(MASTEEMAN, 1970); (KOHN, 1962/1970).

network of analogies

Moreover,

Their connection forms

and "family resemblances"

a

(BLOOR, 1976: p.5o).
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Thus, there appears
between

to he

no

simple explanation of the relation ■

theories and observational

data.

"maps", "analogies", and "hidden mechanisms"
the process

"things" known

are

images

These "things"

development.

of theory

The

are

generalisations from the events they purport to explain

Thirdly, although it

may

furnishing
the
of

a

understanding

role

2.

to be

not

(RYAN, 1970:p-73)•

this sequence

in science,

remarkably effective in

mechanisms.

in formulating

in the account

and thus render

are

by theories

account of natural processes

of causal

analogical thinking

to fill gaps

a

that theories

coherent

that dominate

not be possible to agree on a simple

explanation for the successful role played
it cannot be denied

as

a

and in aiding

By employing

some process

theory it might be possible

of the causal sequence

provided therein,
This is

intelligible to the scientist.

played by theories in all sciences

(RYAN, 1970

:

p.73)»

The hypothetico-deductive account of scientific theories.

The vast literature which exists

on

the

subject

on

the nature of

scientific theories and the distinction between the latter and maps,

models, analogies, and metaphors presents

1970:

p.76).

characterised

of

general

consensus

(RYAN,

The concept of "theory" in the scientific vocabulary,

not unlike the

varied usage

no

concepts of "model", "law",
by

a

and "explanation", is

certain degree of looseness.

in extra-scientific linguistic

Apart

from its

structures, the concept

"theory" has been given different interpretations, characterisations,
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scientific context.

and definitions

in

distinguishes

less than four

a

fifth

one

no

a

For

example, Achinstein

(

conceptions of'theory"

himself) to he found

and introduces

in the philosophy of science

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: Ch.k).

The view of
deductive

physical theory

a

system

or

empirically interpreted hypothetico-

as an

formal calculus

is often referred

"standard sketch" of scientific theories

represents
by those

a

thesis subscribed

with

of this view
scheme for

with

never

will be

deductive

how theories

objects which

may

skeleton of the

have never been observed

theory and does not

and, perhaps,

of the structure
a

fully articulated

in the relevant literature

(c)

necessary),

(a)

terms

sentences
and

(d)
(12)

'

—

(2)

The intended interpretation

"the

theory" )

calculus is the

(b)

empirical meaning.

primitives and defined terms
rules governing terms

axioms and theorems

An example of

equation and its consequences.

may

—

which is the logical

a

—

transformation

formal calculus is

of this calculus

—

(the latter not

rules governing sentences

wave

which

possess any

necessary),

(CAWS, 1965s p.120).

of the

—

On this account

'

(or deductive machinery)

(the latter not strictly

rules

given that they

p.U06).

consists of:

formation rules,

and

general, well-structured

be understood

have been specified

The formal calculus

strictly

a

theories, five different components of

:

the

philosophers, especially

many

(11)

system

The calculus

(SNPPES, 1967s P«5>6)

present

can

directly observed.v

(HESSE, 1967a

(1)

to

lies in its claim

of scientific

as

logical empiricist orientation.The attractiveness

a

showing

deal

to by

to

a

(normally called

contain theoretical terms.

The interpretation

presentation of the formal structure of the

68^.
scientific

theory.

When the calculus

system of empirical statements which

hypothetico-deductive system:
organised

as a

primitives (i.e. the axioms

or

and the sentences which

derived

become

empirical

true.

The

calculus
terms

postulates) become empirical hypotheses;

designate
wave

interpretation

(SPECTOR, 1965

by means

of

(1)

(i.e theorems)

^

establish

of observation and the language
employ terms which

a

are

of the

individuals the

For example,

above is provided

theory of light

a

or

pp•122-123).

:

equation mentioned in

refer to unobservables

with

an

waves.

relationship between the

of theory.

Theories which

do not appear in experimental

theoretical terms used in theories have to be linked with

laws:

observables in order to enable
deduced

(4)

postulates

ascribes meanings to the terms

The rules of correspondence

language

from the

will be true if the hypotheses

statements which

interpretation

a

containing

The sentences

by stating what properties, relations,

the formal

(3)

has the structure of

set of conditional propositions

a

deductive structure.

are

is

(or meaning) it is transformed into

provided with an interpretation
a

(or syntactical system)

directly testable

from the theories.

The experimental laws

calculus and the rules

of

are

deductive consequences of the formal

correspondence taken together, or of the

intended

interpretation

They

are

confirmed by observable instances.

(5)

Other

models.

statements to be

and the correspondence rules taken together.

interpretation(s)

These

of the calculus

may

(some

say

(the theory).

of the formal calculus which

must)
(15)

'

are

called

be different from the interpretation
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Critique of the "standard sketch"

3.

The characterisation of
deductive

system

however, derive
enables
makes

scientific

a

exhibits
some power

a

fully articulated

highly schematic nature.

It does,

(a)

repetitions, and confusions;

of contradictions, omissions,

and this results in clear

definitions, and logical sequences;

(b)

affected

are

deduced from which

the

particular experimental

and

postulates;

statements,

it affords conceptual

formalisation identifies those

are

it

the required explicit statement of ideas

possible the identification

relevance:

as a

from the following attributes:

conceptual clarity:

theorems:

theory

aspects of

a

theory which

by particular data by making explicit which theorems

(c)

it makes

hence it becomes possible to recognise

premises;

results which affect specific theorems

it establishes equivalence in theories

to identify aspects of similarity and

possible

difference in theorems that

and

are

explicitly stated

in two

or more

theories.

It is argued

that

despite such advantages

scientific theories is far too

pp.56-57).
and for

the "standard sketch" of

simple although not

It fails to account

wrong

(SUITES, 1967 s

for important properties

important distinctions between different theories.

certain features

underlying

in this "sketch"

which

are

between

There

(a)

insistence on

theory and fact, between theoretical

observational languages or

terms;

(b)

are

characteristic of the

classical empiricism of this account:

the distinction

of theories,

and

by distinguishing the logical
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structure

(formal calculus) of

a

theory from its interpretation

(i.e. its relation to experience) it is possible to maintain that the
logical skeleton of the theory is but
an

instrument devoid

(c)

empirical content until related to experience;

criterion of meaning plays

the verificationist

role:
to

of

simple piece of machinery,

a

terms have to be founded

all theoretical

in

factsp thus eliminating the risk of metaphysical

science;

(d)

and

theories emerge as

It is noted

the deductive process

an

important

experience, related

incursions into

of reasoning is stressed:

hypothetico-deductive systems.

that such

systems

entail

a

conception of scientific

static

knowledge, because they encounter serious difficulties in accounting
for

changing theories and in clarifying

(NTKDITCH, 1968: pp.10-11).

in science

life

that all theories

for which

an

by increases

view of

theory

in observational

It is

knowledge.
a

but his

has been Popper's

criticisms, it is claimed

examples of theories
interpretations
relatively
theories

of this calculus also tend
A

appears

to be

more

The value

which will

an

precise

(POPPER, 1959/1972);

(NIDDITCH, 1968: p.10).

that there

that possess a logical calculus.

vague.

1967: p.57).

view

light of further scientific

approach is claimed to be ineffective

Further to these

and this is

One of the best known attempts to provide

"dynamics of science"

a

are

Thus, the static

dynamic

accommodate modifications of theories in the

such

fact of scientific

and extension;

has to be supplemented by

inquiries and advances.

a

interest is maintained

continually being modified by amendment
aided

the nature and role of discovery

are no

substantive

Empirical

to be schematic and

characterisation

of scientific

extremely difficult undertaking

(SOPEES,

of the deductive system in the form of which

6«7.
the

theory is cast

depends entirely

on

the rules

of empirical

interpretation, that is, the rules of correspondence
to ascribe

empirical meaning

derivations should
of

summarising

a

to theoretical expressions

not only serve

a

body of factual evidence, but should also yield

precisely

towards the "loose"

1+.

by the theory.

imposition

of

a

no

of observation and experiment that is

definite pattern

correspondence rules.

The view taken of the cognitive

scientific theories tends to influence
this matter

status of

(HESSE, 1967a: p.i|,06).

meanings

(e.g. "X is,

between

are

statements
as a

of

status of

positions

on

The problem of the logical
the question of

analytic statements asserting

and logical relationships

synthetic

this

the various

correspondence rules revolves around

whether these rules

The

on

general agreement about the logical status

correspondence rules.

But

system

The logical status of correspondence rules.

There exists

or

However, the

formulated hypothetico-deductive

language

an

employed by scientists creates serious problems with regard'

usually
to the

The

.

the relatively unimportant function

understanding of the events depicted
movement from

and their ability

(e.g. "X

means

the

equivalences of
same as

Y"),

making assertions about matters of fact

matter of fact, likely to be

Y") (RYAN, 1970s p.86)

problem arises through the introduction of the dichotomy
theoretical and observational terms

(or languages)

.

general "principle of scientificity" invoked by positivists
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to

distinguish between scientific and non-scientific statements

dictates that
to

assess

statement be taken

a

its truth

falsity by

or

scientific only if it is

as

of direct observation.

way

Now, theoretical statements containterms that
entities.

One way

employ correspondence rules which

provide definitions for such theoretical

(non-observable) terms in terms

Further, positivists claim that only observation

statements can refer to

entities, whereas realists,

actually existing

that both theoretical and

rejecting the positivist view,

argue

observational terms

to entities

be said

to exist.

must be

kept

can

refer

In the latter view,

or

can

intelligibly

the question of what exists
be observed.

(19^
the positivist "criterion of scientificity"v
realists

can

accept theoretical statements

the

requirement of translating

at their face value and eliminate

non-observable terms into

"scientific" observation language.

one

that exist

distinct from the question of what can

By modifying

of the

refer to non-observable

of solving the problem of testing statements referring

to non-observable entities is to

of observables.

possible

problem

(KEAT

acceptably

Thus, Realism rejects the foundation

for which correspondence rules

type of answer

some

and TJRRY, 1975 s

pp.

invoked

are

to provide

37-1+0).

Although the positions on the status of correspondence rules are not
always expressed in "pure"

straightforward
views

on

viewpoint
of

this

manner,

problem.

form and cannot be labelled in

it is possible to identify the following

Those who

argue

would adopt the suggestion

application

1975s p.111);

of theoretical terms

(RYAN,

implausible suggestion
the instrumentalist

a

1970:

p.92).

(HESSE,

(^)view

1967a

from

an

onerationalist

that statements of the criteria
are

analytic

( HOLLIS

and NELL,

However, this is said to be
$

p.U06).

an

Those who adopt

of scientific theories

are

likely to take
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correspondence

rules to be "extra premises of the theory, having the

other premises"

same

empirical status

Thus

Nagel argues that, in general, rules

definite

its

as

connections

between

(HESSE, 1967a: p.lj.06).

of correspondence establish

theoretical and observational

(experimental) expressions, though they do not provide explicit

PP.97-98).^^

(NAGEL, 1961:

definitions

in effect,

Si mi larly, Caws views

kind

of definition which, at

correspondence rules

as,

least at

stipulative definition providing

first, is

a

a

between theoretical and observational
as,

in most

cases,

a

correspondence

just as conventional

expressions

between signs and what they signify

is the relation

(CAWS, 1965: pp.127-128).

If theoretical statements

are

successfully reduced to statements in some

"properly scientific" observation language, then:
would take such theoretical statements
and would ascribe to them

a

truth

claim that this indicates that

to be

(b)

value;

(a)

positivists

"properly scientific"
instrumentalists could

theoretical terms

are

summarised

expressions of observation terms, and that theories are merely
If the reduction of theoretical terms to

computational devices.
observables

proves

unsuccessful, then instrumentalists

may

still

accept the use of non-reducible theoretical terms if these are useful
in

producing testable predictions.

of

scientificity" is

(which

purely pragmatic

characterises the positivist

statements

are

difficulties

properly

dichotomy

provide grounds

scientific

scientific

facing the positivist

observational
to

a

For the instrumentalists'"criterion

(or "the

and thus

removes

the concern

thesis) with whether theoretical
or

not.

In this sense,

account of the

two-language

for subscribing

theories.

one

to

an

the

theoretical/

thesis")

may

be said

instrumentalist view of
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However, both the positivist and instrumentalist
the realist

refer to

interpretation of theoretical terms, which takes these to

actually existing, even if unobservable, entities

TJERY, 1975s
used at

( 23)

p-61+).v ->'

all)

are

which express

taken

a

ways

of the meanings

(if

a

way

p.

88)

that is, facts about the world:

(HARRE, 1961:

of indirectly testing

takes place,

In this view,

pp.

the truth

one way

22-26).
or

falsity

of giving

an

of theoretical terms is to base correspondence

this phrase still

The theoretical term

(if

(RYAN, 1970:

theoretically characterised event

of theoretical statements.

rules

statements

to be synthetic

it is observed in such and such

Thus, they suggest

(KEAT.and

For the realists, correspondence rules

empirical relationships,

when such and such

account

positions reject

applies)

on a

model for the theory.

might be related by analogy

to

a

term whose

meaning is already understood, through the use of some model which

provides

an

interpretation of both theoretical and observational terms

(HESSE, 1967a: p.1+06);

(EEAT and TJRRY, 1975:

P-39)-^2^
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5.

The cognitive function of models.

5.1

"Surplus meaning" in theories:

As noted

above,

(2 6)

or

it he accounted for?

as

non-fundamental

(FEYERABEND, 1962), (PUTNAM,

untenable within the hypothetico-deductive account of scientific

(HEMFEL

theories

can

the distinction between theoretical and observation

statements is criticised

1962);

how

,

1965), (SUPPE, 1972a)

(NAGEL, 1961).

traditional view

—

in opposition to the

Further, the "operational imperative"

(or operationalism), viz. the explicit translation
expressions into observational ones, has
criticism and has
One of the

been universally

contains so-called theoretical

empirical

in addition

to

use

the

in that
is based

If the theory did not provide

to that which is

exactly

any

content

strictly licensed by the bare facts, it

equivalent to these facts.
or

Thus, it would be absurd

predicting anything

that is

included in the evidence;

and it would be inconsistent to

theory

predicting

for explaining

evidence.

It follows

is not assumed

predication.
meaning'

scientific theory, which

terms, has to assert more than the

employ that theory for explaining

already

a

(HESSE, 1967a: p.14-06).

facts and generalisations which it is evoked to explain

(SMART, 1963! p.28).

would be

been subjected to damaging

abandoned*

arguments against it is that

of theoretical

Setting

or

anything

that the evidence

to constitute

on

not included

which

the total scope

theory

of its

the question "whether a theory has

and what its'factual reference' is, over

a

a

'surplus

and above its
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meaning and

reference

Nagel provides

an answer

of theories.

He states that -"theories

indeed have
whose
an

explanation they have

above

and

special

uses
of two

one

terms
as

in the context

'factual reference'

effective role.

over

in

a

of

some

in the

case

vaguely

the meanings

to which

a

or

theory has

any

theoretical

in the

same

as

be

may

exactly the

it is reduced.

that

cannot

terms, cannot

an

providing

This

as

be accounted

go

to be

expression and

uses,

if only

even

inclusive

than those

He states

that

for the latter

The theoretical expression

expression

into which

expression containing
an

expression

observation

empirical viewpoint:

meaningful.

This is "sometimes

(CAWS, 1965: p.58).

part of theory for

the creation

progress

of "theories which

(ibid., pp.58-59)

According to Madsen, "surplus meaning"
or

that,

sense

in the theoretical

is an indispensable

knowledge necessitates

interpreted in

definition;

the 'surplus meaning' of the theory"

beyond the evidence"

term

a

for at all from

empirically

meaning

expression concerning

the observational

be accounted for by the

"surplus meaning"

of scientific

as

V/hatever is contained

it cannot be known

spoken of

same

more

a

(HAGEL, 1961: pp.120-131).

enables the elimination of the definiens.
is not

it has such

pregnant

by Caws.

into

they have

'surplus meaning'

that it is

more

given time"

expression

which

with it because of the

sense

in imagination,

the

a

been put,

reasoning is followed

observables is not

and in

instruments, its further

actually assigned to it at

reducing

a

in the

model;

of other

A similar line of

if

instruments, do

namely,to the subject-matter for

associated

either

familiar

like other

,

it has already

senses:

entertained

—

of the instrumentalist view

been constructed

Moreover,

role in inquiry",

by its organising

revealed

as

is located

in

a

theoretical

is the meaning in excess of that which

is given
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definition of that term

by the operational
Such

context.

transferring
some

of the

field

are

"explanatory power"

"surplus meaning"

constructions and

may

a

be the result

of borrowing

models;

the

may

new

and with it

Further

context.

or

functions of that

systematising

or

scientific

given

from another scientific field;

of ideas

transferred into

of

sources

"surplus meaning"

in

potential

be identified in hypothetical

and in

cases

of theories making

of such

use

models, the theoretical terms refer to the models and not to observed

(MADSEN, 1970s pp.11+5-1^7).

objects and events

If theories contain elements of meaning,
which do not
viz.

seem

to be reducible

truth-functional

operations

(i)

implications are possible:
related

to observation

of intentional

(ii)

some

ideas

statements

sentential
of

theory

in

some
are

linguistic

and deducibility

experimental data

some

—

the following

terms of the theory

are

not

are

(properties); and/or

not deductively connected;

the existence of non-deductive relationships

relation of analogy;

and/or

(iii)

non-propositional in logical form

form);

and this suggests

(or

some
non-

the possibility

non-propositional ideas, e.g. pictures, diagrams, iconic relations

(BHASK&R, 1975:

p.

152).^^

The second of these possibilities, that

is, the existence of, say, analogical relationships between ideas
and
in

—

and this establishes the possibility

of the theory

possible

ideas, e.g.
of the

on

experience

relationships between predicates

and this makes
between

data;

to

"surplus-meaning",

so-called

theories, has attracted
some

depth.

much attention

and has been examined
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5.2

As

Analogical relationships between ideas.

stated

earlier, "theories familiarly

(EAGEL, 1961: p.107).

Generally speaking, explanations

systematic attempts

as

of establishing

goal
the

phenomenon

methodology
known

as

theories

is directed,as is usually the
and making

frequently emphasise
and "models"

analogies between

materials

"models" for

of inquiry.
the

new

unfamiliar entities may
their

(27)
of constructs v

Thus, in the process of discovering

system

of

scientific

obvious analogy with

"this process,

whose elements, and
some

more

familiar

analogical thinking

in the process of acquisition

knowledge, in terms of providing

of

the basis for adding

hypotheses to theories, has been claimed by many writers to be

cardinal

the

(RUSE, 1973s P«63)«

(THEOBALD, 1961+: p.261).

The role

new

theories in already

other theories are said to serve

be explained by theories

interrelations, show

are

in understanding and developing

These

theories

that

Discussions of scientific

the importance

(ACHINSTEIN, 196k'- P«328).

explored fields

a

and/or

of

towards the

case,

of structural

use

(NAGEL, 1961: Ch.3).

"analogies"

be regarded

development

theories scientists tend to draw analogically on

new

as

that the construction and

of interest and concepts

familiar

already

can

at understanding the unfamiliar in terms of the

familiar, to the extent

explanatory systems

premises in explanations"

occur as

one.

(29)
'

The driving force

explication of analogies

which neither

theory

nor

the

of science

in the conquests of
range

may

new

of facts could

be

seen as

fields, without

grow or

the language

t>99.

to state them develop

in which

immediate epxerience, it is suggested that

"beyond

knowledge

paths

elementary
structure is

(CAMPBELL, 1957s PP.132-137).

may

he followed:

logical extention

imputed), and analogical extention (which

similarity of descriptive properties

p.1l|0).
rational

Science

not only

builds

thinking

but also

upon

Common speech
in

(31)
'

metaphors

is based on

metaphorical

in everyday thinking

(byERLY, 1969:

empirical perception and

(ROYCE, 1970).

metaphorical intuition

abounds with expressions

rather conscious

a

upon

two

(in which formal

^0)

relations)

and

To extend

which

were

originally employed

The widespread use

sense.

of

indicates the important

characteristic of

man

to seek and establish resemblances between

experisences that

are

new

what is novel is mastered

experiences

to him and familiar facts.

In this manner,

by subsuming it under known classes of

(KAGEL, 1961: p.108).

However,

the view that the new is

always understood by subsumption under the old

would face

of how analogical

new

use

of

thinking

metaphor

a

may

be the basis for

can

enable

man

of

even

remote- and vague

similarities between

becomes critically self-conscious

formulated

analogies

instruments of

upon

new

When such association

recognition of similarities

science

old and

point for significant advances in

the initial

as

(BLACK, 1962: Ch.3).

the starting

experiences is often
knowledge.

Further,

to speak about something which,

although familiar, could not be expressed otherwise
Detection

ideas.

the question

and hypotheses that

systematic

inquiries.

provides many examples

develop into carefully

may

can

be employed fruitfully

Indeed, the history of

of the important influence of analogies

( 32)
the formation of theoretical ideas. w '

Koestler's

parallel

argument that analogy refers

causes seems

to imply

to

a process

the consideration of

of reasoning from
some

previously
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unsuspected
holding

undetected

or

relationship,

or

set of relationships,

between similar but essentially distinct

(KOESTLER, 196J4).

Examining the concept of analogy
that "to

Achinstein contends

research
X and Y

is to

phenomena

speak of

constructs

or

in scientific
analogy between

an

( certain types of) similarities between

speak of

otherwise unlike items

X and Y

(or of

a

noting of such

similarities),

attention to which may

enable

the

(a point of view that might have not been

point of view of Y

obvious),

one

p.208).^^

used in science to refer to

The

more

common

relation

useage

a

As

assessment

or

a process

certain claims about

The concept of analogy has been

relationship,

is that of analogy

indicating similarities

objects.

The

to think of and describe X from

that might help to make plausible

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968:

it"

one

or
as

to

a process

some

special type of

between concepts, categories, or

of thought, argument by analogy

validation of

a

of thought.

refers

to

proposition.

investigation of the basis for extending conceptual models of

phenomena, originally developed as parts of the explanations of certain
"concretenesses" in the real world,
domains with the aim of
is

becoming

an

science.

One

extensions

as

and

attempt

area

providing explanations for the latter domains

important

hypotheses

regarding

to establish

to another

by

means

their validity

of abstract

(BOULDING, 1961+).
identify

concepts

such

some

from

one

The

"ultimate"
cognitive

of analogical relationships have been

by Masterman's attempt to show

character of T.S.

use

of

the possible order of the world

in the endeavour to

for the extension

indicated

task for contemporary philosophers

significant goal of empirical science is to

difficulties involved
reasons

into other seemingly unrelated

Kuhn's paradigms

the two-fold

analogical

(MASTEEHAN, 1970).

A
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The first

step in that direction

of cognition,

general process

side.

and

The former

may

of categories of cognition

exhibits

a

obvious

more

it appears necessary

changeable

to

by

way

referents

In either case,
signs convey

or

and something

between the abstract

concerned.

puzzle"

a

The latter

Whether

whithin

a

Kuhnian

attaining "revolutionary"

or

such correspondence

can

only

the

theories

be ascertained

of testing.

According to Schon, the

metaphor

reasons

in the formation of

should be sought
Two

biological,cultural,

between such concepts

correspondence

science",

manner,

the other

The main issue in the latter

meanings.

consists in "solving

Popperian

on

that abstract concepts

assume

empirical

framework of "normal

on

systematically through the

which depend

original analogy

and the

undertaking

a

side, and the more specific

logic of hypothesis testing.

"concrete" but the warranted
entities

between the

(VON BERTALANETT, 1968: Ch.19).

and extendable

is not the

in

one

be approached

linguistic development

case

the

on

of acquiring knowledge in the factual sciences,

process

study

lies in distinguishing

why the function of analogy and

in the history of theories

opposing schools of thought

( 35)

rationalistv

/

and presupposes

concepts has received little attention

new

be

can

school considers

the existence

distinguished:

metaphor
of

an

of metaphor and analogy.

as an

ornament

(i)

The

for language;

alternative, non-metaphorical

way

of speaking.

are

inherently intelligible and that theories, if based on reason, can

convey
the

This is based

that intelligibility

ordinary words"

school views

"the view

on

by the

use

of clear language made up of

(SCHON, 1963/1969: p.ij.2).

metaphor

as

devoid

that things of the world

(ii)

The nositivist

of cognitive meaning.
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It is

content which, though meaningful

with "emotive"

concept

a

literature and the

which is advanced

positivists

untestable elements in

directed against the unobservable

are

metaphors

(and models).

Given the positivist

observable facts, discouragement of

of respect for

principles

(or presentational) truths

by positivist.philosophers is not in dispute.

Further criticisms from
or

In this way, the

arts, is meaningless in science.

distinction "between scientific and symbolic

in

speculation, and requirement of justification of theoretical schemes,
such

criticisms

to

seem

do not weaken in any

significant

analogies, and models

play

(BARNES, 1971+: p.55).
reasoning"
truth

are

Thus,if is

the

in scientific

discovery that these

In his deductivist account

that

analogies possess

"a scientist
be

the

analogies

(ibid., p.l+i-i-5)

a

a new

theory

in science and that

fruitful in previously

The main requirement for

is seen as "the inferential subsumption of

may

display

general principles, irrespective

to previously

established laws"

analogies in science

prolific, undeniably useful, but highly overrated
search-guiding function in scientific research, and

fruitful.

as

they

on

the nature of

are

let himself

should

that have proved

Further, Bunge regards

•

Hempel concedes

explanation

heuristic value

under comprehensive
these

role

concepts have been recognised to play.

(HEMFEL, 1965s p.i+U5)•

explanation

explanandum

of the

as

great

guided by concepts and laws

scientific

the important cognitive

of scientific

attempting to frame

explored areas"

that dominance of "scientific

seen

and analogy

metaphor

in scientific change

theses of these two schools of thought.

corresponding

Both views deny

important role

of "scientific" and "symbolic"

complete separation

or

the argument that metaphors,

way

a very

Nevertheless, they

validity.

possess some

He takes analogies not

phenomena but

as source

in being ascribed
as

often misleading

as a source

of challenging

of

answers

questions

s
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they should he the starting
than

point of theoretical formulations rather

these formulations themeselves.

Further, he criticises

pitfall the thesis expounded in works such

(HUT'i'EN, 1956).

and

theory and

Those authors

explanation

Their view entails the

of theories.
is

a

metaphor

.They
:

heing

said to regard scientific

are

that the explanatory

argue

performing not only
the

and

new

and content of

metaphor

has been

unfamiliar phenomenon to some

of scientific

much

are

concerned

a

The

possible.
or

of

writers.

( 37)

key

of existing

representation

or

may

and develop

be

seen as a

metaphor

or

on

of

in terms of

In the latter

comprehended and manipulated

down

metaphor

In this
which attempts
or

anomalous

"metaphorical redescription

as

explanandum" (HESSE, I96I4.).

model.

a

and explanation of new, puzzling,

knowledge

(BAENES, 197Us p.U9).

change is laid

.

forms of thought and argument involved

explanation is afforded either in terms
part

Indeed, "it has been

'

to utilise, extend

what Hesse has referred to
of the

function

and pervasive

path of cultural

scientific theory

the domain

(BTJNGE, 1973s ch.6).

theory

analogical" (BAENES, 197^s P-57).

provide "understanding

phenomena:

analysis of the

(both advanced and primitive) and thought

many

that the main

metaphorical

context,
to

as

old

theory and explanation,

by detailed

these views, the important

acknowledged by

by scientists
as

scientific

some

in human culture

established

nucleus of the theory

heuristic but also a logical

a

this thesis has not been substantiated

of

metaphorical.

Bunge notes that, irrespective of the recent

one.

Notwithstanding

or

of the hypothetico-deductive account

popularity of the metaphor "model"

form

(BLACK, 1962), (HESSE,1963),

basically analogical

discarding

function, and reducing
and farm"liar

as

as

as a

a

Theoretical

familiar, well-ordered

some

case,

newly formulated
the model

.can

be

the basis of already existing knowledge
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Discussing the role of analogy in the acquisition of scientific

knowledge, Schon examines
role to
their
in

analogies in the

a

process

in that process:

use

number of

views which seem to credit some

of discovery of

an

the "common attribute" between

Schon considers
the process

analogy

of

of

process
come

concept to

a

for the

and metaphor

which

of

emergence

an

of

a

new

1958),

He argues that new

concepts.

new

new

situations.

^8)

new

symbol

as a

or

metaphor

concept grows out of the making,

metaphor.

There is

no one

is continuous...."

point

(SCHON, 1963/

Thus, the "displacement of concepts" does not consist
some

relation of

analogy between old and new

shared relations have not been conceived at the

"displacement");

relation

indicating

metaphor (BROWN,

instrumental concepts in

as

instance, but is taken

(since such

time of the

a

the old concept is not applied to the new situation,

in the observation of

concepts

of

"displacement of concepts" concerns

it emerges since the process

1969* p.53).

involves

ideas.

new

elaboration and correction of the
at

parts

he calls the

situation.

new

view is

a

manner

through the shift of old concepts to

"In this process
as

such

analogy in this

the

origination of

His thesis about what

(SCHON, 1963/1969*

Brown's characterisation of analogy as

Criticising

new.

concepts

concept"

Schon does not agree on this point:

uninteresting, because use of

the

that "analogy does not

This implies

in itself involve the formation of a new

nothing

hypotheses through

that is, by means of observing similarities

concepts already formed.

pp.37-M).

new

of analogy,

but it emanates

and

may

be justified

from the "intimation"
after the fact

by

that such similarity of relations exists between old and

concepts.

"Observation of analogies is the result and partial

justification of the displacement of concepts"

(SCHON, 1963/1969* P»V)
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The

concept of analogy is closely associated to the concept of model.

According to Harre, the rational construction
to

following the rules

proceed

of analogy is

logic

Craik notes that any

(CRAIK, 19U3);
models

analogies

rare

in

of

wide

exists

confusion.

to

that models

argue

This latter view is not

of science and has given

attempted

rise to

explications of the concepts

analogy and model, and of their respective

the

analogy

an

(MTHMM and M3HRAM,

same as

constructs.

identical

are

ambiguities in the

Part of the

a sense,

it has been suggested, not unreasonably, that

contemporary philosophy

certain

be shown

(HAREE, 1970: Ch.2).

kind of working model is, in

However, this is not the

•

can

theory of models, to which the

essentially analogical in character

are

"\97k-i p.5^)
and

a

approximation

crude

a

of

of models

roles in scientific inquiry.

has been attributed to the fact that

,

from

variety of model types that are employed in science there

type

one

with analogies

which could be plausibly identified

(ACHHTSTEIN, 1968: Chs. 7» 8; p.2L$)«

Achinstein calls this type of

model

not itself

"analogue model" since it is

an

only based

on one.

in the usage

of "formal
works
as

models".^^Thus,

synonymous
and

"model" and

analogies

is to refer either to

types

1969: p.283).

of confusion

there

are passages

"analogy"

are

are
an

in certain of their

essentially distinct constructs;
as a

The preceding distinction
and models

can

and states

model of X

physical system representing

of assumptions which attribute

observation that analogies

be identified

Achinstein emphasises that

analogy, "to refer to Y

some

can

rather carelessly interchanged

(GIRILL, 1972: p.22+1) .

that, in contrast to

certain

source

analogy but is

by writers who have developed the notion

of these terms

in which

models

Another

an

X

or

....

to

properties to X"(ACHHtfSTEIH,

is not invalidated by the
be co-present in science
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in the

that

sense

structure;

model and

a

there may exist

and

the entities described

between

Since the relation between
modelled is said

generally

(HESSE,

(logical

or

of the latter

1967^:

of that calculus.

consist of

analogy
The

and material

Structural

being modelled

This is the

Existence of

set out

a

be

formal analogy

or

possess

of

case

may

analogous

of

relation

It implies that if
in

formal system

a

modelled would be

models

some

which

formal

system

a

any

(scale model) of,

modelled
of

in the materials

formal similarity).

replica

relation

(or calculus).

if both model and system

by similarities

system being

and

would be the relation between two

is established

is

analogy.

between model

same

and above

but not material

similarity

0)

system

being modelled
of the

(over

of material
vehicle.

P*355)s

analogy relations

model and system

charcterised

are

which is being

relation of analogy, it is pertinent

explicitly

were

Material analogy

modelled

a

the"thing"

Consequently,the relation of isomorphism between

system

interpretations

(2)

(i.e.

analogy relations in the context of

formal).

(or calculus), then both

and

similarities

of statements

between model and system modelled.

isomorphism

model

and

Two types of

obtains if the model and the

the laws

by each system

to be

using models in science.

structures

certain material

model

a

the kinds of such

distinguished

share their logical

may

theory)(GIRILL, 1971; p.101).

the model and the

to examine

theory

a

analogy;

However,

a

and its model
or

relation

they

they

A typical example
say,
may

may

a

motor

"

have formal

have both formal

of material analogy alone,

"thing" being modelled, is not possible to conceive.

material

analogy presupposes

some

structural

could be formalised, at least in principle.
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However, it is possible to distinguish degrees of formal analogy which would

depend

on

the extent

of the

system modelled

of the correspondence

exists

a

only

some

in A

—

correspondence

of

elements in

—

the

B

are

sets,

that both

A and B;

say,

but is the

if there

analogy between all elements in A
which, in addition

analogy is known

as a

exception rather than

possible

properties

or

preserves

homomorphism.

the rule.

to produce something

isomorphism (e.g. certain mechanical

(perfect

Isomorphism
P»

115);

Only in special cases

that comes
or

and

the relations

analogy) evidently implies homomorphism (BUNGE, 1973s

formal

is it

Thus, assuming

and the model.

objects of the analogical relation

between parts

closest to an

hydraulic analogues of electric

circuits) (BUNGE, 1973s p.123).

5.3

Can the model for
of the

a

theory?

The role of models both

and

context, Young

means

267).

remarks

of language and tools

outside his
p.

in human

knowledge and in scientific theorising

explanation is generally acknowledged in the literature.

broad

by

theory account for the "surplus meaning"

own

that "the characteristic
he constructs

brain and outside his

Man is seen

as a

non-scientific activities

own

of

In
man

genetic system"

(RIVETT, 1972: p.1).

even

(YOUNG, I96I+:
in his most

He tends to employ

familiar

systems

strange

domains of experience are intellectually assimilated.

is not

always

a

as

models

conscious and deliberate

is that

models of the world

"model-building animal"

of relations

a

in terms of which initially

process

This

in most empirical
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contexts

and,

serious errors,

of the initial

More
of

it often results in the commitment of

as a consequence,

and the consequent revision, completion,

abandoning

or

analogical relationship.

particularly,in the context of scientific inquiries the consensus

opinion concerning the usefulness of models ceases to exist when

questions about the exact function of models in science are examined.
The main issue

devices
there

in the
is any

theory

to be the

seems

essential

subjective method

goes

on

beyond

a

(HESSE,

1967^:

between "model

and "model

as

On the

side there

models

55-104)!

an

are

analogies

for

they
new

or

are

not

those writers who

indispensable

science^-^

two

heuristic, dispensable device"

theory".

with Bahem's view

concur

in science

(DUHEM, 1906/1954-!

for private heuristic purposes"

models

pp.

may prove

the value

models have been

'in the context of discovery',

useful

and

(HEMEEL, 19^5s P«441)«

validity of

a

theory

regrettable

of

developed,

no

no

model(s)

equal to that of a theory for which visualisable
on

condition

that both theories contribute

formulating the well-known quantum

that

Bridgman

for which

equally well to the solution of empirical problems.
the context

p.253)-^1^

effective heuristic guidance in the search

explanatory principles"

be formulated is

(HESSE, 1964s

of this thesis contends that "well-chosen

provide

may

claims that
can

a

In the modern

and these establish

essential element of scientific

eloquent supporter

i.e.

as

identified;

explanatory

and possible

p.356).
in

an

that they "are purely subjective, psychological, and adopted

by individuals
An

dispensable

the function of models

main, contrasting viewponts may be
the antithesis

that is, "whether

and objective dependence between

of discovery"

version of the debate

that

essential cognitive

as

development of explanatory theories;

and its model that

one

of models

role

physical model

However, in
theory, it is

could be constructed for that theory.

Such
the

model would

a

theory

in

them

accept
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help demonstrate

not requiring

argued

in the
to

development

after the heuristic

this view

of the model

be discarded.

of models,

when

....

he has
as

formulated

simply

experimental

to be fruitful
are

analogies)

are

developing

or

being

used

( BHASKAR, 1975s
play

any

models

are

is incomplete

in

Thus,

on

heuristically

invaluable

"conceptual crutches
p.

156).

that

theory

continues

are

that models

(and

or

for the

in

tender-minded"
that models

in scientific theory and explanation.

those

who subscribe to the view that

essential and ineliminable

characteristic of the

itself is not

(although the term

always used by supporters of this

of this view

continue

embedded in them;

are

"model"

of the

a

of

of theory accretion and development

emergence

and

As long

in suggesting ways

process

The

theory...

a

But it is generally denied

side, there
an

completed when

this account of the cognitive

science, it is conceded

indispensable role

On the other

scientist is not

expanding theories

as

completed.

(NAGEL, 1961: pp.112-113)s

and in all these tasks models

important roles".

function of models

mistake the discarding

guide to further research, these are tasks that

finally done;

never

to play

a

a

the main assumptions of

knowledge
as

further function

no

Being basically in agreement

perform

the task of the theoretical

p.63).^*^

of the model

formulation of the theory is

Models have further functions to
"

that they

view of models in science,

exploitation

Nagel regards

the initial

so

(BRIDGMAN,1936:

of the theory, the former has

and should

perform

with

that

explanation

any

the Bohemian

Furthermore, keeping within
it is

of elements of

that is familiar to the physicists

a way

as

the interplay

was

prompted

thesis.reflected in the writings

position).

by Campbell's criticism
of Hertz, Mach, and Duhem.
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Campbell introduces

his argument by setting out the structure of

(in

physical theory

the form that

hypotheticc-deductive

(axioms and theorems)

On this account,

1967^

(HESSE,

elements

three

or the "dictionary view" of scientific

account,

theories) (CAMPBELL, 1920).

in the structure

a

characteristic

are

second

set of

(i)

P«357)s

(which he calls "hypothesis").
that

of

laws

(which

deduction

from the

required by logical

positivists.

later to be known

positivist terminology;
be translated
rules.

Such

do not appear

as

say,

in the"dictionary", and hence

was

allowed

by

in

logical

imposed that they

means

of correspondence

are

is manifest

a

not given empirical

Campbell attempts to supplement this

theoretical statements

analogy.

are

The interpretation of such

"theoretical terms"

terms,

at this

ceases

"hypothetical ideas", though part of the "hypothesis",

which

"in order that

through

explanatory theory

that "hypothetical ideas"

indispensable element in scientific theories.

or

an

hypothetico-deductive account by introducing

analogy

experimental

But conformity

and the requirement

into observation

interpretations.
the

(iii)

and

to the structure of

by the hypothetico-deductive account.
came

but not necessarily all,

some,

these would be explainable

point because Campbell contends

"ideas"

(ii)

"hypothesis" in conjunction with the "dictionary".

The above account conforms
as

of ideas

dictionary") which

"the

he calls

propositions.into experimental ones;
empirically confirmable:

formal deductive system

(theoretical concepts) ;

interprets the "hypothesis" by translating
of its

set of propositions

a
a

theory consists of

a

This is formed in terms

of the theory

propositions

termed the

subsequently

was

a

theory

may

The propositions

in

a

of the

model

be valuable

....

fourth, allegedly

This element is the

for the

theory.

a

omission of

"hypothetical ideas"

Thus, he affirms that
it must display

an

of the hypothesis must be analogous
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known laws

to

some

of

theories;

they

Analogies
are an

which theories would be

are

not "aids" to the establishment

utterly essential

part of theories, without

completely valueless and unworthy of the name"

(CAMPBELL, 1920: p.129).

In this

view, scientific theory cannot be identified with

system erected

the basis of

on

a

of the

theory.

theory

may

to the

empirical

processes

that the
The

To

of

principles of inductive

the

theory

and

are

of

in

possible to modify

initially explained
an

an

the facts" but

in the

act of

are

conceived.

imagination.

is essential to the structure of
possess a

dynamic character

wider

so as

to derive

domain of phenomena than those
On this view, the"surplus meaning"

is simply the model.

provides scientific understanding.

It does not only "save
Use of

analogy between the model and the phenomena of interest

meaning

same way

Now, by using the model of the theory

by the theory.

explanatory theory

It is possible

reasoning

and extend the theory

over a

respects)

which is already known.

arbitrary.

deductive

model is such

prediction.

empirical predictions

of

a

or

Campbell observes that theories

used

part of the

but not all,

principles of analogical reasoning

justify his view that the model

in

some,

subject-matter of some field

construction

it is

(in

be imagined to be similar

to conceive

the

postulated in

However, the hypothetical subject-matter of the

of imagination need not be totally

This act

an

domain of phenomena enables understanding

some

The entities and

world.

The relation

supplement and inform

"hypothesis" (theoretical terms) do not constitute
observable

deductuve

single set of experiences.

of analogy rather than deduction which would

explanatory theory of

a

some
can

relation
inject

to the theoretical relationships from which the observed

708.
Thus the model contributes to the meaning

phenomena are deduced.
of the

theoretical

concepts

an

connection with the observable

element

not derived

explanandum.

for

an

unreal

or

theoretical

direct

any

Explanation involves

centrally the substitution in the imagination of

relationship

from

a

real

(CAMPBELL,

one

empirical

or

1920:

pp.

2J73-256).

S'k

Critique of Campbell's "theory of models"
of models,

the realist view

:

theories, and "scientific method".

The

preceding account of Campbell's thesis on the role played by models

and

analogies

in the process of theory-construction

approach is consistent
that

models

theories.

of

or

on

with material
tenet

as

his account the theory

to be

come

time, and perhaps

entities, such

empiricist ontology.

Campbell contends

indispensable for giving semantic interpretation to

are

However,

"cannot be

with

reveals that this-

known as,

real;

though it is at

forever, unperceivable

molecules,

objects".

This

can

to

us.

moment

any

For him theoretical

be said to be "real" by analogy

only

agrees

(BHASKAR, 1975s p.15U):

with the

empiricists'

ontological

"real=empirical", according to which non-observable entities,

those referred

to

by theoretical

real, cannot be said to exist.
initiate

existential

terms and expressions, cannot be
Thus,

a

model

so

conceived

questions, that is, questions concerning the

reality of the theoretical entities postulated in the theory.
follows

that models

essentially

pragmatic

cannot

function "not

as

knowledge-extending but

There
as

devices, servicing the needs of the understanding"
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Fig. 5s

The function of models in theory development, according to

(adapted from (BHASKAR, 1975s P-154) )•

Campbell

(BHASKAR, 1975s p.156).
the movement

from

explanandum, based

one

on

Further, this conception of theory
set

of

experiences, Pi

already familiar sources

intelligible independently of the
phenomena, P

(which

in the

empiricist to

is the explanandum,

query

or

to be like

phenomena, and

explanandum), to another set of

This view of the function of models
radical

(imagined

involves

or

explained).

what is to be

always makes it possible for the

the indispensability of such

development of explanatory theories

a

movement

(see fig. 5> above)

(BHASKAR, 1975: pp.153-157).

It is claimed

that the achievement of

is to have"seen

that scientific

Campbell's "theory of models"

theory cannot be identified with

a
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deductive

erected

system

(BHASKAR, 1975s p.159).

on

the basis

of

a

single set of experiences"

However, those who argue from a realist

viewpoint would disagree with Campbell's formulation

on

First, science is taken to be

Thus, the entities

(structures

mechanisms) that

and

to be consistent

come

an

with

ongoing activity.
are

two main issues.

hypothesised in the models

may

(51)

theory and explanandum;x

appropriate tests against empirical evidence, which

' subject to

may

suggest

modification, refinement, and development of the initial hypotheses.
In this way,
become

the imagined structures and mechanisms of the past

"candidates for

reality"

be discovered to be real
the

directly observed

contested

existing entities in the future.

them.

On this

realist
may come

be discovered

.imaginary
models

as

be said

that only that which

may

Second,
is in

some

(i.e. real=empirical)

to exist

It is contended that objects

may

is

be conceived

the changing knowledge and possibilities of perception of

entities, they
may

can

by realists.

apart from

account, although models refer to imagined

(52)

to be endowed with "reality"that is, they

entities rather than

to refer to real, existent

(BHASKAR, 1975s

ones

P»159)«^^

"hypotheses" for testing.

discovered to be
of

(HAKRE, 1961) in the present, and

empiricist ontological premiss

way

may

This suggests taking

These "hypotheses" could be

"copies" of the structure

or

inner constitution

phenomena in the real world.

Thus, creative
existential

use

questions

whose

terms

world

is conceived

molecules
the

(

of analogies in scientific theorising

a

(HARRE, 1970s chs. 2,

3).^^

The model, in

theory is developed, is the description of the
by that theory:

in the kinetic theory of

e.g.

gases are

gases).

really

way

the

made up of

"The model containing

positive and neutral analogy with the explanandum

negative

generates

(but not the

analogy) is identifiable with the theory of the explanandum,
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and. this

theory has

1967^:

(RESSE,

models of
and

p.358).

segments

takes these

model is

a

a

system of concepts
to the basic entities,

to "be analogous

(NIDDITCH, 1968: p.11).

conception of models and analogies advanced

He characterises the idea
model building"

(i)

are:

"Copernican Revolution

the

as

that "theory construction is

(ibid., P.J46).

philosophy of science"
theory

by Harre

important components of theory development (HARRE, 1970:

as

1-3).

primarily

a

thought

are

modelled

The neo-realist

of

and

properties, and relations occurring in the segment of reality

which is being

chs.

to the domain of the explanandum"

In this view, scientific theories are essentially

of reality;

predicates which

their

real reference

a

in the

He argues that the components

"a representation of the structure of the

enduring system in which these

events

occur

which as phenomena are

(the theory's)

subject matter, and by

(ii)

set of conditional statements which express the

an

"open

possibilities
and

so

upon

The former

the obtaining

component

is

inner constitution and
is

responsible

described

as

conditional
The latter

statements

a

external

set

of

propositions which

component
which

of

are

of theory

or

model

or

produce

(ibid., p.1l+).

of the structure of the

relations of natural

things, which

explained by the theory.

It is

categorical propositions, together with

a

describe

theory is

sometimes

is

a

a

such

how the structure

conception of theory

account

"picture"

know them,

as we

to generate

of certain conditions"

for the phenomena

and which describe

This

a

generated"; and

are

of change in that structure, in so far
the powers of such structures

know

changes

which they

its mode of behaviour.

set
as

some

of conditional law

to form

reacts in

a

deductive

system,

particular circumstances.

complete reversal of the hypothetico-deductive

in which the deductive

system of laws

(calculus

cum

712.

correspondence rules) is the heart of the theory, while associated
additional

objects

interpretations

the model

system

solution

to the

the way

this

question by

behaviour

responsible

which

by

be the

on

account of the

constructing

or

imagining

possible analogues

things

constitution and

the mechanisms w^'of nature
This

task is chiefly achieved

models which

Such models

and materials and processes

irreducible
to

The

explain

(ibid.

structures

function

of the model

view of models

the model

a

are,

model, the source

assumes

in science.

attempts

modelled

are

These

be established
,

can

35; 39)•

Thus,

be attributed

that renders

them

in some way, intended

(BHASKAR, 1975s p.161).

elaborate

distinction between

subject

that they

to the experiences

no

"progenitors of hypothetical

as

It is this feature of models

or

assumed to
at first,

are,

may

part of the great importance of models in science
cognitive

are

that are understood.

in the models

to be identical with real natural

mechanisms".

are

In this sense,

for the real mechanisms, and

hypothetical mechanisms depicted

to their

each other

activity of the scientists is seen to involve, for

presently unknown mechanisms.

than

a

of phenomena

patterns of behaviour.

part, the attempt to represent

of

by Harrd as

seen

a

desirable heuristic

a

whose interactions with

things

of

A theory attempts to answer

generate the observed phenomena.

way

more

an

for the exhibited

the theoretical
the most

Thus, theory is

(ibid., p.35)-

providing

of those

of the theory is

"Why is it that the patterns

problem:

they are?"

In the realist view,

theory, while the achievement

the laws

among

(HAEBE, 1970: ch.1).

device

are

of the

is the heart

deductive

which depict mechanisms and permanent

to be only heuristic devices.

said

are

(models)

of the model, and the

particular importance in the realist
The

to represent:

subject of the model
a

model is always

is that which
a

model

of

something,

model for

or a

which the model

a

the model is related
it is of

model has two referents:

is modelled

on

a

source,

is,in this

sense,

which is something

the

possible to

The model for

of the concepts

source

classify the

many

models whose

have the

is also their

subject
form,

same

can

be

(WAIiLA.CE, 1971;: p.259).
to be used

through
the model

are

the

modelled

on

aeroplane

(subject).

an

A second broad

(source)

aeroplane

category

subject and

source

of models

differ.

"paramorphs" (HAERE, 1970s P*39);
"difform
the

modelling"

analogy

of the atom based
structure
which

on

such

of the atom,

the model relates

an

case,

are referred

atom

an

to as

and is

as

aircraft parts

a

subject and

model

is that into

Such models

source

of

(or parts thereof) is

aeroplane

of the very same

which fall
are

models

referred to

as

and this kind of modelling is called

P«259)«

(WALLACE,

drawn between

Thus,

frequently constructed

are

In this

the model

same:

the

this is also called "uniform modelling"

experiments

of scale.

change

on

whose subject and source

or

For example, replicas such

in wind-tunnel

some

depending

grouped together and

(HARRE, 1970: p.39);

"homeomorphs"

used in scientific

of the models.

source

source,

theory

a

in the theory.

kinds of model

between the subject and

relationship

and

known from which

already

inquiries into two important, broad categories

whose

In this sense,

subject, which is something

(HAREE, 1976: pp.20-25).

the model is taken

It is

a

by analogy.

(at least initially), to which the model is applied;

unknown

is that

The source of the model

it may be an already understood

is based upon:

to which

phenomenon
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something.

For instance, consider

and the solar system.

analogy

would have

and the solar system
analogically:

as

A model

its subject the

would be its source to

subject and

source are

different

711*.
in this

In the context of the preceding

case.

possible

to roughly characterise

of the nature

model

a

(KEAT and URRY, 1975: p.33)•
assume

The

concept of analogy

and dissimilarities

some

clarification

are

in the context

(or representation)

to

of the realistic

are

of the real

which constitute

they

Harre
of

are

are

taken to be

represented

distinguishes

used

to

some

claims

of these entities.
that

things

are

or

However, not

really the

way

in the model.

those models

existential

those

which

serve

"merely

do not have

any

are

the

source

explanatory function,

exist

of the former

cycles "with its picturesque terminology of inflation

analogues

"representational"

as

kind

are

(so-called

readily understandable

to be referred to later

He takes as an example

as

hypotheses, from the models which

models that

so-called "homeomorphs";

models).

ontological commitments

provide hypothetical mechanisms that could

"paramorphs")
(

no

(such

The postulation of such unobservable

picturesque terminology", which

and which advance

the

seldom

are

if sense-extending instruments

even

of

as a

structures and mechanisms

the phenomena

employed.

the actual existence

all models

are

interpretation

be regarded

can

structures and mechanisms in the model involves
about

(positive analogy)

Such structures and mechanisms

observation,

microscopes)

of the model

The concept of representation, however, requires

subject of the model.

as

involves both similarities

causally productive of

available

source

The notions of analogy and representation

Thus, in this view, the model

description
that

to the

which

(negative analogy) between the entities that

analogically.

of models.

of the model.

importance in this conception of models.

particular

related

representation

attempted

as an

of that which is the subject

(representationHs analogically related

discussion, it is

a

model of economic
and deflation,
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depression and 1200111"
belong

diagrams)

and

P«V7).

often

are

applications)

engineering

These

s

employed in science

"representation"

(on

A model of

structural

some

would fall into this
is modelled

it is

be

that become

urban
been

as

describing

structure

mechanisms

development
mechanism"

a

model would not

peculiar

suitable language such as

model of the description

In

general,

(mathematical) models

that have

analysis cannot be thought of

(icons) of the generative

patterns.

Unlike physical

or

("homeomorphs"), the models employed in the

of theory (" paramorphs") "introduce these as

(HAERE, 1970: pp.2+6—14.7)
questions

discussion

of

"homeomorph" of the real aspects of the

produce the urban

prompt existential
ensuing

some

sentential

descriptions of "pictures"

that

a

The sentences in the mathematical model can

concerned.

representational models

the

as a

developed in the context of urban
advancing

It

not obvious in the original state of affairs.

were

'

and

to provide insights into new

due to the model's

obvious

be taken

source/subject.
as

(say, residential location)

simplicity, abstractness

description of this kind of model in

seen

used in theory

model of "urban structure"

a

be possible for it

characteristics, which

its

are

The creative potential of such

nil, for it could

mathematics may

of "model"

sense

Its role would be primarily representative.

idealisation, etc.

The

different

aspects of the city

might have certain features built in:

relations

(especially

account).

category:

it.

on

a

to those of the models that

the realist

(and

analogues of physical systems.

as

"representational" models involve

construction

be

From the models which

to the latter kind, three-dimensional physical objects

two-dimensional
in

(HARBE, 1970

-

It is these

and make ontoiogical

focuses

on

such models.

a

causal

models that may

commitments,- and

As

stated

above, the realist account of models

hypotheses about
which set

In this

view,

of its

subject

that there

not really in the way

between

question

the

For

they

are,

but in

therefore

that

can

as

To this it

Models typically

in the model

and symbolic

can

be taken for the

model's

(so-called

and the problem

"reality" of what they

(WARTOFSKY, 1968: p.285).

represent

Concerning idealisation

that these

and abstraction, it is argued

restricted

to models

entities alone,

but pertain to every aspect

The notions of

"ideal

gases"

or

or

the

question of "real models", it would

the

abstract, often

of scientific

are cases

subject

or

theorising.

(physics),

in point.

As to

be tempting to ask whether

mathematical, representation of

the model of that

are

descriptions of unobservable

"frictionless surface"

"perfect competition" (economics), etc.

"really"

a

model-(WALLACE, 197U* p.270).

is whether

not characteristics

idealisation

without rendering implausible

purposefully abstractive;

taken to

involve

feature of

are

are

and what it

to which

"mathematical") models
such models

some

properties of their subject.

(representational)

example, mechanical

be

depict things

of the model

to the extent

commitments of the

may

which establishes

a way

be effected in the actual

depicted

are

ontological

arises

of the

the terms

way as

which intentionally

abstracted properties

and idealisation

and abstraction

subject

models

(WARTOFSKY, 1968: p.285).

abstraction
A

P«3U)«

and TJERY, 1975?
are

taken to

(structures and mechanisms) to

to the entities

(KEAT

are

and the characteristics

related, in principle, in the same

are

they refer

represents

imagined entities,

for some phenomenon of interest.

causally responsible

relate

isomorphism

or

the descriptive terms of the model

of the model

objected

real

among

to describe structures and mechanisms that

out

underlie and be

which

holding

processes

takes them to be

a

subject

is

it only represents the model
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which is
that

something abstract and elusive.

only the abstract representation is involved

"mysterious" model;
in

a

and this representation

certain way.

Through

representation becomes
the

However, it is asserted

object

as

a

the model

and

no

other

has to be understood

"projective convention" the abstract

a

"what characteristics

model:
serve

read off

are

their function through physical

(HAEEE, 1970

similarity to the characteristics of the object modelled"

p.46).

Thus,

but functions

a
as

real or imagined

model is not

"when it is viewed

one

as

The

preceding views

can

be related to what has been referred to

a

a

regularity;

regularity;
processes

(ii)
and

advancing

dialectic in

logical construction and empirical

a

(i)

identifying

plausible hypothesis to explain that

testing of the reality of the entities and

logic

following approach

Two distinct tasks

are

of scientific discovery might involve

(BHASKAR, 1975* pp.145-146).

said to

Firstly, to identify which

concern

of the wide

explain the latter.

^

the natural scientist:
range

of happenings and

phenomena in nature exhibit non-random patterns;
and

science,

postulated in the explanation against empirical evidence.

A realist view of the
the

"scientific method"

to involve certain steps:

seen

(iii)

as

The characteristic

mixture of

observation, has been

being in certain

the all-important function of models in science

on

earlier in this thesis.
on

model in itself

things" (ibid., p.l+0)

relationships to other

which is based

a

secondly, to try

(59)
Explanation x
' would involve both

accounting for the conditions which give rise to the identified
patterns

and for the mechanisms which operate to generate them.

The distinction between these two tasks is not

epistemological one, but involves metaphysical

simply

an

considerations
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p.20)

(HABEE, 1976

:

into

are

being

of

mechanisms

of the character of

sorts of latent
This introduces
and

non-persisting events.

mechanisms"
their

constitution.
to be

In

(ibid.).

becomes

The first

...

subject to

stage

identification of
rather than that

carried

appears.
model
are

and in terms

are

"generative
not manifesting

to be specified both

of their nature and

nothing

are

as

but what they appear

of behaviour of things is

to involve

things in scientifically explaining
a

be given

some

and thus

rational critique".

empirical observation

of

(HAEEE, 1976: p.21):

kind of form

of the dialectic in science

a

which

process

of the imagination and philosophically

exercise

can
a

of

non-random
a

pattern:

regularity

—

a

—

may

dialectic of logical

be interpreted

the invariance of

(BHASKAB, 1975 J

p.

1U5)

•

a

The second

stage is interpreted

as

The natures of the things

as

the

result

Experiments

out to determine the conditions under which the

building".

to be

an

(and)

construction and

are

are

by reference to the nature of things.The ascription

psychologically
analogy

when they

even

contrast, events

their behaviour is said

an

things such

Hence they need

of the nature and constitution

"is

patterns

and usually internally complex".

Scientific explanation

to be attained

paterned

distinction between enduring things

persist in existence

in terms of their behaviour

pattern

occupants of space with all

Enduring

potential behaviour.

the

produce

and capacities

metaphysical

a

which

things, permanent

powers

a

of events, temporally

the character

the

changes, while

which bring

" The conditions

:

pattern

involving "creative
and materials concerned

investigated in order to discover the processes which

generate the pattern.

But these natures and constitutions

frequently unavailable

to observation or not

are

known, hence they are

A
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hypothesised

or

"inventing

of

plausible

in it

processes
observed"

a

imagined

The task

in model building.

analogue of the mechanism

which would produce

(HAREE, 1976: pp.21-22).

becomes one

....

and the

patterns like those actually

Although "imagined", such

underlying structures and mechanisms

that

are

hypothesised to be

"causally productive" of the phenomena in question would not be
necessarily "Imaginary".
established

as

an

(ibid.: p.21).
not taken
"as if"
rather
such

as

over

The "hypothesis"

independent

or

model "may

come

fact about" the phenomena concerned

Thus, the "imagined" mechanisms in the models

as

simply

they

were

to be

fictional constructs

which

can

are

be shown to be

real, subject to the test of experience, but

potentially real things

which

may come

to be known

as

time.

A third and last

stage in the scientific

dialectic "involves

experimental production and control"

(BHASKAR, 1975s p.11+6) in which

the mechanisms that

or

are

hypothesised

subjected to the scrutiny
is

accepted

model

can

imagined

of experience.

Only if this last stage

the legitimacy of moving from the first to the second,

building stage be justified.

Increasing plausibility of the

model creates conditions in which sentences
can

in the model are

provide the foundations for sentences

behaviour, and causal

mechanism in

some

describing the model

describing

structure,

domain of phenomena.

Moreover, the model could sustain

existential hypotheses

the real existence

structures and mechanisms.

of

postulated

clear articulation "can lead

to

and the mode of its

search

area

If such

investigation

regarding

Its

quite precise specifications of the

investigation"

into the ontological

mechanism leads to desired results

(HARBE, 1976: p.23).

status of the generative

then the mechanism

itself would be

A
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investigated

(ibid.)
of the

it in the model

instead of the sentences describing

"At this stage the analogue structure ceases to be a part

:

theory, and

can

be filed

away as a

part of the history of

(61)'

„
science".v

Thus, although realism expounds philosophical arguments to the effect
that

things and generative mechanisms must

some

relies

on

scientific

experimentation and testing
imagined

real mechanisms

testing of

to be

appears

The

models against

essential part of this account.

an

hypothesised mechanisms depicted by the

display, they have

to be conjectured;

is to demand that they be

seriously

would be concerned not only
with its

adequacy

to sustain hypotheses

mechanisms, or to discover what the

regarding the reality of
are.

exist, it still

models

empirical evidence

Since the

are

not usually

on

and to take these conjectures
The tests

empirically testable.

with the plausibility of the model but also

in correctly describing the real generative

mechanism which is claimed to

produce the phenomenon in question;

"an occult

mechanism that fails

to show up

that

aloof from the known

portion of the net of laws, and that

stays

is contrived

only to comply with the data, is

(BUNGE, 1973' p.101).
discovery "

This

An interpretation of

any

distinctive

method

the"method

way,

makeshift"

a

of scientific

is shown in Pig. 6 below.

with the

(referred

sense

i).

preceding

a

number

Thus, models could be regarded

of the hypotheses

and should be tested

consequences.

shares

hypothetico-deductive account of scientific

to in Part

hypotheses in the
scheme;

than

no more

conception of the process of scientific inquiry

of features

the

in

by deducing

of the hypothetico-deductive
their observable

However, two important qualifications
statement.

as

are

needed for

Firstly, the realist view of the model as

721.
a

hypothesis for testing does not take the model to be purely

conjectural, as often

are

the hypotheses which constitute the starting

point of the hypothetico-deductive account.
that the model

suitable
kind of

frequently draws analogically from

The model achieves

source.

source.

as

measure

of

a

relation with

explanation

with the real processes

Notwithstanding

I

MOVE

II

MOVE

III

its

(already familiar)

by being modelled on a

which describe

the model

are

in

some source

what is imagined

retains

Moreover, the model becomes adequate
by being

constrained

and patterns of nature

these arguments that

a

by its relation

(HAEBE, 1976: PP.22-23)•

model in the realist

sense

FEEDBACK

Pig. 6:

The logic of scientific discovery

1975:

p.

11*5).

some

with the sentences describing its source*

intelligibility.

the basis for

MOVE

plausibility

The sentences

correspondence

By maintaining
a

It is argued, instead,

(adapted from

(BHASKAE,

722.
is not

purely conjectural, the doubt still remains whether such analogical

drawing from some familiar source
different from

a

would render the"hypothesis"

entities) which

to the effect that
mechanisms

some

(BEAT

"really" exist

the realists'

to

a

in

argue

pp.35-36).

Now,

the hypothetico-deductive method,

espouse

of

important differences between

hypotheses

are

made explicit,

that the realist account of scientific

of the process

philosophy

just this dynamic

process

and TJEBY, 1975s

Thus unless such

"dynamic structure

neo-realist

underlying structures and

conforms to the hypothetico-deductive method.

neo-realist account
as

involve ontological commitments

models and the deductivists'

misleading

inquiries

(terms referring

the realists' claim about the "real"existence

reject

unobservable entities.

it is

may

hypothesised

positivists, who typically
would

model

conjecture.

Secondly, the realist's model emlpoys theoretical terms
to non-observable

or

(S2)

This

of scientific discovery is advanced

representing

an

intellectual process.

The

of science conceives of the role of models

way,

since it aims to give

of theory construction,

structure of theories at various

as

well

as a

an

account of the

static analysis of the

stages of development"

(EABBE, 1976:p.2l4-).
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1.

A historical

The word "model"

its

linguistic

perspective.

is used in

usage

a

wide

variety

of

Not only is

senses.

highly diverse, but also its several

uses

in

cognitive activities, and in natural and social science in particular,
that it may

varied

are

so

one

single concept

be thought impossible to put these under

(STJPPES, 1960: p.289).

As will be seen below,

however, certain writers have attempted to do just that by invoking
the notion of "formal model".

discriminate

between the various

confusing and ambiguous
particular
the latter

In

a

very

uses

allegedly

general

is

as

are

the

statements that

models

are

experience.

constant

search for

expressed in terms
significant

—

seems

appropriate to

of "model" in order to avoid
are

often associated with

both formal and empirical;

including natural and social science.

sense,

of individual
a

senses

of "model" in science

domain
seen

Therefore, it

features

said to be

representations of some

The evolution of human civilisation
patterns and generalisations which

of some simplified structuring
or

relationships:

abstractions, idealisations, and models.

presenting

that is, in terms of
Thus, models

are

viewed as

726.

(WOLD

"building blocks of human knowledge "
tools for the

have been

Models

of

creativity

man

1969: p.14.38),

,

(MHIRAM and MIHRAM, 197U:
(at

part of man's cognitive apparatus

or common
p

.2+3)

•

least the

concept of "model", if not the sense of model in empirical science

today)ever

since he started

before the first millennium

studying the movements
records

over

movements

and

attempt to explain

belief that stars and

The Ancient Greeks

were

may

be comparable in degree of

were

also

However, the Babylonian

predictively successful but did

the observed events

planets

were

(due to the

the

explanatory

(as well

mechanical

models of

1972:

occurrence

analogy.

as

traditionally interested in astronomical

of celestial events.

predictive) and

and mechanical

For the Ancient

rather than its

were

the

reasons

Their models

based mainly

some

were

upon some

mechanical analogue

In fact Aristotle made extensive
analogies throughout

his work

use

(EIVETT,

of physical

(CHAPAUIS, 1961: p.113).

Greeks, the general theoretical conception was the model

(SKELLAM, 1972:

particular material exemplifications

p.1i+); (WARTOFSKT, 1968s ch.It).
analogies have been in constant

Physical models and mechanical
use

since around

the time of Aristotle.

Archimedes, for instance, employed simplified models
mechanical

on

For instance, both Aristotle's and Plotemy's

planetary motion employed

pp.1-3)*

prevailing

deities).

observations, but their models placed greater emphasis
underlying

events

to formulate predictions of the

planets, which

planetary movements

busy

(from about the 8th century B.C.

to nineteenth century predictions.

models of

were

These records of celestial

those astronomers

of stars

Even

and keeping fairly accurate

of celestial bodies

at least six centuries

onwards) enabled

not

B.C., Babylonian astronomers

of their observations.

collected

accuracy

observing the natural world.

in his study of

equilibrium, assuming highly idealised conditions.

727.
After the end of medievalism in science,
of motion

uniform

was

based

such

on

Galileo's mathematical description

simplified assumptions

perfectly-

rigid bodies, perfect vacuum, frictionless surfaces, etc.

(RAPOPORT, 1959s pp.369-370).
"nature

his model"

was

and

Leonardo da Vinci used to state that

produced

aspects of the natural world

started

tradition in

a

numerous

biology, and later

without

gravitational

impossible to deal with

about the location of the gravitational

idealising and model building

of the observational world

were

which

(CHAPANIS, 1961: p.113).

body at its centre of gravity

a

man

in psychology and filtered

law would have been

simplifying assumptions

attraction of

In the seventeenth

-

mechanistic conception of

a

through to other social science disciplines
Newton's

mechanical models depicting

(SKELLAM, 1972: p-11|.)

century, Descartes introduced

an

as:

(RIVETT, 1972: pp.3-U):

operation in which

abstracted and

certain aspects

represented

in a concise

theoretical scheme.

Newton's mechanics
which

man

was

viewed

mechanical images.
of

thermodynamics

as

a

complicated

models
was

were

for

as

a

number

of mechanistic models
of levers

Further, Watt's steam engine

by

and the development
man was

(CHAPANIS, 1961: p.113).

In general,

in the post-Renaissance period, which

(mechanical)

analogues, as

convenient means

experimenting and testing various scientific hypotheses.
later

system

of statements

of

original

some

contrast to

seen

proliferation of scientific activities, usually

a

physical

not until much

in

and other

rise to other models in which

gave

extensively used

of

a

machine made up

heat engine

characterised

in the form

brought forth

that the kind of model
or

symbols

factual system

It

which consists of

was
some

which shares the structural properties

(so-called "symbolic" model, in

physical three-dimensional models

or

analogues)

emerged

-

728.
as

element of the process

an

that the term "model"
the

of scientific inquiry.

entered the scientific

philosophical school

It is claimed

vocabulary largely due to

of Logical Positivism

(in the 1930s) (WOLD,

1969: P.U33).

The term
but has

hardly appears

in social science literature

For

example in the field of behavioural sciences, Nordberg

67 studies published in 1963

found

(NORDEERG, 1966:

p.

12).

It is

examples

of the widespread

science.

Instead it will

the word "model" in
the

2.

senses

Ordinary

usages

unnecessary

be

any

further

of models in empirical

and fertile usage

attempted to consider the meanings of

ordinary language and, subsequently, to distinguish

of "model" in everyday language.

which

by the word

are

strikingly

in its

use

"model" implies something set or

guidance

to state

of the term "model" in everyday language

certain meanings
connoted

with "model" in their titles

of "model" in science.

Some mea.ni.ngs

of the

parlance in the social

spread rapidly since and is now common

sciences.

before 1930,

or

imitation;

seem

different from the meanings

in scientific activities.
held before

whith emphasis

relationship between model and

to convey

one

thing

a noun,

for conscious

representational aspects

the

on

As

being modelled

(W00LF,

1975: p.379); (BALDWIN, 1960: Vo.II; p.93)5 (ACKOFF, et al., 1962: p.108);

(CHORLEY
to
of

and HAGGETT, 1967:

construct
an

or

form

after

p.22).^1^.
a

As

a

verb, "to model" implies

pattern, to produce some representation

original, to display or demonstrate

(e.g.

wear

clothes in

an

729.

exemplary

fashion).

serve

a

in

as

some

ideal

way

3.

or

perfect

in some

or

(

an

ability to

way

which is probably deriving from

a usage

representation

or some

train)

adjective "model" denotes

an

(e.g. "a 'model' student") exemplar, archetype, being

pattern

Platonism);
"model"

As

either reduced

abstracted

The model-theoretic notion of "model"

from

an

in scale

a

original.

logical

:

(e.g.

or

semantical

models.

There

are

several

empirical

senses

come

to be known

as

"semantical model"

(BTJUGE, 1973' p.110).

logic

the axioms.

in which all valid sentences of

is called

a

model of T"

signifies

"an interpretation of

(TARSEE, 1953:
an

P-

11

a

is

sentences, that is,

).^

by replacing

type, there results

the non-logical terms
a

class T'

T

are

satisfied

Here "model"

a

are

satisfied

or

/

theory to be simply

linguistic entity.

performed from the descriptive (non-logical

of T

"A possible

abstract theory, under which

Tarski takes
a

and with the

A standard definition

theory

(interpretation) all the statements of the theory

class T of

or

Formal logic is concerned

realisation

a

is
and has

P-35i0>

is given by Tarski:

(or true)" (BTJ1TGE, 1973' p.110).

and

theorems in "models", that is,

exactly satisfy

in mathematical

1967^:

deductive consequences,

interpretations of these axioms and

of "model"

both formal

of the term "model"

(HESSE,

"logical model"

sets of entities that

—

(logic and mathematics)

formal sciences

of axioms and their

with sets

in science

An important sense

science.

encountered in the

of "model"

If

an

abstraction

non-formal) content

by variables of corresponding

of sentential functions.

A model of T

730
is any sequence

important distinction

consisting of

Consider

an

orQy

are

defined

geometry

the sentence

straight line".

one

in the

fully formalised
appear

perhaps, in other axioms of the
terms is

defined in toto

axiom(s)

and their deductive

axiom(s)

can

satisfy

the

while models

(SUPPES,

through

The

a

set

consists of points and straight lines drawn

(

or,

rather, idealisations of these points and

axiom(s)

in the

and the interpretation of the

theory;

above

geometrical example would be;

of

and

Tarski's

set".

realisation

can

are

be given

axiom in the

"any two individuals are comembers

The following

informal characterisation

concept of "model"

could usefully supplement

formal definition;

"Any set of entities that constitutes

interpretation of all the axioms
these

of the

of entities that

in terms of set

of the model-theoretic

given in the

sets of entities that satisfy

Another possible

one

as

The subject-matter

in which the relationships specified

only

(and,

of these

use

reproduced accurately.

one

one

considered,

axiom

their relationships

One possible realisation of

axiom(s)

that is being

system).

those

axiom

and "straight line"

in the preceding

consequences.

as

as an

"any two points lie on

system

same

be described only

geometrical diagrams

lines)

:

The terms "point"

only to the extent that they

axiom(s).

Assume

geometry.

example from elementary

formalised

a

and

in

set of sentences;

a

theory

a

p.290).^

1960:

the

(3)
'

non-linguistic entities in which the theory is satisfied

are

of

Thus, the

is that in model theory,

to be noted

linguistic entity

a

which satisfies

sentential function of T' (BYEBIY, 1969 s P»135).

every

is

(non-linguistic entities)

of objects

axioms and theorems

and theorems

hold true is called

sense) of that system" (HESSE,

1967^

:

of
a

p.35U).^

a

an

system and in which

model

(in

the logician's

Although the term

731.
"model" is

frequently employed

carries

over

system,

(6)
^ '

from

logic the idea of interpretation

there

seem

models and those that
in the nature of the

the models

For

of interest

are

consistency

in the form of

a

model is

it is

a

a

of the

pp.110-111).^

an

prove

interpretation

construct than its original;
concrete than what

more

This property of semantical models

who

argues

that

the

seems

of "model" in the social

usage

model is

usage a

is

in which "model"

sense

sciences is the inverse of the

which dominates the mathematical

(WARTOFSKI, 1968: p.llj.3).

disciplines

which

of "model"

This sense

abstract

a more

(ibid.).

by Wartofsky

of "model"

for it

either

for

in mathematics is to

theory by finding

is used in the natural and social

sense

science:

in the purpose

or

of models

use

opposite

in the mathematical

also noted

deductive

a

p.3SU); (BOHGE, 1979s

of

while

model of

empirical

(CHAO, 1962: p.558).

almost the exact

sciences, where

of

that

actually existing model, since what exists cannot be

an

self-contradictory"
to be

in

entities referred to

example, "one important

the internal

a sense

to he crucial differences between logical

(HESSE,

used

are

in empirical science in

and

logical

In empirical science,

(8)
a

of

^ '

"mapping"

or

formal structures

This is

the

metaphor

also to be

current usage....

something

one

between

one

representations

between

can

models, replicas:
proposed

revealed in the

be

"mapped"

or

the derived

are

taken to be the original.
original
concrete
as

and

copy,

and

concrete

as

linguistic representation

....

common-sense

or

representative

The relation is

and

is most often taken

(ibid.).

abstract "

cf. section ij. of this

in some language

modelled domain

and derives from the

in which maps and models

versions of
therefore

to be "the abstractive representation

model is taken

their original

Chapter);

Physical

(e.g. scale

but in representations

(e.g. mathematics, "ordinary" English), the
(model) is abstract.

Although the linguistic

732.
symbols in the model represent concrete
the facts

—

in the

the model is "abstractive"

selective towards the

In contrast to this

"facts" that it

sense

of the formal sciences

that is,

things in the world

regards

—

viz.

that it is

sense

relevant to represent.

of "model" in the empirical sciences, the "model"

appears

to be employed in an opposite sense:

the 'concrete® embodiment, or in

" it is taken to be

methodological terms, the interpretation of a formal system"

(ibid.).

The formal

(or

system is here the abstract entity and its model

interpretation)
non-linguistic

is its "concretisation" in terms of actually existing

(or non-symbolic) entities.

of the

inversion

"ordinary"

sciences of mathematics

theories of

1+.

and

sense

of "model" which dominates the

logic, with the Platonic and Pythagorean

underlying formal structure

The heuristic

sense

Wartofsky associates this

(ibid. 1+;

p.11+3).^^

of "model": replicas and analogues of familiar

objects.

A
of

of model

sense

in science that

logical model and nearest

language

is

to the

both furthest from the notion
sense

is the so-called representational model.

the term "model"

one

models

serve

are

as

the

In this

sense

of

distinguishes replicas, analogues, and scale

models; that is, three-dimensional physical
which

of "model" in ordinary

originals

representations of objects

(or prototypes).

Representational

employed in various scientific contexts, but

important in engineering.

After logical models, they

are

may

particularly

be said to

733.
provide the second main
in

solar

system

dams, etc.
kinds of

which

system,

(EEEOFYAN, 1965),
(analogical
that

made

are

representing

Achinstein

(i)
the

from

an

machines);

true models, such

depict

only

models

reproduce all

of the features
or some

or

systems).

between

two entities

or

of the other

as

or

on an

analogy drawn

(iii)

distorted
but
and

(iv)
of

between two

(the analogy usually depending

systems

in the forces governing

However, not

objects implies

every

that the

the behaviour

analogy drawn
one

is

an

analogue

(ACHHTSOEIIT, 1968: pp.209-211).

so

is the model.

pictures, diagrams,

to include

(ii) adequate models

of their originals;

Generally speaking, if the prototype of

be

set scale all

a

for different characteristics;

underlying similarity
objects

so

others.

many

which do not reproduce the actual characteristics

of these

would

rods

of the features of the prototype

prototypes but are based

three-dimensional

(BEAIN, 1961)

models of molecular structures

scale models, reproduce to

as

essentially unlike objects

model

mechanical systems

four types of representational models :

different scales may be used

upon an

other

complexes of

of nerve-nets

important features of their prototypes;

their

or

or

spheres representing atoms connected with

distinguishes

analogue models

models of

electrical circuit model for

electronic models

atomic bonds;and

some

are

water-tank,

electrical systems modelling

analogue

or

or

scale models of buildings

or

or

Examples

scale models of airplanes, cars, ships,

(e.g. housing estates);

acoustical

p.35U)«

be used in wind-tunnel,

experiments;

buildings
an

(planetaria);
may

of ideas associated with the word "model"

1967^:

(HESSE,

empirical science

the

source

pictures

or maps.

a

representational model is

Two-dimensional

representations

Some writers use "model"

(cf. reference to Harre's account, above);

731*.
but others refer to

pictorial representations as "the aesthetic sense
consider these essential

of model"

and do not

useful in

empirical science

models

things that

are

need not be built

but

are

(BTJNGE, 1973s P-91).

only described

detail

but may

the purposes

symbols
and

and scale

though the analogue model

thing rather than its

description.

reproduce the prototype

models need not

in

every

introduce approximations and simplifications to suit

for

which they

are

sets of symbols:

or

—

Replicas

while analogue models

built;

actually

is still the three-dimensional

Representational

but only heuristically

built.

Further, they

they involve

reproduce the properties of the prototype

or are

not

mere

amount of convention,

minimal

a

are

analogues of it

(ACHIRSTEIN, 1968: p.211).

The purposes

general, such models
facts about
an

of

the

studied
a

of those

of

say,

plan for,

conventionally
to command

a

models

(e.g. to

building

produced

the embodiment
a

or

in

set of
some

of it is

constructed which
replica

a

or

increasing

of

symbols
actual

a

analogue model

the

are

also

used for expository

or

shopping centre, which is
Analogue models

have

attention in the social sciences, and in

Such models

(11)

structural

(that is,

physical

can

that the system is believed to

dimensions).

spatial analysis, in particular.

in

relevant

enhance three-dimensional understanding

or a

in two

but, in

Instead of investigating

The building of

Representational
purposes

come

represent.

natural laws

demonstration
a

varied;

is often the simplest method of investigating

consequences

satisfy.

are

in order to ascertain

representation

a

readily.

more

system

employed

are

object they

object directly,

be

representational models

for using

'

might be said to be

analogy, which

may

be expressed

in the conceptual structure they

system;

specify)»

the former being the predominant

735.
sense

of analogue

designations

as

science.

models in social

Coming under such

"simulation models", "operational gaming models", etc.

analogue models institute

some

pattern

on

the "basis of well-defined

correspondences, and the properties of the pattern

to discover relevant facts about the oh.ject

in order

corresponds

5.

then studied
or

system to which it

(KAPLAN, 1961+: p.267).

Theoretical models

The

senses

models,

are

of "model" referred

not those that

activities.

widespread

use

of the term

differ in certain

representational

models

predominantly used in ..scientific

employed

in connection with

1967^

(HESSE,

'•

of
set of

replica

or

physical

representation but

precise mathematical

terms

as

possible.

or

of

"model", but for the

purposes

are

rather based

system, often expressed

There exist notable variations in the terminology
sense

may

These models usually involve no

object

as

it

in empirical science for the purposes of prediction,

an

in

Moreover,the

activities, is not characteristic of the majority

about

some

variety of mathematical

of "model", heuristically useful though

assumptions

on

a

P«355).^^

explanation, and theory development.
elements

of "model" has led to

developed in empirical science, logical models

sense

experimental

logical and representational

significant respects from these so-called mathematical

semiformal models

be in

are

to above, viz.

Although the logical sense

theoretical structures

or

are

applied

to this

of differentiating this from

of

73b.
other

of the term

senses

adopted.

The particular meaning associated

theoretical model

For
on

Hesse,
the

will be

prior formulation

on

models

a

explaining

some

Hesse considers

system of interest

system under investigation.

to the

"surplus

of

of

some

element"

carries

(e.g. familiar

theories)

with the aim of

model in

a

way

a

well-known

system with

that

the

said to be

are

(or explain; the explanandum),

may

be transferred

Although almost

by analogy

every

model

or

"surplus meaning", it is precisely the

some

and explanation

prediction

systems

that is less well-established.

represent

system under investigation.

interpretation

which is

of the particular phenomena

Thus, theoretical models

"richer" than the system they
and possess a

known)

the distinctive characteristic of theoretical models

from such association

to derive

if

In this sense, theoretical

.

empirical

or

of its basic

one

However, i'u does

of that system,

to and independent

mathematical

for its development

model).

exploit well known and understood
or

use

logical

model is invoked to explain

mechanisms,

of the discussion.

course

(and this is

theory

(or theory

system

some

of

will he

with the notion of

does not depend

the notion of

epistemologicallv prior
that the

explicated in the

theoretical model

a

differences from

depend

the convention "theoretical model"

that exploits that "surplus meaning" in

that characterises

that model

as a

"theoretical model".

Further, Hesse distinguishes two senses of theoretical models
on

the understanding that any

possesses
out to

.

model derived from

both negative and positive analogies

stripped of
identified

the

familiar system

with the system

Thus, her "modeli" is an analogue

explain.

some

which has been

(known) negative analogy, and which alone

with the

theory

it sets

can

in connection with which it is used;

be

737.
and. this is referred
contrasted with
the

by

analogy"

This is

"model-]"

(whose positive

or

is
negative

in addition to the known positive analogy.

of the model consists

use

proper".

object which includes

being the analogue

of properties

known)

analogy is not yet

or

»

Now, what has been called

set

a

the "theoretical model

as

"model2"

negative analogy.

characterised

The

to

in

investigating this so-called

"neutral

which might suggest developments of the theory, to be confirmed

refuted

by empirical testing

(HESSE, 1967

P«35>6); (HESSE, 1964

s

:

pp.125-132).

Achinstein

Hesse's.
or

presents

(13)

to be

or

distinguished

constructions.

theory.

a

theoretical model not

from its original, but

object

some

broader approach to theoretical models than

He characterises

system distinct

about

a

system

it

model

are

as

It is not

when

often

the original.

It is

from diagrams, pictures, and other physical
a

theory although it is snmptimps called

To call something a model is

about

as

object

some

set of assumptions

as a

which stands

as

calling it

not to suggest the

theory.

a

stated in mathematical

The assumptions in
language.

same
a

a

things

theoretical

In social science,

where the contrast between mathematical and non-mathematical treatment

marked

than in physical science,

is

more

is

generally used to refer to theoretical models.

so

in urban

spatial analysis

the term "mathematical model"

inner structure,

intended to

a

is especially

and planning.

Another characteristic of "theoretical model"

out to describe

This

type of object

or

composition,

mechanism

or

system

explain various properties

is that the latter sets

by attributing to it

some

reference to which is

exhibited by that object

or

flJ

system.

^

'

This attribution of

some

structure

or

mechanism is usually

738.
treated

as

though

the

approximation useful for certain purposes

realist view

of models diverges on this issue.

two different hut related

are

"value" of
fulfils
of

simplified

a

completeness

attained

or accuracy

same

system

Although

some

(in

applied

are

systems

in

to

a

principles and assumptions
these

For
of
and

objects

or

some

analogy

some

known

system

ones) also

between

is proposed

the

object

object

or

of

ways

basic theory.

of the

use

Principles
new

restricted class of objects

as a

and this set of

way;

theoretical model for

or

The latter is usually

some

The model proper can

might have been based

be

of these laws

may

(or

similar

This kind of

be reasonable first

subsequent

distinguished from

^^^(

some

to establish the principles of

that they

subject to tests and

the basis

and principles that are

the system depicted in the model.

model, but only to suggest

on

system described in the model

by laws

and it is assumed that
govern

often formulated

are

system.

which is governed

approximations;

different

in meaning and

and simplified

analogical reasoning is not sufficient
the

Often alternative

systems.

different

understood;

in representing,

below), it is developed

more

relatively

Achinstein, theoretical models

an

the level

(or theories) together with certain

approximate

an

devised as

to be stated

ways

general theory

more

assumptions
or

(ii)

and corresponding to different purposes of

within the broader framework of
of

regard to the

and

by the model

theoretical model differs

a

theory

a

be

can

There

the extent to which the model

for which it is developed;

representing its structure,

term from

of view with

capturing the "essence" of its original.

or

models of the

use.

(i)

theoretical model:

a

the purpose

copying,

points

—

any

ACHINSTEIN, 1968:

modifications.

analogy

Ch.7).

upon

which it

Consider for

739.
example, the well-known "gravity model" which gives rise to a number
of

of models
In its

"spatial interaction" employed in urban analysis.

(cf.ch. two)

original formulation

(a)

drawn between:

analogy

spatially

this model is based

on an

aggregates or "masses" of individuals

located in cities and the relations of exchange, contacts,

interaction between such

centres,

and

(b)

system of celestial

some

bodies

(planets) whose movements and the gravitational pull which

exerts

upon

another

The characteristics

"gravity model";
the

are

by known laws of planetary motion.

of celestial bodies

the positive

"forces" which govern

two domains.

are

Being referred to

founded

on

a

as

"gravity model"

(HARRIS, 196U)5

—

"gravity model"

in the

to the

tend to play

movements of heavenly

"spatial interaction models" they

different set of

theoretical formulation

reproduced

the behaviour of connected elements in the

analogical relation

bodies.

not

analogy lies in the similarity of

Modern derivations of the

down its direct

an

governed

one

for

assumptions

and aim at

some

are

appropriate

instance, the attempt to state

the

in terms of probabilities of interaction or "opportunities"
or

the statistical derivation of the model based on

analogy with statistical mechanics, using

the notion of "entropy"

(WILSON, 1971+) 5 (WILSON, 1967); (WILSON, 1970); (SENIOR, 1973).

Generally speaking, theoretical models
constructs

which need not be intuitable.

(mathematical)

structure;

from them.

They

(or factual,

or

even

An

if

are more or

may

and

They exhibit

some

formal

formal structure might be abstracted

be idealised, but will always have descriptive

empirical, or

hypothetical

a

less elaborate

non-logical) content:

(BYERLY, 1969:

example from sociology would be

pp.

a

factual referent

135-136);(BUNGE, 1973: P-95).

the formulation of

represents social mobility in somme community.

a

model which

A matrix of transition

71+0.
probabilities

may

movement of individuals

itself is not
a

a

referent.
the

The

from

picturable

purely abstract

(16)

(a Markov process)^

be employed

one

one

social

it is

question, arises

a

since

jLt is "merely"

construct with

can

a

factual

a

model, and indeed

be said to have explanatory

descriptive of some

Recognition of the presence

The matrix

time, it is not

same

to whether such

as

"gravity model" referred to above,

value

stratum to another.

object but, at the

either:

' to represent the

of both logical

state of affairs.

(17)

(formal/mathematical

structure) and descriptive(empirical) elements in theoretical models
has led writers such

(and, specifically,

science

For example,

in social

underlies

as

"joint theoretical-

models of economic phenomena are distinguished into rational

empirical in correspondence

of science.

science)

empirical

(WOLD, 1969: p.l+36).

empirical constructs"

and

Wold to characterise models used in

as

Rational models

data and

produces

with the formal and empirical content
attempt to describe

them:

they

also

can

some

structure that

be

used empirically

/

to summarise data.

through
and

Empirical models

extrapolate from those data.
composed

model would be

characterisation

pertinent.

of logical

are

as

sense,

a

rational model

(theoretical) terms, whereas

an

empirical

P-32).
and their

"joint theoretical-empirical constructs" seems

This characterisation

and Lerner refer to two

are

used

is said

to obtain for most

in social science.

Thus, Hilgard

major ways of constructing and solving equations

these affect mathematical

of rational

set of data

they serve to summarise

partly rational and partly empirical

"mathematical models" that

are

In this

some

observational (DIESING, 1971s

nearly

more

Econometric models

These

derived from

appropriate curve-fitting techniques;

would be

as

are

analytic models

models

proposed by social scientists.

(which, presumably, correspond to the type

models mentioned

above) and empirical models.

7M.
The former

employ the general method

of pure mathematics with no

explicit reference to empirical concepts

system used in the method.

However, such models cannot be considered

analytical 'stricto sensu'
some

set

data.

of observational

scientific

empirical models
of

The stage of

by

applied rather than

advanced

a

of social

to allow the

as

In

addition,

fruitful in social science.

more

pure

development

of analytic models.

way

have proved

so

empirical in use since

postulated to conceptualise

is

is not regarded

knowledge

construction of theories

use

because they become

mathematical structure

abstract

outside the postulational

Their

mathematics renders these models

more

readily adaptable to the needs of the social sciences "whose conceptual
instruments
tools to
and

have not

yet caught

up

with its observational and metrical

LEHKER, 1951:

constituting

an

P«33).

of the mathematical expressions

The terms

empirical model all

are

reference and the solution of the model

empirical terms.
reaching

Such models

may

of models with

development

"analytical model"

in the field of

urban

to

analytical treatment

as

linear

Lowry-model

proposed with the purpose
go

beyond the systematic

summarise a set of

be useful as a first
a more

of

step towards

general theoretical intent.

has been employed, perhaps less precisely,

planning to refer to all models which are amenable
via mathematical and computer operations, such

programming models, or "gravity"-type models

(e.g. the

(LOV/RY, 196I4.) ) of spatial interaction (MASSER, 1972).

will become obvious below

—

also

direct empirical

equations is translatable into

although models that simply

empirical observations

The term

are

amenable to

theoretical generalisations that

description of data;

the

theory"(HILGAED

produce a substantial body of codified basic

the models

which

are

—

section

arithmetical

As

8, discussion of "mathematical models"
representations of

some

formal

7U2.
or

analytic

of

probability

or

and certain stochastic processes such as Markov chains,

etc.) could accurately be referred to

Markov processes,
For

(e.g. the theory

logically true statements about numbers

as

analytic.

instance, from the two kinds of models referred to above, the

"gravity model" would not be analytic in the

sense

specified

above.

However, the Markov process model of social mobility would be
characterised.

Several,

more

been formulated in the context
in the context of
as

migration.

or

less well-known, analytic models have

of urban

analysis and,

more

generally,

investigating spatial movements of population, such

(19)

The distinction between analytic

(or"synthetic") models is explicitly drawn regarding
in

so

and empirical

spatial analysis

(ROGERS, 1965).

6.

"formal model".

The notion of

Review of the literature

scientific

inquiries reveals

about models and
"the

on

the existence of

in

widely held thesis

a

analogies.This account of models has been called

majority view"

calculi view"

the nature and functions of models

(BRODBECK, 1959s PP«373-^03)»

(ACHINSTEIIT, I96I4.: pp.328-350).

or

"the identical

It is founded

on

Rudolf

Carnap's formal semantics (CARNAP, 19^-2) and expounds the notion of
"formal model"
It

as

applicable to all senses of model in empirical science.

represents "the only theory that attempts to provide

scheme for models

p.229).

( 22)

logician's

and

analogies

in science"

a

unifying

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968:

The concept of "formal model" comes closest to the
sense

of model, although it is

a

linguistic entity rather

743than

a

non-lingustic one, which characterises a logical model.

Consider the following

"If

we

of the

have before

initial formulae

containing the

of which the

the derived

formulae

being

system

model is to theory
a

is the

case,

will be said to be related to the second deductive

theory

structure, since

reverse

the epistemologically prior, the first

system

model and

containing these theoretical

interpretation the

deductive

as

interpretation of the

theoretical terms is epistemologically

that of the derived formulae not

terms, whereas in the second

a

(BRAITHWAITE, 1953s pp.89-90):

two deductive systems which are each interpretations

calculus in the first

same

prior to

us

typical formulation

A theory and

....

for which

it is

model for it,

model, have the

a

the theory and model

a

are

represented

same

or

formal

by the

same

calculus".

Thus,

a

model is conceived

interpreting terms in
notion of model in
as

a

set of items

of statements

set

calculus;

a

obtained by

and this is different

logic and mathematics, where

a

from the

model is constructed

(relationships, objects, etc.) which

formulas of the calculus

notion of

as a

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: p.228).

satisfy the

Extending the

isomorphism to theories, Brodbeck formulates the following

"precise" meaning of model (BRODBECK, 1959s P«379)s

"Two theories

same

said

to be

Thus,

on

a

form

as

structure).

form

same

are

If the laws

the laws of another theory,

isomorphic

of

one

then

or

theory

one may

be

model for the other".

this account,

structure,

have the

similar to each other.

structurally
have the

whose laws

or are

a

theory and its

model(s)

interpretations of the

However, it is conceded

consistently adhered to by scientists

same

calculus

that this

(ibid.).

share the same formal

(i.e. formal

meaning of model is not

In recent years,

the notion of "formal model"

criticism from many

has attracted considerable

(ACHINSTEIN, 1961+: pp.328-350); (SEECTOR,

quarters

1965: pp.121-11+2); (SWANSON, 1966: pp.297-311); (RUSE, 1973: pp.63-80).
An

illuminating critical analysis of the issues involved is advanced

in

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: ch.8).

outline certain

The ensuing discussion endeavours to

important aspects of this

Achinstein's argument consists
that
are

are

entailed

against the various

(23)
' in order

applicability

of these claims to all

for

model").

granted

by the

A model is

a

this view

set

assess

(which

the

seems

are

made regarding"formal models"

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: pp.229-21+9):

of statements ascribing properties to some object

system.

(2)

The statements that constitute the model describe

assumed to be distinct

(3)

from that

of which it is

A model is designed to provide

uninterpreted formalism

(1|.)

(5)

having the

A model is

It is

same

an

or

c

concept(s) by
so

interpretation for

an

(the

theory, the

calculus)

same

as

this theory.

analogy".

so-called semantical

analogies attempts to explicate

Further, models

model.

calculus.

formal structure

claimed that this

present

an

a

item

some

proposed with reference to some

A model is always

model

the

of model

senses

to

were

proponents of the notion of "formal

The following claims

by those who espouse

or

These claims

of model that

senses

earlier in his discussion,v

(1)

certain claims

of "formal models".

distinguished

to be taken

"

in first identifying

by the account

then contrasted

The structure of

accounx.

one

conceived

the concept of

which
aid in

theory of models
a

model:

and

to replace

is regarded to be more satisfactory.
the formulation, development,

745.
and

Very briefly, the criticisms expressed

understanding of theories.

by Achinstein with respect to claims

(1)

Claim

are as

follows:

is satisfied in the case of what are referred to as

theoretical and

imaginary models, but is not valid for representational

The latter

models.

they tend

not

are

simply statements but objects, although

to be described by statements,

similarities.

ascribe

(1) to (5)> above,

But

or as

comparisons noting

comparisons, though involving statements, do not

properties to, but

express

the existence of similarities

between, objects or systems.

(2)

Claim

is taken to be invalid for representational models since

they are

not

describe

items that

construed

as

Claim

(3)

and

model

a

different

(i)

distinct from their

are

comparisons noting

suggests that
provides

sharing the

same

an

from its calculus.
calculus.

(26)

1

form, distinct from

a

cited

no

with

(2).

partially interpreted calculus;

This is subject to

regards theoretical models.

as

as an
one

interpreted system
of many

possible

can

(25)
'

be distinguished

interpretations for

If this is all that is meant in
as

there is

Analogies

interpretation for the theory's calculus,

It is

the model is taken

theory is given

a

calculus with the theory.

construals,

subject.

similarities nearly satisfy claim

theory is

a

The model conceived

this

Theoretical and imaginary models do not

statements.

one

presentation of

a

theory in

(3)» that
an

is, if

interpreted

presentation in which only the calculus of the
no

meanings ascribed

objection to such

a use

to its expressions; then

of model.

However, examples

by proponents of the "formal models" view suggest that their

conception of model is not restricted to that
propositions, but describes

of

any

set of interpreted

the characteristics of theoretical models.

71+6.
Thus, it is
from its

set of interpreted propositions distinct

interpret

that this might suggest

argues

model is either constructed and

theoretical

uninterpreted terms of

interpretation.

an

a

respective calculus.

(ii) Achinstein

such

than merely

more

a

the claim that

a

employed especially to

calculus,

He takes this to be

or

is used because it is

too strong

a

claim.

Although such a model could be used,in certain cases,to provide
interpretations, this is not

a

solely to theoretical models.
regarded

as

and

Certain theories, which could not be

equations in other theoretical domains.

theoretical model is not

employed

as a

set

describe

some

structure.

(iii)

of assumptions in which

Even if reconstruction of systems

as

calculus;

a

already

but is also

interpreted terms

partially interpreted calculi

regarded valuable for the scientists, and if theoretical models

taken

to be

interpreted systems, the role

be exclusive

to them but could be

propositions presented

The

objections in

With

respect to

as a

of such models would not
by

any

set of scientific

partially interpreted calculus.

(ii)

some

but not all, imaginary models may satisfy

(3).

However, it is noted that it is not

typical of such models to employ

provides

played

uninterpreted terms in a

interpretations for them. The claim under

(3)>

be said to aid the
to

a

term:

understanding of

an

way

which

above, is

regarded of doubtful validity in relation to analogies.

ascribed

were

(i) and (iii), above, also hold for imaginary models.

this construal of claim

can

Moreover,

always used principally because it supplies

interpretations for the expressions of

new

is

of application pertaining

theoretical models, also furnish interpretations for

certain terms
a

context

interpretation

Analogies
already

they do not assign meanings to such terms.

7V7.
The contention that
of

set

a

of

a

model is constructed

assumptions relates to

reference to

models.

imaginary

(3).

to show the

This

may

consistency

be satisfied with

However, theoretical models,

representational models, and analogies, all make stronger statements
than this

Claim

(ij.)

implies

(i)
are

claim.

he construed

can

that

A model

a

in at least

model shares the

be obtained

can

same

three

ways

each of which

formal structure with some theory.

if and only if the terms of

calculus

a

interpreted.

(ii) A model

be obtained if and only if the calculus of something

can

generally recognised

as a

scientific theory

and this

is interpreted;

interpretation is made in terms of which that theory is usually presented.

(iii) A model

can

be obtained if and only if the calculus of something

generally recognised

as

a

interpretation is made in
describe
to in the

second

a

(i)

provides

sense

calculus.

Such

which is built

a

model

model has

may

dissimilar to the system referred

not valid with respect to theoretical

are

condition

being
the

simply by giving

conditions:
they

are

a necessary

of any

terms in this calculus.

such that

whatever and

models, and do not provide sufficient conditions.

the trivial

necessary

meaningful terms

system physically

interpretations

imaginary

Construal

any

C 27}
theory.v 1'

All of these
and

and this

scientific theory is interpreted;

an

same

new

Construals

for such models but in

interpretation of its

formal structure

interpretations to

(ii)

and

own

a

theory

some

of the

as

(iii) do not provide

theoretical and imaginary models

can

not interpretations for the calculus of

be conceived

any

theory.
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Claim

(4)

also does not provide either

for analogies and

representational

Achinstein concedes that

employed in science.

are

analogue models

(especially analogue models).

models

purely formal analogies and analogue models
However, he rejects the claim of the proponents

of the "formal models" view that
and

"many if not most of the analogies

involve formal similarities, or else that even

if there

are

is based

entirely upon formal similarities"

Claim

physical

similarities between analogues, the analogy

(5) identifies models with

that this claim is

or

was

of

a

Although

to theoretical,
an

case

"formal models" in

of

analogy is often
not peculiar

hypotheses, in general.

provides neither necessary nor sufficient

in the

suggested above

theoretical model, it is

to such models but also holds for scientific

case

It

false, especially with reference

employed in the development

(5)

(ACHINSTEIN,1968: p.244).

analogies.

imaginary, and representational models.

Claim

sufficient conditions

necessary or

conditions in this

imaginary models.As to the function of

science, Achinstein discusses two of the claims made

by the proponents of this theory.

(i)

A formal model aids in the understanding of some of the concepts
the same calculus with that model.

employed in the theory which shares
This claim is

of

a

regarded misleading

structural

familiar

similarity between

"in its suggestion that the existence
a

objects and propositions

given set

comprising a theory help render

intelligible both formal and non-formal
the

aspects of

the concepts in

theory" (ACHINSTEIN, 1968: p.252).

(ii) Formal

models provide important guides in the formulation and

extension of theories.
are

of propositions describing

not sufficient

to

However, it is argued that formal considerations
generate

new

empirical postulates.

"The fact

7^9
that

theory T and

a

a

•

set of true propositions M

equations E, and in addition

(a model) both contain

M contains equation E*, logically

independent of E, does not by itself provide any reason for incorporating
E* into

In

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968s p.256).

T"

conclusion, Achinstein notes

"fails to characterise the

analogies in science

proponents want to apply it.
that

imputed

Moreover,if

' these would in general not

to them by proponents of the theory"

Thus the honourable

to which its

to utilise conceptions

serve

the roles

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968s p.256).

objective of the logical empiricists to bring some

nearly chaotic situation regarding the semantics,

epistemological status, construction and
in

we were

(29)

models,

order in the

cases

and

the conditions of this theory, that is,

actually satisfied

semantical

that this theory about models

scope

of application of models

empirical science does not appear to have been attained through their

formulation of the notion of "formal models".

7.

Imaginary

Some writers

or

conceptual models

propose

Thus, Achinstein

the distinction of a further sense of "model".

refers to imaginary models

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: pp.218-

221), and sets out their essential characteristics

follows:

as

(i)

Imaginary models resemble in some respect theoretical models, and in
other

They

repsects analogue models
are

other

(a type of representational model).

significantly different to justify their distinction from

senses

of "model",

assumptions about

some

(ii) Such models consist of

object

or

system.

They

are

a

set of

concerned with
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showing

what is logically possible

given certain initial conditions

(what the system of interest would be like if the given

the model is not

derived from

proposed
be

as

necessarily claimed to be true,

empirical investigation.

or even

plausible, or

The assumptions need not be

approximation to some actual phenomenon, and

may,

in fact,

contrary to what holds in the actual world.

The term

which

"simplifying models" is applied by Hesse to

falsify

to Achinstein 's

close

comes

p.355).

or

(iii) The set of assumptions which constitutes

satisfied).

to be

were

conditions

Simplifying

application

"imaginary models"

models attempt

empirical phenomena

some

a sense

(HESSE, 19&7

to deliberately simplify

in order

(e.g. ideal gases).

of "model"
:

or even

to facilitate research

As to possible

uses

of imaginary

models, Achinstein suggests that they may indicate the consistency of
certain

assumptions which previously

inconceivable.

object

some

or

Further, they

may

of "model" appears

be recognised

framework"

may

promote understanding of

to govern the subject

as a

in many social scientific contexts and

"conceptual model"

(RYAN, 1970: pp.9^-97)«

or even a

Conceptual

"conceptual

models

simply series of concepts, and do not assert anything:
of

prediction"

planners
However,

are

(NOEDEERG, 1966: p.1l+).

also said to be

some

or

of

an

a

broader

are seen as

they "stop short

The plans prepared

kind of imaginary model

some

writers ascribe

which includes that

(actual

matter of

(ACHIHSTEIN, 1968: p.221).

these models

sense

establish the basis for investigating

Finally, they

principles which are .imagined

This

considered incompatible or

that the latter is conceivable under

system by showing

specified assumptions.
the

may

were

by urban

(WARTOFSKY, 1968a).

meaning to conceptual models

initially conceived hypothesis about some

fictitious) object

or

system prior to examining the validity
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of the

a

model would

conceived

as

constructed

derive

being like the model.

Since the conceptual model is

to the researcher1s

specifications it is possible to

own

predictions from it under known, specified conditions.

model*s

Now,

of the non-observable behaviour of the

subject matter coincide with specific predictions derived from

model, the latter might be accepted as

actual

Such

its subject matter which is

help in inquiries concerning

if the observed consequences

the

(KOHN, 1966: p.37)•

assumptions contained in the models

subject matter.

a

representation of the

The following quotation seems to illustrate

successfully the differences between theoretical, analogue, and imaginary
or

conceptual models

"
....

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: p.222):

when the scientist proposes a

to

approximate

In

an

theoretical model of X, he wants

to what X actually is by making assumptions about it.

analogue model of X he wants to construct

different item

or

describe

Y that bears certain analogies to X.

In

model of X he wants to consider what X could be like if it

some

an

imaginary

were

to

satisfy conditions he specifies".

8.

Mathematical models.

The term "mathematical models" is used very
in social science to

designate

would be characterised
relations

of models

between

by their

entities,

or

a

wide

use

widely

range

(and almost exclusively)

of models

most of which

of numbers, quantitatively expressed

measurements.

Moreover, the majority

employed in spatial analysis and planning also belong to this

grouping of models.

Given the strong presence of the term in these

YijZ.

contexts, it
to

dispel

appropriate to introduce

seems

any

ambiguities that might arise in connection with such

of the term.

It

not denote

special

any

been discussed.

to be

expression refers

theoretical models:

and

some

symbolic

logic) (DIESING, 1971* P«31)»

Brodbeck identifies three main meanings
term "mathematical model"

may mean any

In this sense,

empirical laws..

truths

Secondly, it

so

about numbers.

say,

PP«

may mean any
a

set

This is the

have the

same

form

where

to

or

some

(structure)

representation of the empirical theory.

case,

under certain
a

set of

arithmetical representation

arithmetical

and in such

of the

whose descriptive terms

refers

of analytic

case

use

or

Firstly, the

how much it changes

or

truths;

tautological
or

as a

all laws of

set of purely

the latter set is called

an

example, the calculus of probability is often applied to descriptions

of social

phenomena.

it may be

axiomatised) is

or

"mathematical"

possible to state "how

arithmetical

For

as

computer languages

382-92).

that it becomes

the expression

empirical theory, that is,

empirical theory

an

model

qualified empirical theory

property is present

conditions".

an

a

associated with the

(BRODBECK, 1959*

have numbers attached to them

of

"formal models" could also

conventional, and depends on its statement in mathematical

(as distinct from other languages,

much of the

to models which,

Characterisation of

language

expression

and above those that have already

over

adopted in this chapter, it would be possible to

be called "mathematical".

seems

of "model"

sense

Rather the

as

usage

should be made clear that "mathematical model"does

following the scheme
characterise

comments in order

some

The mathematical theory
a

of probability

(however

set of purely arithmetical, hence tautological

logically true, statements about numbers

(viz.certain fractions called

•probabilities').

The application of probability to some empirical

phenomenon involves the construction of an empirical theory which is

isomorphic to the theory of probability;
defined

concepts of the latter

descriptive

must be made to correspond

empirical concepts.

or

calculus of

probability produces

ones

empirical laws about the referents of these
the term "mathematical model" may

in the axioms of the

"translation" which is

a

to

Substitution of the coordinated

terms for the arithmetical

descriptive

that is, arithmetically

terms.(30)

of

set

a

Finally,

refer to the formalisation of

some

theory, i.e. to the indeterminate expression derived after replacing
all

descriptive terms of the theory by symbols.

formalisation of
the

a

linear

relationship between entities X and Y produces

expression Y=aX+b, which is

(logical structure) but

form

(letters) have not been

no

a

linear equation.

This equation has

descriptive content for the variables

given empirical interpretation;

neither true

nor

symbols

replaced by arithmetical

are

For example, the

false, but

can

become either true

or

it

can

be

false if the

descriptive concepts.

or

Obviously, the above systems referred to by the expression "mathematical
model"

are

essentially different;

by designating
as

an

them with the

of the

pure

are

She suggests that it be reserved

mathematics.

As to the indiscriminate

expression "mathematical model" she recognises that

the term is

by

contexts.

However, she proposes

a

models" and

"empirical models".

The former would refer to

arithmetical

now

as

usage

of

established "beyond" extinction in various cognitive

distinction between "arithmetical
an

representation isomorphic to another set of statements,

whereas the latter would be reserved for
used

obscured

Brodbeck regards "mathematical"

term.

same

ambiguous term in this context.

only for statements in
use

and their differences

structural models for other

empirical theories which

empirical theories.

are

If the laws

754.
of

an

fit

empirical model do not fit the data they

them;

can

but this would not be possible in the

be modified

of

case

representation where "changes cannot be made at will.
two and two

an

our

Ve cannot make
We

can

(BRODBECK, 1959'

not measurable"

data are

to

arithmetical

equal five because it would fit the data better.

only lament the fact that

so as

P.392).

For

Rapoport, "mathematical models" lead to specific relations among

specific entities

(variables), which

observation, at least in principle.
the

specific

predictions derived

verifiable by experiment or

Testing of such
from its

a

model refers to

application to some

situation, although these are often not important and the

empirical

model is used for its "heuristic"

models"

are

"Mathematical

potential alone.

claimed to differ from other so-called

are

"metaphorical" models

which

are

based

on

"analogical"

the establishment of certain

structural similarities between two domains of

phenomena

is less familiar and

more

explained in terms of the

However, these two kinds of models
of "as-if-ness"

Stressing

one

familiar

said to share

of which
one.

the property

(RAPOPORT, 1959: pp.353-351+).

the point that the

social science has led

pursuance

to intense

Hilgard and Lerner attempt to trace
so-called

are

or

of mathematical expression in

activity

in model construction,

this development

from the early,

"protomathematical models" to fully "mathematical models".

The former

that is the

are

said

to be mathematical

equations which

only in form but not in content;

they contain

can

neither

be solved

according to mathematical principles nor refuted through testing against
factual evidence.

On the other

side, fully "mathematical models" are

mathematical both in form and content:
in terms of

equations

their

propositions

(form), and these equations

are

are

stated

capable of being
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solved

"Mathematical models" are,
a

(a

logical structure

disordered

masses

EERHER, 1951s

(content).

to mathematical conventions

by adhering

in fact, theoretical models

theoretical

of data

a

practising

models".

He argues that

for

(HILGAED

The authors' argument is stated

so-called

An eminent

formulation) that will account

produced by empirical research

pp.28-31).

broader framework of

which postulate

and

within the

"policy sciences" viewpoint.

sociologist holds

a

they "are built

similar view

upon

"mathematical

on

specific axioms

or

postulates, and throughout the whole process of mathematical inference
assumptions of an empirical nature"

they have to make additional

(SOROEEN, 1956: p.13^)•
of

a

mathematical

Further, he states that

model grossly

"when the assumptions

differ from the actual empirical

situation, the conclusions and predictions of such a mathematical theory
become

empirically

models

of economic behaviour

certain

erroneous"

sweeping initial

and sellers

behave

to all,

means are

that

(ibid., p.135)•

For example, several

fit actual economic

phenomena

assumptions are made, such as, that buyers

rationally, that complete information is available
scarce

and transferable, that transitivity of

preference exists among utilities, and the like.
such

assumptions deviate from the empirically

seems

inappropriate

to

use

predictions and conclusions
specific

assessed

purposes

Given the fact that

observable

the term "mathematical theory"

does) to refer to such mathematical models in,

for

only if

say,

derived from such

of scientific inquiry;

only with respect to the

purpose

events, it

(as Sorokin

economics.

However,

models might be useful

and the models should be

for which they have been

invoked.

Hempel

regards "mathematical models"

extensively

employed in the social

as

theoretical models which are

sciences

for explanatory purposes.

756.
Such models of social,

the character of

possess

application.

about

theory, but have

interdependencies

subject matter.

some

a

a

limited scope of

A mathematical model would consist of

assumptions
of

political, economic, and behavioural phenomena

obtaining

more

among

set of
salient

features

These relationships would, more often than

not, be expressed in terms of quantitative
The latter would be

a

or

less

parameters

directly observable

or
or

(31
"variables".w

measurable,

or

they would be so-called theoretical terms requiring empirical

interpretation by
to

means

(32)

of "operational definitions". ^ '

Hempel, "mathematical models"
and in this

use;

systems.

From

a

sense,

they

can

seem

be put to explanatory and predictive

to function

empirical subject matter of the model.

of the

hypothetico-deduetive

The form of the

be drawn with regard to the

can

This makes possible the testing

hypotheses will determine the nature

explanation arrived at by using the model, that is deductive-:

nomological

or

inductive-statistical explanation.

mathematical models

are

idealisations of

some

They

are

oversimplifications

subject matter, proposed for

apply to some restricted class of phenomena.

limited scope
value may

Thus, in this view,

theoretical models and have all the

characteristics of the latter.

and

as

basic set of hypotheses, in conjunction with the

interpretation, specific consequences

of the model.

According

some

«

or

specific

purpose,

Because of their

and approximate validity, their explanatory and predictive

be severely curtailed

(HEMEEL, 1965s pp.14j.5-W7)•
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9.

Theoretical models

•

theories

versus

According to Achinstein's account, theoretical models differ from
theories in certain
Unlike
some

a

important respects

theoretical

structural

object or

model,

but

system;

a

theory need not he designed to provide

analysis for, or attribute some inner mechanism to an

relationship holding
Further,

a

or

of the actual situation.

However,

a

suggestion

a

of

one

system, which affords

It is

useful

some

approximation

may

be useful for different

theory suggests that it is plausible to believe

object

and such

principles; and presupposes that alternative theories

be

rejected,

Although

or

system under investigation

modified,

theory

a

may

or

understood in

also be recognised

.is

some
as

governed by such

restricted

are

of the

magnitude

allowed in

a

difference between the term "model"

with the

model.
and

characterised by simplified,

In this

sense,

are

any

"theory" is probably connected

degree of acceptability of the theory:

if the latter is not

fully established and if there exist viable alternatives to it, it
be called

a

theoretical model

(HESSE,

1967^

s

P-356).

broader

is that

framework of

some

they
more

are

may

Another

characteristic of theoretical models which is claimed to
them from theories

to

( 33)
v '

sense.

restricted, or inaccurate assumptions such simplifications, etc.
not

of

way

that the

or

system.

or

possible to formulate alternative

system which

representations of the same
purposes.

the

various properties of that object

among

object

som

indicate the nature of

simply

may

model is developed as

representing

(ACHIKSTEIIJ, 1968: p.217).

distinguish

typically proposed within the

fundamental

theory.

This

more

general

750.

theory

(or theories) will provide principles which

the model to

Lewontin

some

provides

an

(theoretical) model
He

and intent.

The content of
a

This

in the

light of

whole

and must contain at least

and
a

principles

theory.

new

factual

proposed in

Whether the

way

model

corresponds to nature

which

the

or

renders

evidence:
one

more

correct.

basic

model

a

model of

in the way
a

model is

a

The usefulness of

or

related in the

are
on

the

extent to

draws) is plausible

to be incorrect for
may

a

theory

theory

It simply is wrongly called

Thus, models

are

and it is not possible

not contingent

to claim that

false.

is typically assessed

on

provides satisfactory

explanation.

the basis of the

answers

In contrast, models are intended to serve

which is different from the

depicting

be in themselves

theory, this should essentially include

extent to which that

questions.

are,

empirically true

(should be) derived from

the model

and assumptions that

that theories

a

be

Now, the

The assumptions

theory.

not will depend

given object or system.

As to intent of

a

may

incorrectly postulated in the theory.
a

the theory is "contingent as a

(on which

theory

to "why?"

a purpose

explanatory purpose of theories.

being empirically falsifiable

phenomena,

the theory falsifiable

in which observables
or

new

contingent statement".

The model cannot be said

(correctly) properties

includes all important

has to predict

model differs from that of

a

between

(IEWONTIN, 19^3s pp.22l).-225>) •

theory

a

scientific theory

simply"more of the same".

content of

of the difference

and scientific theory

predictive aspects:
not

interesting view

systems.

theory from other "scientific structures" by its

distinguishes

content

restricted class of

more

applied through

are

Not

"models cannot produce really'new'

knowledge, but

the model is built"

which
a

only demonstrate what is entailed by the theory from

can

is essentially

model

to explanation.

to

a

(ibid.).

input"
to be

a

device for calculation

Its enturely

prerequisite for successful

Brodbeck
but

use

some

uncertainty about certain

use

a

in natural

science;

by such abstractions

a

theory is claimed

as a synonym

science

for "theory",

is frequently,

speculative theories

(untested

or

called models, implying; some
of theories;

(ii) selectivity

theory is essential, and perfectly legitimate

although social scientists

seem

to be embarrassed

(e.g. concepts like "economic man"

This unnecessary concern
in social

given

"theory"(BRODBECK, 1959' PP'381-383)'

them with the status

in the formulation of

a

of models.

of "model"

untestable) leads towards their being
reluctance to admit

aid

an

output for

distinguishes four contexts in which "model"

confusingly, interchanged with

(i)

rather than

Consequently, the existence of

Referring to the "unnecessary"

On this account,

analytic nature renders it similar

"designed to produce

calculating machine

a

(iEWONTHJ, 19^3s p.225).

with selectivity

is reflected

by calling

or

"ideal types").

in theoretical developments
some

theoretical structures

models rather than

theories;

(iii)

in

perfect

ideal gases, or frictionless motion, in

theorising:

physics;

or

such "ideal"

entities in order

the laws

in terms

models;
models

models".

or

perfect competition, in economics.

these entities

from

e.g.

are

to

predict

pertaining

to the idealised

employ

is absent.

situation

Such theories

finally, quantified theories

in social science

Theories

how other properties of

connected, if the given one

of deviation from the ideal.

(iv)

idealisation is often employed

are

Deviation

is then explained
are

also called

frequently called

literature, and in particular "mathematical

Use of this term

tends to

compound

the ambiguity.
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Notwithstanding the philosophers' concern about the need to distinguish
between the

concepts of "theory" and "model", several writers

methodological and theoretical problems
well

as

many

on

in the social sciences,

as

social scientists, do not seem to place much

practising

For example, Dubin uses

emphasis on such a distinction.

interchangeably the terms "theory", "theoretical model", "model", and

"system" (DUBIN,

pp.8-9).

towards the substitution of "model" for

specified contexts)

as

516 ff).
an

"theory" and vice

(DIESING, 1971s P«31)«

(mathematical) models
pp.

states his indifference

Diesing

are

of

In social science

some

inquiry

argues

as

becomes

initially
a

to

assertion

(theory).

unwarranted

"The

by

Frequently,

model

"theory" without

evidence

argued

as a

justify the

any

that

long as it serves the
and. sometimes it is

equated or interchanged with,or substituted for, "theory"

proposed

but

even

explicit

a

in serious scientific

(BLUM, et al.,

theoretical scheme is

during its presentation,
statement of intention

advancement from hypothesis

That such usage

or

(model) to

of "model" and "theory" is

discourse

has been strongly

(NORDBERG, 1966), who cites (BORING, 1961: p.301):

theory is indicative;

in

research, "model" is viewed sometimes

(NORDBERG, 1966: p-13)»

1961: p.v); (ALLPORT, 1962).

(

(COLEMAN, 196i(.:

"sometimes-true" theories

arbitrary construct to be kept for

purposes

Coleman

versa

the model, subjunctive"

.
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Use of models to complete already formulated theories.

The f-unction of models in

object
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or
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some
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of scientific theories.

6.

Normative, exploratory and experimental functions of models.

7.

The explanatory function of models.

Footnotes to

Chapters twelve, thirteen, and fourteen.

1.

Introduction.

Models

of different characteristics and structures

scientific research

instruments to further

as

being used in

diverse purposes.

his extensive discussion of the issues associated

of models in the

are

with the

In

employemnt

empirical sciences Apostel notes the widespread

introduction of models "in functions of relations between theories and

and

theories, between experiments and theories, between experiments

experiments, between intellectual structures and the subjects using
these

structures, and in all these

dynamically to produce
old

ones

p.3).

new

guarantees,

as

Pue to the

many

or

results,

cases
or

this has occurred in order

in order to tie

up new ones

simply to establish relation"

(APOSTEL,

and different roles that models are invoked to

play in scientific inquiries it is admitted that it is difficult
provide clear definitions of their

(APOSTEL

,

1961).

asociated with

a

Harvey identifies two methodological problem-areas
definitive statement

appropriateness of

11|.1 —12+2).

to

function in scientific research

on

the role of models:

diversity of functions potentially performed by models;

pp.

with

a

model for

some

specific function

(ii)

(i)

the

the

(HARVEY, 1969:

Although these issues seem to have been ignored in the

philosophical literature, the work of Apostel has initiated their
systematic investigation

2.

Use of models to initiate and aid the

Firstly, models

are

of

means

One

case

model is when

a

empirical phenomena but only
may

be

development of theories.

often used to initiate and aid the development of

scientific theories.

by

(APOSTEL, 1961).

where it has

theory is available for

no
a

incomplete, irregular,

proved fruitful to proceed

set of observational data.

complex.

or

The

may

be prompted

procedure might begin by proposing

summarise the data
this

a

may

by employing

eh.7);
serve

as

a

not be
a

model.

purely descriptive model to

which, by themselves, cannot acquire meaning.

sense,the model will perform an organisational function

1971:
will

but it

These data

The formulation of

complete theory accounting for the phenomena of interest
possible at this stage

domain of

a

(DIESING,

(SUPEES, 1962); (CHORLEY and HAGGETT, 1967s p.2l+);
a

bridge

In

and

between the observational and the theoretical

level.

However, such descriptive use is normally preliminary to
testing, inferring, predicting, etc.

some

other

activity such

as

since the purpose

of scientific

inquiry is to provide theoretical explanation of some

empirical phenomena and not merely to report the data relating to
observed

instances of those

descriptive model at hand

phenomena.

a veiy

Thus,

specific law

on
may

the basis of the
be identified and

embedded in the model which will

Since

no

satisfy it by virtue of its structure.

theory is yet available, the model is said

developed 'a priori® (HARVEY, 1969: p.152).

Study of the model will

help in

pointing out the particular complexities

that may

exist in the data at hand,

are

and/or

In this

employed

mechanism that produces

Another

the data

and not

attempt to depict such

models fulfil

a

above is when the

investigation

of

case

facts, for which

important

theory

a

model

in

an

the data themselves.

on

mechanism

a

domain of facts

by

way

interpreting,

use

®a

of so-called

An abstract calculus is selected

arithmetical

theory,

discussed by

The calculus is
used to deduce

theory which explains

priori® models consists

are

a

theory is not

(some mathematical

or

available.

interpreted in terms of those data, and the model is
implications from the data which

in the social sciences,

successful

a

as a

correspond with that of the

development of the corresponding theory.
common

no

(BRODBECK, 1959' PP«386-389) )

whose relational structure is taken to

subject matter for which data

mentioned

for which

analogy, this second domain is used

available.

as

one

with the domain of interest.

making inferences from data when

or

structure.

of studying another set

for the first domain of facts to initiate

Yet another related

or

is well established, and which shares

features and properties

Through the drawing of

a

the process, system,

on

function similar to the

formulated proceeds

theory has been

Thus,

to explain the data by deducing them.

were

it.

what further observations

operation the interest would be focused

The model would

of

irregularities

or

required to supplement the available factual information.

the model would be

or

to have been

general

or even

may

lead to the

This function of models is

where there is

a

notable absence of

"middle-range"theories.

The "rational"

766.
models of the

econometrician, onto which economic theory is mapped;

stochastic model of internal migration
mathematical

theory of Semi-Markov

262), (GINSBERG, 1972: pp.63-82);

Harvey takes such models to be

or

are,

as

analytic

numbers

or

probabilistic models of residenatial
case.

"a priori analytic" constructs;

or

tautological

or

for

logically true statements about

Such statements

probability theory.

are

applied tc

In contrast, theories account for aspects of empirical
they do not result from imposition of

upon some

substantive

analytic

models might suggest

provides

a

or

empirical content.

factually empty form

In this view, such

of formulating

ways

theory and "a priori model"

there is

an

additional risk of

there is

no

warranted

merely analogous

error

correspondence

prospective theory.

the model

a

a

theory which

plausible account of the phenomena of interest.

inferences from both

3.

the

(GINSBERG, 1971s PP«233-

reality:

of the

on

the

stated above, arithmetical representations of some formal

e.g.

—

reality.

processes

(CHAPIN, et al., 1965)5 would illustrate this

development

they

and mobility based

or

in

a

subject to error,

model of this kind for

between its terms

The model

may

and those

employ concepts which are

to those of the theory, hence
the theory is not known

represents

are

Although

the extent to which

(HARVEY, 1969:

pp.

152-153)•

Use of models to complete already formulated theories.

Models

can

be used to

of the

properties of

complete
a

an

already formulated theory.

model for that theory, which are not included

in the initial formulation of

the

theory,

may

lead to

theory by enabling the addition to it of new details.
case

where,

say,

a

Study

qualitative theory is known for

a

a more

complete

This is the

field and its model

[u

helps introduce

played by
an

a

I

■

quantitative precision

model if

information

new

existing theory which results in

To establish that the latter

in it.

A similar role is

a new

theoretical

general theory.

more

all models of the general
initial domain
models

are

in

a

proposed

specific

concern

specific objective.

existing
models

are

related to the model

(APOSTEL, 1961).

way

would

utility of

a

as

proposed in

model employed

level of

represents

already known

on

the basis of
as

an

'a posteriori'

(ACiLLNSTEIN, 1968; pp.212-218).

in this context would depend on the

The validity of

in the formulation of the theory;

to the

degree of

accuracy

and

with which the model

its theoretical referent.

The function of models in simplification and idealisation of
some

An

an

the model would, therefore, be subject to the

precision attained

would not relate

I+.

In this sense,

and correspond to the sense of

degree of specification of its referent theory.
inferences drawn from

of the

be to establish how well they fulfil

Such models, developed

(HARVEY, 1969: pp.I5l-1f?2);

model for

It then remains to show that

theoretical schema, have been characterised

"theoretical model"
The

theory

as a

for the purpose of representing

theory, and the main
this

construction.

theory still relates to the initial

empirical domain, the earlier theory is constructed
the latter and

connection with

is obtained in

object

or

system

important function of models

serving

as means

in theory construction is that of

for simplifying and thus offering an overview of

the essential features

of

a

theoretical domain.

equations, pictorial constructs
the kinds of models that

help

Diagrams, sets of

(iconic representations)

are some

provide conscious theoretical

of

and enable the system of interest to be seen in contrast

approximations
and distinction

to all others

characteristics

and

is directed

suppressing others.

simplifying

are

models is justified

latter is not

yet

be

intermediate

being

as

It is

an

studied

and which

process

Use of such

eliminated from the model structure.

be involved in applying

seen

The simplification

by the purpose of the investigation, and features not

relevant to it

may

by emphasising certain of its

the grounds of complications that

on

the fully developed theory,

completely formulated.

and

a

stage

because the

or

A simplifying model

can

between the empirical domain that is

theory which is

fundamental than the model

more

purports to explain the phenomena.

argued that there

are

(SKELLAM, 1969: pp«U57-^58)

two main approaches to scientific thinking
i

"the first

premises once and for all in terms of

a

way

is to state

one's

fixed set of concepts and to

develop the subject by reasoned steps within that conceptual framework.
This I will call the closed way

of thinking, exemplified in its most

form by the axiomatic systems of mathematics and symbolic logic.

perfect

The second

approach is to start with

provisional set of working

a

premises expressed in terms of provisional concepts with

a

view to the

progressive refinement and evolution of both premises and concepts.
This I will call

sciences".
coarse

in

empirical

to

interest.

exemplified by

the

only known

way

an

the natural
initially

of advancing

knowledge

science(BUNG-E, 1973s P»93)«

many

real complexities

simplifying model;

fail

as

Proceeding by successive refinements of

model is said to be

Admittedly,
a

open-ended thinking,

are

discarded when working with

and it must be expected

that

any

such model will

capture and represent the real nature of the phenomena of
However, the failure of

a

precisely stated set of
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assumptions

(model) is

confused

inadequate theoretical schema;

or

more

instructive than the

of

success

for it

suggest precise

may

(BUNGE, 1973'

modifications involved in producing * more realistic models

PP.93-95).

An example of such

of the atomic nucleus that have

"been constructed

phenomena in the atomic nuclei.

provide better insight
difficult real-world
examination

as

an

intermediate

of interacting nucleons and the

stage between the incomplete theory
observed

is the range of models

of models

use

The models

are

Further, they

problem.

of theoretical

concepts.

may

In this respect, they function

as

they afford flexibility in modification of theoretical

which appears very similar

though they do

so

in

an

more

be used for critical

a

even

intended to

and greater experience for the still

in

way

a

to their role in experimentation,

unrealistic

manner

conditions

(GROEMEWOLD, 196"l:pp.

100-101).

In

general sense, models function in

a

a way

which is said to be

characteristic

of the human mind,

that is, they afford "an overview of

the essential

characteristics of

a

much like the mind
of

decomposes the world

simplified, intelligible "images"

This generic

domain"

(APOSTEL, 1961: p.l£);

of experience into

a

series

(CHOREEY and HAGGETT, 1967s p.22).

function of models essentially involves

purposeful

idealisation, simplification, and approximation to achieve immediate

intelligibility
Sucli

properties

developing

depicted
other

the

a

are

model.

expressed

or

in various ways in the

Thus, the system that is being

in the model so

objects

case.

and simplicity of description of some object

as

systems, in

process

pronounced

way

system.

of

investigated is

to appear distinct and separate
a more

or

from all

than is actually

The

specific

eliminations
if these
at

for which the model is proposed will suggest possible

purpose

of characteristics of the actual
not relevant to that purpose.

are

(more general)

above

The model is proposed

below (more particular) that degree of detail

or

is excluded.

Thus, selectivity to information is

of models and

one

which renders them

range

of phenomena.

object

or

in the

being modelled

(degree of detail) and information which lies

suitable scale

some

system

Depending

a

ubiquitous feature

applicable only to

some

restricted

the purpose of the model of

on

an

system, the characteristics of the latter tend to be depicted

model in

a

way

that accentuates their -unity

so as

to be

seen

Finally the limits of approximation

identical whole.

as

aspects of

in

knowledge and control of the object or system that is being studied

will

one

attain

that level of

In contrast to the
in

and discard

help identify

approximation

preceding

view

grasping, by

"images" of
a

view

thesis

to aid

which

regarding models

to refute the view

as

argues

and intellectual

simplified and idealised "pictures"

to be associated

merely

which restricts

ancillary, dispensable tasks

Wartofsky

in scientific thinking is often

That "models

domain.
seems

the general function of models

the imagination

operating like
some

are

with the

then
or

In his attempt

the functions of models
process

to

of scientific inquiry,

that:

intimately

as

serves

if understanding is

it is in scientific thought with imagination,

certainly the "picture"

otherwise,

proponents of the

heuristic devices.

within the

or

only pictures in the mind"

"...if pictures do help us understand, and indeed,
tied up as

that do not

(APOSTEL, 1961: pp.15-16).

on

cognition, the function of models

regarded to be simply

is

features of the system

to aid

or

the conceptual

model, mechanical

the understanding, and thus serves

III

to fill out

One might object that this sort of

explanation.

any

•

But the human tendency to take science

explanation is outside science.
as

being about

strong

so

where

the world

in the ways in which

component of understanding that it is hard

a

imaginative

This is

the origins

of the

imagination and involve, in

of hypotheses

of models,

be said to work

as

law

of

which often suggests

new

laws,

or new

many

are very

much

a

matter

the

material analogies.

or

as

for

concrete

"picture" aspects of

the analogy

when we consider

case

historical instances,

for abstract

It is the

mechanical models.

in science

pictures,

or

much

clearly the

more

that

suggestiveness

to know

reconstruction leaves off and purely intellectual

understanding begins.

may

imagine it is

we can

or

mathematical

to the formulation

which leads

applications of the form of

some

This

some

mathematical law"

(WABTOFSKT, 1968s p.281).

This view

seems

to be in agreement

the "vehicles of rational
founded

on

complex

a

sentences and

thought"

with Harre's statement concerning

as

a

of models in scientific

diagrammatically

pictures);

Empiricist
derive

Harre's

typical public manifestation

reasoning.

Pictures and models

the possibilities

of which the world

statements

the important

consists

(propositions)

present

(structural

present

of change in these structures.

(and Positivist) "event view"

propositions)

without

as one

which shows

the structures

from the contention

on

formulation

whereas conditional

sententially

and

thought',' is

simply

the Positivists would maintain.

"statement-picture" complex, proposed

role

that mental life is

of "vehicles for thought"and not

propositions,

of "vehicles for

He argues

.

that only

of the world

conditional

The

is said to

statements

(sentences

should be considered as "vehicles for thought",

the structural

"picture" from which

they have been abstracted.

772.
For such

purely linguistic

the successive states

of

sentential complexes

or

describe merely

things, rather than the things themselves

(HABBE, 1970s pp.12-13).

5.

"Formal models"

in interpretation,

empirical testing, and extension

of scientific theories.

When

a

"formal model"

theory it
links

aid

can

of

by means

a

theory.

model

(

theory

applied

are

theory is said

employed in the

it is not by

suggest

may

what characteristics

with what empirical concepts.
to provide

to physical problems:

clues

no

as

An

to how it might

it is an abstract set of postulates

theories).

the domain of

Its interpretation

by

a

application of the theoretical

(THEOBALD, 1961+: p.262).

interpreting

of its domain
form

terms

experimental law from the theory

But the model

to be linked

model will indicate

In

of that theory by establishing

does not guarantee such links:

cf. the "dictionary" view of

system

possible interpretation of some

However, the interpretation of the theory

for deducing any

sufficient

uninterpreted
be

as a

empirical testing

(NAGEL, 1961: pp.90-97).
of the

proposed

between theoretical and observational

formulation of the

itself

is

of

a

of

theory

the model

application;

may

hence it

refer to only
may

theory

small part

be considered

experimental design procedure which makes

associate the abstraction of the

a

with

some

as some

it possible to

restricted

area

773.
Within the domain of

application of the theory.

interpretation of the theory through
domain outside the domain

of the model in such

theory and

understandable,
established
more

6.

or

model

of the theory.

empirical domain

familiar domain of

an

analogy

Thus, the function

which

be more familiar,

may

phenomena

(HARVEY, 1969s

pp.

11)5-11+6).

Normative, exploratory, and experimental functions of models.

incidental in science

normative
such

of models

use

may

mind.

In

already

a

a

some

real

broad

or

(and

the features

of

an

sense

a

a

of

one more

model is proposed

certain

purpose

in

then the model is

since it is chosen to

depict

only some of

Only those characteristics that the

researcher/model-builder thinks "ought

to be" important are included in

By invoking certain properties

and characteristics and

excluding others, the model sets limits to what

implies, in effect, that the explanation

to the purpose

senses

general, and

imaginary domain, with

trivial)

Two

a

object or system, and not the whole system at once

(WARTOFSKY, 1968a: p.26l).

the model.

one

Generally speaking,

perhaps

normative device

models do perform

cognitive contexts.

be distinguished:

and context-bound.

represent

of models is, at most,

use

(BRODBECK, 1968: p.579)>

function in various

specific

it

empirical

between the theory and the other,

Contrary to the claim that the normative

to

some

These connections may be

controllablei

by drawing

relate to

may

is to establish connections between the

case

a

other

some

proper

a

Alternatively, the

of the

(or

a

theory

can

be.

For

other function, according

model) to be sought should utilise these attributes

774and

features, and not others.

(which do not assert anything) sharp limits

conceptual models
imposed

on

what

a

set of inferences drawn from

(NOEDBERG, 1966: p.14).
for

some

can

only be

purpose

In certain
the
is

Moreover, because

appropriate

or

to employ

useful

a

are

in which the attainment of such

of interest is sought

controls upon

it, through

from

point of view.

some

an

various combinations of

measures

what

to be done

in order to obtain

individual,

an

an

organisation,

in the initial definition of the model

additional

complete

some

a

—

a

and policies.

ought to be,

specific result.

community,

are

or

The

postulated

accompanied, perhaps,

by

assumptions, such as rationally behaving individuals,

information available to all, etc.
in the model

is also indicated
and

by the

to be effected, by those who exercise

present some exemplary form of how things

goals of

These

ideal state

The models

ought

dealt with by

as are

model which represents some ideal

considered

desirable

such

the so-called policy sciences, it

situation
cases

model is always proposed

p.26l).

:

planning sciences
or

be

can

with reference to the purpose served by it

cognitive contexts, for example,

so-called

system

a

these models

are

in that its utility and significance

it is telic

assessed

(WARTOFSKY, 1968a

Even in the case of imaginary or

"optimum"

(maximum

or

(constraints,

The

boundary

minimum) is sought

(that is, subject to the specific constraints).
results of the form:

if the.

.

range

of possibilities

conditions);

within that range

These models produce

goal is X, then x-| or ^

courses of action

ought to be taken in order to attain that goal;

but not

of action.

representative of the

normative
in the

Mathematical
use

sense

of models.
that

programming models

are

y or z courses

Normatively used models tend to be perscriptive

they prescribe

a course

of action in the light of

( O'

their

results

may

of what

ought

example of
urban

a

he considered both

model performing

predictions and

as

Their

of action.
as

prescriptions
A notable

this dual function in the field of

spatial analysis is the "Herbert-Stevens" model for the distribution
activity in urban areas

though Britton Harris takes it as

Closely related

to the normative

rather than the

general

pertains

some

knowledge of what would

held;

or

to circumstances

at the time of the

descriptive model.

function of models

(

in the specific
use.

where it is regarded desirable to have

happen if certain specified

what characteristics

system, although

a

(HERBERT and STEVENS,1960:pp.21-36)

sense) is the so-called exploratory

This

or

course

to be done to achieve specific goals.

of residential
—

of the results of that

predictions

or

it is known

conditions

properties could exist in
that such attributes

investigation.

are

Thus, the exploratory

object

some

not

there

function of

models would consist in the derivation

of

predictions from

certain assumptions concerning

them;

the behaviour of the

influences upon

conditional

system of interest,

that system.

is that the model

on

provides

a

of conditional

and/or potential external

The underlying
a

range

rationale for such use

convenient, accessible, readily available,

structurally simplified vehicle for experimentation, and is employed
because it is not

system

possible to conduct relevant experiments on the actual

that is represented

of models is very

significant

This function

in the model, e.g. the city.

in the context of urban planning, and

especially in its planning process aspects rather than in the development
of
the

spatial theory
availability

proper

-—

though

the latter is

a

prerequisite for

of models to be employed in the planning process.

The main

problem in this context is how to test the models

to be

employed, since the city is not available for direct

so

which

are

776.
experimentation and,trivially, the testing of models of the urban
structure is not

anywhere

to urban

come

the scientist's laboratory and his procedures for

near

controlled

possible to be conducted in conditions which

experimentation.

Although this problem is not peculiar

planning models but concerns also theories and models in

other cognitive realms, the epistemological and methodological

many

difficulties involved in

empirical testing have not been seriously

investigated in the field of urban planning.

The

principal problem of how to ascertain that some model depicting

aspects of the urban structure and related activities is
substitute for the real

test of

for

epistemological and philosophical

and controversial issues.

The

requirement for

some

adequacy prior to use of the model in conditional prediction

policy making

objectives:
how

adequate

"object" of planning needs to be approached

with caution for it involves many

difficulties

an

(i)

may

to two subsidiary, interrelated

be broken down

adequacy of model to its subject

(ii)

"realistically" the model depicts it;

to its function

(e.g. prediction,

extent to which

a

model

explanation,

(original),

i.e.

adequacy of model

optimisation), i.e. the

accomplishes what is required of it.

Considerations of functional

performance

may

be ascribed relatively

greater importance than questions of accurate representation of
real

For

object

or

system, but cannot be the only considerations.

if

an

extreme instrumentalist view of models is taken

even

according to which
whose

a

model would be

a

"black box",

some

some

—

construction

principal function would be to systematise facts and enable

accurate

prediction of the states of

"original"

—

some

system which serves as the

the model would still have to represent aspects of

777o
that

system in

some very

Not anything

basic way.

model of the urban structure and be

can go

into

a

expected to yield accurate

Hence the issue of how "realistic" the model is with

predictions.

respect to some empirical state of affairs which is its subject does
arise.
i.e.
in

Clarifying what is to be accomplished by testing the model,

what would be the

them, is

The way
a

a

objective of the tests and what would be involved

prerequisite for successful testing.

in which the model is conceived, viz. whether it is taken as

potentially true hypothesis purporting to describe essential aspects

of the

underlying structures and mechanisms that produce the phenomena

of interest
certain

or

whether it is viewed

specific tasks rather than

"essence", will influence
be conducted

as a copy

If

a

of

some

perform

unobservable

model is taken in the latter sense,

device for economical

convenient

instrument devised to

an

the nature and objectives of the tests to

the model.

on

as

description and systematisation

as

a

of

experience and for prediction, then by definition it is neither true

nor

false.

only

constructed.

more or

Yet if

a

less adequate for the purposes for which it is
model

is to be

employed for conditional

prediction in urban planning and policy making it has to be tested
somehow

against experience to which it must relate in some essential

ways.

Experimenting with and testing the model is not aimed at testing the
model itself,
of the

viz.

to ascertain its truth

correspondence theory of truth.

defining

a

model

as

neither true

nor

or

falsity

on some

version

This has been excluded by

false.

Rather, testing

accomplishes the heuristic task of discovering suggestions for improved

postulates to make the model

more

complex and realistic with respect to

its

subject

(DIESING,

1971:

p.69).

Such heuristic testing

be

can

a

"boundary experiment" which attempts to determine limits of relevance
of

some

particular model

—

viz. drawing

boundary around

a

empirical domain which exemplifies the model.
be

Alternatively, it

an"exploratory experiment" which attempts to discover
boundary

some

included in

area

an

—

some

—

can

within

additional empirical regularities that can be

enriched and

more

(KAPLAN, 1961+:

realistic model

pp.

11+9-150).

One criterion of model

adequacy

which there is considerable

on

agreement is to examine the validity of the predictions derived from
a

model

by comparing these against

which has
This

already taken place and

to

on

which there

are

—

reliable data.

operation involves the model in "predicting" past occurrences

so-called
the

known state of affairs

some

"backcasting".

—

However, this will merely indicate that

model, if successful in such "predictions", can adequately apply

past situations.

will

It will suggest

very

little about how the model

perform in conditional predictions of future

This raises
models

—

is not

a

the

more

general problem

—

of how to show that failure of
failure that may

assumptions

on

which

be attributed

the model rests

occurrences.

which is not peculiar to
predictions from the model
to, say, unrealistic

rather than to the substantive

content of the model.

The form of reasoning involved in using
in urban

"If

a

planning, and in general, is
set of

The set of
conditions

assumptions

assumptions
such

as

may

A

A

as

models for conditional prediction

follows:

hold, then:

if

x,

then

is the model together with

be required

to exclude:

(i)

y".

any

additional

The influence of

ii

factors that lie outside of the substantive scope
in

urban

an

model, the influence of

is not accounted

for,

nor

is the

of the model

e.g.

—

international trade relations

range

of religious experiences that

might affect the conduct of social agents;

not because they cannot

in

but

principle be accommodated

in the model

model is abstractive and cannot
conceivable

(ii)

influences.

a

possibly take into account all
The influence of

exogenous

variables,

policy decisions, sudden changes in population rates of increase

say,

and the like.

assumptions

These could be referred to

or

"other things being equal".

assumptions about rationally behaving
individuals etc.

in the form mentioned

if x,

then y".

'ceteris

paribus'

Moreover, there
or

be

may

satisficing

Now, the distinction should be clearly made

testable

directly

as

optimising

or

between conditional statements of the form:
are

rather because

"if x,

then y", which

against observational evidence, and statements
above, that is, "if assumptions A

hold, then:

The testing of this kind of statement presents

problems which are well known in science, and form part of the general
problem referred to as "the

Duhem/Quine thesis" (LAKATOS, 1978:

pp.-

96-101).

If the

testing of such statements produces negative results, it might

be claimed that it is

defective.
defects

modified

Various

only the assumptions of the model that are

interpretations

can

be given

as

to where the

lie, and improvements made in the model, and assumptions
or

dropped.

But it

may

be difficult to show that the

substantive content of the statement has been refuted.
be

possible to distinguish

the failure of the model to agree with the

true values of observed variables

other

assumptions

—

e.g.

It may not

from the failure of the model's

the failure of "other things to be equal"

or

simply the

occurrence

interest which violate

of external influences

'the ceteris

kind of failure will refute the
of

case

the latter will not.

rely

of various alternative
on

In the

difficulties involved

in

courses

of action

the predictions from the model since

theory explaining urban phenomena is available.
running conclusive tests

extreme caution should be exercised in
those

The former

using models of the urban structure to derive conditional

it is often necessary to

The

the system of

paribus' assumptions.

model;

predictions about consequences

no

upon

Given the above
on

model predictions,

basing planning strategies

on

predictions.

of models

use

as

instruments for

Models

empirical science.

so

experimentation is widespread in

employed

are

frequently, but not always,

representational constructs: e.g. reduced scale physical replicas of an
original system

(such

as

costly experimentation
similar structure but

model airplanes tested in wind
the

on

be

adapted to

such

more

easily

an

(e.g. electronic analogue
systems).

The value

by

many

models

computers which may

parameters and experimental conditions may be

(accessibility factor) and cheaply than in the original
a

variety of

suppositions about the original (GROEHEWOLD, 1961:pp.98-99)*

of the

experimental function of models has been acclaimed

writers, such
as

formally

The reasoning behind

system and, consequently, it becomes possible to test
theoretical

a

entirely different mechanism in

different kinds of

of models is that

use

varied

very

originals); analogues possessing

probably

comparison to the original

tunnels to avoid

as

(IEW0NTI1J, 1963* p.228) and Kaplan who views

experiments when he states that:

preformed by the

...

model

....

"A cognitive function is

Because it-is cheaper, safer, and

faster, it allows for experimentation that would otherwise not be
feasible.

And

by varying its construction

to trace out the consequences

of alternate

or

operation

we can use

sets of assumptions,

it

(0 1.

calculate

outcome

and

so

7.

The explanatory function of models.

The

question

a

thorny

are

or

assess

It involves important

one.

influenced
in

Further,

even

a

a

theory" (KAPLAN,

19^t-:

P*

the function of models in scientific explanation is

of

examined

of

an

which

epistemological issues

by particular conceptions of science and can only be
rough

very

way

in the context of this dissertation.

within the framework

science, opinions tend

of

any one

particular conception

to differ in important

respects both among

philosophers

of science

and between philosophers and practising

scientists.

Models

seen

are

successful in scientific

accepted

as necessary

as

useful devices which

explanation, although they are not always

features of the latter.

from theories

in relation to their status

explanation.

Although these

they tend to be closely, and

even

explanatory function of models

subject

for debate.

views

this

on

a

that

differentiated

as

separate entities,

inextricably, interrelated in their

in theory accretion seems to be a

issue, Groenewold states

(GROENEWOLD, 1961:
view

are

and role in scientific

usually considered

For example, at the

function of models appears

of

are

Models

(THEOBALD, 19614.: p.26o).

formulation

The

often prove

p.

103);

one

"in practice the explanatory

that

rather obsolete

extreme of the range of

in present-day physics"

and Kuipers holds

the totally contrasting

"every explanation is essentially connected with the

certain

model"

(KUIPERS, 1961: p.128).

Arguing

from

a

use

similar

I o<:.

viewpoint, Apostel claims that

"explanation occurs so often, or nearly

always, through model-building"

(APOSTEL, 1961:

p.

1l+).

diverging opinions, Byerly argues that the construction
itself

does not

Given these
of models

(BYERLY, 19&9)•

provide explanations

Byerly distinguishes between "model-structures" and "model-objects"—
a

distinction which

models",

roughly corresponds to that between "analytic

schemata

as

of logical—mathematical relationships devoid of

empirical content, and "empirical models" which have descriptive, or
empirical,
of

( 3cD)
non-logical content.He takes the contribution

or

model-objects

and their

heuristic

as a

relationship

proofs of analytic

as one

in suggesting

one

between,

algebraic

say,

the search for such

relationship

between theory and model.

explanation

takes place in deductive

Such deductive

systems

are

objects.

The concepts in

deductions

are

structures.
which

is

made

In this account,

systems suggested by model-objects.

model-structures

abstracted from model-

the model-objects

are

not explanatory until

of the abstracted

model-objects.

of

model-objects

characteristics

which must be

sought

to theoretical entities

"The scientist begins

intended to reflect

its empirical content

among

the characteristics

enployed to suggest lawlike relationships

imputed

of assertions about

but that

in the causal relations

Causal relationships holding
are

some

some

model-

is not just descriptively empty structures.

provides the "form" of explanation;

in

that

He views this

Explanation brings out logical relationships;

is causal relations

11+3-1141+);

proofs.

using the relationships

logically related

Mathematics

formulae in the

geometry and the graphical representations

guide heuristically
as one

model-structures,

...

with

subject matter.
noted

or

an

among

(BYERLY,1969; pp.136;

informal theory, with

These assertions

suspected regularities;

are

a

set

generally

the initial

■fOJ.
assertions
construct

more

a

The scientist then

causally organised.

are

for which

theory

precise

( theoretical) models (stated above)
system

mechanism, reference to which

in the sense that

contribute to

resemble in certain

relate

important

that

to the view

by way of a model will

that

reasoning by
a

model is

way
a

limits the explanatory

reasoning

fictitious

thinking
the

there is

price paid

a

....

but

are

construct, but only

(LEWONTIN, 1963: p.227);

a

exposed

model

is absence of explanatory power.

either

ones

claimed that

'heuristic fictions'.

as

to the dangers
It is argued

of self-deception

"In

Here

' as if'

we

might

In risking

are

of

explanation

(BLACK,

attained

from the deductive-nomological

(according

explained by being

invariability

by myths"

that the kind of explanation

should be distinguished

shcema of scientific
occurrences

of models:

This mode

statements, however, we reap the advantages of an explanation

1962: p.228).
by

to

willing suspension of ontological unbeliefs and

speak of the use of models
existential

power

seem

of models is "as if" thinking.

(BROWN, 1976: pp.169-197); (SWANSON, 1966: pp.297-311).
of

This

systems of explanation,

function of models

to the metaphoric element in it

point

various properties

the theory and laws associated with

ways

concerning the explanatory

This is not to claim
to

inclusive

more

or

of the model itself.

the behaviour

The doubts

object

some

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: p.213).

which is expressed

theory

a

model describes

is intended to explain

by that object or system

implies that models

a

to it an inner structure, composition,

by attributing

exhibited

experimental data will,

In Achinstein's account of

hopefully, provide a model-object".

or

tries to

subsumed
of high

or ones

explanation by means of

a

to which particular
tinder general laws

probability).

model should be seen

—

It is
as

essentially

704interpretive
with

than

it would, be concerned with

:

particular

of these

relationships

be taken

as

of the

(

occur

in

(WILEER, 1967s pp.25-26).
a

model

relating

aids

to the

an

say,

why eclipses

eclipse occurred at

providing interpretation

guidance in the search for

principles"

explanation
science.
a

principles

of such laws.

(HEMEEL, 1965s p.l4|l)

(ibid.).

or

theoretical

But heuristic and ancillary

fundamental f-unction of models

more

in scientific

is a subject for lengthy debates in the pilosophy

Wartofsky's

theoretical

as

of

to this epistemological problem is to

answer

model

a

device which

serves

to provide a

framework for observation

and measurement of the kind that goes

direct sensory

("pure neural response").

perception

"model", "conceptual framework", and "theory"
in

establishing

takes

places

some

or

"theory-laden".

It is

with

all observation

input

perform

sense,

similar functions

and measurement

This is based

and measurement

beyond

on

the

is theoretical

( 37)
'

argued that not all models

Thus, Bunge views

In this

framework within which observation

(WARTOFSKY,1968: pp.283-285).

presuppostion that

and

Their "effective heuristic

explanatory laws

new

is also noted

apart, the

models

of theoretical

and assist in the understanding of

theoretical

or

is regarded as an issue

It is claimed that models are characterised

imagination;

explanatory laws

roles

explanation

to the epistemological status

(WARTOFSKY, 1968: p.283).

view

would explain,

general) rather than why

The role of models in scientific

in

But this claim could

specific date, which is absurd.

some

as

and would produce some interpretation

occurrences

suggesting that

sun

general relationships rather

can

perform

an

explanatory

models to range from "the black box

and output terminals"

function.

equipped only

to the translucid box "filled

up

with

mechanisms,

behaviour of the box"
be

some

mehcanism

been

conjectured.

the exogenous

condensing

variables, I and 0, and the endogenous variables, S, of

descriptive

a

system might predict the

without introducing elements that go

observational

function.

both internal and external

providing

an

In this sense,

Thus

evidence.

and, possibly, predictive

explain

in terms of

of

of

empirical information

the available

work.

studied, and whether

(future states) of the system, and would be successful in

evolution

would not

whether

on

be called "behaviour models" and relate

A "behaviour model"

systems.

beyond

may

have been

it would perform

But such

behaviour

a

model

of the system

understanding of the causal mechanisms at

behaviour models would meet the "requirements

positivist, operationalist, and instrumentalist views of science

(as

well

For

Bunge, to arrive at explanation of both internal and external

as

behaviour

system.

(™)

mechanism

of

responsible

exist in every
a

for the behaviour

system

said to encourage

research.

an

exhibited by that

inner structure and

and account for its behaviour

a

is

The contrast

"mechanism model"

one

In contrast, the "black box" approach is

superficiality (although it is not

preliminary step towards

models).

that

the inner constitution

"metaphysical assumption", it is claimed that it is

which encourages

or

it is essential to reveal

system

a

Although the contention

recognised as

a

views) (BUEGE, 1973s p.102).

those of other

and mechanism

as

may

inner structure of the system has

accounting for the
These

In between there

of "grey", depending

states of the "black box"

the internal

a

p.101).^^

(BUEGE, 1973s

"grey boxes", in various gradations

the

to explain the external

less hidden, serving

more or

developing

more

without merit

refined and realistic

between the "black box" and "translucid box"

can

be illustrated

by reference

to the lay user

of

a

complicated instrument

end.

However, the designer of similar

particularly
would

Thus,

who treats it

tested

merely by its
to explain

serves

would

mechanism which

a

phenomena.

sense,

satisfied

model which

depict

This imagined

against factual

or

inside

(BTOGE, 1973s

the preceding discussion, it appears

system taken

to

or

conjecture

of the "box".

as a

mechanism

some

Such

an

approach
a

"black box", and,
which

approach

and instrumentalist views

would be that

should

then be

102-1014.).

seems

In this

to be in

view of models and theories.

object or system is to observe

object

pp.

mechanism model

Summing

some

use.

to account for the

with the realist

modelling

performance in

hypothesised mechanism should

or

an

would be

domain of phenomena

a

agreement

up

rather than

the instrument and

external

be taken

evidence

"translucid box"

the

instruments

interested in the mechanism

not be
a

as a means

that

one

approach to

the behaviour of that
based

on

these data,

accounts for the observed behaviour

could be acceptable

of science.

A

of the realist.

to positivist

different, contrasting

This would involve invention of

hypothetical, but potentially real, mechanism, and derivation of its

behaviour;

would then

behaviour
order

hence it would

determine the

box" may
nature

,

be explained

by those who
this to be

a

be tested

posited mechanism could refer to "real",

espouse

which uniquely

Thus, the behaviour of the "black

behaviour.
by infinitely

underlying

Its derived

against observational evidence in

rather than imaginary ones,

apparent

of the

beyond observable behaviour.

whether the

to discover

existent entities

go

mary

mechanisms.

hypotheses concerning

This is regarded

as an

the former model building approach.

shortcoming

the observable behaviour

of

every

model which

attempts to

the
ambiguity

They take
go

beyond

by postulating unobservable structures and

(U (

mechanisms.
a

On the other side,

of the "transucid box"

virtue

.

realists regard this characteristic
approach to models.

as

For if the

hypothesised mechanism in the model is empirically discovered to refer
to real

things, then the apparent

remains

uniquely determined

which the model

is

system,

a

supported

and/or prediction

"black box" model

theory

(BTM3E, 1973s

well be

explain hitherto

effects, then the model would have to be

by relevant

may

of

However, if the objective

model is to explain.and be able to

unobserved

of interest

If the purpose for

proposed is the description

in enabling control of the system.

adequate

of the system

by that mechanism.

the external behaviour of the

of the

behaviour

pp.

more

101+-105)•

complex and
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Conceptions of "model" corresponding to different views of science.

In the

course

of the

issues has been
model in
This
and

examined, concerning

predominant

selectivity.

by

been far from exhaustive:

concern

some

are many

in the literature

any

has therefore been

It is however,

a

qualified

that have been discussed are
in

particular conception

espoused

Consequently,

the issues

Selectivity

of this analysis.

The aspects of models

usually expressed

point of

the function and role of the

of this dissertation.

subject

activity

a way

which

seems

to be

of science and scientific

by the writers concerned.

discussion of models from a strictly methodological

view will inevitably

come across a

number of philosophical

presuppositions which, unless clearly acknowledged, will tend
mislead the

inquirer

into drawing

the nature and function of models.
taken

of

broad spectrum

and it is not possible to relate all of these directly

involved;

tainted

a very

empirical science and in cognitive activities, in general.

investigation has

to the
the

preceding discussion

into consideration

clarifying

to

unwarranted conclusions regarding
Such

philosophical aspects

are

below, to the extent that they assist in

relevant concepts

and views about models.

However, the
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discussion has

far been structured in

so

specific connections of the relevant
of science within which
the realist view of
and

section, it is not

(and

rather

At

very

a

one

general level
seem

are

to be

these here.

among

the cognitive function of
in

it in terms

This view

suggests

acknowledging
are

likely to try and comprehend this by

of the unknown.
an

are

Reasoning

employed to advance
by analogy is

features between the notions of

with reservation

scientific discourse.

unequivocal
by using

or

as

It is said

univocal

metaphors.

all scientific theorising

one

understanding of the unfamiliar by explicitly

although the latter, due mainly to its

attained

the similarities

similarities and differences with things that

shared

to be viewed

place in the individual.

Confronted with something

that already known elements

towards

account of the

of something he is familiar with and understands.

konwledge into the realm
of moving

any

their knowledge through perception,

things in the world.

conceiving

Only general

introduced in this chapter.

from experience, by noting

the individual is

an

drawn at the end of each

unsolved problems

many

unfamiliar

in

sufficiently distinct

to justify separate treatment.

of speaking about

view, individuals increase

and differences

There

so as

thought

to reiterate

necessary

observation, and learning

way

was

does not suggest

with the exception of

of growth of human knowledge as it takes

process
In

models, which

tentative) conclusions

models, there

which

issues with particular conceptions

(partial) conclusions have been

some

way

they have originated;

relatively little discussed

Since

a

way

are

familiar.

analogy and metaphor;

literary associations, tends

to its cognitive

function in formal

that the aim of precise predication

in scientific statements cannot be

This is denied in the view

to be based

on

which takes

metaphorical reasoning."
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Irrespective of
there

is

no

metaphor

are

scientists

light

in

a

new

theory they

on

the

of

are

"it is this device,

a

paradigm:

"Gestalt—switch"

as

an

acquiring

novel modelling

at things, and

scientific

the model, that can

established model building
gain understanding

is consistently applied in order to

The introduction of

looking

In the realist view

At this general level of talking about

phenomena in the world,

of

model, particularly in

a

proposing.

models, it is possible to conceive of

approach, which

thought processes;

by which scientific knowledge grows"

processes

(WALLACE, 1971;: p.259)•

of

and analogy

Analogy and

precise language.

frequently speak

it is claimed that

science

shed

is accepted,

that metaphor

employed, often not explicitly, in

connection with
of

the latter view

denying of the important role

the formulation of statements

and the

or

in the process of scientific discovery, especially prior to

play

can

whether the former

mark

may

a

the status of

paradigm.

approach may involve
change

what has been called

(WALLACE, 197l+s

a

a

p.263).^1^

in

some

a new way

generally accepted

"paradigm—shift"
However,

as

or

will be seen

below, doubts have been expressed with regard to the realist view which
identifies model

building with the scientific enterprise as such

(KAPLAN,

1961+: p.265).

Moving

now

models

in

to more particular aspects

empirical science the first

drawn is that

associated

there

positivist.
an

are

different

(and obvious) conclusion to be

conceptions of "model" which

conceptions

theories).

instrumentalist.

are

discussed

encountered in,

of science

are

(and of the cognitive

Thus, it is possible to distinguish

and realist views of models;

exhaustive classification.

of these views

that

are

with different

status of scientific

not

of the nature and function of

Some of the main

later in this

and the lack of

chapter.

consensus

and this is
characteristics

The difficulties
of opinion about,
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attempted definitions of "model"
of'model"
in
of

are

due to differing conceptions

partly

that

partly to the diversity of functions

;

empirical science
having different

This indicates that

by

any one

kind of model;

types of model performing
a

sharp

can

be performed

partly to the possibility

the

function.

same

classification of model types

may

be

unworkable, although in fields where

models perform very specific

functions

(e.g.

in

adequate

definitions exist

logic and mathematics;

applications).

There

are

proposed in

the

particular

articulated.

inquiries;

these

entertained,

seems

to meet

Three distinctive

cognitive function

As

techniques and

discussed in association

are

All positions

that

of the status and role

the positivists* reliance

of formal logic

on

(e.g.

observables

by

means

for theoretical terms

of correspondence

attempts to specify the logical relationships
of theories.

to describe

enterprise

The
this

"logic of science"

the

is instantiated in:

(ii)

the analysis of explanation as a form of logical argument;

provision of definitions

some

by models in science, although they

elswere,^^

concepts

positivism,

considered:
acknowledge

in their interpretations

stated

with

within which they have been

positions

is performed

significantly

of models.

are

the cognitive function of models

of science

conceptions

realism, and instrumentalism.

the

in engineering

is seriously

(HARBE, 1970s ch.2)

different views concerning

scientific

(i)

semantical models

requirements.

in

differ

or

analogue models and replicas

If the realist view of models

then the classification

most of the

logical

rules);

in terms
and

of

(iii) the

involved in the testing

is the expression often employed

conception and carrying

out of the scientific

(what is also called "scientific method").
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relating

to the historical development

psychological processes involved

othdr

aspects of society;

different from,

on

models
that

and

the

in the

analogies

analogies

have tended to be regarded

attitude

are

frequently

of analogies

in the development

and models

are

processes

understanding

not regarded

In contrast to the

these

to be

of the

of theories.

elements

which

are

in the

to represent

unavailable

to observation.

is,

be real

of which

some

are

basically

some

observed phenomena

are

the subject

and mechanisms
and which

are

In this sense, models are

of entities, and relationships

between

"candidates for existence, for reality".

of the entities that

are

posited

in the models

things, qualities, and processes in the world;

these "candidates

and

already familiar

on some

the structures

typically

hypothetical descriptions

of formulating

processes

analogically based

for

That

matters that

are

of that which is

responsible

some

value

of theories, as aids to

On this account, models

are

them,

of only

the heuristic

However, these

of the nature

They attempt

source.

as

preceding position, the realist view of models takes

descriptions
and

scientific

to the "logic of science".

relevant

important

model,

they acknowledge

of

in the mind of the scientist or as aids

testing scientific theories.

attempted

in

can

concede

may

these devices

Thus,

One aspect

towards the role

employed

psychological interest.

in the

The latter

psychology

Although they

in science.

positivists would regard

the intuitional

of science".

of science and its

positivist

and models

inquiries, most

logic

to

of enquiry

forms

as

prescription rather than description.

of the contrast between

illustrated

of scientific discovery;

community and its relations

and irrelevant to, the "logic

places emphasis;

be

in the context

of the scientific

to the structure

to the

of science;

for existence"

could be

and

demonstrated.^^

could
some
If

of

empirical
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testing of further deductive

description,

or

hypothesis) confirms these, there is

that the model

correctly represents

causally explain
model.

seem

to believe

reason

structures and mechanisms

be the initial

structures and mechanisms

There

(or hypothetical

to be two

aspects

reason

for accepting

of the disagreement between the positivist

of the function of models and analogies

scientific theories:

the

analogies.

debate, which focuses

in scientific

theories,

analogies

as a

on

It is argued

the function

should be rejected.

proper

that

and

of the

the orthodox

view

of models and analogies
It

is claimed that the

the positivists' view of the function of models

dispute is not between
and

in

reffering to the role of models

one

analogies, and the other concerning the conception
nature of models and

that

really exist.

and the realist view

of the

which

the phenomena that constitute the subject of the

Further, this would

these

of the model

consequences

heuristic and psychological one, and the

purely

realists'

thesis that

possible

the representation of unobservable structures and mechanisms.

That

they

and analogies

of the nature of models

this latter

but from
and

of the debate.

of the nature

of models and

obtaining between the
theories.The

truth

or

role

falsity

and it is suggested

that is mistakenly ignored
These differences

positivist thesis that theories

can

be

in the

that it

in the

conception

analogies originate in the differences

positivist and realist views

of •universal statements

about the function

disagreement about the conception

analogies;

disagreement

orthodox view

no

essential features of theories making

is, the debate does not arise from disagreement

of models

is

are

(either empirical

or

of scientific
consist of sets

theoretical laws) whose

assessed by observation and experiment assigns

whatsoever to models

and analogies

conceived,

on

the basis

795of the realist

could

view,

is

On the other

the function of the realists'

disputed in the positivist account

positivists, there is

function

no

for models

■

side, the realist view

of underlying

they operate

to generate the phenomena that

are

theory and model

development

an

on

seems

in the

speculative, and its

and mechanisms

simplifying

of models

-underlying

assumptions.

as

that

Thus,

essential

could mislead one

may

(KEAT

a

hypothesis:

depend

on

it is

the drawing of

and UEK.Y, 1975s

P»36).

phenomena may call for a number of

Such assumptions

may

help in observing the

since the main purpose

for

introducing them is to eliminate interference with observations

investigated.

circumstances

At

of theory construction.

provide descriptions of structures

phenomena of interest in "pure form"

to disturbing

result,

model in the realist sense

a

formulation

some

as a

It is possible to maintain

process

with some familiar sources

The construction

and,

to collapse.

analogies

stage, the status of the model is that of

analogies

way;

the distinction between model and

only by noting that

early stage

same

and

than the realist would accept.

refers to

way

to be causally

are

of scientific theories

placing greater emphasis

this distinction

still

in the

that the realist takes models

devices in the

that

structures and mechanisms and of the

characterised

the distinction between

theory

to be attempted

In this view, the theory is identifiable with the

model since both

into

conceived.

of theories stresses their function

descriptions

to claim

so

since, for the

It takes theories

providing causal explanations.

explained.

and mechanisms that'

descriptions of structures

Thus, it is not

actually exist.

model that

in

as

that

are

due

extraneous to the process being

In addition, much abstraction and idealisation

may

be
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involved

in any

that

hypothesised

the

are

attempt at building

to be

structures and processes,

least three distinct
of simplification,
from

causally responsible

realist

a

abstraction

rendering

it

may

be possible to identify at

but interrelated issues

regarding the questions

and idealisation

abstracxion,

in models

seen

This is the problem of how far can

viewpoint.

and idealisation

be introduced in the model without

its ontological claims about the real existence

implausible

of the unobserved

for generating

Especially in the context of investigating

phenomena under study.

social

models which describe structures

entities

(structures and mechanisms) that

are

posited in the model.

It is sometimes

process

of

said, in the context of the social sciences, that

purposive simplification, abstraction, and idealisation

could lead towards the construction of "ideal
would

types",

provide points of comparison with, and suggest

about, the real world.Such "ideal types"

descriptions
and
so

emphasising specific

forming

as

to be

most useful

scientist

be

counterargued

as

to

successfully

of interest.

through

grasp

appropriate for the particular

necessary

the essential

and mechanisms that

are

purposes

However, it

may

to organise one's concepts

so

features of the underlying

taken to generate the

The omission of certain

and their

fruitful hypotheses

They would be constructed

aspects

abstraction and idealisation is forced

mechanisms

la Weber, which

would be exaggerated

during the investigation.

that it is

by the need to produce

these

or

a

aspects of some observed phenomena

conceptually coherent wholes*

of the social

structures

a

phenomena

of those phenomena
upon

the inquirer

the correct description of the structures and
relationships.

It is the attempt

to describe

typically unobservable "essences" of the phenomena that forces
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abstraction and

idealisation, and not the consideration that the process

of abstraction

and idealisation

is crucial for the construction of

of different structures.

models

Another issue

relates to the view

developed simply

by the

process of abstraction

of, the concrete relations found
That

that models and theories

reality, it is

that

they present

their

themselves

underlying

that social relations
to their members

and central mechanisms

generally available
formation is based

to observation
on

the way

or

idealisation.

by means

idealisation from the concrete.
are

involved

and

would

the

in the

essence

reject

"essence"

are

The

of

some process

represents.

the positivist

responsible for

1975: P.135).

Although

and idealisation

elements of the model

In this sense, the realist

view which conflates

with that of abstraction

is

of abstraction and

Bather abstraction

relationship between the

that it

essence

abstracted and idealised form,

be presented in an

it is not identified

In this

between the concept of

the concrete features of the social reality.
may

and not

will be based on appearances only.

and that of abstraction and

essence

that

Thus, abstraction from,

the unobservable structures and mechanisms that

that

obscured

a way

society presents itself, it will be

view, the crucial point is to distinguish

producing

in such

structured

of, concrete social phenomena cannot hope to represent

capture reality for it

essence

are

are so

If the process of concept

.

inadequate, misleading, and ideological.
and idealisation

systematising

phenomena and thus

to abstract from, and idealise social

necessary

The realist might reply

life.

from, and idealisation

in the phenomena of the real world.

is, in building models of social

social

are

and idealisation

the concept of

(KEAT

and TJEEY,
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The

preceding discussion has revolved around some of the main

differences

can

be identified

against the
an

is whether

that

in

possible to construct
these

use

These

models

those

According

the ontological implications

which eschews

by the realists.

It is

different models of the same set of phenomena

simultaneously and successfully in predictions.

are

not

viewed

as

competing

the phenomena of interest really

way

'

that scientists have been

typically ascribed to the models

are

(51)

postulated in the model

relationships

It is argued

a way

these views

of models, the significant

interpretation

predictively useful.

views of

of contrasting

conception of theories.

the structural

employing models

and

for the purpose

instrumentalist

instrumentalist

issue
are

Notwithstanding

scientific inquiries.

important differences, the positivist and realist

models

to

positivist and realist accounts of the role

and analogies in

of models
such

between the

are.

structural properties of its sub.iect

representations

of the

Rather each model depicts
which

are

relative to the

perspective that brings the sub.iect into relationship with the model.
Since different
or

"levels"

in the

perspectives

of analysis

model may

models of the

also

same

may

be appropriate

of the subject, the properties that are relevant
differ

group

accordingly.

of phenomena,

account

for all the relevant

be used

to make successful predictions

ranges

of those phenomena.

Models

so

conceived

"real" existence

aspects

do not make any

it

be

postulated

Thus, in the case of two
may

be that neither can

of these phenomena,

about different,

but each

restricted

can

•

ontological commitments about the

of unobservable entities.

mechanisms that may

to different contexts

Any structures

or

in the models would be regarded
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as

formulated to provide simple and economical devices

mental constructs

with the aim
interest.

of
The

instrumental

their

of the models is

use

grounds:

instruments for
the way

predicting observable

they

the models

devices for the

The models

it

pragmatic.

appropriate

claims that

things

are

not pictures of

structural similarity between

represents, the similarity exists only in

Kaplan argues, "if the model is not conceived as picturing

we

can

and

make

good

another

one

of several models,

use

....

It is

systematise, to achieve

But this need not be done

Further, he claims that
is marked

matter

in

are

not compatible

of the functions of theory

ever

greater

selecting

the realist

unity in
some one

our

to unite

conceptions.

of the models

to become

the

as

speaking likeness".

a

"that scientific achievement

view

single comprehensive model

a

"logic-in-use"
of scientific

....

requirements do not

and this

may

no more

In Kaplan's

"reconstructed logic"

account for

the scarcity of

the "still current but

reality".

Expressing

ever more

pp.

all theories

as

is partially due to the influence of

controversial realist

to which theories offer

(KAPLAN, 1961+:

to take

view, the tendency

(of segments of reality)

than a prejudice".

originate in the scientists'

but in the methodologists'
inquiry;

is

of this kind in actual scientific research

287-288).
models

if they

reality,

only by our ability to formulate the truth about any subject-

Such methodological

models

by

one

even

which only needs not be retouched

picture

of

a

perspective and depends upon some specific mode of representation. w '

As

with

"really"

are

of formulation of

attainment

Although there is

and what

purely

on

taken to be

are

depicted in them.

are

knowledge about it.

given

justified

prediction, rather than

subject but

the model

features of the phenomena of

epistemology, according

detailed and

"grave doubts"

as

comprehensive pictures

to the commitment of

800.

practising scientists to the realist point of view, Kaplan regards
construction of models

cognitive strategies,

enterprise

as

In the face

maintain

can

of

of the function

For if it

realist, non-pragmatic

as

derive from

instrumentalist

an

necessarily "true" models

in the knowledge

some gap

However, this situation

in scientific

scientist's)

working

of models and of theories, realists

of filling

explanatory

available.

(the

criticisms, which

that useful hut not

phenomena.

adequate

of

(KAPLAN, 196i|.: p.265).

such"

the purpose

serve

one

not to he identified with the scientific

....

of these

interpretation

"only

as

the

may

of

usually emerges

domain

a

because

an

theory for that domain of phenomena is not yet
were

available, it would embody

Although there

sense.

are

model in the

a

many

such

cases

research, where the scientists employ models regarded

pragmatic devices, this does not validate the instrumentalist view

of models.
in the

Rather it indicates

development

with

URRY, 1975:

a

of phenomena.

of view renders
in that it

the

encourages

further

conceptions, rather than justifying
results from

preceding

can

various models

mere

(KEAT

discussion the general point is raised-

course

instrumentalist about all

be realist about

some

true) and instrumentalist

useful, though not

of theories

some range

pp.6i+-65).

realist

believes to be

dynamic

more

"An instrumentalist is of

whereas

to be

realist point

predictive

In the context of the

that

a

of theoretical

satisfaction
and

of

of the scientist

development

unsatisfactory state of affairs

of knowledge concerning

Further, the adoption

practice

an

is marked

true).

theories

about others

The distinction

in scientific

theories,

(those which he
(which he believes

between the two sorts

language by calling

the ostensible
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subject matter of the latter sort of theory

criticisms of instrumentalism

of the serious

one

between space and time.^^'

important distinction

In this sense,

structures and mechanisms
taken to

are

the heuristic

denote

an

a

domain of phenomena, which
—

model,

subject to testing
of model

,

are

to be

the model-theoretic

e.g.

(analogues of familiar objects).

object

but would function

as

or

system.

an

aid to the

representation of

model would afford

in

some

sense,

The conception

for convenience) would

schematic, always partial, and more or less conventional

a

economical
a

some

(i), above (let it be called

representation of
true

sense

of

as

hypothetical descriptions of

These two conceptions

senses

models

best to accomplish

correspond to what exists in reality

differentiated from other

of model in

as

underlying

against empirical evidence.

or

so as

(ii) models

function; and

(i)

to distinguish :

it is possible

purposeful abstractions constructed
specific

However, this is like

criticism of relativity theory that it

saying that it is a serious
the

indeed it is

:

that it blurs this

^

(SMART, 1968: 151).

important distinction"

blurs

"model"

a

number of

an

idealised

equally useful

available factual

some

It would be known not
Imagination,

or as an

set of factual information.

representation

information, and the

Such

which might be cast

depending on the

ways,

to be

researcher, the

of the modelling

purposes

exercise.

It

might be possible to expand

system;

theory).

or

to embed it into

In either

(or restricted

range

testing of the

more

case,

such
some

a

model into a hypothetico-deductive

theoretical framework

the result would be

(a general

"theoretical model"

a

theory) which could facilitate the empirical
general theory.

But such

a

model would still

802.
differ in

above,(let it be called
commitments

M2).

(ii),

Thus, it would not make any ontological

regarding the "real" existence of structures and mechanisms

hypothesised

to underlie its subject.

structures

and mechanisms

generating

the behaviour

In

from the conception of model in

important respects

It would

which would be

not describe

causally responsible for

exhibited by the system

short, it would not be

an

explanatory

such

of; interest.

model in the realist sense.

However, it would possess certain characteristics which could justify
its

in

use

pragmatic, instrumental sense.

a

(e.g. positivism,

of other philosophies

requirements

It might also meet the
or

other empiricist

philosophies).

Thus,
or

model in

a

Mi

sense

could be

system, frequently expressed

based

on

some

theoretical

(input),

variables, S

(internal states).

a

in mathematical language,
and

relating

(output), of that

and 0

In this

model of the behaviour of that which

without
of

set of statements about

framework,

variables, I

be

a

.

the exogenous

sense

it could, at best,

subject of the model:

evidence

hypothesising unobservable structures and mechanisms

subject's internal states

—

occasionally

system with its endogenous

is the

going much beyond the observational

object

an

—

in the

sense

underlying its

it would enable organisation and summarisation

of the data and could

provide predictions about future

system of interest.

Although successful predictions might enable

control and
could

not

regulation of the referent system,

provide the understanding

conceived in

a

realist sense,

for any

improvements

without

a

schematic

theoretical

on

necessary

of the phenomena

that system.

foundation) such

representation

a

model

so

of the

conceived

for the explanation,

being studied, and

At its weakest
a

states

(that is,

model might be simply

of an object or system:

an

a

idealisation,
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a

pictorial

or

or

mathematical

a

formula)

of

as

drawing

etc.

,

preliminary steps

constructing

a

accept such pragmatic, instrumental

Now, the realist could
models

(e.g.

conceptual or symbolic representation

"stop-gap" devices

—

—

uses

of

in the process

tAily explanatory models and theories.

But

he

would tend

to

For

model of this kind will explain both external and internal

him,

no

behaviour

regard this

of the

system

being investigated:

ignore the pool of available

analogically
the

conception of model

the inner
the

A consequence

explain because it seeks to disclose

can

generative of the behaviour of

is its subject.

of the

in which

a

model in

sense

that it is known to be"false" in the

specific

sense

its

original

model of.

is

a

as

an

If such

economical

are

"falsity"
in

which,

cannot be

model,

presumably
in such
say,

a

exact

copy or

model is

,

of

provides

a case

can

or

meant

to be true

its purpose,

and

can

solely

instrument,

of

understanding

as

only be adequate

some

more or

domain

less

theoretical model

a

a

problem

"false" explanation for laws
However, the

For
false

or

of being unlike

system of laws, then

be conceived to be

only be assessed

as an

a

taken to be true.

can

sense:

some

is conceived is

of that which it

replica

expanded into

Homer's "Iliad" is false.

said

it

an

representation

arises in that the
which

way

i.e. not

—

tend to

Thus, for the realist, only

source.

structures and mechanisms

system which

and it would

by its not being based

knowledge

familiar

on some

state of affairs.

unsatisfactory

as an

a

the

sense
same as

of
the

sense

fictional construct

in the

ordinary, empirical

to the extent to which it achieves
or

inadequate.

It

can serve

adequately, for the purposes

of phenomena.

Assessment

of the

8oU.
adequacy of a model, in sense

for the purposes for which it

,

constructed would involve considerations arising in
instrumentalist

views of science:

was

pragmatist

it would be taken "as if"

and

it

represented its original.

The model in
in the

of

also faces

sense

context

certain difficulties

of various theories

of

truth, coming

empiricist and rationalist criteria of truth

examined

disertation).

in this

Such

a

it

that with suitable modifications

so

"essential character" under
rational
the way
as

it is

establish
demands

It

are.

may

in the model.

whether

the model has

As

the model

in which

retain its

may

case

there would be

that reality is

proved

possible to

adequate to the most rigorous

One of these

is obviously the

which defines

of

reality for the

given time.

regards the concept of "formal model", which is often associated

with

positivist

criticism

either

two

are

the

"classical"

Employing

stating that

they

views of science, it

that this

restrictive.

is,

also break down

Another is the degree of "fit"

the model whithin the framework
a

against aspects
cannot be

But it is certainly

be made upon it.

direct test of its consequences.

scientists at

seen

This will help refine

not be possible to know

depicted

that may

is

that this model describes accurately

for believing

grounds

things

testing:

up

(which

model would

regularly when tested against empirical facts.

when it

areas

models

variety of tasks

in scientific

one

reasonable to accept the

characterisation

in

of discourse

isomorphic to

seems

which

a way

share

of model

reduces

a common

are

to merely

structure, that

another, does not reflect

that models

is very

constructed

adequately
to perform

inquiries, or the variety that exists in the modelling

relationship, viz.

the relationship

between

a

model and

the system
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which it is modelled.

upon

models

is

accepted,

the advancement

(formal)

If the "classical" account of

then

contribution that models can make

any

of scientific

knowledge,

over

to

and above the establishment

of

isomorphisms, must be accounted for either in terms of notions such

as

"root

23) which

are

not defined;

and rather vague,
is

(PEPPER, 19^+2)

metaphor"

by resorting to the equally undefined,

or

of the heuristic potential of

concept

model.

a

argued that, in the classical view of models, completion

of imputation

process

contribution

of structure

of the model.

isomorphism, and deriving
relationship is all that

Thus,

of insight

the logical
can

"formal model"
It becomes

sterile,

the whole

a

the model.

upon

As stated by

continuously
one

in the

of the critics
cease

process

of the

to be pregnant

dessicated fossil of interest only

a

the

the function of the model as a

"... the model must

view,

by employing

It

of the

of such

consequences

be achieved

to be drawn

theory development.

tends to represent

Establishing and formalising

this approach seems to deny

source

of

"open texture" (HESSE, 1961: pp.8;

or

...

to the

paleontologist of theory formation" (SWAHSON, 1966: p.297).

The review of

scientific

some

of the functions

theories:

in terms

of

generally

based

said to

forming

can

on

something

are

also performed

by scientific

However, models

discharge these tasks

simplifying and restricted assumptions.

Theories

provide ususally "deeper" explanation and systematisation
be attained

the theoiy

than those

in

systematisation, derivation of laws, calculations,

explanation, and the similar.

to what

by models

inquiries suggests that models, in various senses of the

term, play most of the roles that

are

accomplished

of its
as a

by models.

are

It is claimed

that the principles

less abstract, more accurate, and more general

model(s) (ACHUTSTEIN, 1965s P«105)

theory

of

(an)

x

...

is to

s

" To

suggest that x's

propose
are

8o6.
governed by such

and such principles, not just that it is useful for

certain purposes

to represent x's

such

that
a

theory

There

principles approximate those which actually obtain".
contrasted

as

account,
are

or

approximations
called
and

model is advanced

a

by which

Moreover, in those

be

possible

or

because it is

difficulty

it by

answer

a

(ii)

incomplete;

either

impossible

or

be circumvented

may

and

improved

task

a

by models;

a

and
a

that

(iv)

complex

can

a

this question,

(i)

it

fully developed theory

may

not

be

by using

(iii)

more

the didactic
theory is
a

an

an

an

a

admittedly

render

but acceptably

incomplete theory

can

the consequences

of

in its

model(s);

fruitfully and flexibly

role

"proper"

be

and

performed

of models in the process of

important

theoretical

It could become

may

exceedingly cumbersome, and such

assumptions embedded

In this account,

theory.

Putting

observing that:

by studying

upon

deliberately simplified

for

p.103)

theory because it has not yet been formulated

less accurate theoretical model:

218).

:

directly employ theories in scientific research

to

to employ

calculations

p.

were

the terms "model"

assumptions"(ibid.

namely, theoretical models.

Achinstein sets out

studying

only

using their less accurate, less complete and less general

representations:

is

and

purposes,

in which

cases

as

to the question whether it would

naturally

fruitful to

more

instead of

this

were

be used interchangeably.

may

extended

later recognised

still useful for specific

This observation leads

not be

principles

reflecting the actual structure

"theory" refer to the "same set of

they

system is actually governed.

a

of interest, but were

items

though

models.

theories

as

Thus

definitive

as a

certain such sets of

in science where

cases

phenomena

with

set of principles

as a

initially introduced
of

governed by these principles or

as

one

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968:

model would be a candidate

theory when the assumptions
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making up the model

are

(ACHINSTEIN, 1965).

underlying structures

In the
well

of the

course

as

different

similarities
has been

preceding discussion, various
conceptions of

and differences

of model

that

there

for all

are

senses

no

of model,
shared

such set will

particular
cannot

be

a

by all and only

theory governing

1968: pp.256-258).

Yet

science and scientists

Thus, it

seems

a

theory

generally

element"

on

are

shared

no

specific set of

( and analogies).

In this specific sense, there

(AonINSTEIN,

that both philosophers of

grouping together all such devices.

among

there

are

certain

these devices, although their

provide sufficient foundation for

models and analogies.

indicates that

It

a

"common element" may

may

condition, since

constitute
it

may

could be identified in
are

some

be loosely and

a necessary

but not

a

also be valid for constructs that

normally taken to be models or analogies.

analogies) which

senses

too narrow to apply to some

or

to assume that

not ultimately

described.

sufficient
not

may

about

Achinstein

are

which

to all the

analogies and models

insist

It

conditions that hold

models

the fact remains

plausible

characteristics
identification

of model.

senses

and

(ACHINSTEIN, 1968: pp.296-258)

there is

either be too broad

of

group

as

(theoretical models, representational

sufficient

that is,

identified;

been examined.

does not necessarily apply

necessary or

of model

arguments, that each particular

Indeed, it is argued in

characteristics

Any

these have

among

that have been considered

etc.).

senses

model have been

shown, in the context of these

conception of model

models,

taken to he representative of actual

Such

a

"common

characteristics of models

(or contain): (1)

a

(or

representation of some object

808.

(2)

system;

or

faithful in all

"utilises

grasped,

something
or

basis for

proper
and

a

of model.

and

depict the object

may

(3)

the representation

less familiar, known, understood, readily

upon" (ACHINSTEIN, 1968:

is too

theory of models

understanding

investigate

manner;

easily experimented

systematising

sense

not complete", and

or

more or

this "common element"

But
a

respects,

in some "indirect"

system

or

this representation "is either not literal,or not

of these

the specific
Another way

the epistemological

p.23>7).

abstract, and provides too restricted

One

and analogies.
devices

may

way

to gain

be effected by examining

characteristics of each
to attain such

a

and ontological

entailed

by the conception of model that relates

paradigm

of scientific inquiry.

goal

different

might be to

presuppositions

to the prevailing
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2.

The main

3.

The problem of knowledge for guiding action.

U.

The nature

interpretative task.

questions.

of the interrelation of objective inquiry

and normative choice.

5.

Restrictions imposed

by rationality and methods.
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1.

The

interpretative task.

Bringing together the different strands in this work has proved
formidable task not only because
material that it

of the bulk and heterogeneity of the

but also because of the inherent

covers

in the articulation of the relations between

seemingly unrelated realms.

There

are

that have been drawn at the end of each
There is
the

several important conclusions
chapter in the main text.
stage and, therefore,

ensuing concluding comments make only selective reference to earlier

issues and
as

complexities

planning and other

need to reiterate all of them at this

no

a

a

to be

attempt to relate them to the hypothesis about the thesis

"whole".
a

This

hypothesis is expressed in terms of what is taken

set of necessary

dialectical continua in planning, viz.:

knowledge-action, theory-"practice", substance-procedure, theory-method,

knower-known, planners-planned.

Thus, the drawing of conclusions from the above discussion emerges
as

a

not because there is

hermeneutic task:

mystical

esoteric about the text

or

otherwise

—

though the reader might think

but rather because of the way in

conceived, structured and written.

developed based
interpretation

upon

which the work has been

Its substantive material is

the implicit presuppositions of the author;

of thir' material seeks to

presuppositions are.
could meet

—

anything particularly

and

discover what these

The operation is circular and reinforcing and

the criteria of

That there will be many

reflexivity stated in the introduction.

shortcomings in this exposition is inevitable;

811.
but its tentative nature need not
with which the
action in

deprive it of the requisite force

argument regarding

planning

inteniependence of knowledge and

is to be pursued.

2.

The main

Two

problem areas have constituted the foci of this investigation:

(a)

questions.

the questions regarding the nature and structure of knowledge for

(b)

planning;
between
in the

the questions concerning the nature of the relationship

knowledge and action.

The former set of issues becomes relevant

light of the latter which in turn

cannot be conceived of

independently of its relation to the former.
planning does not

engage

of the world for its

own

a

Rather

set of social

life.

As

an

environment

sake, out of the disinterested curiosity to

to action

—

practices

a

focusing

—

social activity involving

the "practical" aspects of social

non-action being

one

upon

the

society/

of the options open

planning could be said to approach the status of

"science"

on

a

the Aristotelian account.

endeavours to

study the world with the aim not of

acquiring knowledge about action
the

on

as a

undertaking oriented towards acting

"practical science"

Such

of the environment and man's relation

planning is constituted

relationship

because

so

in the acquisition and validation of knowledge

unravel the secret wonders

to it.

This is

but of action itself.

In this sense,

planner inquires into his subject matter not in order to know what

812.
it is like and whether it

appropriately

upon

it.

is

well-planned, but rather in order to act

However,

"practical science" cannot easily

a

(e.g. politics,

investigate in isolation from other "practical sciences"

ethics)

or

involves

from the "theoretical sciences".

To act appropriately

knowing what the characteristics of appropriate action

There follows thai it is not

"theoretical"

or

are.

possible to meaningfully separate

purely cognitive from the "practical"

or

the

political,

ideological, moral aspects of planning.

However, there is
between
even

an

alternative

way

of looking at the relationship

knowledge and action which postulates that it is possible and

mandatory to separate the two realms.

Knowledge has to be free

from interests other than the strictly cognitive ones

of precision,

objectivity, economy of expression and the like which should not in
themselves constitute

overriding criteria for what is to count

the latter being assessed only

knowledge

—

facts.

These two views

were

the basis of independent

given consideration

in the main text,

(chs. four and five, and ten, respectively), in connection with

above

the kind of
thesis

planning which they give rise to.

clearly lie

presupposition which
it is conceded

should be the

may

"practical" realms.

that there may

be

valid for

no way

only possibility.

are

—

as a

though

of demonstrating that this

The questions about the nature of

the relationship between

discussed below,

analytical purposes only

thesis).

This is taken

be supported with logical arguments

knowledge in planning and about
and action

The interests of this

with the Aristotelian conception of the relation

between the theoretical and

this

on

as

knowledge

but their separate treatment is

(given

the position adopted in

813.

3.

If

The problem of knowledge

planning is defined

as

for guiding action.

"reasoned action", it corresponds to

an

activity which presupposes thought and reflection directed at least
in

part towards the world of experience.

This is so not only because

planning deals with physical

(natural and man-made) elements of the

environment

portion of its subject matter, but also

and most

as

a

substantial

importantly

formulate

planning

with man's

because it does not

—

as

action in

a

experiences of the material world around him.

man

and nature with

light of certain desired
world is necessary in
a

focal

possible to consistently

fantasy world which is not connected

Reflection revolves around the systematic
world of

seem

—

or

some

relation of knowledge of the

mode of acting upon

desirable outcomes.

planning:

that world in the

Knowledge of the

reflection for planning requires

point, it does not take place in

thought empty of substantive content.

a

cognitive vacuum as

pure

If it is accepted that planning

requires knowledge to guide and inform action, the questions relating
to the nature of such knowledge and to
obtained and
such
its

ways

in which it is to be

validated, in short, the epistemological framework of

knowledge, has to be circumscribed and agreed

upon

together with

ontological postulates and presuppositions and its methodological

particulars.
own

the

This is not to

theory of knowledge.

and formulation
and render

would

argue

that planning should develop its

Insistence

upon

merely perpetuate

disciplinary boundaries

more

such independent investigation

disciplinary subdivision
pronounced

—

an

outcome which

811+.
planning ought to find

as

operating against its essentially

interdisciplinary approach.

Rather it is

to

point out that the field must face and

answer

questions concerning the spelling out of whatever epistemology it is
adhering to, what
consistent with

are

some

In the abselnce of

inquire into the
presupposes a

its"prior assumptions" arc' whether they
"model of man" that is accepted in

some

way

such

and

"conception of man", it is essential to

particular "model of man".

the field of

Once this is made explicit,

whether this is in fact

compatible with

planning is dealing with and meets its cognitive

"practical" objectives.

Questions regarding the nature of the subject
are

planning.

in which some epistemological framework implicitly

the task would be to examine
what

are

relevant

that the

in

matter of planning

deciding these epistemological issues.

To claim

"problematic" of planning should be clearly demarcated from

other realms

dealing with analogous problems is to advocate

development of conceptual structures that
This would

merely

fences

dividing

matter

of social

context of the

result

what is

in the

are

erection

essentially

the

peculiar to planning.

of more

the unified

disciplinary
subject

Placing urban planning firmly in the

life.

disciplines which study social life need not negate the

significant contribution that its design and art tradition are making
to the activities

of the field.

Rather it

prompts the search

for

greater integration between that tradition and social theory.

Thus, artificially imposed, historically contingent disciplinary
subdivisions

promoting their

own

sub-cultures and particular ways of

looking at the world should be transcended in planning in favour of

815.
broad conceptualisation of processes in society.

For there to be

integration of various disciplinary perspectives and frames of meaning
into

some

coherent whole,

between such
the

planning has to formulate rules of mediating

conceptual universes.

Development of rules to overcome

problem of incommensurability of perspectives would involve

planner® in learning what the other frames of meaning are, their
of procedure and social practices,

corresponding particular rules
their
them

vocabulary of explanation

as

self-contained closed

disciplinary viewpoints
simply be

an

afford the
and its

be effected.

own

peculiar

by additional considerations about the main
questions of social life

Clearly

process,

extremely important elements of

account in social

nine).

and

the mode

It

Such

was

the

the "whole"

as

concern

of the

it unfolds within

history and cultural tradition

are

attempt to study relevant aspects
The requirement to take these into

of

knowing to be adopted

argued that

man

an

(cf. Chapters

one,

four,

epistemology which recognises the

and environment, between the knower and the known

appropriate in planning.

a-conception

work in the "newer"

of

on

never

theorising for planning was shown to make special

interplay between
is most

any

man/environment relation.

on

The planning exercise will

concerning the problems of knowledge for planning must

environment.

demands

integration of

ways.

field which lies with

of the

no

requisite coherent and cohesive perspective

iunformed

an

systems of thought

aggregate of disciplinary contributions which will

The discussion
be

may

If they regard

and conceptualisation.

of knowledge is being developed in contemporary

philosophy of science but there

philosophical tradition which point to the

same

are

other streams

direction, e.g.

conceptualisations of the pragmatists in terms specific to their

816.
social
The

thought, and the Continental hermeneutic philosophies.

intelligible connection between these apparently different

(cf. Chapter five, sect.6) indicate that genuine syntheses

orientations
may

be forthcoming:

elements of

which
of

syntheses that would relate systematically the

knowledge with requirements of praxis

social action in

or

subjective interests of agents contributing to the promotion

objective

progress are

accounted for through

form of

However, the question

interpretative understanding.
asked whether such

some

understanding

can

be

as

may

still be

rational and systematic

as

the

-understanding of nature;

two

potentially different forms of understanding might not prejudice

the

success

The

conception of knowledge that would inform this undertaking

be

of the

by cultural

an

attempt at synthesising

synthesis.

that takes science

one

and whether

as

an

would

essentially social activity influenced

and historical antecedents

(,cf. Chapter eight).

It would

recognise the important role played in it by human contribution and the
interaction between the knower and the known.
the

strong

presence

It would

of metaphorical elements in what is taken as

literal in theories and models of

aspects of reality (cf. Chapter

eleven).

It would concede that there

valid ways

of conceptualising experience, science being

knowing

among

other possible modes.

be alternative theoretical

of the

same

validity

as

set of

be alternative, equally
one

mode of

It would accept that there
even

may

alternative descriptions,

empirical phenomena and that assessment of their

may

considerations such
criteria.

accounts,

may

correspondence with intersubjectively

independent facts

acknowledge

as

established and

have to take second place in the light of
convenience, instrumental effects,

or

aesthetic

817.
It would .regard

the strict and clear separation of the realm of observation

from the realm of
a

theory

as

untenable,and would reject the existence of

privileged language of observation in which all propositions

are

to be

"

couched in terms of observables. if
It would not eschew

are

to be testable in experience.

implications of relativism at the level of

(not of truth) and would

meaning
who

the

they

quarry

the moral relativism of those

normally reject definitions of meaning

as

relative to the

methodological and procedural conventions and presuppositions espoused
by particular communities of scientists
accept

a

science
and

as

opposed to

(cf.Chapters four and eight)

a

social scientists.

It would

mono—theoretical approach in

and would maintain

a

tolerant

pluralistic attitude towards the goals, methods and procedures of

inquiry
be

poly-theoretic

or

—

though it would not

go as

far

as

suggesting that "anarchism"

regarded as"an excellent foundation for epistemology".

conception of models

could be akin to

an

Its

instrumentalist view

(cf.

Chapter fourteen) and would involve exploration of metaphorical aspects
of models rather than

isomorphisms

positivist and realist views.
could be

developed

outlined above

or

causal accounts

—

as

with the

The nature of theories for planning that

within such

a

conception of science was roughly

(Chapter four, sect. 3).

However, it is not such views of knowledge that inform most research
undertakings
frameworks
with the

in terms of development of models and theoretical

for urban

planning;

or

within related disciplines concerned

study of the city as their principal subject matter.

investigation

that

was

carried out in Chapter two,above, revealed

that the research traditions concerned have
of

a

scientific

science

study of

advanced

The

social/spatial

by Logical Empiricists

presupposed the possibility

phenomena
—

on

the model of

generally referred to as

.

the
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Now, the assumption that

positivist view of science.

methodological naturalism is tenable in the study of

social/spatial

phenomena is itself subject to many interpretationit is not

unproblematic, and should not be taken for granted.
naturalism is not

thare

that
of

can

independent of

be scientific

presuppositions

before

The

view of science;

and to claim

study of social life entails

a

number

regarding the ways in which society is to be

looked at and theorised about

"Naturalism").

some

Moreover,

(chapter nine;

Appx. to Part II, entry:

All these "prior elements" require exploration

committing planning to pursuance of the scientific ideal.

particular view of science which informs the research traditions

that
the

examined in

were

Chapter two, above, is akin to

positivists' "logic of science" which

unnecessary

restrictions

on

was seen

what is to count

as

one

version of

to impose

legitimate knowledge.

The "method of science" that is taken for granted in these research
traditions is adhered
that

are

testable

regarding
is

in

to in order to

experience and contain law-like generalisations

spatial behaviour.

thereby provided can be

the consequences

of

any

performance is to be
and

precision of

There
are

of

are

produce propositions and theories

The system of generalisations that

used

change

to derive accurate predictions about
in circumstances.

assessed in terms of correspondence with

facts,

predication.

two lines of

referred to in

critique

Chapter two.

on

this view

The first

—

apart from those that

concerns

the possibility

formulating laws and law-like generalisations about social life.

The restricted conditions in which this
in

Their predictive

Chapter nine.

might be attained

The second criticism is

a more

general

are

set

one

and deals
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with the

positive, i.e. non-evaluative, nature of scientific social

studies.

Thus, it is argued that positivistic science looks strictly

at"things
if

as

they

are

"

and derives predictions of how they will be

present conditions and assumptions hold.
itself

concern

evaluative

with what could be

considerations

act proper.

Now

and validated knowledge of

is to be related

are

many

taking it
errors

as

that

Such

ways

in which

social/spatial

to the normative component of action.

emotionally charged

committed in such

is fast becoming

attacks

smacking of positivism.
are

case.

to be excluded from the rtsearch

positivism in the social sciences

there

ought to be the

This line of argument relates to the

scientifically acquired
phenomena

are

or

Hence it does not

on

"dirty word":

a

anything scientific

Apart from some serious semantic

critiques of positivism in social

science, there are several philosophical points which are much abused.
The differences between

e.g.

positivism and other conceptions of science

realism, instrumentalism, Popper's critical rationalism
Scientific knowledge is seen as

obliterated.

though this does not follow.
of science

are

distinction

different views of the role
between

positive hence positivistic,

as

to justify their clear

(cf. Appendix to Part II, relevant entries;
text).

and

many

These conceptions of science take
and structure of

theories, of the relation

theory and observation, of the status and role of the model in

cognitive inquiry, and

many

other

fundamental ontological

epistemological and methodological issues.

To call all scientific

activity positivistic is at best imprecise and at worst
distortion of what is

today.

are

The differences between these conceptions

sufficiently important

sections of the main

—

—

a

serious

actually happening in science and its philosophy
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Positivism

as

programme,

especially in the terms that it

a

philosophical school with

the twentieth century,
views of science.

programme

a more or

was

is strongly criticised

Its

verification

of "operationalism";

less specific

formulated earlier in
"by other non-positivist

theory of meaning;

its version

as

its

phenomenalism with the

ensuing rejection cf all non-verifiable, nor.-empirical statements as

meaningless;

its dual-language thesis which sharply differentiates

the observable from the

very

logical
many

modified

or

positivists

quarters and

beyond recognition.

There
as

logical empiricists, though there

or even

are

who would drop the qualification and call themselves empiricists.

philosophy of science has managed to provide viable

alternatives to the
to the

scientific

positivist

from idealism

scientific perspective

on

social life
as

is

with critiques of scientific social science originating

case
—

better suited

if the presuppositions

—

e.g.

phenomenological

existentialist critiques

or

indicates serious misunderstandings and is a

shows disregard for the substance

of the

antipositivist/antinaturalist

movement in the "newer"
model of

seem

To call this philosophy "neo-positivist"

accepted.

commonly the

a

and these

programme,

study of social life

underlying the adoption of

such

many

few philosophers today who would regard themselves

The "newer"

are

and other lesser issues

subjected to much damaging criticism from

have either been abandoned
are

its predictivist account of

its emotive theory of value;

explanation;
have been

non-observable;

knowledge

views

philosophy.

seem

usage

and

In particular,

to overlook the strong

philosophy of science towards the dialogue

(cf. Chapter five, sect.6) which

the Continental hermeneutic
and existentialist

new

highly ambiguous

—

is associated with

philosophies informing phenomenological

approaches to the study of social life.
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The

confusion could be

same

with

naturalism, and

social life is
to Part

result

as a

in social

as

any

practice of conflating positivism

attempt at scientifically studying

labelled, quite erroneously,

(in

II, entry: "Naturalism

criticised

in the

seen

positivistic

as

(cf. Appendix

sciences)").

the social

What is

positivism in contemporary anti-positivist literature

science relates to

a

position that is not to be found

among

contemporary empiricist philosophers who have substantially modified
their views

so

Much of modern

as

to take account of most serious criticisms.

philosophy of science
that this

particular terms

role that the human mind
It could

nature.

was

—

not necessarily in the

sketched above

recognises the

—

plays in interpreting

the phenomena of

accept science and scientific knowledge as social

products relating to cultural and historical contexts and guided by
human interests.

In its

that strict adherence to
involve
and

more

on

inquiry might

version of

as

positivistic

naturalism,

on

human imagination

human freedom and personal expression.

is, moreover, talk of relativism of meaning

social science

of the dangers

warns

regarding artificially imposed constraints

aspect of man's epistemological predicament.

some

it

methodological rules of

intuition, and eventually

There

extreme versions,

as an

inevitable

To attack scientific

merely because it is modelled

even

on

if antipositivist, is mistaken.

Having said that, it has to be conceded that critics of methodological
naturalism do not attack general
focus

on

the substantive

disciplines.

philosophical theses but rather

and methodological concern of their own

There is nothing that is inherently

wrong

with that

approach, only that general problems seem to be overlooked.
this orientation

seems

to be at the root of

the

However,

misunderstandings for
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most of the research that is carried out within the social sciences

indeed be called positivistic.

may

disciplines

avow

This is not because these

their allegiance to philosophical positivism.

fact there does not

seem

to be much

philosophical discussions that
that much of the methodological

been inherited from the

are

concern

for the

involved.

In

highly technical

Hather the

is

case

apparatus of the bv,eial science^ has

positivists' "logic of science".

As

a

well

established

body of allegedly theory-independent and value-indifferent

methods and

techniques of inquiry it is consistently and extensively

cultivated in social research.

Both scientists and
that

methodological rigour is regarded

social
and

philosophers of science have not failed to notice

science

than it is in natural

presuppositionless

social scientists

an

as a

higher ideal

science.

The

goal in

or

myth of

a

neutral

body of methods appears to have fostered among

attitude which tends to underrate the relevance

of the substantive content of research findings in favour of following
the "correct" rules and

regard

procedures that the scientists themselves
Another

reason

why there is resistance to the "newer" philosophy of science

as one

as

general guidelines and not

as

mandatory.

foimulation of naturalism may

be that the relevant philosophical debate

has not

Such debate is often regarded

yet seeped through.

removed from the actual interests of research.
discussion may be so
themselves.
to the

far

philosophical

characterised is readily admitted even by philosophers

Nonetheless, not all philosophical comment is unrelated

specific problems arrising in cognitive inquiry.

and clarification of such

of

That much

as

problems

can

The investigation

only be undertaken at the level

generality and abstraction characteristic of most philosophical

work.

A third

reason

might be the inertia

involved in moving from
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a

well— delimited and familiar set of

towards

"untried" orientation.

uncertain and

be the natural suspicion with which the

may
of

a more

practices and methods of research

scepticism and relativism

which may

are

extreme preachers

more

This is

received.

Finally there

a

suspicion

be justified in view of the intellectual discomfort it

gives rise- to among those who regard knowledge as objective, rationally
and

independently acquired, and always corrigible

knowledge of nature

or

a

concerns.

upon

(*)
'

method-conscious, there is

for, and compatibility with, their

Thus, there

in several of the social sciences

geography.

are so

strong interest regarding the appropriateness of

their methodological apparatus
substantive

whether it be

social life.

However, because social scientists
recently emerging

—

are

today,

They seek to clarify the

lively methodological debates
e.g.

range

which their research methods stand and

in economics, sociology,

of presuppositions

assess

their impact

and

compatibility with their "conception of man".If the strong antipositivist
movement in social science is

(*)

attacking everything scientific

A recently published book
geography has

come

on

as

such issues in the context of

to the attention of the author too late for

comment

(GREGORY, D. (1978): "Ideology.science.and human geography".

London:

Hutchinson).

between the general

A

cursory

structure of this thesis and the organisation

of the material in that

publication, and between the general

orientations in these works.
serious

reading revealed many congruences

However, there

disagreement, especially

as

as

also points of

regards the version of "committed

geography" that is advanced in that book.
publication

are

The author regards this

actually strengthening the validity of the orientation

adopted in this thesis.

82U.
positivistic

this could he due to the methodological inheritance

rather than the

of

strong presence

living and all embracing positivist

a

It seems likely that it is the positivistic attitude

philosophy.

attracts the critical attention of antipositivists.

towards research that

It may

be that methodological naturalism, in some version, cannot justify

itself

scientifically

that it is

developed,

a

(cf. Appendix to Part II, entry: "Naturalism");

matter of belief

in physics

say,

or

or

choice to decide to

apply methods

chemistry, to the study of social life.

However, it is equally important to carefully explore, understand and
assess

what is advanced

naturalism

as

alternative

prior to embarking

is referred to in

platform of idealism

on any

empiricist terms

conceptualisations in lieu of

as

For

irrationalism.

"educated" methodological naturalism need not

—

or

what

an

neglect the whole

range

of

irreducibly humanistic

or

employs appropriate approaches to apprehending such aspects, which

would be

compatible with

aspects of social life providing it develops

a

The contentious issues that
with

respect to the

What could have
the world of
and

a

man

human-centred "model of man".
are

to be

faced, given such

orientation,

mind/body problem should not be taken lightly.

retarding effect
and

on

the advancement of knowledge of

society is to adopt

a

doctrinaire methodological

epistemological standpoint and refuse to even consider alternative

points of view.
towards the

This

may

be avoided by adopting

a

favourable attitude

proliferation of theories, methods and perspectives which

might create the right climate for fermentation of the
are

an

new

ideas that

coming into the social sciences from all conceivable directions.

If this

proposal is accused

what it

preaches

for neglecting

to practice for itself

for others, then it has to be advanced

as

yet another

825.
view among

possibilities.

than its alternatives:
which could at best be

It advocates

It does not claim

it is

put forward

any

as an

greater credibility

expression of a view

equally valid and not prior to any others.

exploration of alternatives and rejects the attitude of

taking for granted views that

may

be equally easily

infirmed by

seriously questioning and rejecting their presuppositions.
criticism that
and immature

a

polytheoretic perspective would indicate

state of

of the argument

knowledge cannot stand

very

The
an

unsettled

well in the light

that monotheoretical views may be shown to suffer from
complacency, or dogmatism.

overconfidence,

If scientific contribution to

acquiring knowledge for planning is

accepted, then the methods and procedures of science must be qualified
with

respect to the particular conception of science within which they

are

to

operate and which guides their structure

Methods of

inquiry

are

not to be taken

as

and application

neutral instruments of research.

They imply theories of instrumentation and introduce their
perspective
scientific
in

on

the subject matter to which they apply.

methods, such

as

own

Thus

models of empirical phenomena employed

cognitive inquiry, cannot be conceived of independently of

of science and scientific
which

.

some

view

activity, and its corresponding world outlook,

stipulates the role that models are to play in research.

These should not be taken for
field of

granted

planning should be investigated.

The discussion of models in science

generality.
devices for
coherent

but their appropriateness to the

At

a

was

higher level, models

carried out at two levels of
were

seen as

knowledge extending

organising fragmented pieces of information

scheme,

as

into

some

relative concretisations of metaphors, and as
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promoting the establishment of analogical relationships between ideas
or

a

conceptual realms.

variety of quite

At

lower level, models were taken to perform

a

specific functions in empirical science, from

theory development and testing
not all of the functions that
the three

as

conceptions of model that were identified as corresponding
In the

It is used

as

a

some

heuristic device to aid

and formulation of law-like

was

a

model is

theoretical

conceptualisation

Once it accomplishes its

generalisations.

task it is to be discarded and what

its

positivist account,

establishing structural isomorphism with

domain.

on

would be compatible with

specified

were

to different views of science.
seen

However,

to prediction and explanation.

erected

through its aid stands

own.

A realist view of science
the world

and of the

would take models

underlying

phenomena the model

potential copies of

structures and mechanisms

causally generate the phenomena that
from those

as

are

being modelled.

that

In abstracting

would present their essential

characteristics, their

"essence".

hypothesis for testing

to be raised to the status of theory if testing

establishes

It would be regarded as a

correspondence with reality.

The model

also make

can

ontological commitments regarding the real existence of

some

hypothesised causal mechanism. Opposed to these two views is
instrumentalist account of science
its broad

spectrum

—

—

with many

which takes models

as

as

good

as

interpretation of metaphors.

Being neither true

its predictions.

"as if" construct the model would not be taken
allow

different views within

convenient instruments for

performing various specific tasks in inquiry.
false the model would be

the

As

a

nor

fictional,

literally and would
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The

of models in

use

planning is a relatively recent event in the

Although models were employed in

development of the field.

a

conceptual function, in their imaginary sense, by early theorists of
the

city, such

usage was

the context of scientific
the advent of

that models

not explicit

or

conscious and not within

description and prediction. It

as

cognitive instruments and parts of the methodological

of the natural sciences emerged

devices; in

systematisation of data and prediction.

was

further

uses,

as

potentially useful

Their intentional

prompted by the search for plausible explanatory

accounts of urban
forecasts of

not until

quantification and mathematisation of the socio.! sciences

apparatus

use

was

phenomena and by the need to provide

more

accurate

significant variables relating to transportation, land

industrial location, etc.

Models have been

invoked in

planning

as

suitable in

instruments

assisting in the generation and precise statement of theoretical

hypotheses, in rationalisation and improvement of predictive

and

forecasting procedures within the framework of the urban planning

and

process,

a

number of other subsidiary tasks.

the view taken of models for
with the account of
seen

as

part of

in which
scale

they

a

may

science that

be employed

as

accepts.

one

scientific outlook

—

accepted that

in

principle possible.

For models must be

apart from the trivial sense

or

buildings.

compatible with the

scientific study of

The view of science

concerns

roughly sketched above and in the main text

is

that is compatible

one

simple representational devices in

reductions of land features

that is taken to be most

been

planning should be

It is clear that

—

social/spatial

of planning has

providing that it
phenomena is
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In this view models would be regarded as fictional constructs,
which would be asked to

focusing

accomplish clearly delimited tasks especially

conceptualisation.

on

mathematical

They need not be couched in

symbolic language

or

if this should be

seen

devices

as

though they might be

expedient.

more

so

expressed

They need not be primarily

addressed to precise description of empirical states of affairs;
to

prediction of

consequences

Indeed such usage is
with

from changes in

more

(cf. Chapter nine).

Their primary

interpretation of metaphors, indicating how

domain which is not

other

variables.

fraught with dangers and, especially in prediction,

great conceptual difficulties

task would be in the

some

or

yet understood could be

seen

some

in terms of some

familiar domain.

In this task

would allow the full richness of metaphorical

they

expression in their statement including elements that could be regarded
as

ideological

evaluative.

or

within the domain which

They would seek to achieve coherence

they attempt to illuminate rather than ascertain

correspondence with empirical reality.
of models in
so

far

planning

been the

either

as

law-like

positivist

or

or as

way

in which models are used in planning

theory construction and development of

"techniques" for prediction to enable

distinguishable from their conception in terms of

descriptivist accounts of science.

These

inappropriate for planning for they advance

empiricism
in the

—

now

superseded

—

which allows

a

a

were

taken

version of

minimal role for

man

production of knowledge and erection of truth.

To take models
them

to aid

generalisations

use

to be sufficiently distinct from what has

Indeed, the

case.

devices

control is not

to be

seems

This conception of the

as

mere

instruments for

neutral, atheoretical tools.

prediction does not render

Consider the elements that
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may

be said to constitute

spatial
these

with

organisation.

be

model of

being observable events, inferred unobservables,

corresponds one

or more

—

or even

variables:

these

be number, time, spatial location, colour, and the like.
quantifiable

or

Finally, there will be

not.

to indicate the

so as

variables associated with the entities
These rules may

instruments to derive

as

city, predictions which
value

in

In terms

set of rules

or

mathematics
so

or

they

conceived and

predictions of future events in the

to be cast in quantitative form

are

can

in which the quantity

Now, models

to be of

planning, presuppose certain theories of instrumentation.
specific to the models

that

above, the following presuppositions

(1)

a

They

dependent upon each other.

be simply the rules of logic

be rules of physical behaviour.

used

are

way

terms

Second, to each

imaginable correspondence to observables.

no

relating the entities

may

aspects of urban social/

some

First, there will be set of entities

of these entities there
may

a

were
may

examined in Chapter two,

be identified.

An implicit acceptance of the guiding

metaphor of the machine

(or organism) in the realm of social life, either in terms of strict
determinism

or

in terms of

probability statements which

are

aimed to

reflect the free-will nature of human action and hence admit
considerable ignorance as to

keeping within

(2)
is

a

mechanicist

the outcome of such action but still

framework.

The assumption that the past behaviour
a

good guide to their future behaviour;

possibility to oredict

a

past

situation

on

and take this prediction

(e.g.

this suggests the

future configuration of aspects of social/

spatial organisation in the city
the

of the entities concerned

the basis of what has happened in
as a

set of data for the present

in controlling certain developments

now

because

830.
they

are

likely to be

predictions).
so

made could

detrimental

in the future according to the

The assumption further indicates that predictions
provide information allowing the formation of

expectations about some future state of the city.

(3)

Consequent to

concerned

are

(2), above, is the assumption

stable material

things and

will not present any drastic

changes in their constitution, over time;
conditions obtaining in the

city also

that the entities

hence the past and present
the structures and

encompass

mechanisms that may

be said to underlie and shape the contents of

future state of the

city

the

values, beliefs, meaning systems, etc.

motivate social agents in
the

period of time.

over some

that

may

"

meaning of human acts

definitions of the situation" by social
characterised

"abnormal"

as

thesis that such

be taken to

or

as

By taking

given, disparate

agents

"deviant".

presuppositions

are more

It is

an

often than not

argument of this

must be justified in their

prior to be accepted as parts of the instruments of research.
intrusion into

inquiry affects the

inquiry is looked

1+.

way

.

assumed to be constant and

given, shared among actors, and consciously known.
about the

Moreover,

conducting themselves and interacting in

physical space of the city must be

consensus

a

own

right

Their

in which the subject matter of

at and theorised about.

The nature of the interrelation of objective inquiry and
normative choice.

In
the

Chapters four and five two views

were

referred to in connection with

relationships between knowledge and action

moral,

or

ideological action.

In

one

—

or

theory and political,

view, objective inquiry does not
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concern

to

an

itself with what could he

or

what ought to be but restricts itself

Research is to take

investigation of the empirical "is".

neutral

stand with

and moral

a

respect to values, ideological beliefs, ethical

implications of what "is", and any political consequences

of the results of

some

investigation.

Theoretical knowledge is

therefore

kept strictly distinct from the field of "practical" issues

in which

planning is immersed.

The "practical" relevance of research

results is to be assessed and analysed in
of the theoretical

There emerges a
he is

a

activity.

planner with

detached and

what will be given
On the other

a

"split personality":

side, he is one citizen

in which

conform to
of

among

others

a

one

side

thinker of

in

a

community,

of the options in his society and

these affect his interests.
problems or issues to be

maintainshis role of

import.

the

what "is" and assuming that it will continue to be.

select the range of

moral

on

impartial observer of what "is" and

politically and morally conscious
of the way

detail after the completion

The planner

dealt with while he

citizen, and judges by their political

a

may

or

However, his study of these problems is expected to

some

ideal of

impartiality,

a

set of objective rules devoid

any"practical" interests.

This

conception of social theorising for planning presupposes the

ontological belief that
of the

knower;

nature and of

that which is known exists wholly independently

that there is
man

and

a

universal structure in the world of

society which remains to be discovered

by

intelligent, systematic, scientific study, independent of social,
cultural and historical influences upon
theoretical orientationsand ways

the inquirer, free from general

of looking at the world, and

832.
uncontaminated

by personal interests, biases, prejudices of the

investigator.

This reflects

knowledge.

There is

reality being studied;

no

positive attitude towards social

a

questioning of the beginning of the social

what appears to be is all that there is, unless

what is not available to observation
what

can

be observed.

ignored

are

All

can

be

explicitly related

is

analysis historical processes

be strictly connected to experience.

In this

the existing

sense,

social/spatial

empirical "is" is subsequently related to the normative "ought"

goals, desires, and moral and political imperatives in

indirect ways

excluding

of connection

are

eloquently

with

some

consequence

by public intervention"
to the

or

identical

the cause is both known and manipulable

(ibid.: p.1+3).

This perspective gives rise

policy science model of planning which is formulated as

technology

could

rise to

give

a

The mode of planning that this

social engineering.

or

orientation
strict

number of

(HEM, 1976: pp.lj.2-52);

described in

for which

a

Such modes

the social agents themselves.

their main aim is to "make the end that is valued coincident

was

discussed and criticised for its

separation of values from facts which is made to coincide with

the distinction between

Planning

may

programme

course

means

and ends

be conceived both in

—

a

practice which was rejected.

terms of

a

weak and

a

strong

of scientific, rational policy and decision making.

former involves

in

reality

reproduced and perpetuated into the future.

This

the

to

history is transformed to what is, viz. a conception of universal

contemporaneity.

of

In this mode of

demoted to what

or

can

of

a

form of

analysis which is frequently

The

carried out in

studying problems of allocation of public resources or

public expenditure decisions.

It consists in enumerating

advantages

833.
and

disadvantages, expressed in some suitable scale of utilities and

(costs

disutilities
per

and

benefits),

unit output, associated with the

scientifically acquired knowledge
The cost and benefit

into the decision

indeces

a

decision maker's

Now,
to

a

strong

—

information

as

though not necessarily

capacity but only in

programme

serve

an

the

expert/planner in
role.

advisory

of "policy scientific" planning might be said

envisage going beyond the tracing of the outcomes of alternative

courses

of action and their

expression in quantitative terms
It would involve

of informed decision making.

purposes

of rationalisation and would therefore take upon

responsibilities
the

of the decision maker.

procedures that

of means,

measures,

are necessary

extent

of available

itself

a

technical

or

practical

In this

end.

—

sense,

approached in the manner of
the construction of

a

particular

bridge.

sense

the

of

policy scientist

course

the nature and

will

—

of action from

are

among

reduced to discrete

"applied") problems and

are

Given stifficient knowledge and clearly

requirements.

possible to construct

a

bridge

There follows that the planner

(on the strong programme) would

"social technologict".

technically

engineer whose task is, for instance,

specified technical requirements it is
which best meets those

as

appropriately validated and

Thus, policy problems

(in the

of the

for specifying and arranging that set

legitimated following the "rules and procedures of science"

possible alternatives.

higher degree

It would consist in applying

empirical knowledge

determine the selection of any

for the

more

of action which is assessed

or courses

correct in attaining some given

as

inputs

which involves the politicians,

making process

administrators, etc.

specified by applying

of relevant empirical phenomena.
derived

so

of taking particular

consequences

These may have been

of action.

courses

effectiveness in terms of cost

or

assume

the role of

a

83U.
The other view of the
above does not

knowledge/action relationship that

regard theoretical knowledge

"practical" considerations of action.
as

examined

was

independent of the

as

It regards theories of society

inseparable from the production and reproduction of social reality

but also

life.

as

the

means

for

establishing the

The main issues in this

links

that

definitions of social

seem

to be the intimate

postulated between the facts and values, ideological

are

beliefs, socio-cultural
between the

conception

very

planner

Moreover, there is

and the close, dialectical relation

norms;

as a

technical expert and those who are being planned.

concern

to social, cultural,

with relating action

historical, and linguistic context in which it is to take place and
within

This

which it becomes

perspective

on

meaningful.

theory/"practice"

with several humanistic

interdependence

is consistent

approaches to the study of social life though

their construals of that relation may vary.

Humanists agree at least

on

the need

for human-centred

investigation of social life but differ

as

to how to

proceed with such

an

social action in its context

language

investigation.

much like words

are

related to their

and constitutive rules of grammar are sought;

proceed through the intuition of phenomena;
or

They either study

or

they

they interpret action

praxis in its structural and historical context.

these

or

Synthesis of

perspectives has been attempted by some Critical Theorists

notably

Habermas

idealist elements

(cf. Chapter
of

meaning

five,

—

In this undertaking,

the interpretative categories

related with materialist elements of

supplemented

sect.5).

—

production and

—

are

authority and are

with aspects of criticism aimed at revealing forms of

domination and obstructions to communication.

perspective is the

Another

pragmatism/instrumentalism of

reconciling

John Dewey

(and others)

835which has informed the so-called "new humanism"

of conceiving of the

to and sketched above
to

of social processes

same

(chapter five, sect. 5)

This critical

interpretation

they

reasons

that give rise

out

carry

a

At the

critique of the existing

(in

an

understanding

the humanistic

—

sense)

to be
—

of social life expect and feel that is

These findings would then be couched in terms and

language capable of being

fully grasped by the individuals concerned

widely disseminated

dialectical processes

among

them to set in motion the

of communication between the planners and the

Dialogue would be aimed at enlightening the people

planned.
the ways

in which the condition of their lives had

unsatisfactory,

even

conditioned to

accept

The result of the
what is to be

some

or

state of affairs

due
as

regards

as

hitherto been

to their having been
given and unalterable.

the reaching of

consensus

done, and the fixation of belief in the findings of
which has

stage signifies

people's lives;
so

in their ignorance

dialogue would ultimately be

the communication

was

of what

ought to expect given the analyses of the

societal processes.

of what

critical approach

including the beliefs that social actors hold.

through

and would be

to

phase would be guided by

needed and what

the

as a

and tracing the underlying

individuals in relevant ways

This

relation is referred

in which they are constituted and have emerged.

state of affairs

on

theory/"practice"

time it would be necessary

gained

(cf. Chapters

This would involve studying the historical development

planning.

to the way

planning

ten).

three, four, five, and

One way

in

far

produced mutual adjustment of views.

the incorporation of these findings as part of
and this is the test of the validity in "practice"

only

a

conceptual construction,

a programme or

836.
narrative of action aimed at

effecting societal change.

the content of such "theoretical" schemes would he
be

a

In this sense,,

social product to

justified in applying it in "practical" activity rather than

description

explanation of how

or

some

repeat itself if, say, other things
rationally, or if only
to be

are

no

existing state of affairs would

are

equal, if people behave

strictly "planning" disciplinary influences

accounted for and

there would be

a

effect.

take

For in the latter

case,

integration of theory and "practice" since the

explanatory account would have to be connected somehow to community
goals outside of the explanation proper, in order to provide guidelines
for action in terms of consequences
were

ensue

if various goals

pursued.

(EEIN, 1976), theories for planning

In another view
as

that would

narratives

or

"stories", that is,

as

are

best formulated

plausible interpretations of

complex patterns of events with normative implications for action.
Calling such "stories" scenarios would not be very precise, though it
would not be
on

totally

either.

wrong

Such narratives would be founded

past experience which they would interpret in terms of the

of relevant events

over

time and

they would draw, at the

same

occurrence

time,

implications for future actions, suggesting how the future might
unfold if certain events

concerning the

same range

or

actions take

The

Alternative narratives

of subject matter would be possible as would

be the formulation of narratives

point of view

place.

articulating some explicitly normative

(expressing the interest of

a group

of individuals).

problem of "objective" social understanding, i.e. which one of the

competing "stories" best fits the circumstances, would be settled
by

some

form of social criticism by

(cf. Chapter 5> sect.5, 6),

way

of the dialogue model of inquiry

through which the relevance of the narrative

837.
could be
rest

on

persuasively argued for
the

of the

the mode of

of

This procedure would
on

"scientific method".

perspectives give rise to distinct influences in the

relationship between

lnowledge and action and hence in

planning that could be compatible with their conception
The question regarding the nature of the connections

knowledge.

between

against.

logic of the argument rather than

These humanistic

nature

or

some

epistemological and methodological stand

—

viz. the way
how

in which the world is to be looked at and theorised about and

knowledge is to be obtained and legitimated
theories and the

different

and social and political

corresponding planning conceptions is amenable to

interpretations.

connection whatsoever

The views

to the

range

postulation of

A moderate view asserts that there
links

—

are

from rejection of any
necessary

intelligible

relations.

but not necessary

(cf. Chapter four).

Thus, the Critical Theorists find

necessary

normative orientation towards maintenance

connections between
of

existing order and the

positivist epistemology of Comte and his successors.
this with

a

Linkages

may

conservative attitude in

—

political and social arrangements.

elimination of the false rather than establishment

of the ideal of truth
The latter account

They identify

claimed to obtain between Popper's doctrine

also be

of falsification

a

—

and his

postulates

a

theory of the "open society".
technological, social engineering

approach to eliminating the problematic rather than establishing
holistic, Utopian,

or

some

comprehensive mode.

The connections between

science and

Peyerabend's view that the

ideology

emerge

much stronger in

happiness and full development of

a

human

838.

(hedonism; aesthetics)

individual is the highest value
the pursuance

of

a

of scientific truth, and the

certain way

epistemology

of doing science.

as

opposed to

implication for adoption

The anarchistic principle in

the putting forward of the most outrageous

licenses

proposals, while adherence to the strict methodological rules of
science constrains human freedom of
Pursuance of the

highest values would suggest striving for

in which science in its "standard"

whatever.

that

so

thought and expression.

For scientific

conception would play no role

alone without seeking to discover if other,

they respond to it

are

reference to De Bono's "lateral

methodological viewpoint and

logical

thinking").

ones

that the

Such connections may
seen

to

as

contingent

epistemological and

system of beliefs about society,

of

the field of

seem

to be the close

Frankfurt School theorists claim to have

positivism and conservative political theories.

as

course

be postulated,

are

intelligible, but must

the prevalence of certain conditions that

upon

give rise to them

between science and

of its

some

some

(planning) arrangements does not

found between science

seem

seven,

of looking at society and theorising about its social,political,

way

institutional

be

(cf. Chapter

worth considering

The nature of the connections between

and

world

rationality is taken to condition people

so-called extra-rational ideas

or

a

(cf. Chapter four, sect.6).

ideology

are

accepted, there

planning both in terms of theories

are

If such linkages

implications for

through which knowledge

subject matter is systematically expressed, and in terms of

"practice" which would be aimed at establishing close links between
the

planners and

the planned.

839.

The notion of
need to be

scientific

objectivity and value-neutrality in the field would

divorced from the notion of what is referred to

objectivity and value-neutrality.

normative change elements of

as

a

Planning could proceed
normative field

The ideological

or

planning would findtheir expression

and articulation in combination with the

"is".

as

both in

positive elements of what

systematically rather than arbitrarily
theorising and in "practical" activity

by explicitly formulating the value standpoint from which alternative

The main task would be to attain

conceptualisations emerge.
of

preferred(normative).

observed,

and predicted worlds.

ideals of communication between the knower and the
and the

planned;

those who

are

of societal

congruence

The humanistic

known, the planners

of understanding of values, beliefs and desires of

being planned;

development;

of grasping the historical dimension

of criticism of unsatisfactory institutional,

productive, and communicative arrangements in urban society do not
appear

unattainable in

a

planning that is conceived outside of the

framework of Critical Theory.

5.

Restrictions imposed by rationality and method.

In the

practice of much planning today there

that may

are

certain characteristics

be interpreted as giving rise to particular forms of the

relation between

theory and method, and knowledge and action.

is

an

obvious observance

of

professionalism.

of elitism in the

of strict criteria

There is also

shape of the

a

There

of rationality, of method,

concomitant rise

wise-man/planner

of

an

attitude

which appears to have

8iiO.
or"less undesirable

more

between

consensus

the

implications for communication and possible

planner and the planned.

the differences between the

social groups
that the
of

planner and the individuals, institutions,

and organisations he is dealing with, it

with the other members of

they

are

moral

laymen.

be said

Ee does however

society,

have shared features

though he is

even

an

"expert" and

Thus, he may share beliefs, values, cultural norms,

positions, and the like.

The nature of his
is in

may

distinguishing characteristic of the planner is his membership

professional community.

a

Trying to identify

community is that of

sub-culture.

a

possession of the proper knowledge and faculties

required

by his professional community.

of the peers

of his field

that

are

He is immersed in the wisdom

and is well versed in the understanding

of

problems that

In

comparison with the layman

are

The planner

likely to involve him in searching for solutions.
he will be

more

familiar with the

relevant

data in the field.

possesses

privileged knowledge of other people's interests, goals,

and

probably believe that he

values, and has available methodically

evidence to

gathered and substantiated

support one course of action over other alternatives.

Nevertheless, his
a

He will

excess

knowledge

over

that of the layman's is not

factor that is sufficient to discriminate between them.

distinguishing characteristic of the planner
"form of life" which encompasses,
uses

in his

activities, his

way

among

may

The

be said to be his

other things, the language he

of looking at

social/spatial

phenomena and the world in general and the rules and procedures

employed by him and his professional community in identifying problems
and

elaborating solutions to them.

81+1.
Though, he
the

may

planner will require

arrived at

a

same

kinds of problems as the layman,

different kind of solution;

Because the planner addresses some specific

"audience" in his

professional community

of those who

affected

are

by his plans

he has reached his conclusions

of

some

some

e.g.

guidelines:

e.g.

Adherence to

some

as a

ordinary

in the

city

"audience"

the

he must demonstrate how
that they

were

derived by

so

and the

and procedure

are

are

even

laid down by statutory

the various procedures relating to structure planning.
special set of methodological

in the street.

which

conventions

distinguishes

may

be

the planner from

In addition, "correct" method will

the value and validity of
—

up

relevant, in the field.

characteristic

man

—

sophisticated model

forecasting and evaluation techniques;

Requirements of method

assess

as

frequent additions of the latest techniques that

relevant, and not

help

by showing

well

planner's methodological apparatus is normally kept

to date with

the

—

version of the planning process;

The

regarded

as

—

generally acceptable technique, method, procedure

building exercises;
like.

which is

procedures of his professional community, in consideration

commonly agreed goals.

means

one

by applying his knowledge of facts and the standards,

criteria and
of

seek to study the

some

proposed course of action

together with other criteria that

may

be agreed

upon.

Assessment and evaluation

following the path traced by the method

adopted in producing

result, helps to sort out the professional

from the

The

some

charlatan, the planner from the undertaker

right techniques, if properly used,

relatively accurate
hence make control

are

or

the navvy.

expected to enable

forecasting of future states of affairs and
possible.

The idea of "community" is strongly

81+2.
associated with

emphasis

need to decrease
and

the

idiosyncracies

on

"correct" methods and procedures.

The

potential effects of individualist variations

is

a

prerequisite for the existence of a

professional community of planners.

to certain

By adhering

common

methodological procedures, rules, and conventions the planners are
able to unite in
and

a

community, much like

produce reliable

to individual.

The

men

results which do not

organise in social groups,

widely from individual

vary

emphasis in planning has always been

on

the

collectivity, the totality,the community, the whole rather than the
individual.

This

might partially account for the

planning also suggests at least methodological neglect of

the individual and encourages
and

planning

of the

with correct

The proliferation of systems approaches

procedures and techniques.
in urban

concern

of interrelated

"public interest"

a

—

systemic

methods

of

parts and wholes.

investigation

Moreover, the notion

much discussed and disputed idea whose

conceptual correspondence with reality is strongly contested
indicates

the

—

importance attached to communal affairs and collectivities

rather than individuals.

Now, in Feyerabend's critique "Against Method" the strict pursuance
of

some

methodological line is regarded

to intuition

and to

possibilities

as

imposing artificial limits

to be considered, and may result in

premature closure of the search for alternative courses of action.
On the other

hand, there

specifically devised

are

so as

certain techniques in planning which are

to operate

as a

heuristic

mechanism and

help cut down the

enormous

that

to the planner.

These could be

the

are

open

number of possibilities

grandmaster's mental heuristics in chess.

has to be made for the

selector

seen as

Clearly

analogous to
some

allowance

validity and usefulness of such techniques

8U3in

planning.

Due to their specific reducing function they cannot

reasonably be exposed to the
general.
scope

But there

are

same

critique of methods of inquiry in

several other methods that fall within the

.

of the above criticisms.

What may

be derived from the strictures

on

method

advanced by

Peyerabend is not, of course, adoption of his principle "anything goes"
but rather

the

suggestion to cultivate

a

flexible attitude towards

technique and method in planning and avoid dogmatism.
of

Such relaxation

methodological control could result in liberating the power of

intuition from

artificially imposed restriction of methods and

procedures and

so

enable it to

engage

in inventive efforts rather than

be

guided by the particular perspective that

on

reality.

with

some

method might impose

Exploration of alternatives that could be inconsistent

accepted

principles of rationality, of technique, could make

available for discussion and criticism hitherto hidden
or

neglected options

accepted view

or

options

view,

e.g.

is

that were incompatible with the

a

break from some established point of

of rationality, utility, and the like.

the "principle of proliferation" as

By taking

obscured

These would not be possible to

of the world.

conceptualise unless there is

or

a

creative device it

possible to augment the freedom of artistic expression in discovering

and

changing the urban world.

restructuring
the

customary.

is total

same

as

new,

unrecognised,

requires freedom from the ordinary, the conventional,

But such liberation

dependence

techniques.
the

ways

To see things in

upon

may

not be forthcoming if there

and surrender to accepted method and

Talking of method and techniques in everyday life is not
talking of

method and technique in planning.

Man could not

8Ub.
survive

without

without

their

techniques in his practical activities but

explicit direction.

mind and it cannot be said that

to occupy a
could

they fulfil their task if they

are

may

not always

"correct" way

belong to

incrementalist

of carrying out

positive

versus

end-state

plan versus process of organising

decisions

on

The

future

may

of action;

courses

planning

to be

community.
on

technique

role

as

these

declare allegiance to

as a

of the city versus

way

information and eliciting

of the

some

upon

one or

policy science

or

pervasive

methods and techniques.

another methodological

in which his thought will be influenced

planner and hence

In contrast to such

an

some
a

set of methods if he is

member of his professional

approach, by placing less emphasis

and procedure the planner may be able to redefine his

technician and

professional expert and thus transcend

disciplinary boundaries which
interests.

are

However, he has to accept

regarded

disjointed/

technology

which impinge

viewpoint and so affect the
by method.

versus

normative theories of urban phenomena and change;

dialectics of action:

planner

and the same set.

one

social/spatial organisation;

partial aspects of urban

controversies in

accepted by the

the tasks and objectives of the

models of

versus

what it

in planning much

large-scale models

approaches;

reason

led

and/or "practical" endeavour regarding

Rational/comprehensive strategies

field.

are

methodological controversies

field of cognitive

to

are

way.

techniques, and procedures that

Indeed, there
like in any

dictate

can

accomplish and in what particular

community of planners

some

Methods are products of the human

position from which they

The methods,

can reason

may

artificially limit his reach and

Earlier in this thesis

planning was seen

as an

81+5.

"interdiscipline" which brings together
sharing

subject matter.

a common

and assimilated into

In

many

disciplinary viewpoints

These are hopefully integrated

coherent whole.

a

practice, however, the disciplinary subdivisions and perspectives

tend to remain

entrenched, and there is today within planning a set

of sub-cultures each seing

things in its

promoting its methodological approach
ecological, transportation planning
are

pursued, to

a

greater

another at the level of
Increased

than the

well
way

as

particular

way

and

Physical, social, economic,

.

are some

of the varieties which

lesser extent, independently of one

integration, and they attain at best aggregation.

specialisation

.understanding

or

own

processes

problem itself

could restrict the possibilities of
in the city:

disciplinary viewpoint rather

directs its definition and conception

the search for solutions.

as

Being critical of the disciplinary

of looking at things in the city does not imply that the planner

should be

being at

expected to perform like the "Great Book of Knowledge",
once an

expert in all the particular areas in which urban

problems extend.

Rather, the point that is being made here
planner

as an

and its

physical environment and not

inquirer

or

concerns

the role of the

thinker of the conditions of urban life
as an

expert disciplinarian or

professional member of his restricted community.

In this role the

planner would be conscious of the historical dimensions of the
environment interrelations in the urban context.
to grasp
of

his

own

He would be able

position, values, prejudices and biases towards ways

looking at the world but also

improved.

man/

He would extend

ways

in which that world would be

the horizon of his investigations

81+6.
"by addressing himself to' the public in communication rather than to
his fellow-members in his

professional community

—

for it is the

people whom he has to convince of the appropriateness of his ideas
and not

the peers

In this sense,
affected

of his profession.

he would need to understand those people who

by his plans;

understand their attitudes towards particular

physical arrangements and
to them.

emphasis

In

so

of life, and the meaning

ways

they attach

doing he would enhance communication and place

the processes of eliciting agreement on social issues

on

rather than insist

on

derive solutions to

Such

are

using techniques, however intelligently, to

narrowly

defined "technological" problems.

requirements would involve the planner in providing plausible

accounts of how

things

to be

came

unfold in the future.

as

they

are

Such accounts would

and how they might

suggest, not necessarily

uniquely, the kinds of influences, processes, and actions that
be

may

underlying certain unsatisfactory states of affairs.

To achieve this the

of method

or

planner need not conform to any narrow conception

technique.

Rather his approach is to be justified by his

finding reasonable arguments
which

he opens up

of views.

supporting his point of view and with

the process of communication and critical exchange

Obviously, there is

no way

of making certain that

an

intelligent argument will be understood and accepted by all those to
whom it is addressed.
on

There is far greater scope

arguments rather than

the aid of method.

propositions and

But there is

Theories and models of

such "audiences" but

on

also

a

for disagreement

statements derived through

greater "audience" involved.

social/spatial phenomena

are

not addressed to

only to the community of professionals involved.

81+7.
to promote the sort of planning that was described above

They tend
one

which introduces

action

artificial

an

components of planning and

separation of the knowledge

as

and

seeks to reintegrate them 'ex

post facto'.

The overall

"practical" nature of the problems that

called to

study

requires

answers

problems of social life in

—

that

may

an

urban environment

—

not be forthcoming by employing

methodological miles and conventions that have
in the natural sciences.

the planner is

been

successful

very

Hypothetico-deductive reasoning, model

building, testing for correspondence with observable facts, discovery
of lawful

generalisations, etc., have

to make about
in

very

few helpful suggestions

ideological, political, and ethical issues involved

changing other people's forms of life.

But aiming at

conception of knowledge and action and being at the
the difficulties involved in

establishing

same

connections

an

integrated

time

weary

of

between

knowledge and action by pursuing scientific knowledge independent of
the latter

will be studied in
of the
would
say,

the anxiety that urban problems and conditions

might create
an

arbitrary and irrational

way.

After all one

principal traditional arguments for urban planning
replace

with

relevant

a

more

rational, knowledge-based system of making socially

decisions

affecting everyday life, economic
in the

processes

city.

However, to proceed by following the logic of argument is
and-error effort.

The

no

trial-

requirement for plausibility of arguments entails

explicit statement of the various
are

that it

the hit-and-miss competitive situation of the market,

and the environment

that

was

associated with

grounds, reasons, points of view

particular decisions, accounts of states

8U8.
of

affairs, and proposed

could "be

seen

as

am

measures.

Clear reasoning and argumentation

alternative to

methodological guidance, technique,

The main issue in this context is

and demonstration.

hermeneutics

:

of

one

of

showing logical rather than empirically observable

connections between
task is not

one

of

hypothesised

whole and individual parts.

The

producing nomolcgical, objective knowledge but one

initiating dialogue, objections to the arguments, counter-arguments

and debate.

It

seems

that in

planning, considerations of coherence within the

man/environment context ought to take precedence
correspondence with nature.
ideas, derived

over pursuance

Planners are unlikely

of

to find these

quasi-philosophically, particularly original for

they have always

placed their trust in the

powers

of clear reasoning,

of

logical arguments, of intuition in design and intelligent solution

to

problems, of lively debate and the reaching of consensus in
Prior to the dissemination

communication.
science

planning

It sought

to make

them with

a

always, in

sense

recognisable

some

or

as

interpretative.

and it understood that whole

whole;

meanings of the parts.

activity

way,

of fragmented parts by coherently relating

broader context

in terms of the
hermeneutic

was

of scientific social

part of its

Planning has always included

common sense.

